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ABSTRACT
There has been a call for reform in the teaching and learning of mathematics that requires
moving away from passive student learning and memorization to active participation and
exploration; however, mathematics teaching in American classrooms remains largely traditional.
A methods/practicum sequence provides a unique opportunity to actively instill an understanding
of tasks that promote the mathematical practices. Moreover, planning and implementing
worthwhile mathematical tasks requires and demonstrates mathematical knowledge for teaching.
The mixed-methods case study was designed to determine the effects of a task-based
methods/practicum sequence on secondary mathematics teacher candidates’ ability to plan for
and enact worthwhile mathematical tasks. The treatment was guided by Implementing
Standards-Based Mathematics Instruction: A Casebook for Professional Development, authored
by the leading researchers on mathematical instructional tasks.
The Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA) was used to assess the potential and
implemented cognitive demand of tasks used for instruction. The Mathematical Classroom
Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²) was used to assess the mathematical practices that
were observed during the same instruction. Participant reflections and interactions provided
qualitative data to enhance the quantitative findings.
It was found that scores on both assessments increased significantly from the beginning
to the end of the semester. Moreover, the participants expressed greater awareness of tasks and
teaching strategies that maintain their cognitive demand. These findings add to what is known
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about secondary mathematics teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching as well as establish
a relationship between the IQA and MCOP² as it pertains to the study.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
As the leader in mathematics education reform, the National Council of Teachers of
Mathematics (NCTM) promoted large-scale reform of mathematics teaching and learning in their
Curriculum and Evaluation Standards for School Mathematics (1989). The framework for the
Curriculum Standards is shaped by a constructivist view that learning mathematics is an active
process; that “knowing” mathematics means “doing” mathematics. Furthermore, student
activities should arise from problem situations, developing problem-solving and computation
skills. The Learning Principle (NCTM, 2000) maintains that students should learn math with
understanding and be able to apply mathematics, implying that active learning tasks best support
student learning.
To support this type of learning, NCTM (1989) contends that mathematics instruction
should include opportunities for students to struggle with problems that are not well defined,
problem formation, and generation of additional questions for exploration. One of the six
standards for teaching mathematics recommends that teachers choose and implement
“worthwhile mathematical tasks” (NCTM, 1991) that promote reasoning and problem solving
(NCTM, 2009, 2014). The Teaching Principle (NCTM, 2000) asserts that math teachers need
knowledge of mathematics, students, and pedagogy. This knowledge was described by Hill,
Rowan, and Ball (2005) as mathematical knowledge for teaching. This complex knowledge
tends to be enacted and tacit, and thus not easily identified nor readily measured in secondary
teachers who major in mathematics (Adler & Davis, 2006; Davis, 2011).
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Secondary mathematics teacher preparation programs (TPPs) are responsible for
providing opportunities for teacher candidates to acquire the knowledge of reform-oriented
pedagogical practices. Accreditation standards for math education programs are managed by
NCTM for the Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation (CAEP). Their Standards
for Mathematics Teacher Initial Preparation (NCTM, 2012) describe the criteria for math
teacher training programs and the knowledge expected of beginning teachers. Not surprisingly,
these begin with content knowledge (as needed for secondary teaching), understanding of
mathematical practices (problem solving, representation, reasoning, communication,
connections), and content pedagogy (use of tasks for student engagement), which Ball, Thames,
and Phelps (2008) labelled as specialized content knowledge, knowledge of content and
teaching, and knowledge of content and students. All pieces of knowledge are essential for
efficacious mathematics teaching, and the fundamental purpose of teacher preparation is to
ensure that they are instilled during coursework.
Writing to mathematics and education faculty who have responsibilities for the education
of math teachers, the Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences (CBMS) recommends
standards that are accordant with the mathematical knowledge for teaching framework. Their
2001 report The Mathematical Education of Teachers indicates that “teachers who major in the
discipline they teach are not better able than other teachers to explain fundamental concepts of
their discipline” (p. 121), and that teacher education programs are responsible for cultivating
knowledge of pedagogy and transformed dispositions. Their second report The Mathematical
Education of Teachers II (MET II) notes that although secondary math teachers major in
mathematics, the courses they take focus on mathematics needed for graduate study, not for
teaching. Prospective math teachers need courses that “provide opportunities for future teachers
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to learn the mathematics they need to know to be well-prepared beginning teachers who will
continue to learn new mathematical content and deepen their understanding of familiar topics”
(CBMS, 2012, p. 5). This cannot be accomplished in their math courses alone; these
opportunities must be intentionally situated in methods and practicum courses.
The MET II also recommended that mathematics courses for preservice secondary math
teachers should examine the mathematics they will teach in depth, allowing time to engage in
reasoning and sense-making. Furthermore, all courses should develop mathematical habits of
mind (problem-solving, reasoning, modeling, generalizing), and faculty should implement
interactive teaching practices to foster them. University coursework is not intended to teach
future teachers everything they need to know; rather, it should prepare them to be lifelong
learners. The Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE) recommends that teacher
candidates learn, with understanding, the school math content they will teach in classes that
foster mathematical knowledge for teaching. Specifically, preservice math teachers ought to be
“immersed in mathematical practices and processes of reasoning, sense making, and problem
solving” (AMTE, 2017, p. 31) and effective math teacher educators explicitly identify and
address the mathematical practices for preservice teachers.
Background of the Study
Research evidence has confirmed the benefits of teaching mathematics for understanding,
referred to as authentic, ambitious, higher order, or problem-based instruction (Es, Cashen,
Barnhart, & Auger, 2017; Newmann, Marks, & Gamoran, 1996; Schettino, 2011/2012). Thus,
there has been increasing emphasis within mathematics education on teaching practices that can
potentially develop students’ conceptual understanding, specifically implementing tasks and
collaborative learning opportunities. The NCTM (1989, 2000) suggests that conceptually
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oriented teaching in school mathematics may be best facilitated by complex tasks that are suited
for cooperative group work in situations that require students to explain and justify their
solutions.
Although research has called for math teachers’ knowledge for teaching to include
expertise in choosing and implementing tasks that increase students’ conceptual understanding,
assessment of beginning teachers in the United States has relied primarily on standardized tests
such as the Praxis II tests administered by the Educational Testing Service (ETS). However, the
Praxis II Mathematics: Content Knowledge (5161) exam, which is required for teacher
certification in secondary mathematics in a majority of states, primarily measures subject matter
content knowledge. Although content knowledge is necessary, Monk (1994) found that it is not
sufficient for effective teaching. Baumert and colleagues (2010) found a high correlation
between content knowledge (CK) and pedagogical content knowledge (PCK); however, content
knowledge was less impactful on student learning than pedagogical content knowledge. In fact,
the relationship between teachers’ PCK and student mathematics achievement was relatively
linear. To assess this aspect of teacher knowledge, the Educative Teacher Performance
Assessment (edTPA) was developed by the Stanford Center for Assessment, Learning, and
Equity (SCALE, 2018) to be used by teacher preparation programs to measure and support the
skills and knowledge needed by beginning teachers. It is a performance-based, subject-specific
assessment that focuses on the teaching tasks of planning, instruction, and assessment. When
controlling for content knowledge, Baumert et al. (2010) found that teacher training, particularly
structured learning environments, was found to increase pedagogical content knowledge. Since
prospective secondary mathematics teachers major in mathematics, they receive extensive
mathematics instruction. However, teacher education programs in our state offer only one to
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three methods courses for secondary preservice teachers to provide them with training in
pedagogy.
Statement of the Problem
There has been a call for reform in the teaching and learning of mathematics that requires
moving away from passive student learning and memorization to active participation and
exploration (NCTM, 2000, 2014; Council of Chief State School Officers [CCSSO], 2013).
However, mathematics teaching in American classrooms remains largely traditional and “the
nature of mathematical thinking and reasoning, and the conceptual mathematical work, remain
unaligned with the intent of Principles and Standards” (Jacobs et al., 2006, p. 30). Ma (1999)
placed the responsibility for breaking the “vicious cycle formed by low-quality mathematics
education and low-quality teacher knowledge of school mathematics” (p. 149) directly on
teacher preparation programs. Darling-Hammond (2006, 2014) noted that traditional teacher
education programs are often regarded as “collections of largely unrelated courses” and
suggested that effective teacher programs include three critical components: tight coherence and
integration among courses and between course work and clinical work in schools, extensive and
intensely supervised clinical work integrated with course work using pedagogies that link theory
and practice, and closer, proactive relationships with schools that serve diverse learners
effectively and model good teaching.
Secondary mathematics teacher preparation programs (TPPs) must effectively prepare
teacher candidates who have the potential to promote mathematical understanding and foster the
mathematical practices in their future students as described in the Common Core State Standards
for Mathematics (National Governors Association Center for Best Practices and Council on
Chief State School Officers [NGA Center & CCSSO], 2010). Their Standards for Mathematical
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Practice (SMPs) describe “varieties of expertise that mathematics educators at all levels should
seek to develop in their students” (p. 6, emphasis added) and the “ways in which developing
student practitioners of the discipline of mathematics increasingly ought to engage with the
subject matter as they grow in mathematical maturity and expertise” (p. 8, emphasis added).
Participation in the SMPs requires active learning tasks in mathematics classrooms.
Mathematics teacher candidates need to participate in tasks that engage them in the SMPs in
order to understand them and then plan and teach lessons with tasks designed to engage their
students in the SMPs. Responses to a survey sent to secondary mathematics methods course
instructors who are members of AMTE reveal that they consider an understanding of the practice
standards to be the most important topic in their methods course, followed by mathematical
knowledge for teaching (Otten, Yee, & Taylor, 2015).
Engagement in challenging tasks is a “high-leverage practice” that is “most likely to
affect student learning” (Ball & Forzani, 2010, p. 45) as students participate in active meaning
making, which supports meaningful learning (NCTM, 2014). The NCTM’s (1991) first
professional standard for teaching mathematics, “worthwhile mathematical tasks” defines tasks
as “the projects, questions, problems, constructions, applications, and exercises in which students
engage. They provide the intellectual contexts for students’ mathematical development” (p. 20).
Worthwhile mathematical tasks have numerous characteristics. They are based on significant
mathematics, engage students’ intellect, develop students’ mathematical understanding and skills,
stimulate students to make connections and develop a coherent framework for mathematical
ideas, promote communication about mathematics, and entail problem formulation, problem
solving, and mathematical reasoning (NCTM, 1991).
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Studies have shown that inservice mathematics teachers’ enactment of mathematical tasks
is incomplete (Stein, Grover, & Henningsen, 1996); however, professional development can
increase their ability to plan challenging tasks and maintain the cognitive demand of the tasks
(Wilhelm, 2014; Boston & Smith, 2009). Studies of preservice math teachers reveal that their
math courses compress mathematical ideas when unpacking is required for teaching (Adler &
Davis, 2006) and that authentic opportunities for posing mathematical tasks to students
positively affected teacher candidates’ problem posing practices (Crespo, 2003). Watson and
Mason (2007) insist that an idea central to teacher education is that “for teachers, learning and
action are one and the same: their professional choices of actions are the manifestation of what
they have learned or are learning” (p. 208). Unless the experiences of mathematics teaching and
learning can become tangible for teacher candidates, they are unlikely to make sense of them.
Thus, it is critical for teacher preparation programs to ensure that preservice teachers engage in
the mathematical practices, deepen their understanding of the content they will teach, and
demonstrate specialized mathematical knowledge for teaching mathematics with worthwhile
mathematical tasks as the lever for improving and demonstrating this knowledge.
Secondary mathematics teacher candidates must demonstrate their content knowledge by
passing the Praxis II Mathematics: Content Knowledge (5161) exam prior to entering their
internship. However, their pedagogical content knowledge is not formally assessed until they
undertake the edTPA assessment during their internship. Thus, teacher preparation programs
must intentionally instill and assess the pedagogical content knowledge of math teacher
candidates before they enter their internship. This training and assessment should take place in
methods and practicum courses that meet the above-mentioned criteria suggested by DarlingHammond (2006). Stein, Smith, Henningsen, and Silver (2009) likewise maintain that math
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teacher candidates need practice-based preparation that links theory and teaching practice. Three
features of their professional development model address this challenge: it is situated in the
actual work of teaching, teaching episodes are linked to research-based practices through the
Mathematical Task Framework, and scaffolded field experiences provide opportunities for
teachers to apply the ideas and principles learned in authentic settings. This model is well-suited
for the professional education of math teacher candidates and guides the research study.
Conceptual Framework
In his seminal work on teacher knowledge, Shulman (1986, 1987) categorized teachers’
content knowledge as subject matter content knowledge, curricular knowledge, and pedagogical
content knowledge. Curricular knowledge entails understanding of programs, available
instructional materials, and the use of those programs in teaching a particular subject. Lateral
curricular knowledge is awareness of one’s content area as it relates to the other subject areas
whereas vertical curricular knowledge implies an expertise with the topics in one’s subject area
that students have previously encountered or will be expected to learn in the future. Possession
of curricular knowledge distinguishes a teacher from a peer with the equivalent major (Shulman,
1986).
Subject matter content knowledge (CK) is the “amount and organization of knowledge
per se in the mind of the teacher” (Shulman, 1986, p. 9). It involves more than just knowing
facts and concepts; teachers must understand the structures and rules of their discipline so they
can recognize the legitimacy of a topic or idea as it relates to the discipline. The subject matter
content knowledge of teachers should be equivalent to a peer with a major in the same discipline
(Shulman, 1986). Pedagogical content knowledge (PCK) is the combination of subject matter
knowledge and knowledge of pedagogy that is crucial for organizing and adapting instruction for
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diverse learners. It includes the most commonly taught topics in the subject area, multiple
representations of concepts, examples, explanations, and illustrations that make it
comprehensible to students. Additionally, pedagogical content knowledge involves insight of
students’ ease or difficulty in understanding a particular concept and which strategy would be
likely to assist their learning (Shulman, 1986, 1987).
Expanding on Shulman’s (1986) categories of teacher knowledge, Ball and colleagues
(2008) examined the concept of mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) which refers to
“the mathematical knowledge needed to carry out the work of teaching mathematics” (Hill et al.,
2005, p. 373). Ball et al. (2008) subdivided content knowledge into common content knowledge
and specialized content knowledge. They refined pedagogical content knowledge to include
knowledge of content and students and knowledge of content and teaching. Since prospective
secondary math teachers earn a bachelor’s degree in mathematics, their ability to make
“mathematical content visible to and learnable by students” (p. 400) sets them apart from other
math majors. Furthermore, secondary math teacher candidates’ knowledge of content and
students and knowledge of content and teaching are unlike the pedagogical knowledge of
teachers in other disciplines. This study focused on specialized content knowledge and
knowledge of content and students.
Purpose of the Study
The purpose of this study was to assess and describe the development of secondary math
teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge for teaching, particularly specialized content
knowledge and knowledge of content and students, as they experienced worthwhile
mathematical tasks in a methods/practicum sequence. As it has been shown, the specialized
professional associations and accrediting organizations promote active teaching and learning of
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mathematics. The methods/practicum sequence for our secondary math teacher candidates
provides a unique opportunity to actively instill an understanding of and appreciation for tasks.
Moreover, planning and implementing worthwhile mathematical tasks requires and demonstrates
mathematical knowledge for teaching, which was assessed during the action research study.
Research Questions
This study examined the question, “What effect does a task-based methods/practicum
sequence have on the mathematical knowledge for teaching of secondary math teacher
candidates?” Specifically, the following research questions were addressed:
1. How much will scores increase from the beginning to the end of the semester on
measures that proximally assess mathematical knowledge for teaching?
2. What is the correlation between scores on the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA)
and the Mathematical Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²)?
3. To what extent will teacher candidates’ ability to choose and implement worthwhile
mathematical tasks change?
Rationale and Significance of the Study
The construct of mathematics knowledge for teaching supports the Learning Principle
(NCTM, 2000), which asserts that effective mathematics teaching “requires knowing and
understanding mathematics, students as learners, and pedagogical strategies” (p. 17). Secondary
teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge for teaching is thus an amalgam of math content
and pedagogical knowledge that can be demonstrated and examined by the mathematical tasks
they choose for instruction. Wilhelm (2014) found that teachers’ mathematical knowledge for
teaching and conceptions of teaching and learning mathematics were contingent on one another
and significantly related to teachers’ enactment of cognitively demanding tasks. Thus, the ability
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to select and enact worthwhile mathematical tasks requires significant mathematics knowledge
for teaching and evinces possession of it. Hence, a framework for analyzing math teacher
candidates’ MKT should focus on their ability to select and enact worthwhile mathematical tasks
which, in turn, facilitate research-based best practices for teaching and learning mathematics.
Focusing math preservice teacher preparation on selection and enactment of
mathematical tasks is appropriate since classroom instruction is primarily organized around
tasks, activities, or problems. Hiebert and Wearne (1993) suggested that “what students learn is
largely defined by the tasks they are given” (p. 395). Stein and colleagues (1996) insisted that
tasks “determine not only what substance [students] learn but also how they come to think about,
develop, use and make sense of mathematics” (p. 459). The Trends in International Mathematics
and Science Study (TIMSS) analysis of 100 eighth-grade lessons found that presentation of
content “was accomplished primarily by working through problems” (National Center for
Education Statistics [NCES], 2003, p. 144). Lappan and Briars (1995) assert:
There is no decision that teachers make that has a greater impact on students’
opportunities to learn, and on their perceptions about what mathematics is, than the
selection or creation of the tasks with which the teacher engages students in learning
mathematics. (p. 138)
Moreover, the ability to maintain high levels of cognitive demand during tasks is the
distinguishing feature between classroom instruction in countries where student performance is
high and low-performing countries like the United States where students spend their time
practicing procedures (NCES, 2003; Stigler & Hiebert, 2004).
Studies show that preservice teachers’ ability to plan and implement challenging tasks
can be improved with authentic experiences with students (Crespo, 2003), engagement with tasks
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(Crespo & Sinclair, 2008), and field experiences that are closely tied to university-based teacher
education courses (Bahr, Monroe, & Eggett, 2014; Zeichner, 2010). Since selection and use of
mathematical tasks is central to the work that teachers do, preservice teachers’ professional
education should focus on the knowledge and skill required to choose and enact tasks and
maintain the cognitive demand of them (Stein et al., 2009). This study provides insight into the
components of math teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge for teaching as they examine,
select and enact tasks in their methods and practicum courses.
Limitations and Delimitations
The limitations of this study include time constraints, number of participants, and
sampling method. The research study was conducted during one academic semester. The
participants were chosen for convenience and the number of participants was limited by
enrollment in the courses. The researcher assumed that the participants responded in an open
and honest manner. Due to the small sample size, results are not generalizable to the population.
The delimitations are the focus on tasks and availability of instruments. Ability to select
and implement tasks were assessed as proximal measurements of mathematical knowledge for
teaching. Small studies such as this generally use existing instruments that have been validated
by other researchers.
Definitions
Terminology and germane terms will be described organically throughout the
dissertation. For clarification, the following defined terms were used in this study:
Common content knowledge (CCK) – the mathematical knowledge and skill used in
settings other than teaching
Cooperating teacher – a certified classroom teacher who hosts a teacher candidate
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during a clinical field experience; mentor teacher
Mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) – the mathematical knowledge needed to
carry out the work of teaching mathematics
Mathematical task – classroom activity, the purpose of which is to focus students’
attention on a particular mathematical idea
Pedagogy – the art or science of teaching; instructional methods
Secondary math teachers – those certified to teach 6-12 mathematics
Specialized content knowledge (SCK) – the mathematical knowledge and skill unique to
teaching
Tasks – the projects, questions, problems, constructions, applications, and exercises in
which students engage
Teacher candidate - a student enrolled in a university teacher education program
designed to support licensure and certification in grades 6-12 mathematics
teaching; preservice teacher
Acronyms
Upon first usage, accepted acronyms will be given for names of organizations or other
terms. For clarity, the acronyms used in this study are listed below:
AMSTI – Alabama Math Science and Technology Initiative
AMTE – Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators
CAEP – Council for the Accreditation of Educator Preparation
CBMS – Conference Board of Mathematical Sciences
CK – content knowledge
CRTC – Collaborative Reflective Teaching Cycle
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edTPA – Educative Teacher Performance Assessment
ETS – Educational Testing Service
InTASC – Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium
IQA – Instructional Quality Assessment
LMT – Learning Mathematics for Teaching
MCOP² – Mathematics Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices
MET II – The Mathematical Education of Teachers II
MKT – mathematical knowledge for teaching
MTPs – Mathematics Teaching Practices
MT21 –Mathematics Teaching for the Twenty-First Century
NCTM – National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
NRC – National Research Council
PCK – pedagogical content knowledge
SCALE - Stanford Center for Assessment, Learning, and Equity
SCK – specialized content knowledge
SFEs – scaffolded field experiences
SMPs – Standards for Mathematical Practice
TAG – Task Analysis Guide
TEDS-M – Teacher Education and Development Study in Mathematics
TIMSS – Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study
TPP - teacher preparation program
TTLP – Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW
The premise of this study is that worthwhile tasks are essential for learning mathematics
and the ability to choose and implement them requires and exhibits mathematical knowledge for
teaching. This specialized teacher knowledge is examined as the following topics are reviewed
from the existing research: the historical context of math teacher knowledge, the mathematical
knowledge for teaching framework, worthwhile mathematical tasks, fostering mathematical
knowledge for teaching, and assessing mathematical knowledge for teaching.
Historical Context of Math Teacher Knowledge
Prior to the mid-1980’s, research on teacher knowledge focused mainly on the general
characteristics of teaching such as classroom management, planning, and time allocation.
Shulman (1986, 1987) refocused the study of teaching with pedagogical content knowledge as a
central feature. His contributions helped establish teaching as a profession. To the existing
categories of the teacher knowledge base - general pedagogical knowledge, knowledge of
learners and their characteristics, knowledge of educational contexts, and knowledge of
educational ends; Shulman added content knowledge (CK), curricular knowledge, and
pedagogical content knowledge (PCK). While recommending that the content knowledge of
teachers should be equivalent to a peer with a major in the same discipline, Shulman (1986)
contends that a teacher needs to “not only understand that something is so; the teacher must
further understand why it is so” (p. 9). He described pedagogical content knowledge as “the
ways of representing and formulating the subject that make it comprehensible to others” (p. 9).
Shulman (1987) also maintains that “pedagogical content knowledge is the category most likely
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to distinguish the understanding of the content specialist from the pedagogue” (p. 8) and that
“the key to distinguishing the knowledge base of teaching lies at the intersection of content and
pedagogy” (p. 15).
Moreover, assessment of professional competencies was limited to distal indicators like
teacher credentials (Clotfelter, Ladd, & Vigdor, 2010), teacher testing (Zeichner & Liston, 1989;
Latham, Gitomer, & Ziomek, 1999), certification, and student achievement (Goldhaber &
Brewer, 2000). Teacher education research lacked a common theoretical basis, preventing the
development of credible instruments and inhibiting the connectedness of studies. Some of the
earliest large-scale empirical studies on teacher knowledge validated the CK and PCK constructs
and established a theoretical framework for researching the mathematical knowledge of teachers.
Mathematics Teaching in the 21st Century
In response to TIMSS, the Mathematics Teaching for the Twenty-First Century (MT21)
study intended to construct a suitable conceptual basis for professional competence of future
secondary mathematics teachers (Schmidt et al., 2007). Instruments were developed for
collecting empirical data to inform teacher preparation programs internationally. The study
explored and compared mathematics teacher education at 34 institutions located in Bulgaria,
Germany, Mexico, South Korea, and the United States. Within these institutions, all eligible
future secondary math teachers in their last year of teacher preparation were surveyed, totaling
2,627. The researchers considered “professional competence” as a variable dependent on
attributes of teaching training. Professional competence consists of professional knowledge (CK
and PCK) and professional beliefs of teachers. Pedagogical content knowledge was further
divided into instructional planning, student learning, and curricular knowledge.
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To assess CK and PCK, the MT21 researchers devised 92 items that focused on math
knowledge related to number, geometry, algebra, functions, and statistics. Fifty-nine of the items
also focused on the pedagogical aspects of curriculum, instruction (teaching), and the student as
learner, creating a focus on mathematical PCK (Schmidt, Blömeke, & Tatto, 2011). A oneparameter Item Response Theory (IRT) model was used, yielding scaled scores for the five
mathematics knowledge areas and the three mathematics pedagogy areas. The eight resulting
scales were rescaled to have an international mean of 500 and a variance of 100. Consequently,
the pedagogical scales “reflect pedagogical knowledge controlling for the level of knowledge
associated with the mathematics itself” (Schmidt et al., 2007, p. 22). The results confirm that
“CK and PCK represent two distinct, but correlated dimensions, even in teachers from
completely different backgrounds” (Kleickmann et al., 2015). The MT21 also generated
information on related features of programs and teacher knowledge, including opportunity to
learn (Schmidt et al., 2008), lesson planning competence (Blömeke et al., 2008), and
epistemological beliefs (Felbrich, Muller, & Blömeke, 2008).
COACTIV Project
The COACTIV Project on Professional Competence of Teachers, Cognitively Activating
Instruction, and the Development of Students’ Mathematical Literacy investigated the validity of
the constructs of content knowledge and pedagogical content knowledge (Krauss, Baumert, &
Blum, 2008). The COACTIV study administered tests of secondary mathematics teachers’ CK
and PCK to “contrast populations” of candidate math teachers (secondary math teacher
candidates), math students (majoring in mathematics), biology and chemistry teachers, and
advanced school students (grade 13 pre-university students in advanced math courses), and
COACTIV teachers (inservice teachers) with the rationale that if the tests were valid (measure
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what they are supposed to—mathematical CK and PCK), the populations would show specific
patterns of results. Hypothetically, the science teachers would score low on both tests (especially
on CK), mathematics students would score high on CK but substantially lower on PCK; math
teacher candidates would score higher than the advanced school students but lower than the
inservice teachers on both tests. The researchers suggested that PCK and CK develop
continuously during teacher training; thus, the grade 13 sample would provide a starting point for
knowledge whereas practicing teachers’ CK and PCK would be the endpoint.
Construction of the PCK test was guided by three subdimensions important for
mathematics teaching: tasks, student misconceptions and difficulties, and explanations or
representations. The resultant subscales are Tasks (4 items), Students (7 items), and Instruction
(11 items). The tested CK was situated between the “school-level mathematical knowledge that
good students have” and the “university-level mathematical knowledge that does not overlap
with the content of the school curriculum (Krauss et al., 2008, p. 876). The test consisted of 35
open-ended questions (22 PCK, 11 CK) with an established scoring scheme. Eight raters were
given extensive training and two raters coded each item independently. The inter-rater
objectivity was satisfactory across all items (on average, ρ = 0.81). The tests yielded satisfactory
reliabilities for PCK and CK (Cronbach’s alpha was 0.78 for PCK and 0.83 for CK), indicating
successful test construction.
It was found that the grade 13 advanced math students’ PCK scores were comparable to
those of the science teachers but their CK scores were much higher. The math teacher candidates
and math majors’ CK scores were comparable. As expected, the university mathematics students
and inservice teachers had similar CK scores. All groups had low PCK to CK ratios, except for
the science teachers who had an extraordinarily high level of math PCK considering their low
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CK for math. Since they are the only other contrast group with general pedagogical knowledge,
this supports Shulman’s (1987) belief that pedagogical and content knowledge “amalgamate” to
form PCK.
The researchers claimed that the COACTIV data provided the first empirical evidence of
the validity of the CK and PCK constructs. Although they are related, CK and PCK are different
dimensions of teachers’ professional knowledge. Krauss and colleagues (2008) concluded that
higher levels of CK (deep background knowledge of school-level mathematics) support greater
development of PCK (knowledge of explanations, representations, students’ thinking, and
multiple solutions to mathematical tasks). Moreover, the “degree of cognitive connectedness
between PCK and CK in secondary math teachers is a function of the degree of mathematical
expertise” (p. 724).
Teacher Education and Development Study in Mathematics
The Teacher Education and Development Study in Mathematics (TEDS-M) also
attempted to develop reliable and valid assessments of knowledge for teaching mathematics by
examining the CK and PCK of future mathematics teachers using a sample of secondary math
teacher candidates from teacher preparation institutions in 17 countries (Tatto et al., 2008).
Development of the TEDS-M framework, items, and instruments was a collaborative project by
mathematicians, math educators, and psychometricians that took four years to complete. The
mathematics CK framework and instrument build on TIMSS content areas and frameworks,
using four content domains (number, geometry, algebra, and data) and three cognitive
subdomains (knowing, applying, reasoning). Development of the mathematics PCK framework
and assessment items was influenced by the MT21 and COACTIV studies, with a focus on items
set in teaching and learning contexts. Draft items were pilot tested in four countries and then
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submitted to a panel of experts for revision. A full-scale field trial of the items developed for
TEDS-M was conducted in 11 countries. The items were then subjected to IRT modeling, and
the expert panels again revised or deleted items. The final secondary instrument consisted a set
of three blocks of items in three formats—multiple-choice, complex multiple-choice, and
constructed-response used to assess mathematics CK and PCK. Seventy-three items measure
mathematics CK, while PCK is measured by 33 items, emphasizing content knowledge over
pedagogical knowledge. Scoring guides were developed for the constructed-response items and
scorers were trained using the field-test data. Using double-blind scoring, duos of scorers were
found to have high reliability (Tatto, 2013).
The TEDS-M provided the first evidence that math teacher candidates’ subject matter
knowledge is related to differences in teacher preparation (Tatto et al., 2012). More importantly,
the international study produced a common language and definitions that “work cross-nationally
to reflect the structure and organization of different teacher education systems” (Tatto & Senk,
2011). The TEDS-M successfully conceptualized the constructs of mathematical CK and PCK
and confirmed the reliability and validity of empirical proficiency tests for them. The
researchers posit that these two knowledge domains cannot be separated and that mathematical
PCK requires CK (Döhrmann, Kaiser, & Blömeke, 2012).
Learning Mathematics for Teaching Project
In the first of two projects, Ball and Bass (2003) focused on the work of teachers and the
mathematical reasoning, insight, understanding and skill required for mathematics teaching in
their development of a “practice-based theory of mathematical knowledge for teaching.”
Specifically, the researchers attempted to determine, “What mathematical knowledge is entailed
by the work of teaching mathematics? Where and how is mathematical knowledge used in
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teaching mathematics? How is the mathematical knowledge intertwined with other knowledge
and sensibilities in the course of that work?” (p. 5). As an alternative to a large-scale experiment,
they used a large NSF-funded database to analyze records from a year of math teaching in third
grade public school classrooms, including video and audiotapes of the lessons, transcripts,
student work, and teachers’ plans, notes, and reflections. This archival approach facilitates the
making and testing of hypotheses about the nature of mathematical knowledge for teaching and
promotes a public forum for the study of teaching and learning by the research community.
Initially, the researchers observed that math teaching involves substantial mathematical
reasoning and problem solving, unpacking and connections, and attention to mathematical
practices (Ball & Bass, 2003).
In the second project, the Learning Mathematics for Teaching Project (LMT), the
researchers intended to produce empirical data on teachers’ knowledge for teaching mathematics.
They developed a set of survey measures intended to represent diverse elements of the
knowledge of mathematics needed for teaching. They developed 138 survey items from two
mathematical content areas, number concepts and operations, since they comprise a substantial
portion of the K-6 curriculum and there was extant research on the teaching and learning of these
topics. Building on Shulman’s (1986) constructs of teacher knowledge, initial item development
focused on two kinds of teacher knowledge, content knowledge and knowledge of students and
content (Hill, Schilling, & Ball, 2004). The researchers further divided content knowledge into
common knowledge of content and specialized knowledge of content. The items were divided
among three forms and pilot tested in California’s Mathematics Professional Development
Institutes with teachers enrolled in number and operations institutes. Statistical analyses were
conducted on the responses, and the data suggests that the content knowledge for teaching
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elementary mathematics is greater than the math content knowledge of any well-educated adult.
Moreover, they determined that teachers possess a specialized knowledge of content, thus
extending the professional knowledge required for teaching. Later studies by Ball and
colleagues examined and extended this specialized content knowledge held by math teachers,
defining it as mathematical knowledge for teaching.
Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching Framework
In their large studies, Ball and colleagues developed and validated survey measures of
mathematical knowledge for teaching (Ball, Hill, & Bass, 2005; Hill, Rowan, & Ball, 2005),
concluding that the mathematical knowledge for teaching is multidimensional and that general
mathematical ability does not fully account for the knowledge and skills entailed in teaching
mathematics (Hill et al., 2004). Consequently, Ball, Thames, and Phelps (2008) defined
mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) as “the mathematical knowledge needed to carry
out the work of teaching mathematics” and that it “is concerned with the tasks involved in
teaching and the mathematical demands of these tasks” (p. 395). The researchers refined
Shulman’s (1986) categories of teacher knowledge, subdividing content knowledge (CK) into
common content knowledge and specialized content knowledge. Also, pedagogical content
knowledge (PCK) is partitioned into knowledge of content and students and knowledge of
content and teaching.
Common Content Knowledge
Common content knowledge (CCK) is “the mathematical knowledge and skill used in
settings other than teaching” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 399). Common math knowledge is necessary
for computation, recognition of incorrect answers, and identification of erroneous explanations.
This type of knowledge is used in a variety of settings and is not unique to teaching. However,
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common content knowledge is crucial for math teachers since it is the foundation of the other
components of MKT. Examples of CCK are correct usage of terms and notation, proficiency in
algorithms, knowing when students’ answers are incorrect, and recognizing mistakes in
curricular materials.
Specialized Content Knowledge
Specialized content knowledge (SCK) is “the mathematical knowledge and skill unique
to teaching” that “involves an uncanny kind of unpacking of mathematics that is not needed—or
even desirable—in settings other than teaching” and “making mathematical content visible to
and learnable by students” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 400). The tasks associated with specialized
content knowledge include presenting mathematical ideas, responding to students’ questioning,
connecting topics, explain math goals and purposes, appraising and adapting textbooks,
modifying tasks, giving or evaluating mathematical explanations, using academic language,
asking productive math questions, and selecting representations for particular purposes.
Knowledge of Content and Students
A type of pedagogical knowledge, knowledge of content and students blends knowledge
of students with mathematical knowledge. It facilitates anticipation of student thinking,
especially about common notions and misconceptions that they may have about mathematical
content and mistakes they are likely to make. When assigning a task, knowledge of content and
students supports teacher anticipation of how the students will react to it, whether they will find
it easy or hard. Moreover, knowledge of content and students enables teachers to examine and
understand students’ mathematical thinking as they engage in discourse, interpreting their
emergent and incomplete thinking (Ball et al., 2008).
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Knowledge of Content and Teaching
Knowledge of content and teaching combines knowing about teaching and knowing
about mathematics, which is evinced by teaching tasks that “require an interaction between
specific mathematical understanding and an understanding of pedagogical issues that affect
learning” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 401). Knowledge of content and teaching requires familiarity with
mathematics and pedagogical principles for teaching it. This knowledge is critical in sequencing
content for instruction, choosing examples for introducing topics or deepening comprehension of
math content, and evaluating representations. It involves the awareness of appropriate practices
and the ability to choose the best strategy for teaching any given math concept.
The last two domains, knowledge of content and students and knowledge of content and
teaching, elaborate on Shulman’s (1986) construct of pedagogical content knowledge and
coincide with the two fundamental aspects of PCK: “the conceptions and preconceptions that
students of different ages and backgrounds bring with them to the learning of those most
frequently taught topics and lessons” and “the ways of representing and formulating the subject
that make it comprehensible to others” (p. 9). Ball and colleagues (2008) included horizon
knowledge—an awareness of how topics are related across the math curriculum—with CCK and
SCK as a refinement to Shulman’s (1986) subject matter content knowledge. Figure 1 shows the
correspondence between Shulman’s (1986) categories and those proposed by Ball and colleagues
(2008). The placement of curricular knowledge with PCK is consistent with extensions of
Shulman’s seminal work.
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Figure 1. Domains of mathematical knowledge for teaching. Adapted from “Content Knowledge
for Teaching: What Makes it Special?”, by D. L. Ball, M. H. Thames, and G. Phelps, 2008,
Journal of Teacher Education, 59(5), p. 403.
MKT-Extension to Secondary
Developed in the context of elementary mathematics teaching, the MKT constructs of
common content knowledge (CCK) and specialized content knowledge (SCK) are of particular
interest in the extension of the MKT framework to secondary math teachers since they have
earned a bachelor’s degree in mathematics. Howell, Lai, Phelps, and Croft (2016) questioned,
“Can the mathematical knowledge for teaching secondary level mathematics that goes beyond
conventional mathematical knowledge be reliably assessed, and if so, can this be done using
similar methods to those advanced at the elementary level?” (p. 5). In their validation study of
the MKT framework for secondary mathematics teaching, they used three instruments: a set of
assessment items, an interview protocol, and a set of task rationales for each item that supported
their coding. They analyzed 51 items covering the areas of functions and linear expressions,
quadratics, and exponentials that had been extensively reviewed by experts in a previous study
(Howell, Phelps, Croft, Kirui, & Gitomer, 2013) to determine if they accurately indicated the
presence or absence of the knowledge they were designed to measure. Working independently,
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three members of the research team ranked the items for centrality of the math addressed by the
hypothetical teacher, the extent to which the work of the feature teaching was fundamental to
mathematics teaching, and how well the item exemplified the design theory. The team then
narrowed the items to five per topic and piloted them in interviews to ascertain their efficacy in
eliciting the type of evidence they sought.
An external advisory panel of three secondary education experts reviewed the items and
pilot interview transcripts and made recommendations. The set was narrowed to eight items:
three on functions and linear expressions, three items on quadratics, and two on exponentials.
One functions item and one quadratics item were testlets that required three written responses
each. These were piloted and revised with consideration of interview data. Three of the items
were significantly altered. To investigate whether the items measured knowledge beyond what is
likely to have been acquired in conventional math instruction, the research team designed used a
retroactive think-aloud interview protocol based on a previous study (Gitomer, Phelps, Weren,
Howell, & Croft, 2015). Although retroactive protocols do not capture thought processes as they
occur, they are appropriate for summarizing final decision-making. Based on the responses of
the participants, they added a section of math-specific follow up questions to “collect direct
evidence of conventional mathematical knowledge related to the interview items without
influencing responses to the items” (Howell et al., 2016, p. 12). A single interview included six
MKT items, some of which had multiple tasks.
Additionally, steps were taken to ensure the reliability of the instrument’s implementation
by the interview team, which consisted of three members, two of whom had considerable
experience with the methodology. Each member had at least a master’s degree in mathematics
and were involved selecting the items and designing the protocol. The pilot interviews were
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used for training and calibration; with the members taking turn leading the interviews. After
each pilot interview, the team had a debrief session to revise the protocol if needed. They also
met weekly with the staff who were responsible for transcribing the interviews for feedback on
any differences in technique or follow up questions they had encountered. The researchers also
described their task design rationale document and elaborate coding scheme.
The research data included 172 task responses gained from interviewing 23 secondary
teachers and preservice teachers who were chosen based on their high Praxis II scores. Howell
et al. (2016) concluded:
The design principles for items assessing MKT at the elementary level can be applied to
the secondary level to design items that (a) feature intended responses that aligned with
intended knowledge and (b) measure knowledge that is not guaranteed by conventional
mathematical knowledge. (p. 35)
Thus, the researchers verified that Ball and colleagues’ MKT framework is applicable to
secondary math teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching and produced a valid and reliable
instrument for assessing the MKT of secondary math teachers. In fact, some researchers have
described MKT as “the most promising current answer to the longstanding question of what kind
of content knowledge is needed to teach mathematics well” (Morris, Hiebert, & Spitzer, 2009, p.
492).
The mathematics knowledge for teaching (MKT) construct was initially researched and
defined in the context of elementary teachers, but research has shown that it can be extended to
secondary teachers. Approaches to framing secondary MKT vary; some studies used the existing
MKT framework as prescribed and focused on certain aspects of it while others created new
frameworks. However, the influence of Ball and colleagues’ approach is apparent in many of
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them. For example, the Knowledge of Algebra for Teaching (KAT) project by McCrory, Floden,
Ferrini-Mundy, Reckase, and Senk (2012) expanded the MKT framework by adding three
categories of knowledge (school, advanced, and teaching) and three categories of teaching
practices (trimming, bridging, and decompressing) as they sought to identify the major areas of
mathematical knowledge for teaching algebra. Herbst and Kosko’s (2014) attempt to measure
mathematical knowledge for teaching high school geometry (MKT-G) focused on decisions
made in classroom events by analyzing how individuals’ MKT combined with their recognition
of professional obligations and of norms of an instructional situation. They considered teaching
tasks that required mathematical work by the teacher like designing a problem to pose to students
and evaluating student responses, especially those that pertained to definitions, explanations,
arguments, and solutions to problems as they drafted the items for measuring MKT-G.
Some of the frameworks lack alignment with the guidelines of research-based best
practices for teaching mathematics set forth by the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM, 1989, 1991, 2000) and the National Governors Association Center for Best Practices
and Council on Chief State School Officers (2010) who recommended teaching mathematics for
conceptual understanding and engaging students in mathematics learning. Thus, an analysis of
math teacher candidates’ MKT should focus on its manifestation for planning and implementing
research-based “active learning” practices for teaching mathematics, primarily task selection and
implementation. With the implementation of the Common Core State Standards, preservice math
teachers need to understand how to plan and carry out instruction that fosters the Standards for
Mathematical Practices. Worthwhile mathematical tasks support the mathematical practices and
facilitate other best practices for creating an interactive classroom environment such as problemsolving, leading discussions, and questioning. Grossman and McDonald (2008) contended that
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teaching needs to be parsed into a set of core practices that teachers can learn; the preparation of
teachers could then focus on developing the identified practices. For secondary mathematics
teachers, the strategic selection and the skillful enactment of worthwhile, cognitively demanding
tasks is the crucial core practice that advances the others (Stein et al., 2009).
Worthwhile Mathematical Tasks
A mathematical task is a “classroom activity, the purpose of which is to focus students’
attention on a particular mathematical idea” (Stein, Grover, & Henningsen, 1996, p. 460). Doyle
(1983) suggested that “tasks form the basic treatment unit in classrooms” (p. 162) as they
determine what students will have the opportunity to learn and how they will engage in the
learning. Accordingly, Doyle (1988) indicated that “the work students do, defined in large
measure by the tasks teachers assign, determines how they think about a curricular domain and
come to understand its meaning” (p. 167). Building on the first professional standard for
teaching mathematics, Worthwhile Mathematical Tasks (NCTM, 1991), the Principles and
Standards for School Mathematics, (NCTM, 2000) emphasized:
In effective teaching, worthwhile mathematical tasks are used to introduce important
mathematical ideas and to engage and challenge students intellectually. Well-chosen
tasks can pique students’ curiosity and draw them into mathematics…Regardless of the
context, worthwhile tasks should be intriguing; with a level of challenge that invites
speculation and hard work. (pp. 18-19)
Recently, Principles to Actions (NCTM, 2014) urged teachers to promote high-level thinking by
engaging students “in solving and discussing tasks that promote reasoning and problem solving
and allow multiple entry points and varied solution strategies” (p. 17).
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Tasks facilitate the development of the five interrelated strands that constitute
mathematical proficiency: conceptual understanding, procedural fluency, strategic competence,
adaptive reasoning, and productive disposition (National Research Council [NRC], 2001). In
particular, tasks promote mathematical thinking and foster the eight mathematical practices,
which depict what students are doing as they learn mathematics. The Common Core State
Standards for Mathematics (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010) derive from the eight Standards for
Mathematical Practice (SMPs), which are based on the NCTM (2000) Process Standards and
NRC’s (2001) strands of mathematical proficiency. The CBMS (2012) consider the standards as
a “pillar” of a strong mathematics education and note that teachers must also possess the
mathematical “habits of mind” described by the standards for math practice. The Standards for
Mathematical Practice describe the thinking processes, habits of mind, and dispositions that
students need to develop a deep and flexible understanding of math. Focusing on what it means
for students to be mathematically proficient, the SMPs describe student behaviors, support an
understanding of math, and emphasize reasoning and communication. The SMPs maintain that
mathematically proficient students:
1. Make sense of problems and persevere in solving them.
2. Reason abstractly and quantitatively.
3. Construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning of others.
4. Model with mathematics.
5. Use appropriate tools strategically.
6. Attend to precision.
7. Look for and make use of structure.
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8. Look for and express regularity in repeated reasoning. (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010,
pp. 6-8)
Since the content standards are a balanced combination of procedure and understanding,
expectations that begin with the word “understand” provide the best opportunities for
intersection with the practice standards. These points of intersection are intended to be the
generative concepts in the curriculum that merit the most time, resources, and focus of
mathematics curriculum, instruction, and assessment. Lessons for these standards should
promote conceptual understanding and are best suited for use of worthwhile mathematical tasks.
Development of preservice teachers’ understanding of the SMPs and implementation of tasks
that support them is an important component of math teacher education.
Students learn more in classrooms where they consistently work on high cognitive
demand tasks (Henningsen & Stein, 1997). Students who engage in tasks that require a high
level of mathematical thinking are better at problem solving, making connections, and
communicating their thinking than students who do not (Stein & Lane, 1996). Students whose
teachers received training in selecting and implementing tasks tend to outperform their peers
(Wenglinsky, 2002). Student engagement in a cognitively demanding task (CDT) provides
beneficial learning experiences for students at all achievement levels and increases conceptual
understanding, resulting in gains on assessments that require reasoning (Wilhelm, 2014).
Moreover, the nature and implementation of tasks are critical components of equitable
mathematics instruction, particularly for marginalized groups (Boston, Dillon, Smith, & Miller,
2017).
In a five-year longitudinal study of 600 students in three high schools, Boaler and Staples
(2008) found that the use of reform-oriented strategies, including integration of “longer, more
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conceptual problems” (p. 614), initiated change in the students of the lowest-achieving, most
ethnically diverse urban school (“Railside”). The other two schools chose to continue using
traditional math teaching/learning methods in ability-grouped classrooms consisting of lecture
(demonstrating procedures), whole-class questioning, and individual practice of the procedure.
The students spent 48% of the class time working individually on exercises from their textbooks,
presenting their work for only 0.2% of the time. Conversely, teachers in the lowest-performing
Railside school decided to use mixed-ability grouping and discontinue lower-track courses,
placing all students in the same algebra class. Mathematics was organized into a traditional
sequence of classes—algebra, geometry, advanced algebra, and so on. The teachers also worked
collaboratively to design a common curriculum and shared methods and ways of enacting the
curriculum, primarily using conceptual problems and group work. The teachers spent only about
4% of the class time lecturing and 9% questioning the whole group. Approximately 72% of the
time students worked in groups, while the teacher asked probing questions and acted as
facilitator. Nine percent of the class time was spent on student presentations of their work.
Upon entering high school, all students in the study were given a test of middle school
mathematics, on which the Railside students scored significantly lower than the students in the
other schools. All students were then heterogeneously placed in algebra. At the end of Year 1,
all students were assessed on their knowledge of algebra, and it was found that the Railside
students’ scores were approaching comparable levels to the students in the other schools. At the
end of Year 2, the students were given tests of algebra and geometry and the Railside students
significantly outperformed the students in the traditional approach. Student interviews revealed
that the most highly achieving students developed a deeper understanding as they explained
work to others in their heterogeneous groups. By Year 3, the Railside students still outperformed
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the other students, but the differences were not significant. Achievement tests were no longer
administered after the third year; however, more students at Railside continued to take advanced
mathematics courses as compared to the other two schools. By their senior year, 41% of the
Railside students were taking pre-calculus and calculus, as compared to about 27% of the
students in the other schools. This study proves that use of high-cognitive demand tasks is an
equitable practice that can reduce the achievement gap and increase student achievement and
interest in mathematics.
During a four-year longitudinal research project, Wilhelm (2014) studied 213 middle
school math teachers’ enactment of a cognitively demanding task. Enactment involved selecting
a task and maintaining the cognitive demands of the task during implementation. The teachers
were asked to “engage students in a problem-solving lesson with a related whole-class
discussion” (p. 645) and were videotaped teaching lessons in their classrooms in large urban
school districts. Other data included an assessment of the teachers’ content knowledge and
interviews. Controls were used to account for teacher experience, students’ prior achievement,
and class time. It was found that teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching was
significantly and positively related to enactment of cognitively demanding tasks. Teachers with
strong content knowledge were better able to analyze student solution methods during tasks,
direct a class discussion, and guide students’ evaluation of their own strengths and weaknesses.
The author suggested that the components of MKT, specialized content knowledge combined
with knowledge of content and students, enabled them to recognize multiple solution methods
for the task, giving them insight into the solutions that students may attempt and their rationales
for them. It also increased teachers’ skill in maintaining the high cognitive demand of tasks.
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Implementing “tasks that promote reasoning and problem solving” is one of the eight
high-leverage Mathematics Teaching Practices (MTPs) promoted by NCTM (2014). Highleverage practices are “teaching moves that are research-based, have the potential to improve
student achievement, and support students in learning central academic concepts” (Cohen, 2015,
p. 1). The MTPs describe pedagogical practices that strengthen mathematics instruction and
improve student learning. The eight MTPs include:
1. Establish mathematics goals to focus learning.
2. Implement tasks that promote reasoning and problem solving.
3. Use and connect mathematical representations.
4. Facilitate meaningful mathematical discourse.
5. Pose purposeful questions.
6. Build procedural fluency from conceptual understanding.
7. Support productive struggle in learning mathematics.
8. Elicit and use evidence of student thinking. (NCTM, 2014, p. 10)
Teachers who successfully implement tasks are more likely to engage in the MTPs since
selection and enactment of tasks facilitates these practices.
In a study involving inservice secondary mathematics teachers participating in a reformoriented instruction project, Stein, Grover, and Henningsen (1996) found that the project teachers
planned mathematical tasks that were chiefly worthwhile and generally implemented them as
they were designed. However, they frequently failed to maintain the cognitive demand of the
tasks during instruction. The factor most often associated with high-level tasks that declined into
less-demanding classroom activity was that the problematic aspects became routinized, either
through students pressing for more explicit procedures or by teachers taking over and performing
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the challenging aspects of the task or telling students how to do them. The teachers found it
difficult to watch students struggle and would do too much to help them. Another factor
contributing to decline was student failure to engage in high-level activities due to lack of
interest, motivation, or prior knowledge, emphasizing the importance of teachers’ knowledge of
students and the appropriateness of tasks. Time management was another contributing factor.
Factors associated with the maintenance of cognitive demand during implementation included
appropriateness (tasks were built on prior knowledge, adequate time was allowed), performance
was modeled by the teacher or a capable student, there was a sustained press by the teacher
through questioning and feedback, and scaffolding that assisted students in completing the task
without diminishing its complexity. This study indicated that experienced teachers who
successfully planned challenging tasks had difficulty maintaining the cognitive demand of them
during implementation.
Boston and Smith (2009) researched the effects of task-focused professional development
on teachers’ ability to select and implement cognitively challenging mathematical tasks when
provided “ongoing opportunities for teachers to solve mathematical tasks, to assess the cognitive
demands of mathematical tasks, and to analyze the implementation of mathematical tasks during
instructional episodes” (p. 129). The participants were mentor teachers involved in the
Enhancing Secondary Mathematics Teacher Preparation (ESP) project, the goal of which was to
improve the quality of field experiences for preservice mathematics teachers. The Mathematical
Task Framework guided the design and selection of the professional development opportunities.
They used Implementing Standards-Based Instruction: A Casebook for Professional
Development (Stein, et al., 2000) as a “textbook” for the professional development sessions;
employing the Task Analysis Guide (TAG) and Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol (TTLP)
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tools found therein. The activities were designed to represent “samples of authentic practice”
(Smith, 2001, p. 7) as the teachers solved mathematical tasks, assessed the cognitive demands of
tasks, analyzed the implementation of tasks during instructional episodes, and engaged in
scaffolded field experiences in their own classrooms. Data was sourced from five consecutive
days of instruction in one of their classes—the main instructional task for each day, students’
written work for three of the tasks, and one lesson observation. Data on the participants’
classroom practices was scored using the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA) Academic
Rigor in Mathematics rubrics for Potential of the Task and Overall Implementation, and
qualitatively described using the Lesson Checklist. Comparison of the scores on the two rubrics
indicates whether the high-level cognitive demands were maintained during implementation of
the task. Compared to the contrast group of teachers who did not participate in the professional
development, the participants significantly increased the level of cognitive demand of their
instructional tasks and their ability to maintain the high levels of cognitive demand in their
students’ work. This study demonstrated that task-focused professional development positively
affected teachers’ aptitude for choosing worthwhile mathematical tasks and their capacity for
maintaining the cognitive demand of them.
It has been shown that student engagement in high-cognitive demand tasks provides
beneficial learning experiences for students at all achievement levels and increases conceptual
understanding. Implementation of tasks focused on higher-order thinking skills and problembased learning are best practices that are most likely to affect student learning (Wenglinsky,
2002). Tasks facilitate mathematical thinking and promote a classroom environment that is
conducive to learning. Effective teachers do not just incorporate worthwhile tasks and hope for
the best. They must be able to choose which aspects of the task to feature, know how to manage
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and orchestrate student work, decide which questions to pose, and understand how to maintain
the cognitive demand of the task. These skills closely align with mathematical knowledge for
teaching framework described by Ball and colleagues (2008). Teacher preparation programs can
encourage math teacher candidates to adopt best practices for teaching and foster mathematical
knowledge for teaching by focusing on cognitively challenging mathematical tasks.
Fostering Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching
Potential math teachers earn a degree in mathematics, as recommended by Shulman
(1986). Common content knowledge, as defined by Ball et al. (2008) is developed in their
mathematics content coursework. The CBMS (2012) recommended math coursework “that
allows time to engage in reasoning, explaining, and making sense of the mathematics that
prospective teachers will teach” (p. 17), yet mathematics courses taken by preservice math
teachers generally encourage procedural learning. Incorporating tasks in their teaching can be
difficult for preservice teachers whose mathematics instruction focused on memorization of
formal algorithms (Ball & McDiarmid, 1989; Schoenfeld, 1988). Lortie (as cited in Artzt,
Sultan, Curcio, & Gurl, 2012) described the “apprenticeship of observation” as the tendency of
teachers to teach in the same ways in which they themselves were taught, usually in traditional,
teacher-centered classrooms. Likewise, Cooney (1999) found that “a consistent theme among
[preservice] teachers was their equating of good teaching with good telling” (p. 167). The
Association of Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE, 2017) proposed that “well-prepared
[beginning teachers] have an emerging understanding of how to nurture development of
mathematical processes and practices” (p. 20). Consequently, teacher preparation programs
should provide development opportunities that are transformative in nature—catalyzing changes
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in math teacher candidates’ long-held, underlying beliefs about effective teaching and learning of
mathematics (Thompson & Zeuli, as cited in Boston & Smith, 2009).
Shulman (1987) maintained that “Teaching is, essentially, a learned profession” (p. 9).
Thus, teacher preparation programs are responsible for providing teacher candidates with
opportunities to construct their own mathematical knowledge for teaching through experiences,
feedback and reflection. Hammerness et al. (2005) recommended that “teacher educators need to
make sure that candidates have opportunities to practice and reflect on teaching while enrolled in
their preparation programs” (p. 375, emphasis original). Feedback from instructors and peers
enables them to adjust and build their knowledge of mathematics and pedagogy. The Interstate
Teacher Assessment and Support Consortium (InTASC) Model Core Teaching Standards
(Council of Chief State School Officers, CCSSO, 2013) advised that teacher candidates need to
work through a learning cycle during their teacher preparation to develop their expertise: become
knowledgeable about effective strategies, implement the strategies in a real context, gather
evidence of learner response to the strategy, reflect on the student evidence, get feedback from
others, make adjustments, and repeat the cycle. They stressed that teacher candidates must
evaluate their practices against an accepted framework as they reflect on them alone and with
others.
All learners, including preservice teachers, should have experiences that enable them to
“engage with challenging tasks that involve active meaning making and support meaningful
learning” and “construct knowledge socially, through discourse, activity, and interaction related
to meaningful problems” (NCTM, 2014, p. 9). It is vitally important for teacher education to
prepare teachers “to move beyond a superficial ‘right or wrong’ analysis of tasks to focus on how
students are thinking about the tasks” (NCTM, 2000, p. 24). Research on the use of
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mathematical tasks has shown that not all tasks provide the same opportunities for student
thinking and learning, and tasks with high cognitive demand are the most difficult to implement
well and are often transformed into less demanding tasks during instruction (Hiebert et al., 1997;
Stein et al., 2009; Stein et al., 1996; Stigler & Hiebert, 2004). Preparation of secondary
mathematics teachers should include engagement with tasks in order to instill an understanding
of the cognitive demands of tasks and how to maintain them during instruction.
Using a simulated teaching experience, Crespo (2003) found that preservice teachers’
ability to pose tasks, analyze student work, and respond to student ideas increased as they
participated in authentic interactions with students. During an on-campus teacher education
course, prospective teachers interacted with students through a weekly letter exchange. Eight of
the 19 class sessions were devoted to letter reading and writing, during which the teacher
candidates worked collaboratively in groups. They also individually wrote weekly journal
reflections that were read by the instructors. The content and focus of the letters were left up to
the teacher candidate writers; the only requirement was to include a math problem for their
student “penpals” to solve. Initially, the problems they posed could quickly be translated into a
computational problem that had a single answer. They also tended to ask questions or give other
cues that led the students towards the problem’s correct answer, removing the ambiguities and
narrowing the work required by the students. In contrast, the problems posed by teacher
candidates at the end of the semester were more open-ended and encouraged exploration. Their
questions also changed to elicit more elaborate responses from the students, often asking for
explanation and justification of their work. Moreover, the preservice teachers reported
significant shifts in their beliefs about worthwhile mathematical problems as means to challenge
student thinking and in their own abilities to analyze student thinking and mistakes. In this
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study, preservice teachers’ enactment of worthwhile tasks was positively affected by having an
authentic audience that interacted with the problems they selected and generated. Two
instructional practices employed by the teacher educators were mentioned by the participants as
being particularly profound experiences: in-class explorations of non-traditional mathematical
problems and engaging in collaborative problem posing.
In a study involving prospective teachers enrolled in a mathematics methods course,
Crespo and Sinclair (2008) found that problem posing ability and awareness of tasks can be
improved by experiences in which teacher candidates engage with and analyze worthwhile
mathematical tasks. The first author was the instructor for the course that focused on doing
mathematics, analyzing teaching and learning events, and studying core practices of mathematics
teaching through interactive work with students. Two pre-intervention problems were completed
individually by the teacher candidates during the second and third weeks of the semester to give
a baseline of their abilities. In the succeeding intervention, they read a scholarly article that gave
a framework for evaluating problems and illustrative examples of tasks that required more
reasoning. They then engaged in a task involving geometric shapes. The instructor divided the
preservice teachers into two groups who would work on the “pose immediately” version or the
“explore first” version of the task and they worked in pairs on their assigned task. The “pose
immediately” version of the task required them to generate problems about the given set of
shapes and then to explore the solvability of the generated problems and record any new
problems that arose during the process. The “explore first” version asked the participants to
begin by exploring a plastic tangram set of the shapes with one student working as the explorer
and the other working as the scribe who recorded the actions of the explorer. Then they used the
notes to generate “interesting” problems. Finally, all pairs were asked to choose two of their
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generated problems they thought were “mathematically interesting,” a term that was not
explicitly defined.
It was found that both groups generated a broader range of problem types for the
geometric shapes tasks than they had initially posed. However, the pairs that worked on the
“pose immediately” version generated more factual problems (19 of the 32 problems), focusing
mainly on identifying and classifying shapes and requiring little cognitive work. The pairs that
worked on the “explore first” version generated primarily reasoning problems (15 of the 17
problems) with higher cognitive demand. This suggests that the exploration process led them to
generate qualitatively different, mathematically richer problems as they gained a better sense of
what kinds of problems would be too trivial or too open ended. In response to the question
regarding “mathematically interesting” problems they generated, all pairs justified their selection
based on the perceived pedagogical interest to potential students without mention of the
mathematical qualities of them. The instructor followed up with an intervention that consisted of
a whole-class discussion on the characteristics of mathematically worthwhile tasks, examination
of the participants’ generated tasks, and another exploratory task. Subsequently, the prospective
teachers generated further problems related to the task and described them using the
mathematical qualities they had discussed.
As suggested in Implementing Standards-Based Mathematics Instruction: A Casebook for
Professional Studies (Stein et al., 2009), a framework, such as the Mathematical Tasks
Framework, is needed to structure the task-based professional development of mathematics
teachers. The Mathematical Tasks Framework (Figure 2) represents how tasks progress through
three phases during classroom instruction: (1) as they appear in curricular or instructional
materials or as created by teachers, (2) as they are set up or announced by the teacher in the
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classroom, and (3) as they are carried out or worked on by students. The implementation phase
is considered to be particularly influential on student learning (as noted by the triangle).

Figure 2. The mathematical tasks framework. Adapted from “Mathematical Tasks as a
Framework for Reflection: From Research to Practice”, by M. K Stein and M. S. Smith, 1998,
Mathematics Teaching in the Middle School, 3(4), p. 270.
Stein and colleagues (2009) suggest that educational development for prospective
secondary mathematics teachers should be practice-based, involving three major activities:
recognizing that tasks vary in cognitive demand, exploring challenging mathematical tasks, and
analyzing and reflecting on instruction. Furthermore, scaffolded field experiences provide
opportunities for teachers to apply what they have learned in authentic settings. Teacher
preparation, particularly methods and practicum courses, should offer diverse opportunities to
engage in these activities that foster mathematical knowledge for teaching.
Recognizing that Tasks Vary in Cognitive Demand
It has been shown that teachers in the United States tend to focus on procedures and use
tasks that have lower cognitive demand than those used in countries where students achieve
highly in mathematics (NCES, 2003; Stigler & Hiebert, 2004). The cognitive demand of tasks
not only determines what students will learn (NCTM, 1991), it also affects their perception of the
nature of mathematics (Stein et al., 2009) and their engagement and motivation in mathematics
(Middleton & Jansen, 2011). Prospective secondary mathematics teachers can learn to recognize
that tasks provide different levels of opportunities for student thinking, learning, and engagement
by analyzing tasks. Knowledge of the thinking that a task requires of students ensures that
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preservice teachers will be able to match their goals for student learning with appropriate tasks to
meet them. Recognition of the variation of cognitive demand can be advanced by comparing
two tasks, analyzing a set of tasks, and analyzing tasks used for instruction (Stein et al., 2009).
Comparing Two Tasks. Although tasks form the basis for student opportunities to learn,
not all tasks provide the same levels and opportunities for student thinking (NRC, 2001). As
NCTM (2014) notes, “Mathematical tasks can range from a set of routine exercises to a complex
and challenging problem that focuses students’ attention on a particular mathematical idea” (p.
17). They recommend comparing two tasks with differing cognitive demand, as seen in Figure
3. Task A is a high-level task since it is open-ended with multiple entry points and possible

Figure 3. Comparison of tasks with different cognitive demand. Adapted from Principles to
Actions: Ensuring Mathematical Success for All, by NCTM, 2014. Reston, VA: Author.
solution methods (guess and check, make a table, graph equations to find the point of
intersection, or solve a system of two linear equations). It neither suggests nor implies any
specific solution pathway; requiring students to select and apply a solution approach, verify the
accuracy of their answer, and justify their solution. Conversely, Task B requires a procedural
approach with no ambiguity about what is expected of the students, resulting in a low-level task.
Notably, Task A could be used to meet content standards at several grade levels and courses.
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Stein and colleagues recommend giving teachers two tasks and asking them to determine
how they are the same and how they are different. The tasks should have surface-level similarity
but differ cognitive demand, range of solutions, and the entry points they provide for students.
Consider these two tasks with surface-level similarities that differ in cognitive demand:
Martha’s Carpeting Task. Martha was recarpeting her bedroom, which was 15 feet long
and 10 feet wide. How many square feet of carpeting will she need to purchase?
The Fencing Task. Mr. Brown’s class will raise rabbits for their spring science fair. They
have 24 feet of fencing with which to build a rectangular pen to keep the rabbits.
a.

If Mr. Brown’s students want their rabbits to have as much room as possible,
how long would each of the sides of the pen be?

b. How long would each of the sides of the pen be if they had only 16 feet of
fencing?
c. How would you go about determining the pen with the most room for any
amount of fencing? Organize your work so that someone else who reads it
will understand it. (Stein et al., 2009, Introduction)
The tasks are alike in that they involve finding the area of rectangle. The first task, Martha’s
Carpeting Task, gives the dimensions of the room and uses the term “square feet” to signal that
the students should apply the area of a rectangle formula to find the area of the room, resulting in
a low-level task. The cognitive demand for The Fencing Task is higher since only the perimeter
is given; students must recognize how perimeter is related to area. Multiple entry points and
solution paths are possible; students must decide on a strategy, enact it, and explain it. The task
also requires that students extend their solution to the general case by figuring out how to
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maximize the area for any amount of fencing. Notably, The Fencing Task facilitates most, if not
all, of the mathematical practice standards.
Analyzing a Set of Tasks. Teachers typically do not analyze tasks’ ability to elicit highor low-level of thinking from students, tending instead to focus on superficial features like “word
problems” or “uses a graph” (Arbaugh & Brown, 2002). Research indicates that teachers select
instructional tasks based on standards they need to cover (Hiebert et al., 1997) or by adhering to
the tasks in their textbooks (Doyle, 1983). After teachers have considered the demand of two
tasks, categorizing them as low or high, they should be given a more diverse set of tasks to
analyze for which they make finer distinctions of cognitive demand (Smith, Stein, Arbaugh,
Brown, & Mossgrove, 2004; Stein et al., 2009).
Task-sort activities can help preservice teachers look beyond superficial features of the
task and focus on the students for whom the task is intended (Smith & Stein, 1998; Smith et al.,
2004). Initially, low-level tasks can be misleading if they have characteristics of reform-oriented
instructional practices (NCTM, 1991; Stein et al., 1996) such as requiring the use of
manipulatives, using “real-world” contexts, and/or making use of diagrams. For example,
Martha’s Carpeting Task could be mistaken for a high-level task since it is a word problem set in
a real-world context. However, the implied use of a rehearsed procedure reduces the cognitive
level of the task to procedures-without-connections. Likewise, a task that appears to be a
procedural standard textbook problem lacking in reform features, such as requiring justification,
may have high-level demand if there is no suggested pathway for solving the problem. When
deciding the level of challenge for a task, teachers must also consider the students’ age, grade
level, and prior knowledge. A task that would be characterized as memorization for students
who have learned the algorithm for a well-known concept would likely be considered doing
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mathematics when used to introduce the concept to younger students. For example, the
previously mentioned Smartphone Plans task (see Figure 3) would have higher cognitive demand
if used with middle school students than if it was used with high school students.
The Task Analysis Guide (TAG) (Stein & Smith, 1998) shown in Figure 4 provides a list
of features of mathematical tasks at each of the four levels of cognitive demand,

Figure 4. The task analysis guide. Adapted from “Mathematical Tasks as a Framework for
Reflection: From Research to Practice”, by M. K Stein and M. S. Smith, 1998, Mathematics
Teaching in the Middle School, 3(4), p. 270.
memorization, procedures without connections, procedures with connections, and doing
mathematics, and can be used to analyze the potential of tasks to support students’ thinking and
reasoning. The benefits of using the TAG with a task-sorting activity include raising preservice
teachers’ awareness of how tasks differ in cognitive demand, enhancing their ability to
thoughtfully analyze teaching cases, and to become more reflective about the role of tasks in
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instruction as they engage in small- and large-group discussions about specific tasks and the
TAG categories (Stein, et al., 2009).
Analyzing Tasks Used for Instruction. It is important for teachers to move from
characterizing arbitrary tasks to analyzing tasks that are (or could be) part of their curriculum.
Stein et al. (2009) suggested that preservice teachers should be asked to select tasks that they
could use for instruction from a broader set of resources, then work with their peers to analyze
and contrast the tasks with the TAG. Ideally, these tasks would align with future opportunities to
teach in scaffolded field experiences (SFEs). It is beneficial for teacher candidates to collect
tasks from inservice teachers’ lessons and use the TAG to evaluate the tasks for basic skills,
thinking, problem-solving, and reasoning opportunities for students. It is also advantageous for
them to use the TAG to analyze the tasks in a chapter or unit of secondary mathematics textbook
and discuss the balance of instructional tasks provided by book publishers and/or revise the lowlevel tasks to raise their cognitive demand.
Exploring Challenging Mathematical Tasks
Since the launch of Sputnik, there has been a call to move away from rote learning of
mathematics. The NCTM (2000) insist that problem solving is an integral part of all
mathematics learning. They define problem solving as “engaging in a task for which the solution
method is not known in advance” (p. 52). Research has shown that engaging in problem solving
positively affects students’ interest, competence, and autonomy in mathematics (Schukajlow &
Krug, 2014). Crespo (2015) found that teachers who experience problem-solving and problemposing during teacher preparation can gain confidence and skill in both. Exploring mathematical
tasks involves engaging preservice teachers at three levels: as mathematics learners, as analyzers
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and interpreters of students’ mathematical work, and as planners of mathematical activity (Stein
et al., 2009).
Teachers as Doers and Learners of Mathematics. Experience solving problems with
multiple solution methods is critical for learning new strategies and constructing insight into
problem solving (Silver, Ghousseini, Gosen, Charalambous, & Font Strawhun, 2005). Moreover,
Leikin (2007) claimed that a meta-mathematical habit of mind for solving problems in different
ways requires and fosters advanced mathematical thinking. In a study of preservice math
teachers who had completed a methods course that emphasized problem posing (but did not offer
any opportunity to practice in an authentic setting), Stickles (2010-2011) found that the
participants struggled to generate their own problems from a given set of information but had
greater success when adapting or extending problems that were given to them. Crespo (2003)
also found a disconnection between preservice teachers’ mathematical content knowledge and
their problem posing ability. The author recommended that teacher preparation programs
provide teacher candidates with authentic settings in which they can explore, construct, and pose
mathematical problems during university coursework and clinical experiences.
Stein et al. (2009) maintain that exploring mathematical tasks as doers and learners of
mathematics “provides teachers with the opportunity to construct or reconstruct their own
understanding of what mathematics is and how one does it” (p. 140). They affirm that the
narrative cases in their Casebook for Professional Development focus on tasks that are
appropriate resources for engaging preservice teachers in mathematical activity since the tasks
are at the two highest levels of cognitive demand, procedures-with-connections and doingmathematics. The tasks encompass several topics and use a range of different representations
and manipulatives which may be unfamiliar to the novice teacher. As they engage in
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mathematical tasks, preservice teachers confront their own misconceptions, giving them insight
into student thinking and the possible solution strategies that students may employ. It is
suggested that teachers work individually on a task for a few minutes to make sense of it,
consider possible solution paths, and determine what resources they can contribute to their small
group discussion. They should then work in small groups to assess strategies, decide on a course
of action, and complete the task. The instructor can then facilitate a whole-group discussion,
carefully selecting and sequencing the small groups’ strategies as they share their solutions using
posters or document cameras. Discussion of the cases could be facilitated using the TAG (Figure
4) and the Factors Associated with Maintenance and Decline (Figure 5) to determine the level of
cognitive demand of the task and identify classroom factors that contribute to the ways in which
tasks unfold during instruction.

Figure 5. Factors associated with maintenance and decline. Adapted from Implementing
Standards-Based Mathematics instruction: A Casebook for Professional Development (2nd ed.,
p. 16), by M. K. Stein, M. S. Smith, M. A. Henningsen, and E. A. Silver, 2009. New York, NY:
Teachers College Press.
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It should be noted that leading a mathematics classroom discussion is a complex
undertaking that involves orienting students to each other’s strategies. Teachers need to select
and sequence students’ solution strategies so that they build on each other. This skill includes
deciding on which strategies to elaborate and keeping the discussion on course toward a
mathematical point (Meikle, 2014; Ghousseini, 2015; Baldinger, Selling, & Virmani, 2016).
Moreover, questioning is essential to moving tasks and discussions forward in the math
classroom as teacher questions generally serve to make student ideas public, reveal and extend
student ideas, or encourage explanations and justifications (Mueller, Yankelewitz, & Maher,
2014). While participation in productive discussions is beneficial for preservice teachers, it is
insufficient preparation for their own teaching practice. They will need support to gain this skill
as they prepare and deliver instruction. As described, working on a task and then engaging in a
discussion about the task helps teacher candidates integrate their various types of knowledge,
increasing their mathematical knowledge for teaching.
Teachers as Analyzers and Interpreters. Stein and colleagues (2009) suggested that
analysis of students’ work on challenging mathematical tasks enables teachers and teacher
candidates to “move from their own understanding of a task to a broader consideration of what
the students’ responses might reveal about their thinking” (p. 142), developing professional
judgment. The benefits of analyzing and interpreting student work include recognizing the
difference between procedural fluency and conceptual understanding, distinguishing whether
arriving at the correct answer implies understanding, and how to remediate student
misconceptions. Student responses give insight into the kinds of questions teachers plan to ask
students to better assess their current comprehension and help them come to the desired
understanding.
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Adler and Davis (2006) submitted that unpacking or decompression is a “compelling
description” of the unique mathematical work that teachers do, as revealed by two tasks:
Task 1: Solve for x: x² - 2x = -1
Task 2:
Here are a range of solutions to the equation x² - 2x = -1 presented by Grade 10
learners to their class.
(a) Explain clearly which of these solutions is correct/incorrect and why.
(b) Explain how you would communicate the strengths, limitations, or errors in
each of these solutions to the learners.
(c) What questions could you ask Learner 5 to assist her to understand and be able
to formulate a more general response?
Learner 1: x = 1 because if x² - 2x = -1, then x² = 2x – 1 and x = √2𝑥 − 1
x can’t be 0 because we get 0 = √−1
x can’t be negative because we get the square root of a negative
x = 1 works because we get 1 = 1 and no other number bigger than 1 works
Learner 2: x = 1 because if x² - 2x = -1, then x(x – 2) = -1 and so x = -1 or
x – 2 = -1, which leaves us with x = 1 (because x = -1 does not hold true)
Learner 3: x = 1 because if x² - 2x = -1, then x² - 2x + 1 = 0 and this factorizes to
get (x – 1)(x – 1) = 0; so x = 1
Learner 4: x = 1. I drew the graphs y = -1 and y = x² - 2x. They intersect in only one
place, at x = 1.
Learner 5: x = 1. I substituted a range of values for x in the equation and 1 is the only
one that works. (p. 273)
Task 1 requires common content knowledge and is representative of a typical math
question that teacher candidates experience in their math coursework. It involves recognition of
a quadratic equation, transformation of it into a product that is equal to zero and then calculation
of the zeroes. It is possible to find the correct solution to this task by following learned
procedures with or without conceptual understanding. Task 2 also entails common content
knowledge in part (a) “Explain clearly which of these solutions is correct/incorrect and why”
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since this involves recognition of the correctness of the solution and the mathematical basis for
it. All math majors could produce the correct answers to these questions.
Although Task 2 involves the same mathematical content as Task 1, the focus and
required depth of understanding are different. The specialized content knowledge of teachers is
called for in parts (b) and (c) of the second task as these questions require interpretation of the
five students’ solutions. The teacher must first discern that all learners have produced the
“correct answer” of x = 1 and then unpack the relationship between the answer and the process
used for determining the result. The fact that the correct answer may be obtained by incorrect
reasoning makes this a good task for preservice math teachers since they need to experience
diverse student responses. The learner responses for Task 2 appear to be from students who have
not been formally instructed on how to solve quadratic equations. If used to introduce solving
quadratic equations, Task 1 becomes a worthwhile mathematical task for math students. Using a
task to introduce a new math concept is a novel idea to most math teacher candidates; it goes
against the traditional classroom paradigm and challenges the culturally dominant beliefs of
teaching and learning math. Challenging these non-productive beliefs is important in math
teacher preparation programs.
The focus of Task 2 is student thinking about mathematics and the discourse that could
transpire between the teacher and student (knowledge of content and students). For this task, the
teacher needs to interpret the learners’ mathematical thinking and reasoning; including finding a
particular (rather than general) solution, finding a solution that “works” but relies on tricky
interpretations of square roots, using a general method in inappropriate mathematical ways, and
working with varied (numerical, graphical, and algebraic) representations of a solution (Adler &
Davis, 2006). Used with preservice teachers, this task could initiate a productive conversation
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about potential student misconceptions about solving quadratic equations and give opportunity
for the instructor to model questioning and maintaining the cognitive demand of a task. With
exposure to the two tasks, preservice math teachers will expand their knowledge of content and
teaching. Task 2 is the more worthwhile task for potential math teachers because it requires them
to evaluate problem-solving methods that they may not have considered previously and student
errors. The ability to discern student misconceptions or gaps is vital in secondary mathematics
teaching as there is evidence of a “backlog” of learning. In this context, analysis and
interpretation of student thinking benefits preservice teachers in that their knowledge of content
and students is enhanced.
Crespo and Sinclair (2008) found that prospective teachers tended to rely on pedagogical
reasons for posing or not particular problems instead of considering their mathematical qualities
when determining the value of the problems they generated. They assert that it would also be
concerning if preservice math teachers only mentioned the mathematical qualities of the
problems without consideration of the pedagogical appropriateness and value. This is the
essence of the mathematical knowledge for teaching that is required for math teachers, to
comprehend the pedagogical and mathematical value of worthwhile mathematical tasks.
Examination of tasks and student work enable preservice teachers to assess both the
mathematical and pedagogical value of tasks.
Teachers as Planners of Mathematical Activity. The goal of the previously suggested
experiences is to help teachers recognize the learning potential afforded by cognitively
challenging tasks and gain insight into student thinking about them so that they will plan to use
worthwhile tasks in their own teaching practice. After participating in these activities, Stein et al.
(2009) recommend that teachers collaboratively plan lessons using the Thinking Through a
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Lesson Protocol (TTLP) and then teach the lesson in scaffolded field experiences (SFEs). The
TTLP guides the planner though questions that help them focus on student learning and how they
intend to support it with the setup, exploration, and discussion of the mathematical task (Smith,
Bill, & Hughes, 2008). Thinking through the key elements of a lesson prior to instruction better
prepares preservice teachers to maintain the cognitive demand of tasks and relate to students’
diverse ways of thinking about the tasks (Stein et al., 2009).
The TTLP authors (Smith et al., 2008) suggest beginning collaborative lesson planning
by choosing a high-level task that is aligned with the learning objective and then articulating the
goal of the lesson. They reason, “By being clear on exactly what students will learn, you will be
better positioned to capitalize on opportunities to advance the mathematics in the lesson and
make decisions about what to emphasize and de-emphasize” (p. 135). Also, preservice teachers
could focus on a subset of the TTLP questions in one sitting, particularly question three in part
one—What are all the ways the task can be solved? As with analysis of student work, this
question requires teacher candidates to move beyond their own methods of solving a problem
and consider the correct and incorrect approaches students may use. Working together, they can
generate possible strategies for completing the task, reducing the number of improvisational
moves during instruction. The second question set helps preservice teachers preemptively create
questions they can ask to assess, advance, and extend the task during instruction. The authors
endorse use of the TTLP with preservice teachers. Although they may not entirely complete it
for every lesson plan, it instills good habits of thinking about incorporating high-level tasks and
maintaining the cognitive demands of them.
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Analyzing and Reflecting on Instruction
Dewey (1933) defined reflection as “active, persistent, and careful consideration of any
belief or supposed form of knowledge in the light of the grounds that support it and the further
conclusions to which it tends” (p. 9), implying that teachers should act deliberately in order to
grow as practitioners. He advocated the cultivation of three attitudes: open-mindedness, wholeheartedness, and responsibility (1916). Teachers can develop these attitudes by careful
consideration of their own practice under the guidance of an experienced teacher as they frame
and reframe complex problems and modify their actions accordingly (Schön, 1983, 1996; Scherff
& Singer, 2012).
To improve their instructional practice, math teachers must analyze their classroom
actions and interactions in terms of how they affect students’ learning opportunities (NCTM,
2000). Friedrichsen et al. (2009) found that teaching experience promotes the development of
knowledge for teaching; however, teaching experience alone is insufficient. Preservice teachers
need to be engaged in communities of practice where they “work together to assess student work,
reflect on practice, challenge common myths of teaching, and share best practices” (p. 36).
Brouwer and Korthagen (2005) maintain that teaching experience should be linked with
reflection on instructional practice, nonformal learning through interactions with peers, and
deliberate formal learning opportunities. Stein et al. (2009) suggest three ways to help teachers
develop the capacity to reflect on and learn from instruction: reflecting on their experience as
learners, analyzing the teaching of others, and analyzing and reflecting on their own instruction.
Reflecting on Their Experiences as Learners. It is meaningful for teachers to reflect
on experiences with high-level tasks as doers and learners of mathematics. Stein et al. (2009)
recommends engaging preservice teachers as learners and doers and then asking them to describe
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how the task facilitator supported or inhibited their learning. Reflecting on this question helps
preservice teachers recognize and consider the pedagogical moves made by the facilitator that
impacted their learning. The teacher candidates can discuss what the facilitator said or did to
sustain the cognitive demand of the task. If the demand of the task declined during
implementation, they can brainstorm about the cause of the decline. They can consider Factors
Associated with Maintenance and Decline (Figure 5) as they discuss how the cognitive demand
of the task progressed during implementation of the task.
Analyzing the Teaching of Others. Griffin (as cited in Chazan et al., 1998) submitted
that “what is known most deeply about teaching is known by teachers” (p. 688). Thus, analyzing
the teaching of others can help preservice teachers examine important mathematical ideas,
analyze and reflect on teachers’ actions in classrooms, and consider courses of actions available
to the teacher. Using video of exemplary teachers in their classrooms enables preservice teachers
to participate in guided reflection, contributing to their potential to become reflective
practitioners (Miels, 1999; Newhouse, Lane, & Brown, 2007).
Stein and colleagues (2009) posit that math teacher candidates can learn how to make
decisions by analyzing “messy and complex situations” (p. 147) through video and narrative
teaching cases. They recommend that preservice teachers analyze narrative case lessons with the
Task Analysis Guide (Figure 4) and Factors Associated with Maintenance or Decline (Figure 5)
to determine the cognitive demand of tasks as they were set up and as they were implemented.
The six cases in their Casebook for Professional Development are ideal for examination by
preservice math teachers as they develop an understanding of how the cognitive demand of tasks
evolve during a lesson. Since the cases “situate the abstract ideas of the Mathematical Tasks
Framework in episodes of classroom practice” (p. 24), they help teachers notice important cues
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and how to interpret the cues to influence student engagement with tasks. Another option for
preservice teachers is to view videotapes of mathematics lessons. Research shows that viewing
videos of unknown teachers is well suited for university core methods courses (Gaudin &
Chaliès, 2015). Either alternative allows for preservice teachers learn to critically reflect on their
own teaching practice with a framework to guide their thinking. The empirical pattern of task
setup and implementation exemplified in the Casebook cases is shown in Figure 6. Shading
indicates where the cognitive demands of the task were maintained during implementation.

Figure 6. Pattern of task setup and implementation of the cases. Adapted from Implementing
Standards-Based Mathematics instruction: A Casebook for Professional Development (2nd ed.,
p. 148), by M. K. Stein, M. S. Smith, M. A. Henningsen, and E. A. Silver, 2009. New York, NY:
Teachers College Press.
Analyzing and Reflecting on One’s Own Teaching. The goal of reflective analysis of
videos or narrative cases is to help teachers develop a knowledge base from which to draw as
they make decisions during live teaching. Santagata and Guarino (2011) found that video-based
activities support preservice teachers’ reasoning about teaching by considering the impact of
teacher decisions on student learning. Gaudin and Chaliès (2015) noted that viewing videos of
peers or self is well suited for learning how to teach in the context of practicum courses with a
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facilitator. Video annotation tools can “offer the potential to support both the reflection and
analysis of one’s own teaching with minimal video editing as well as the ability to associate
captured video with related student and teaching evidence” (Rich & Hannafin, 2009, p. 52).
Seidel, Stürmer, Blomberg, Kobarg, and Schwindt (2011) found that analyzing videos of other
teachers is most useful for developing a critical stance toward instruction; however, examining
video of one’s own practice more effectively promotes reflection on teaching and learning.
Calandra and Rich (2015) claim that video analysis supports teacher candidates in becoming
more precise in their reflections on teaching.
Teacher educators working on the Learning to Teach In, From, and Through Practice
Project (LTP) used preservice teachers’ video recorded microteaching episodes to guide novice
teachers through a process of observing, teaching, and analyzing lessons. While the novice
teachers implement specific practices learned in their courses, the instructor and classmates act
as simulated students, depicting their understanding, reactions, and cognitive challenges. Thus,
the simulation can model content and the interactions that occur while teaching. The instructor
can stop the rehearsal to coach the novice teachers or lead a discussion about appropriate
strategies (Lampert et al., 2013). Largely, video affords opportunities for preservice teachers to
notice and reflect on ambitious pedagogy when guided by a framework that focuses their
attention on student thinking (Es et al., 2017).
Larrivee (2010) indicated that teacher education students become reflective teachers as
they move beyond the simple application of a knowledge base and skill set to the point where
they are able to modify their practice to fit particular teaching contexts and develop new
strategies. Reflection may be intimidating for preservice teachers who have had little experience
in the classroom. This trepidation may stem from a sense of “I don’t know what I don’t know”
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as they need guidance to focus their attention on the appropriate aspects of their practice on
which to reflect (Cavanagh & Prescott, 2010). Therefore, it is imperative that teacher educators
provide experiences that will support preservice teachers in acquiring these skills in reflection
with cues that concentrate on specific elements of teaching (Bryan & Recesso, 2006). These
experiences include opportunities for microteaching, reflective writing, use of critical incidents,
multimedia cases, and video (Calandra, Brantley-Dias, Lee, & Fox, 2009).
Schön (1983) advised that reflection on professional practice occur not only after an
event, but within the moment as well since continuous learning in practice occurs through
reflection-in-action and reflection-on-action. Learning journals are one of the most commonly
used strategies for reflection due to the ease of implementation and the potential depth of
response received. Roberts (2008) recommended that reflection activities include “some degree
of structure” to encourage deeper levels of thinking and facilitate the connection between theory
and practice. Moreover, optimal learning is best achieved when reflection activities occur
throughout the course rather than appearing at the end as a final requirement. To facilitate group
learning and reflection, electronic dialogue such as discussion boards or chat rooms can be used
to supplement classroom discussion.
Collaborative Reflective Teaching Cycle
The Collaborative Reflective Teaching Cycle (CRTC) (Smith, 2001) is a cyclical process
of teaching with peers to plan for and reflect on instruction. The three phases are planning,
teaching, and reflecting, as described in Figure 7.
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Figure 7. The collaborative reflective teaching cycle. Adapted from “Improving Teaching
through Collaborative Reflective Teaching Cycles”, by E. Murray, Investigations in Mathematics
Learning, 7(3), p. 24.
In order to improve higher-order thinking in their classrooms, seventh-grade mathematics
teachers who engaged in a CRTC reported that they developed a more critical attitude toward
their practice. The collaborative nature of the CRTC helped them identity aspects of their
instruction that facilitated or hindered their students’ opportunity to engage in higher order
thinking as they offered feedback on their peers’ mathematical thinking, selection of tasks, and
implementation of tasks. The teachers also built knowledge about the mathematics they were
going to teach as they analyzed tasks and contemplated the implementation of them. Moreover,
the CRTC enabled them to reflect on how pedagogical strategies could be used to facilitate
higher-order thinking (Murray, 2015).
Cavanagh (2012) also found that a collaborative learning experience favorably impacts
the perspectives and practices of preservice secondary mathematics teachers as they observe,
plan lessons, and implement them in cooperating teachers’ classrooms. Preservice teachers can
benefit greatly from participation in a collaborative reflective teaching cycle, gaining confidence
in selecting and implementing tasks as they plan, teach, and reflect with their peers. Stein et al.
(2009) stress that reflection is beneficial in that it helps preservice teachers develop a knowledge
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base for teaching that will improve their ability to make decisions during live instruction.
Therefore, they need to continue to teach and reflect on their own lessons using the tools that
guided their analysis of the cases. This is best accommodated in scaffolded field experiences.
Scaffolded Field Experiences
Scaffolded field experiences (SFEs) provide opportunities for preservice teachers to
“experiment with instructional innovation while receiving support” (Borasi & Fonzi, as cited in
Stein et al., 2009, p. 134). Field experiences can provide preservice teachers with context to link
theory and practice (Coffey, 2010; Biermann, Karbach, Spinath, & Brünken, 2015), connect
university coursework and practitioner knowledge (Campbell & Dunleavy, 2016), and better
prepare teacher candidates for teaching diverse student populations (Burant & Kirby, 2002).
Moreover, clinical experiences help preservice teachers develop more sophisticated beliefs about
mathematics teaching and learning (Philipp et al., 2007) and comprehension of what they are
doing and seeing in the classrooms (Zeichner, 2010).
Because teacher knowledge is critically important, there has been a call to “shift away
from a norm which emphasizes academic preparation and course work loosely linked to schoolbased experiences” and “move to programs that are fully grounded in clinical practice and
interwoven with academic content and professional courses” (National Council for Accreditation
of Teacher Education [NCATE], 2010, p. ii). According to NCTM (2012), clinical experiences
for secondary mathematics teacher candidates should include opportunities to observe and
participate in diverse mathematics classrooms under the supervision of experienced, highly
qualified teachers and university faculty with secondary mathematics teaching experience.
Strong clinical experiences should allow pre-service teachers to practice intellectually sound and
developmentally appropriate methods of engaging students with mathematics (American
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Association of Colleges for Teacher Education [AACTE], 2013). To facilitate the acquisition of
reform-based practices, the gap between teacher education programs and schools needs to be
closed, particularly for mathematics student teachers (Blanton, Berenson, & Norwood, 2001;
Frykholm, 1998). Seeing reformed practices demonstrated in classrooms can help preservice
teachers make connections between theory from university programs and practices required in
secondary mathematics classrooms (Allen & Wright, 2014; Grootenboer, 2006). Little and
Anderson (2016) found that the cooperating teacher was the most influential factor on preservice
teachers’ use of problem-solving tasks and suggest the use of partnership schools for practicum
and internship courses.
University Instructors. University instructors can bridge the gap between schools and
teacher preparation programs as they participate in the schools with the preservice teachers. The
AMTE (2017) recommend that methods and clinical instructors “have relevant grade-level
experiences with schools, teachers, and students and possess deep understandings of the
mathematics content and the research and practice regarding pedagogical …issues” (p. 36). In
contrast to authoritative evaluations, experienced supervisors can guide interns to actively
construct their own knowledge about teaching mathematics using classroom experiences and
open-ended questions. The CBMS (2012) similarly recommend that “more mathematics faculty
need to become involved in PreK-12 mathematics education by participating in preparation and
professional development for teachers” (p. 19). This approach ensures consistency with the
mathematics education program goals, supports the student teacher’s developing practice, and
encourages reflection and growth (Blanton et al., 2001). Cavanagh and Prescott (2010) found
that practicum supervising teachers were far more influential in shaping preservice teachers’
teaching styles than their university lecturers. Mathematics student teachers also perceive that
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their university supervisor’s feedback is better aligned with mathematics education reform and
tend to take their advice more seriously than that of the cooperating teacher (Frykholm, 1998).
Methods and Practicum Courses. Exemplary methods courses include opportunities
for secondary mathematics preservice teachers to revisit the secondary school mathematics from
an advanced perspective, develop mathematical habits of mind, and experience flexible
interactive styles of teaching (CBMS, 2012). Artzt, Armour-Thomas, and Curcio (2008)
recommend that secondary mathematics methods courses require teacher candidates to write
lesson plans, teach and reflect upon a lesson taught to peers, and observe, carefully analyze, and
reflect upon the teaching of others in their field placements. Students who participate in
mathematical tasks as learners and then collaboratively plan and teach lessons gain insight into
their own knowledge of content, problem-solving abilities, and understanding of pedagogy and
tasks (Artzt et al., 2012). Since the mathematics content courses taken by prospective math
teachers generally involve procedural learning, methods courses can promote active learning of
mathematics and problem-solving using open-ended tasks Methods courses for math preservice
teachers should provide opportunities for analyzing, planning, and implementing worthwhile
mathematical tasks (Stein et al., 2009).
In response to the “new” ideas about situated cognition, Putnam and Borko (2000)
advocated for preservice teachers’ learning to situated in both the university and K-12
classrooms. They argue that combining teacher education program experiences with field-based
experiences enables more learning than can be achieved in either setting alone as preservice
teachers are given structured opportunities to learn new practices with reflection and feedback on
their teaching. Furthermore, they encourage the use of cases to provide meaningful experiences
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for preservice teachers they offer the teacher educator control over the situations and issues that
they encounter.
Darling-Hammond (2000) indicated that teacher education programs with “extended
clinical preparation interwoven with coursework on learning and teaching produce teachers who
are…more effective” (pp. 166). In a project involving 68 prospective teachers, Bahr, Monroe,
and Eggett (2014) found that a reform-based methods course that included an associated weekly
practicum greatly influenced the extent to which prospective math teachers identified with a
reform mathematics perspective as inservice teachers. They maintained that math methods
course curricula should incorporate structural and conceptual interweaving to prepare math
teachers capable of creating the type of classrooms imagined by the reform movement.
Structural interweaving can be accomplished by combining a methods course with field
experience in a public school. This allows for immediate methods application in classrooms,
changing the emphasis from “learning to teach” to “learning from teaching”, thus enabling
teacher candidates to connect coursework and practice.
In this environment, prospective math teachers’ beliefs about reform-based teaching are
significantly transformed (Bahr & Monroe, 2008). Changing beliefs about research-based
teaching pedagogy is the first step for improving MKT with worthwhile mathematical tasks.
Other structures that enhance preservice math teachers’ MKT in this type of methods
course/practicum include methods instructor supervision/debriefing of clinical work, gradual
increase in teaching responsibility in clinical work, practicing-prospective teacher relationships
that enhance mentoring, and prospective teachers partnering with one another in shared clinical
placements. These factors help teacher candidates by giving them opportunities to internalize
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their learning, take greater risks in their pedagogy, and solve problems collaboratively (Bahr et
al., 2014).
Moreover, Bahr and colleagues (2014) found that novice teachers reported that they
utilized some type of reform pedagogy during their practice teaching after participating in a
methods course/practicum. Ninety-eight percent of the responders perceived that the
course/practicum had strongly influenced their perspectives about reform-based teaching.
Survey comments confirmed that the participants had developed beliefs that students can learn
from one another, that inquiry is an effective instructional model and evidenced a change in their
ideas about the nature of mathematics teaching and learning. They cited immediate methods
application as the principal advantage of the course/practicum, resulting in a positive effect on
the use of methods during student teaching and inservice teaching. They also considered gradual
increase in teaching responsibilities, instructor debriefing, and joint planning to be advantageous
during the course/practicum. The majority of participants indicated that their inservice teaching
practice was reform-based to some extent as a result of the course/practicum experience.
Citing the National Academy of Education, Stein et al. (2009) acknowledged that
carefully designed tools are central to supporting preservice teachers in scaffolded field
experiences since they are “a powerful means of changing educational practice” (p. 135). Tools
provide a structure that supports teachers in developing and refining their instructional practices.
Suggested tools are based on the research on mathematical tasks, related to the Mathematical
Tasks Framework, and include the Tasks Analysis Guide, Factors Associated with Maintenance
and Decline, and the Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol, as described earlier.
Methods and practicum courses can provide virtual and actual settings in which teaching
practice can be analyzed, attempted, corrected, refined, and mastered. It has been suggested that
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a practice-based, school embedded approach will best develop mathematics knowledge for
teaching and most effectively prepare mathematics teachers. This requires an interactive,
collaborative partnership between the university and placement schools. Moreover, cooperating
teachers should embrace research-based practices. In this environment, preservice math teachers
can experiment with worthwhile mathematical tasks and develop their mathematical knowledge
for teaching. Methods courses that are structurally and conceptually interwoven with practicum
field experiences can instill beliefs of reform-oriented instruction that will carry into teacher
practice. This design may also prevent the educational ideas instilled by the preservice teacher
program from being “washed out” during field experiences (Zeichner & Tabachnick, 1981). As
noted earlier, MKT is a complex knowledge that is not easily fostered, identified, or assessed in
secondary mathematics teachers who major in mathematics. The next section describes methods
for assessing observable indicators of mathematical knowledge for teaching.
Assessing Mathematical Knowledge for Teaching
Classroom observation instruments are tools that can be used by teacher educators to
support prospective mathematics teachers’ learning and instructional change. Generally, tools
emphasize aspects of practice that research has identified as crucial for improving student
learning of mathematics (Smith, 2014). In mathematics teacher education, tools can scaffold
preservice teachers’ development of intended desirable instructional practices, providing a
concrete structure by specifying criteria and identifying standards for them. Classroom
observation protocols are valuable for supporting evidence-based practices in mathematics
teacher education, especially when these tools are used across multiple sites and investigators.
The National Academy of Education (as cited in Boston & Smith, 2009) described classroom
observation tools as “powerful carriers of theory and knowledge” that educators can use as a
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“powerful means of changing educational practice” (p. 146). Therefore, in a study designed to
assess preservice math teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching with an emphasis on
selecting and implementing worthwhile mathematical tasks, classroom observation protocols are
appropriate instruments for assessing the proximal components of mathematical knowledge for
teaching. Development and validation of the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA) and the
Mathematics Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²) are described in the next
section.
Instructional Quality Assessment in Mathematics
The Instructional Quality Assessment in Mathematics Toolkit (Boston, 2012a) is a
classroom observation protocol designed to assess elements of reform-oriented mathematics
instruction: specifically, the level of instructional tasks and task implementation, opportunities
for mathematical discourse, and teachers’ expectations. The toolkit consists of numerous rubrics
designed to provide statistical and descriptive data about the quality of mathematics instruction
and students’ opportunities to learn (Boston, 2012b). The IQA is based on the Mathematics
Tasks Framework (Stein & Smith, 1998) in Figure 2 and was designed to guide the analysis of
classroom lessons for the Quantitative Understanding: Amplifying Student Achievement and
Reasoning (QUASAR) Project (Stein et al., 1996). It has been validated and found reliable in
several large studies (Boston, Bostic, Lesseig, & Sherman, 2015; Matsumara et al., 2006).
The QUASAR researchers found that the cognitive demands of tasks often decline as the
tasks passed from the setup to the implementation phase for various reasons. The Task Analysis
Guide (Stein & Smith, 1998) in Figure 4 was influential in the development of the IQA as it
gives characteristics of mathematical tasks at four levels of cognitive demand: memorization,
procedures without connections, procedures with connections, and doing mathematics. The
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Factors Associated with Maintenance or Decline of high-level cognitive demands (Stein et al.,
2009) in Figure 5 also informed the construction of the IQA.
The IQA is based on the Academic Rigor construct (Stein et al., 1996) and employs
multiple rubrics for evaluating the mathematical work done by the students. The Potential of the
Task Rubric (Appendix A) assesses the level of the cognitive demand of the main instructional
task, considering the requirements of the task as written in curricular materials and/or as
introduced by the teacher and the potential level of thinking required by students to complete the
task. The Implementation of the Task Rubric (Appendix B) assesses the level of rigorous
thinking in which students actually engaged, reflecting the level of engagement of the majority
of the students during their work and discussion of the main instructional task. The Lesson
Checklist (Appendix C) describes factors of the lesson that provide, or do not provide
opportunities for students to engage with high-level cognitive demands (Boston, 2012a). The
IQA Lesson Observation rubrics were designed to be used during live observations of classroom
instruction. The author suggests that raters take field notes as they observe an entire lesson and
then score the rubrics immediately following the lesson. Two or three observations are needed to
reliably measure a teacher’s instructional practice with the IQA (Boston, 2012a; Wilhelm & Kim,
2015). The IQA is appropriate for preservice training and assessment as the rubrics can provide
explicit indicators to scaffold teachers’ learning, self-reflection, and instructional change (Boston
& Candela, 2018). The IQA is a valid and reliable instrument as shown in prior studies (Boston,
2012a; Boston et al., 2015). Since the research involves assessing MKT as evinced by selection
and implementation of worthwhile mathematical tasks, the IQA is well-aligned to the research
objective. The author of the IQA granted permission for its use on the action research project
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and provided the training materials. A math department colleague completed training with the
researcher and also scored the observations.
Mathematics Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices
The Mathematics Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²) was designed
by colleagues at the University of Alabama to assess the classroom practices observed in
mathematics classrooms and how well they align with specialized professional organizations’
recommendations for fostering conceptual understanding. Two factors were considered, teacher
facilitation and student engagement. Development and validation of the instrument took three
years and involved a multistage iterative process. A team of six mathematics education experts
analyzed the math education literature for classroom interactions that promote conceptual
understanding to create 18 items. These were sent to the membership of the Association of
Mathematics Teacher Educators (AMTE) for feedback on their perceived usefulness for
assessing various attributes in the math classroom. Eighteen percent of the members completed
the full survey and 40% of those agreed to participate in a follow-up survey. The item pool was
revised as per the initial survey results and sent in a second survey. The respondents were asked
to place each item into the categories they deemed appropriate (lesson design, lesson
implementation, student engagement with the content, and\or student engagement with peers)
and rate how well they thought the item fit into the category. Internal consistency was high (α =
0.897 for student engagement and α = 0.850 for teacher facilitation) at the group level or at the
individual level with three or more observations. Interrater reliability was achieved as five raters
used the final instrument to evaluate five classroom videos with no formal training, practice, or
discussion. The intraclass correlation computation for the student engagement and teacher
facilitation subscales were in the “good” range, implying high interrater agreement. The MCOP²
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is intended for live classroom observations and is suitable for use with preservice teachers or inservice teachers. Three to six teaching observations are recommended. No training is required;
however, the creators suggest reading the user guide (Gleason, Livers, & Zelkowski, 2017). The
protocol and the user guide are available online. The short descriptors for the protocol are in
Appendix D. A summary of the MCOP² descriptors are shown in Table 1 with a crosswalk of the
alignment of the MTPs (NCTM, 2014) and the SMPs (NGA Center & CCSSO, 2010).
Table 1
Crosswalk of the MCOP2 with the MTPs and SMPs
MCOP² Observation
Descriptor
1. Students engaged in
exploration/problem solving

Mathematics Teaching
Practices (MTPs)
2. Implement tasks that
promote reasoning and
problem solving
1. Establish mathematics goals
to focus learning

2. Students used a variety of
means (models, drawings,
graphs, concrete materials,
manipulatives, etc.) to
represent concepts
3. Students were engaged in
mathematical activities

3. Use and connect
mathematical representations

4. Students critically
assessed mathematical
strategies

5. Students persevered in
problem solving

2. Implement tasks that
promote reasoning and
problem solving
4. Facilitate meaningful
mathematical discourse

7. Support productive struggle
in learning mathematics
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Standards for Mathematical
Practice (SMPs)
1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them
7. Look for and make use of
structure
8. Look for and express
regularity in repeated
reasoning
5. Use appropriate tools
strategically
1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them
1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them
3. Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others
1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them
8. Look for and express
regularity in repeated
reasoning
1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them
2. Reason abstractly and
quantitatively

6. The lesson involved
fundamental concepts of the
subject to promote
relational/conceptual
understanding
7. The lesson promoted
modeling with mathematics
8. The lesson provided
opportunities to examine
mathematical structure
(symbolic notation, patterns,
generalizations, conjectures,
etc.)
9. The lesson included tasks
that have multiple paths to a
solution or multiple solutions
10. The lesson promoted
precision of mathematical
language
11. The teacher’s talk
encouraged student thinking
12. There were a high
proportion of students
talking related to
mathematics
13. There was a climate of
respect for what others had
to say
14. In general, the teacher
provided wait-time
15. Students were involved
in the communication of
their ideas to others (peer-topeer)
16. The teacher uses student
questions/comments to
enhance conceptual
mathematical understanding

3. Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others
5. Use appropriate tools
strategically
6. Build procedural fluency
8. Look for and express
from conceptual
regularity in repeated
understanding
reasoning
7. Look for and make use of
structure
2. Implement tasks that
4. Model with mathematics
promote reasoning and
2. Reason abstractly and
problem solving
quantitatively
1. Establish mathematics goals 8. Look for and express
to focus learning
regularity in repeated
reasoning
7. Look for and make use of
structure
2. Implement tasks that
promote reasoning and
problem solving
4. Facilitate meaningful
mathematical discourse
5. Pose purposeful questions
8. Elicit and use evidence of
student learning
4. Facilitate meaningful
mathematical discourse
4. Facilitate meaningful
mathematical discourse
8. Elicit and use evidence of
student learning
4. Facilitate meaningful
mathematical discourse
4. Facilitate meaningful
mathematical discourse
5. Pose purposeful questions
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1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them
6. Attend to precision
3. Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others
1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them
3. Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others
3. Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others
1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them
3. Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others
1. Make sense of problems
and persevere in solving them

8. Elicit and use evidence of
student learning

3. Construct viable arguments
and critique the reasoning of
others
Note: The SMP column lists the primary SMP first tied to the MCOP² item (Zelkowski, Yow,
Ellis, & Waller, 2020).
As a catalyst for teacher candidate self-reflective change, the MCOP² is useful in math
teacher preparation as a tool to help teacher candidates understand and develop reformed
teaching practices that foster active learning of mathematics. Worthwhile tasks enable the
mathematical practices. Although it does not directly assess the planning and implementation of
tasks, the MCOP² was used to assess the degree to which mathematical practices are exhibited
during a lesson, a byproduct of tasks. It can be reasoned that high scores on the MCOP² items
would require good tasks and that preservice teachers with well-developed MKT would plan for
and implement good tasks in their lessons, consequently scoring high on the MCOP².
To summarize, the IQA is suitable for analyzing the Potential of tasks to “engage
students in exploring and understanding the nature of mathematical concepts, procedures, and/or
relationships, such as…doing mathematics…OR procedures with connections” (Boston, 2012b,
p. 8) and the Implementation of the task—the level of student engagement with the tasks as
implemented. The MCOP² is valuable for measuring “the practices within the mathematics
classroom for teaching lessons that are goal-oriented toward conceptual understanding [as
suggested by the specialized professional associations]” (Gleason et al., 2017, p. 113) by
examining teacher facilitation and student engagement. The third author supposes that tasks are
required for six of the eight mathematical practice standards to be manifested in teaching
episodes (J. Zelkowski, personal communication, November 1, 2018). In unison, these
observation protocols provide insight into the components of math teacher candidates’
mathematical knowledge for teaching by assessing their planning and enactment of tasks.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY
The goal of this chapter is to describe a mixed-methods case study research design for
studying the relationship between secondary teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge for
teaching and their instructional practices using quantitative data and to examine the nature of
these relationships using qualitative data. Mathematical knowledge for teaching (MKT) has
been described as “multidimensional” and it has been suggested that “professional education
could be organized to help teachers learn the range of knowledge and skill they need in focused
ways” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 593). The research study focused on MKT as developed and
demonstrated by selection and implementation of worthwhile mathematical tasks. The
researcher’s positionality is examined first, followed by the research methodology. Issues of
validity and reliability are addressed, and the study timeline is given.
Overview of the Case Study
The research study used a mixed-methods approach, which is “an intuitive way of doing
research” (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011, p. 1). Tashakkori and Creswell (2007) broadly defined
mixed methods as “research in which the investigator collects and analyzes data, integrates the
findings, and draws inferences using both qualitative and quantitative approaches or methods in a
single study or program of inquiry” (p. 4). Data sources included lesson plans (particularly the
main instructional task), observations, and participants’ reflective writings. Scores on the
Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA) and Mathematics Classroom Observation Protocol for
Practices (MCOP²) provided quantitative data while the IQA Lesson Checklist, learning journals,
and discourse provided supporting qualitative data.
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Research Methodology
The methodology for this study is aligned with the researcher’s pragmatic paradigm.
Pragmatism is a worldview that focuses on the consequences of the research, the importance of
the question, and the use of multiple data collection to inform the problems under study. It is
pluralistic and oriented toward “what works” and practice. Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) note
that the pragmatist “views reality as both singular (e.g., there may be a theory that operates to
explain the phenomenon of the study) as well as multiple (e.g., it is important to address varied
individual input into the nature of the phenomenon as well)” (p. 41). Methodologically,
pragmatic researchers tend to combine deductive and inductive thinking as they collect and mix
qualitative and quantitative data in the same phase of the project.
Rationale for Mixed Methods Research
Qualitative and quantitative research provide different perspectives, and each approach
has its limitations. However, Creswell and Plano Clark (2011) maintain that “the limitations of
one method can be offset by the strengths of the other method, and the combination of
quantitative data and qualitative data provide a more complete understanding of the research
problem than either approach by itself” (p. 8). Given the small sample size, quantitative data
was insufficient for describing MKT, so qualitative data gave enhanced understanding. A mixedmethods concurrent triangular QUAN + QUAL design was used as the qualitative and
quantitative data had equal priority as they were collected and analyzed (Teddlie & Tashakkori,
2009). The quantitative findings were compared with the qualitative themes and the merged
results were interpreted to produce a clearer understanding (Creswell & Plano Clark, 2011). A
visual representation of the research design is given in Figure 8 and a weekly timeline of the
research activities and data collection is given later in this chapter in Table 2.
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Figure 8. Diagram of the mixed-methods concurrent triangulation strategy.
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Case studies are appropriate in education for studying people and programs, particularly
when the researcher is responsible for evaluating the program. In case study research, the
researcher is primarily interested in understanding the particular “intrinsic” case; however,
instrumental case studies can add insight to existing awareness of an issue without claiming to be
representative of the larger population (Stake, 1995). The intent of study was to gain insight into
the components of MKT using a longitudinal case study of individuals in their senior year of
coursework before internship.
Research Design
The design of the research project was based on the professional development for
secondary mathematics teachers as described in Implementing Standards-Based Mathematics
Instruction: A Casebook for Professional Development (Stein et al., 2009). It was used to guide
the “treatment” of the investigation that focused on mathematical knowledge for teaching as
demonstrated by choosing and implementing high-level tasks and maintaining the cognitive
demand of them during instruction. Most of the planned readings and activities came directly
from the book or other NCTM publications. A summary of the professional learning tasks is
provided later in this chapter.
Setting
The study was conducted at a small, public upper-level undergraduate institution in the
South, historically recognized as a “teaching college.” It is accredited by the Commission on
Colleges of the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) and the National Council
for Accreditation of Teacher Education (NCATE). For the research semester, the total number of
enrolled undergraduate students was 2,647 with 34 mathematics licensure and certification
students. The demographics of the student population were as follows: the median age was 27
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years, 69% were female, 59% were part-time students, 62% worked full-time and 27% worked
part-time (Institutional Research and Assessment Dept., personal communication, January 21,
2020).
The College of Education teacher preparation program recently adopted a practicum
model for secondary teacher candidates that consists of two courses. The first practicum course
takes place in a local middle school and is offered in the fall semester. The second practicum
course meets in a local high school and convenes in the spring semester. Each practicum course
is comprised of three on-campus meetings and 12 days in the public schools. Although the
AMTE (2017) standards recommend that secondary programs have multiple (three) methods
courses for high school teacher candidates, our program provides only one methods for teaching
secondary mathematics course; it is offered during the spring and fall semesters. There is no
requirement that teacher candidates take the methods and practicum concurrently. The
researcher is the instructor for the practicum and methods courses. Thus, to offset the lack of
methods for teaching mathematics courses, I have embedded lesson planning and video analysis
assignments into the practicum courses since their inception. For the research semester, I
planned a “sequence” in which the content and assignments of the second practicum course and
the methods course were aligned as I was aware that four of the five methods students would
also be enrolled in the second practicum course.
The practicum component took place in a local school high school that serves as a
laboratory school for the researchers’ university. The field experience office made the placement
in the school’s ninth grade academy. The teacher candidates spent one morning per week in
mathematics classrooms with each other and the researcher. Cooperating teachers were assigned
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by the principal. The secondary mathematics teacher candidates observed, wrote lesson plans,
taught lessons, assessed students, and reflected on their teaching experiences.
The methods component took place on campus at the researcher’s university. The
methods course met during the afternoon on the same day as the practicum. Worthwhile
mathematical tasks were the focus of the instruction, activities, and assignments of the methods
for teaching middle and high school mathematics course. The teacher candidates analyzed tasks
and teaching, experienced mathematics as learners, planned and taught lessons, and reflected on
their experiences.
Participants
A convenience sample was used. The participants were students actively pursuing a
bachelor’s degree in mathematics with licensure and certification who were enrolled in methods
and practicum courses taught by the researcher. None of the participants were believed to have
diminished autonomy, and there was no potential physical, psychological, social, legal, or
economic risks to the subjects. However, since the researcher was the instructor for the courses
in which data was gathered, the potential participants were considered as a vulnerable population
and treated accordingly. The researcher perceived the treatment as beneficent for the participants
as they were better prepared for internship and the requirements of the edTPA assessment, which
they completed in their internship during a subsequent semester. Five mathematics teacher
candidates participated in the study, which was favorable as Creswell (2002) recommended that
three to five participants be used for case study research. Four of the participants were enrolled
in the researcher’s practicum and method courses that occurred on the same day once weekly.
The other participant had previously completed the practicum course but was a student in the
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methods course. The participants were given pseudonyms and are described below from
information that they provided.
Allison. Allison was a 22-year-old female who graduated from a small rural high school
with a population of approximately 520 students. Her high school mathematics coursework
included Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II with Trigonometry, and Precalculus. She attended a
local community college where she completed Precalculus Algebra, Precalculus Trigonometry
the Calculus sequence, Linear Algebra, and Applied Differential Equations. She earned an
associate degree in general studies before transferring to our program. She has considerable
experience working as a substitute teacher in K-12 classrooms. Her father is a principal and
most of her other family members are also educators, so she has always wanted to be a teacher.
Although she has finished all coursework, she has not passed the Praxis II Mathematics Content
Knowledge (5161) Exam, which has prohibited her from registering for internship. Allison
divulged that she does suffer from anxiety and characterizes herself as a controlling person who
strives for perfection.
Chad. Chad was a 22-year-old male who graduated from a small rural school of
approximately 370 students in grades seven through twelve. He ranked fourth in his class of 69
seniors. His high school mathematics coursework consisted of Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II,
and Precalculus with Trigonometry. He attended a local community college where he took
Precalculus Algebra, Precalculus Trigonometry, the Calculus sequence, Linear Algebra, and
Applied Differential Equations. Chad worked at the math tutoring lab at the local community
college when he was a student there and continued to do so when he transferred to our program.
He had not yet taken the Praxis II Mathematics Content Knowledge (5161) Exam and lacked a
mathematics elective course and the senior mathematics capstone course. During the subsequent
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semester he successfully completed his coursework and passed the Praxis II Mathematics
Content Knowledge (5161) Exam, making him eligible for internship. Chad’s goals were to
teach high school mathematics and work on a master’s degree in mathematics. He planned to
become a college professor and earn a doctorate in mathematics. He professed a love of learning
and an admiration of mathematics. He was a first-generation college student and felt honored to
be on this education journey.
Jacob. Jacob was a 23-year-old male who graduated from a small rural high school with
a total of approximately 390 students in grades nine through twelve. His high school
mathematics coursework consisted of Algebra I, Geometry, Algebra II with Trigonometry, and
Precalculus. He completed two years of coursework at his local community college, where he
took Precalculus Algebra, Precalculus Trigonometry, the Calculus sequence, and Applied
Differential Equations. His work experience included working for a car dealership, electrical
company, and a construction company. He has also had extensive experience working for the
local board of education as a substitute teacher. During the research semester, he was working
full-time as a substitute filling a leave position. He was the student who had previously
completed the practicum course, so he worked as a substitute math teacher during the morning
and then came to campus for the methods course in the afternoon. He had completed all other
coursework and passed the Praxis II Mathematics Content Knowledge (5161) Exam. His career
aspirations were to teach high school mathematics, coach multiple sports, obtain a masters’
degree, and become a school administrator. He characterized his personality as determined,
outgoing, focused, and organized.
Kaitlyn. Kaitlyn was a 23-year-old female who graduated from a small rural high school
of approximately 400 students in grades nine through twelve. She related to me that it was more
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like a private school than a public school because the students were “mostly white” children of
affluent citizens. The school website gave the percentage of minority students as nine percent
with a graduation rate of 98%. Her high school mathematics coursework consisted of Algebra I,
Geometry, and Algebra II. She attended a local community college where she completed
Intermediate College Algebra, Precalculus Algebra, Precalculus Trigonometry, Linear Algebra,
and Calculus I and II. She moved and transferred to a large university where she completed
Calculus III, Applied Differential Equations, and several education courses. She transferred to
our program and moved to be closer to our campus. During the research semester, she had
finished all coursework but had not passed the Praxis II Mathematics Content Knowledge (5161)
Exam. This has prohibited her from registering for internship. She disclosed to me that English
is not her first language because she was adopted as an older child from a foreign country.
Lauren. Lauren was a 21-year-old female who graduated from a suburban high school
with a student population of about 740. The mathematics coursework she completed included
Algebra A and B, Geometry I, Algebra II with Trigonometry, and Precalculus. Upon graduation
from high school, she moved to attend a large state university but later moved home to resume
classes at a local division one university. Her mathematics coursework from these two
institutions included a Precalculus Algebra and Trigonometry course, the Calculus sequence, and
Applied Statistics I. She felt that she was not valued as a student at these two institutions, so she
transferred to our program, where she became part of a close-knit group who studied and
socialized together. She worked as a substitute mathematics teacher at the high school from
which she graduated, including a one-semester leave replacement. Lauren had passed the Praxis
II Mathematics Content Knowledge (5161) Exam but lacked one mathematics elective course,
which she planned to complete during her internship since this is admissible. She planned to
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successfully complete her internship, begin teaching at a middle or high school, seek certification
from the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards, earn master’s and educational
specialist degrees, and become a school administrator. Lauren described herself as organized,
driven, persistent, and straightforward. She also characterized herself as passionate about
education and comfortable with constructive criticism.
Protection of Privacy/Confidentiality
The study complied with the Institutional Review Board (IRB) protocols set forth by the
cooperating institutions. Consideration of privacy and confidentiality were assured by IRB
approval upon examination of the intended methods and instruments. It should be noted that the
methodology and data collected are intrinsic to the courses and essential for successful
completion of the teacher preparation program. All data collected were thus part of the academic
record for the courses and students received credit for all assignments completed. The course
syllabi are included in Appendices E and F. When the semester was complete and grades were
posted, the participants had completed all courses that the researcher teaches. Most of the
students had completed all on-campus coursework, lacking only internship. The researcher does
not supervise interns, facilitate edTPA support sessions, or have any more potential impact on the
students’ academic progress. The field experience office staff and the college of education
professors assumed all responsibility for the preservice teachers’ internship placement and
supervision, as well as the oversight of their edTPA submission. Thus, there was no coercion to
allow their data to be used in the study. No possible repercussions existed for students who
chose not to allow their data to be included in the study. Six weeks after grades posted, emails
and formal letters were sent, explaining the study to the students and asking for consent to use
their data. All participants gave consent to use their data. All data were deidentified and
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pseudonyms were used for each participant to protect their anonymity. All research artifacts
were filed in a locked cabinet in the researcher’s office; electronic documents were stored on a
password-protected computer.
Reflexivity Statement
Within the context of the research study, the researcher was mindful to consider the ways
in which her interactions with the participants could be influenced by her own professional
background, experiences, and prior assumptions. As the primary instructor for the secondary
mathematics education courses, it is my responsibility to continuously critique our program in
order to improve our coursework in ways that support our students’ professional knowledge and
practices. Our institution has a long history as a “teaching college” and is well respected in our
area. Local administrators seek to hire our graduates, especially secondary math and science
teachers. As an alumna of my university, I consider myself fortunate to be in this position and
take my responsibility for our program seriously. Accordingly, I situate myself first as a
practitioner with research as a secondary interest. My eight years of teaching experience in
middle and high schools, possession of a current 6-12 mathematics teaching certificate, and
recent participation in Alabama Math, Science, and Technology Initiative (AMSTI) training
equip me to interact with our students as a knowledgeable mentor. Thus, there was no coercion
to respond in certain ways during the methods and practicum courses; the foremost expectation
was that the preservice teachers would participate fully in the learning opportunities with the
goal of gaining knowledge and experience. All assignments and activities were expectations of
the courses; the participants were not asked to do anything that was outside of the goals of the
courses. The teacher candidates were not informed of the research study until the last day of the
semester when the group interview was conducted, thus reducing the “Hawthorne effect” (Adair,
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1984). By that time, all assignments were graded, and scores had been added to Blackboard.
After the semester ended and final grades were posted, the students were asked for consent to use
their course artifacts for the study.
Instruments
Two classroom observation protocols were used. The Instructional Quality Assessment
(IQA) Academic Rigor in Mathematics rubrics for Potential of the Task (Appendix A) and
Implementation of the Task (Appendix B) were used to assess the cognitive level of instructional
tasks as planned and implemented during the teaching episode. The Potential of the Task Rubric
“assesses the level of cognitive demand necessary for students to produce the best possible
response to the task” while the Implementation of the Task Rubric “assesses the level of cognitive
demand of students’ actual engagement with or responses to the task” (Boston & Smith, 2009).
The IQA Lesson Checklist (Appendix C) was used to describe factors observed during
instruction that maintain the level of cognitive demand or cause it to decline. The Mathematics
Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²) was used to assess the classroom
practices observed in the teaching episodes and how well they promote the mathematical practice
standards. The MCOP² short descriptors are found in Appendix D.
Validity
The IQA and MCOP² instruments have been validated and found reliable in larger studies
(Boston, 2012a; Boston et al., 2015; Matsumara et al., 2006; Gleason et al., 2017). Other
validation strategies employed in the research study included triangulation, prolonged
engagement and persistent observation, member checking, inter-rater agreement, and thick, rich
description. Creswell (2013) described triangulation as researchers making “use of multiple and
different methods, investigators, and theories to prove corroborating evidence” since locating
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evidence to “document a code or theme in different sources of data, [provides] validity to their
findings” (p. 251). Use of multiple raters reduced the likelihood of researcher bias in the small
study. Prolonged engagement and persistent observation helped build trust between the
researcher and participants, reduced misinformation, and facilitated decision-making relevant to
the purpose and focus of the study. Fetterman (2010) maintained that “participant observation
requires close, long-term contact with the people under study” (p. 39). In member checking, the
researcher solicits participants’ views of the credibility of the findings and observations. Lincoln
and Guba (1985) considered member checking to be “the most critical technique for establishing
credibility” (p. 314). This process involves soliciting participants’ view of the credibility of the
data, analyses, and interpretations. Stake (1995) insisted that participants should “play a major
role directing as well as acting in case study research” (p. 115). Thick description means that the
researcher provides details when writing about a case or describing a theme. A description is
rich if it provides interconnected details, perhaps leading from the general ideas to the narrow
(Creswell, 2013).
Reliability
Reliability refers to the “stability of responses to multiple coders of data” (Creswell,
2013, p. 253). Inter-rater agreement enhances the reliability of a study. Traditionally, inter-rater
agreement is attained by two or more researchers who code data independently, meet to discuss
their codes, then analyze more data to come to at least an 80% agreement (Creswell, 2013; Miles
& Huberman, 1994). Hill, Charalambous, and Kraft (2012) argue that “reliability inheres in the
joint combination of instruments, rater training and certification systems, and specific scoring
designs that constitute and observational system” (p. 62). Also, their generalizability theory
study did not support the common metric of 80% interrater agreement; some items below that
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threshold in their classroom observation system performed well while those above it did not.
They emphasize that “although reaching higher rate agreement levels for such items is clearly
preferable, it may not be feasible for some complex performance arenas within teaching” (p. 63).
Before the research semester began and prior to using the IQA, the researcher and her math
department colleague worked through the author-provided training manuals to learn the rubrics.
They rated the lessons together in the suggested teaching videos until the recommended 80%
exact point agreement was reached (M. Boston, personal communication, July 27, 2018). They
then rated the initial lessons individually and compared scores, finding that they had agreed on
87.5% of the scores. All teaching episodes were video recorded for later analysis by the
researcher and her colleague, who rated them using the Potential and Implementation rubrics.
The colleague who served as the second rater teaches math courses and does not have any
responsibilities for the practicum, methods, or any education courses.
The authors of the MCOP² affirm that extensive training on the instrument is not required
beyond reviewing the detailed user guide and knowledge of the terminology used in the rubrics
(Gleason, Livers, & Zelkowski, 2015). However, since novice preservice math teachers used it
for peer evaluation, the researcher trained them on the MCOP² with videos and materials
provided by the third author of the instrument. The teacher candidates quickly came to
agreement with the instructor and the scores suggested in the training resources. They also gave
insightful written feedback during observations of their peers. During the microteaching
episodes in the methods course, they acted as participants and then rated the MCOP²
immediately following the lesson. In the practicum school, they observed their peers’ teaching
and rated the observation during live lessons. The researcher rated the MCOP² during live
lessons.
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It has been shown that triangulation of data sources, investigators, and instruments
enhance the validity and reliability of a study. Since the research study was a small mixedmethods investigation involving an instructor and her students, care was taken to avoid
researcher bias and expectations. The teacher candidates and a math department colleague
served as raters for assessing the teaching observations with the IQA and the MCOP² after
reaching inter-rater agreement during training. Use of multiple data sources, instruments, and
raters is essential for providing corroborating evidence and reducing bias.
Timeline
The timeline and professional development learning activities for the research study are
shown in Table 2. The course syllabi are given in Appendices E and F.
Table 2
Timeline, Professional Learning Tasks, and Data for the Research Study
Week
1

2
3

4

Practicum Course
Orientation to the
Course
Review edTPA
Secondary
Mathematics
Handbook
[On-campus meeting]
Initial Microteaching
(To Peers)
[On-campus meeting]
Observe in High
School
Obtain data needed for
Context for Learning
(decide in which class
teaching and video
recording will take
place)
Observe in High
School

Methods Course
Orientation to the Course
Review the Alabama
Mathematics Course of Study,
specifically the Standards for
Mathematical Practices
*SMP Pre-Survey (completed
before the semester begins)
Initial Microteaching (To Peers)
Solve the “Locker Problem”
Solve and compare “Martha’s
Carpeting” & “The Fencing”
tasks (Compare two tasks)
*Read Casebook Intro and
Chapters 1 & 2
*Read The Locker Problem: An
Open and Shut Case (Kimani,
Olanoff, & Masingila, 2016)
Review the Task Analysis Guide
(TAG)
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Data Collected
Philosophy of
Teaching/Learning

Lesson Plans and
Teaching
Observations
Journal Reflections

Journal Reflections

Complete Context for
Learning
Collect task from
cooperating teacher or
textbooks

5

6

7

8

9-10

Task Sort (Analyze a set of
tasks)
The Case of Ron Castleman
opening activity and case
discussion
*Find a high-level task to
contrast with practicum task
*Read Problems Before
Procedures: Systems of
Equations (Allen, 2013)
Observe in High
Compare/contrast practicum
Journal Reflections
School
task and high-level task with
Collect tasks from
TAG (Analyzing tasks used for
cooperating teacher or instruction)
textbooks
The Case of Monique Butler
opening activity and case
discussion
Discuss Factors Associated with
Maintenance and Decline of
High-Level Cognitive Demands
Analyze ATLAS
AMSTI Overview and Activities Journal Reflections
Teaching Videos using (Analyzing tasks used for
“Analyzing Classroom instructionTeachers as doers
Instruction”
and learners of mathematics)
[On-campus meeting]
Observe in High
Solve “Hiking Trip” task and
Journal Reflections
School
analyze student work (Teachers
Analyze a lesson
as doers and learners of
taught by the
mathematicsTeachers as
cooperating teacher
analyzers and
with “Analyzing
interpretersReflecting on their
Classroom
own experiences as learners)
Instruction”
Observe in High
MCOP² Training (Analyzing the Journal Reflections
School
teaching of others)
Look for evidence of
factors associated with
maintenance or
decline of cognitive
demand
Observe in High
Analyze Videos of Initial
Journal Reflections
School
Microteaching Episodes
Finalize teaching dates (Analyzing the teaching of
and topic
others & Analyzing and
Obtain parent
reflecting on one’s own
permission to video
teaching)
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the students during the
teaching episodes

Examine the Thinking Through
a Lesson Protocol (TTLP)
*Read Thinking Through a
Lesson: Successfully
Implementing High-Level Tasks
(Smith, Bill, & Hughes, 2008)
11-15 Teaching (To High
Collaborative Reflecting
School Students)
Teaching Cycle (Teachers as
planners of mathematical
activityAnalyzing the
teaching of othersAnalyzing
and reflecting on one’s own
teaching)
*SMP Module Post-Survey
Group Interview
*denotes assignments that students completed outside of class time

Lesson Plans and
Teaching
Observations
Journal Reflections
Group Interview

Treatment
Prior to the research semester, the assignments were broadly based on tasks and teaching
for active learning. However, the “treatment” was conceived to narrow the scope of the courses
and focus on worthwhile mathematical tasks as they are crucial for effective mathematics
teaching and learning (Ball & Forzani, 2010; NCTM, 2014). The InTASC Model Core Teaching
Standards (CCSSO, 2013) recommended that preservice teachers need to work through a
learning cycle during their teacher preparation to develop their expertise: Know (become
knowledgeable about effective strategies), Do (implement the strategies in a real context), Use
Data (gather evidence of learner response to the strategy), Reflect (on the student evidence), Get
Feedback (from others), Make Adjustments, and repeat the cycle. They stressed that teacher
candidates must evaluate their practices against an accepted framework as they reflect on them
alone and with others. Moreover, teacher educators’ assistance is needed to guide preservice
teachers as they recognize and reflect on teaching behaviors. This model served as the
framework for the research treatment. The InTASC Learning Cycle is shown below in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. The InTASC learning cycle. Adapted from Interstate Teacher Assessment and Support
Consortium (InTASC) Model Core Teaching Standards and Learning Progressions for Teachers
1.0: A Resource for Ongoing Teacher Development (p. 11), by CCSSO, 2013.
The recommendations and professional development tasks described in Implementing
Standards-Based Mathematics Instruction: A Casebook for Professional Development (Stein et
al., 2009) informed the design of the study. As recommended by researchers and teacher
educators (e.g., Ball & Cohen, 1999; Borko & Putnam, 1995; NCTM, 2000; Simon & Schifter,
1991), the researcher/instructor modeled the type of instructional strategies intended for teacher
candidates to begin incorporating in their own practice, providing a supportive and collaborative
environment for analysis and reflection. Participants also completed critical academic readings
chosen to enhance their understanding of the importance of tasks and to grow their professional
knowledge. Smith et al. (2009) contend that three major activities related to tasks are central to
teachers’ professional development: “recognizing that tasks vary in level of cognitive demand,
exploring challenging mathematical tasks, and analyzing and reflecting on instruction” (pp. 137138). The “treatment” consisted of the professional development activities described below.
Recognizing that Tasks Vary in Cognitive Demand. Preservice teachers improve their
capacity to consider the type and level of thinking required by various mathematical tasks when
they learn to recognize the differences between high-demand and low-demand tasks, ensuring
that they can match their learning goals with suitable tasks that can potentially reach the desired
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goal. Math teacher candidates can learn to recognize that tasks vary in cognitive demand by
comparing two tasks, analyzing a set of tasks, and analyzing tasks used for instruction.
Comparing Two Tasks. The teacher candidates solved two tasks with similar
mathematical content but differing levels of cognitive demand, “Martha’s Carpeting Task” and
“The Fencing Task” (Appendix E). They then compared and contrasted the features of the tasks
and the opportunities they provide for student learning.
Analyzing a Set of Tasks. A task sort (Appendix F) was designed to engage preservice
teachers in analyzing a set of tasks that differ in cognitive demand and task features (e.g., provide
tools, utilize a diagram, require an explanation), as they considered the different opportunities for
learning provided by tasks with diverse levels of cognitive demand. In small groups, the teacher
candidates classified the tasks as low or high level and provide a rationale for their classification.
The whole group then constructed criteria for high-level and low-level tasks and discussed why it
is important for math teachers to be able to make this distinction. The TAG was introduced as a
tool for analyzing tasks and the participants considered an exemplar of a task at each level.
Analyzing Tasks used for Instruction. The secondary mathematics teacher candidates
collected tasks used for instruction by their cooperating practicum teacher or the textbook
resources used in the classroom. They also located a high-level task from NCTM Illuminations
or other websites (Appendix G) that could be used for instruction of the same content. As a
group, the participants analyzed the NCTM tasks for features that make them high-level and then
contrasted them with the tasks that were previously used to teach the same content.
Exploring Challenging Mathematical Tasks. Preservice teachers explored challenging
mathematical tasks in order to personally experience mathematics teaching that facilitates
learning, consider student learning in context of their own learning, and begin planning lessons
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to facilitate the learning of others. Stein et al. (2009) advises that exploration of tasks requires
that teacher candidates engage at three levels: as doers and learners of mathematics, as analyzers
and interpreters of students’ work, and as planners of mathematical activity.
Teachers as Doers and Learners of Mathematics. Teacher candidates participated in
several tasks with the instructor modeling various strategies, questioning, and think aloud to
support them in their learning (Casey, 2011). The participants worked in groups of two or three
to complete the tasks and then shared and discussed the tasks using gallery walks or other
appropriate strategies. The “Locker Problem” (Appendix H) was the first activity in which they
engaged as doers and learners. The level of cognitive demand of the task is “doing mathematics”
since there is no suggested pathway, requires students to explore the nature of mathematical
concepts or relationships, monitor their own cognitive responses, access and use relevant
knowledge and experiences, and analyze the task for restraints that may limit possible strategies
and solutions. Although only middle-school level of mathematical understanding is required,
preservice teachers in the past have struggled to solve this problem as their own misconceptions
surfaced. As suggested by the authors of the Casebook, teacher candidates worked through the
opening activities featured in the cases before reading them. The tasks have the potential to elicit
high-level thinking appropriate for middle school students and may also be challenging to
teachers (Stein et al., 2009). They also participated in several tasks facilitated by the secondary
math specialist from the university Alabama Math, Science, and Technology Initiative (AMSTI)
regional in-service center as she gave an overview of the philosophy and mission of AMSTI.
The instructor later followed up with a discussion on the participants’ perception of the cognitive
demand of the tasks. The “Hiking Trip” (Appendix I) task also engaged the participants as
learners in a task that was modified by the instructor/researcher. They then compared it to the
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original task as found in an NCTM publication. The activity demonstrated that the cognitive
demand of good tasks can be increased when one makes them more open-ended by removing
directions for completing the task and suggested solution methods.
Teachers as Analyzers and Interpreters. Stein et al. (2009) maintain that teachers need
the opportunity to make sense of student work on challenging tasks, particularly on tasks they
have solved themselves. After completing the opening task for the Case of Ron Castleman, the
participants interpreted student work samples of the activity, examining work that demonstrates
procedural fluency and work that indicates conceptual understanding. They also examined
student work for The Hiking Trip task (Appendix J), comparing the mathematical understanding
demonstrated by the three students and determining in which mathematics course they were
likely enrolled based on their approaches to the task.
Teachers as Planners of Mathematical Activity. The above-mentioned experiences were
designed to help teacher candidates understand the importance of tasks, recognize the potential
for learning through cognitively challenging tasks, and gain insight into student thinking
afforded by tasks so that they can plan lessons that incorporate high-level tasks and maintain the
cognitive demand of them during instruction. Using the Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol
(Appendix K), the participants then worked in a collaborative reflecting teaching cycle for the
remainder of the semester as they planned and taught lessons to their peers or to high school
students. They used the analysis tools they had previously utilized as they examined the level of
tasks as set up and implemented, factors that led to the maintenance or decline of a task, and
student engagement and teacher facilitation of the mathematical practices.
Analyzing and Reflecting on Instruction. To improve their instructional practices,
teacher candidates must be able to consider how their classroom actions and interactions affect
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student learning (NCTM, 2000). Stein et al. (2009) promote three ways to help teachers develop
the capacity to reflect on and learn from instruction: reflecting on their experience as learners,
analyzing the teaching of others, and analyzing and reflecting on their own instruction.
Reflecting on Their Experiences as Learners. After participating in the opening activity
for the case of Monique Butler, the instructor/researcher asked the teacher candidates to
individually answer the question, “What did the facilitator do to support or inhibit your learning
of mathematics?” The group then created a list of “moves,” things that the facilitator did or said,
that affected their learning. The Factors Associated with Maintenance or Decline (Figure 5) was
then introduced and their list of teacher moves was analyzed in consideration of those factors.
Analyzing the Teaching of Others. The participants analyzed ATLAS (National Board
for Professional Teaching Standards [NBPTS], 2011-2018) teaching videos submitted by
National Board-certified mathematics teachers and reflected on the tasks and teacher moves
using Analyzing Classroom Instruction (Appendix L). As a group, they discussed the teacher
moves they observed with respect to the Factors Associated with Maintenance or Decline
(Figure 5). The selected videos were chosen because they focus on students working on tasks
rather than focusing on class discussion. Also, the topics range from sixth-grade math to
Calculus and the grade levels are reportedly 6-12. A list of the utilized videos is in Appendix M.
The teacher candidates also observed instruction in their practicum classroom and analyzed it
with the Analyzing Classroom Instruction (Appendix L) and the Factors Associated with
Maintenance or Decline (Figure 5). During the MCOP² training, the participants watched videos
of classroom instruction and coded them using the MCOP² (Appendix D). They were looking
for evidence of the mathematical practice standards in teacher facilitation and student
engagement. We then compared our scores and discussed any discrepancies until we came to a
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consensus. The teacher candidates then used the MCOP² to assess their peers’ initial teaching
episodes and during the two lessons taught in the high school classrooms.
Analyzing and Reflecting on One’s Own Teaching. The teacher candidates analyzed the
teaching of their peers and selves as they watched the videos of the initial microteaching. Prior
to viewing the videos, they assessed the main task of each lesson as it was planned with the IQA
Potential of the Task Rubric (Appendix A). As they viewed the videos, they analyzed the
implementation of the task for the Factors Associated with Maintenance or Decline (Figure 5) to
determine if the cognitive demand of the task was maintained during instruction and assessed the
facilitation of the task with the IQA Implementation of the Task Rubric (Appendix B). They also
used the MCOP² (Appendix D) to assess teacher facilitation of the SMPs and student
engagement in them during the lesson.
As they worked together to plan, teach, and reflect on lessons involving a high-level task
to be taught at the practicum schools, the mathematics teacher candidates utilized a Collaborative
Reflective Teaching Cycle (CRTC) during which they planned, taught, and reflected together
(Smith, 2001). Each participant individually analyzed their own teaching in the practicum
classroom and reflected on their skills and professional practices in their learning journal.
Analyze and Reflect on Instruction. As previously mentioned, the teacher candidates
analyzed and reflected on the initial teaching episodes. The participants then planned two
lessons that they taught in their cooperating teachers’ classroom. They worked with a partner in
a CRTC to think through key aspects of the lesson using the Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol
(TTLP), which aligns with the edTPA planning, instruction, and assessment commentary
prompts. Stein et al. (2009) advocate that use of the protocol as they develop lessons will enable
the teacher candidates to plan worthwhile tasks, maintain the cognitive demand of them, and
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connect to students’ diverse ways of thinking. For the instructional sequence, teacher candidates
collected student work that represents high, medium, and low student learning. They analyzed
the student work, gave feedback to the students, and described how they would support each
student to use the feedback to further the learning objectives. At least one of the participants
observed his/her peers with the researcher in the practicum classrooms, scoring the MCOP² and
IQA rubrics and giving feedback comments.
Data Sources
A data set consisted of a lesson plan (must include an instructional task) and teaching
observation. Data collection began with a data set from each participant, serving as the baseline
assessment of the teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge for teaching (Valk & Broekman,
1999). Participants were asked to choose the content standard they wanted to teach, and it was
permissible for them to use a lesson plan they had previously written in another course since they
were given only one week to prepare for teaching. At two points during the semester, a data set
was collected from each participant. All teaching episodes and class meetings were video
recorded. During each observation, the researcher made field notes, capturing as much detail as
possible. Immediately following each instructional episode, she completed the Lesson Checklist
and rated the Potential and Implementation of the task. The second coder did likewise while
viewing the video of the lesson. The teacher candidates took field notes during the lesson and
rated the mathematical practices observed in the lesson with the MCOP² immediately afterward.
The data collection timeline is given in Table 2. Qualitative data on the participants’ experiences
in the professional development consisted primarily of interactions that took place during the
class meetings and learning journal reflections, which were collected weekly. The learning
journal prompts are given in Appendix N. Other course artifacts collected during the sessions
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were used to supplement the journal reflections. Also, during the last class meeting, the
instructor/researcher conducted an informal group interview (Appendix O) to gather summative
data and feedback on the format and efficacy of the research project.
Data Analysis
Data was coded to enable both quantitative and qualitative analyses. Quantitative data on
the data sets was obtained using the two dimensions of the Instructional Quality Assessment
Academic Rigor in Mathematics (Boston, 2012b) rubric, Potential of the Task (Appendix A), and
Implementation of the Task (Appendix B). The scores for these two dimensions are based on the
cognitive demands of mathematical tasks (Potential) and the cognitive processes evident in the
lesson (Implementation). Based on the TAG, score levels 3 and 4 represent high-level cognitive
demands. Levels 3 and 4 differ in terms of the complexity of the task or the mathematics in the
task and whether the connections to meaning and understanding are implicitly (score level 3) or
explicitly (score level 4) required by the task. Score levels 1 and 2 represent low-level cognitive
demands as described by the TAG. Level 2 reflects “procedures without connections,” and level
1 is characterized by “memorization.” A score of 0 indicates that the lesson tasks or activities
were nonmathematical in nature. The IQA Lesson Checklist (Appendix C), which is based on the
Factors Associated with Maintenance and Decline, were used to guide the scoring of the
Implementation rubric and serve as an instrument for obtaining and coding qualitative data from
the lesson observations (Boston & Smith, 2009). The MCOP² (Appendix D) was also used to
score the teaching observations. The participants’ field notes and MCOP² comments added to
the previously mentioned qualitative data collected as course artifacts.
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Using the Potential of the Task Rubric (Appendix A), lesson plans were analyzed and
coded for the cognitive demand of the main instructional task. The potential cognitive demands
of the task were coded as follows:
0 – Task requires no mathematical activity
1 – Potential of the task is limited to memorization or reproduction of facts, rules,
formulae, or definitions without connections to the underlying concepts or meaning
2 – Potential of the task is limited to engaging students in using a procedure that is either
specifically called for or its use is evident (without connections); focus of the task is on
producing correct answers rather than developing mathematical understanding
3 – Task has the potential to engage students in complex thinking or creating meaning for
mathematical concepts, procedures, and/or relationships but does not explicitly prompt
for evidence of students’ reasoning or understanding
4 – Task has the potential to engage students in exploring and understanding the nature of
mathematical concepts, procedures, and/or relationships and explicitly prompts for
evidence of students’ reasoning and understanding. (Boston, 2012b)
Implementation of the task during teaching episodes were coded using the Implementation of the
Task Rubric (Appendix B) as follows:
0 – Students did not engage in mathematical activity
1 – Students engaged in memorizing or reproducing facts, formulae, or definitions and
did not make connections to the underlying concepts or meaning
2 – Students engaged in in using a procedure that is either specifically called for or its use
is evident; students did not make connections to underlying concepts or meaning;
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students focused on producing correct answers rather than developing mathematical
understanding
3 – Students engaged in complex thinking or in creating meaning for mathematical
concepts, procedures, and/or relationships but did not give explicit explanations or
written work to indicate their reasoning and understanding
4 – Students engaged in exploring and understanding the nature of mathematical
concepts, procedures, and/or relationships and there is explicit evidence of their
reasoning and understanding. (Boston, 2012b)
When coding the cognitive demands of the task as implemented, the researchers considered the
kinds of cognitive processes in which the majority of students appear to be engaged. Indicators
from the Lesson Checklist (Appendix C) provided insight into the maintenance or decline of
high-level tasks (rated as 3 or 4).
The MCOP² focuses on the Standards for Mathematical Practices and measures the
activities occurring in a mathematics classroom. The descriptors were coded 0 – 3 to indicate the
extent to which the desired mathematical practice was observed. Each item has explicit
descriptors for the ratings, which can be examined in Appendix D. These descriptors, along with
the comments that can be provided by the scorer, provided qualitative data on the preservice
teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching.
The researcher coded the journal reflections for (1) indications of the development of
new awareness of cognitive demand, selection, or implementation of high-level tasks, (2)
evidence that the suggested tools (TAG, Factors Associated with Maintenance and Decline,
TTLP) were used to plan, teach, or reflect on instruction, and (3) self-reports of changes in
preservice teachers’ knowledge or instructional practices. It was expected that “emergent”
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themes (Crabtree & Miller, 1992) would be discovered in the participants’ reflective pieces.
These were examined in search of themes that form a common idea (Creswell, 2013), providing
insight into the course efficacy for adding to preservice teachers’ developing MKT. Quantitative
and qualitative data were used to construct a descriptive case narrative for each participant.
The qualitative data provided insight into changes that occurred in the participants’
mathematical knowledge for teaching, particularly their specialized content knowledge and
knowledge of content of students. As previously mentioned, specialized content knowledge is
“the mathematical knowledge and skill unique to teaching” that “involves an uncanny kind of
unpacking of mathematics that is not needed—or even desirable—in settings other than
teaching” and “making mathematical content visible to and learnable by students” (Ball et al.,
2008, p. 400). The tasks associated with specialized content knowledge include presenting
mathematical ideas, responding to students’ questioning, connecting topics, explain math goals
and purposes, appraising and adapting textbooks, modifying tasks, giving or evaluating
mathematical explanations, using academic language, asking productive math questions, and
selecting representations for particular purposes. A type of pedagogical knowledge, knowledge
of content and students blends knowledge of students with mathematical knowledge. It
facilitates anticipation of student thinking, especially about common notions and misconceptions
that they may have about mathematical content and mistakes they are likely to make. When
assigning a task, knowledge of content and students supports teacher anticipation of how the
students will react to the task, whether they will find it easy or hard. Moreover, knowledge of
content and students enables teachers to examine and understand students’ mathematical thinking
as they engage in discourse, interpreting their emergent and incomplete thinking (Ball et al.,
2008).
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Descriptive statistics were used to answer the first research question, How much will
scores change from the beginning to the end of the semester on measures that proximally assess
mathematical knowledge for teaching? To determine the amount of change in scores, a paired
samples dependent t-test was performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
software on the first and last IQA scores and MCOP² Total scores for each participant. This test
is appropriate since the same subjects were used: thus, the samples are dependent. It was
expected that participants who scored high on the first observation would also score high on the
last observation and that those who scored low on the first observation would tend to score low
on the last observation. To take this effect into account, the dependent t-test uses the differences
between the scores so that only the gain or loss in values is compared (Bluman, 2012).
Qualitative data were used to describe the changes in the scores. Indications from participants’
lesson plans, lesson checklists, observer notes, and MCOP² scores for each lesson were used to
describe the changes in participants’ specialized content knowledge and knowledge of content
and students.
To answer the second research question, What is the correlation between scores on the
Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA) and Mathematical Classroom Observation Protocol for
Practices (MCOP²)?, the IQA and MCOP² scores were analyzed for correlation with the Pearson
product moment correlation coefficient (PPMC) using SPSS software. The PPMC measures the
strength and direction of a linear relationship between two variables (Bluman, 2012). Since the
IQA and MCOP² are designed to measure different aspects of instruction, their correlation was
indeterminate as they had never been used together to analyze teaching practice. High
correlation may indicate that selection of high-level tasks and maintenance of their cognitive
demand increases teacher facilitation and student engagement in the mathematical practices. The
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MCOP² scores were also separated into the two subscales of Teacher Facilitation and Student
Engagement and analyzed for correlation with the IQA scores.
To answer the third question, To what extent will teacher candidates’ ability to choose
and implement worthwhile mathematical tasks change?, qualitative data on the lesson
observations obtained using the IQA Lesson Checklist were analyzed to determine factors that
influenced the preservice teachers’ engagement with high-level cognitive processes, the patterns
of maintenance or decline of high-level cognitive demands, and whether these factors and
patterns changed over time. Participants’ journal reflections and artifacts collected during the
sessions were used to clarify and support the quantitative findings and to provide a thick, rich
description of each participant’s learning during the study. Qualitative data were analyzed using
in vivo, or natural coding, to capture the actual words of the participants, and member-checking
was utilized to ensure that the researcher understood the intent of the words (Saldaña, 2016).
This case study on preservice teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching adds to the
knowledge base on secondary math teachers, methods courses, and practicum courses. The IQA
and MCOP² had not previously been used to assess the same classroom instruction; this study
establishes their relationship. Findings will inform the design of subsequent methods and
practicum courses and demonstrate efficacy of the methods/practicum sequence for secondary
education majors.
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
This chapter describes the results of a mixed methods longitudinal case study that
examined the effects of a task-based practicum and methods sequence on the mathematical
knowledge for teaching (MKT) of secondary mathematics teacher candidates. Specifically, the
following research questions will be answered:
1. How much will scores increase from the beginning to the end of the semester on
measures that proximally assess mathematical knowledge for teaching?
2. What is the correlation between scores on the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA)
and the Mathematical Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²)?
3. To what extent will teacher candidates’ ability to choose and implement worthwhile
mathematical tasks change?
Research Question One
The quantitative data collected from the participants’ lesson plans and teaching episodes
were analyzed to answer the first question. The IQA rubrics were used to assess the potential
cognitive demand of the tasks chosen by the teacher candidates for instruction and their ability to
maintain the cognitive demand of the task when they implemented it during instruction. The
MCOP² was used to assess the mathematical practices that were observable during instruction.
These measures proximally assess the participants’ mathematical knowledge for teaching as
demonstrated by their ability to choose and enact worthwhile mathematical tasks.
The first teaching episode took place on campus during the second week of the semester
and served as a baseline for their MKT. The participants chose their topic and it was acceptable
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for them to use a lesson plan they had previously written if they so desired. No criteria were
given for the first lesson other than the length of 50 minutes. As expected, the teacher candidates
emulated the instruction they had experienced in their middle and high school mathematics
courses, incorporating a brief lecture guided by a PowerPoint presentation and some form of
practice in their lesson. During the first practicum course, they were required to include an
instructional activity in their lessons; thus, I anticipated that the teacher candidates would plan to
use an activity during their initial teaching segment. All but Kaitlyn incorporated an activity that
facilitated practice of the skills modeled by the teacher candidate. The second and third lessons
were taught near the end of the semester in the practicum classroom. The topics were decided by
the cooperating teacher and all planned activities were subject to approval by the cooperating
teacher.
The IQA Potential of the Task Rubric (Appendix A) was used to assess the potential
cognitive demand of the main instructional task of the lessons. Level 0 indicates that no
mathematical activity is required. The next two scores, Level 1 (memorization) and Level 2
(procedures without connections) indicate that the task has limited cognitive demand. Tasks that
necessitate a high level of cognitive demand are indicated by Level 3 (procedures with
connections) or Level 4 (doing mathematics). The IQA Implementation of the Task Rubric
(Appendix B) was used to rate the cognitive demand of the main instructional task as it was
implemented during the lesson. The levels are analogous to the Potential rubric levels.
The MCOP² (Appendix D) measures teacher facilitation and student engagement in
mathematical practices that foster conceptual understanding. The sixteen indicators were each
scored 0 – 3 where zero indicates absence of the behavior and three denotes that strong evidence
of behavior indicative of teacher and/or student mathematical practices. Since two of the 16
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indicators measure both teacher facilitation and student engagement, the highest possible score is
54 (without considering the item weights within each factor which is useful in large scale
observational studies).
The first research question, How much will scores increase from the beginning to the end
of the semester on measures that proximally assess mathematical knowledge for teaching?, calls
for an analysis of the IQA scores and MCOP² scores for the teacher candidates’ instructional
episodes. The participants’ IQA scores for potential of the task and implementation of the task
for their three lessons are given below in Table 3. The MCOP² scores for the three lessons are
given later in Table 4.
Table 3
IQA Scores for Potential and Implementation of the Task
Participant
Allison
Chad
Jacob
Kaitlyn
Lauren
Mean Score

Lesson 1
Potential
1
3
2
0
2
1.6

Lesson 1
Implement
1
2
2
0
2
1.4

Lesson 2
Potential
3
4
3
2
4
3.2

Lesson 2
Implement
3
4
3
2
3
3.0

Lesson 3
Potential
3
4
4
4
4
3.8

Lesson 3
Implement
3
4
4
3
4
3.6

All participants’ scores for potential of the task increased from the first to the second
teaching event. For the first lesson, Allison, Jacob, and Lauren planned tasks that required low
cognitive demand (Level 1 or 2) and maintained the cognitive demand of the task. Kaitlyn did
not plan an activity, and her lesson consisted of lecture and note taking, so she scored a zero for
no mathematical activity. Chad planned a task requiring high cognitive demand (Level 3) but did
not maintain the cognitive demand of the task during instruction, resulting in a low cognitive
demand task score (Level 2).
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For the second lesson, only Kaitlyn planned a low-cognitive-demand task (Level 2);
however, she did maintain the cognitive demand of the task. The other teacher candidates
planned a high-cognitive-demand task (Level 3 or 4) and maintained the demand of the task,
except for Lauren. She did not maintain the cognitive demand of her task during instruction,
resulting in a reduction from Level 4 to Level 3. All participants planned a high cognitive
demand task (Level 3 or 4) for their third lesson. Kaitlyn was the only teacher candidate who did
not maintain the cognitive demand of her task during implementation, resulting in a score
decrease from Level 4 to Level 3.
All teacher candidates’ IQA scores on the potential of the task increased from the
beginning to the end of the semester; however, was the increase significant? The null and
research hypotheses pertaining to the potential of the task are:
Ho: There is no difference in the IQA potential of the task scores for the first and the
third lesson.
HR: The IQA potential of the task scores for lesson three are higher than the scores for
the first lesson.
A paired samples dependent t-test was performed using SPSS software on the first and
last IQA potential of the task scores for each participant. The dependent t-test found that there is
a significant difference at α = .05 in the IQA potential of the task scores for lessons one and
three, t(4) = -4.491, p = .011.
Furthermore, all teacher candidates’ IQA scores on the implementation of the task
increased from the beginning to the end of the semester; however, was the increase significant?
The null and research hypotheses pertaining to the implementation of the task are:
Ho: There is no difference in the IQA implementation of the task scores for the first and
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the third lesson.
HR: The IQA implementation of the task scores for lesson three are higher than the
scores for the first lesson.
A paired samples dependent t-test was performed using SPSS software on the first and
last IQA implementation of the task scores for each participant. The dependent t-test found, at α
= .05, that the lesson three IQA implementation of the task scores are significantly higher than
the implementation scores for the first lesson, t(4) = -11.000, p < .001.
The MCOP² was also used as a proximal measure of MKT as evinced by selection and
implementation of worthwhile mathematical tasks. Worthwhile tasks facilitate conceptual
understanding and the mathematical practices predicated on teacher practices. The teacher
candidates’ MCOP² Total scores for the three instructional episodes are given in Table 4.
Table 4
MCOP2 Total Scores
Participant
Allison
Chad
Jacob
Kaitlyn
Lauren
Mean Score

Lesson 1
20
28
30
17
20
23.0

Lesson 2
37
54
49
28
40
41.6

Lesson 3
34
54
50
41
54
46.6

For the first lesson, the scores were very low since the lessons consisted of lecture and
exercises that did not effectively promote problem solving or conceptual understanding.
Kaitlyn’s score was the lowest since she did not plan an activity. She scored points for indicators
that described teacher facilitation or student engagement that involved teacher actions. Jacob’s
first lesson included varied student interaction and a hands-on activity, so he had the highest
MCOP² score. All participants’ scores increased throughout the semester. Chad and Lauren
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scored the maximum points on the MCOP² for their third lesson, while all of the others also
increased their scores. However, was the increase in scores significant? The null and research
hypotheses regarding the MCOP² scores are:
Ho: There is no difference in the MCOP² Total scores for the first and the third lesson.
HR: The MCOP² Total scores for lesson three are higher than the scores for the first
lesson.
A paired samples dependent t-test was performed using SPSS software on the first and
last MCOP² scores for each participant. The dependent t-test found, at α = .05, that the lesson
three MCOP² Total scores are significantly higher than the scores for the first lesson, t(4) =
-7.129, p = .002.
Three protocols that proximally measure MKT were used in the study. The IQA Potential
of the Task and Implementation of the Task were used to assess the task chosen by the candidates
and their use of it during instruction. The MCOP² rubric was used to assess the occurrence of the
SMPs in the classroom. On all three measures, the scores statistically increased from the initial
lesson to the last lesson. These results indicate that the secondary mathematics teacher
candidates’ mathematical knowledge for teaching as evinced by choosing worthwhile highcognitive demand tasks and successfully implementing them during instruction significantly
improved over the course of the semester.
Research Question Two
This question examined the relationship between the implementation of high cognitive
demand tasks and the mathematical practice standards observed in the classroom. The premise
was that choosing and successfully executing high cognitive demand tasks result in instruction
that promotes the mathematical practices. The IQA Implementation of the Task Rubric
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(Appendix B) measures the cognitive demand of tasks as implemented during instruction. The
highest possible score is Level 4 Doing Mathematics. The MCOP² was used to assess the
mathematical practices that were exhibited in the classroom during the instructional episodes.
The highest possible score is on the MCOP² is 54. Table 5 shows the IQA Potential of the Task
scores, the IQA Implementation of the Task scores, and the MCOP² Total scores for the
participants.
Table 5
Potential and Implementation of the Task Scores and MCOP2 Total Scores
Participant
Allison
Chad
Jacob
Kaitlyn
Lauren
Mean Score

L1
IQA
Pot.
1
3
2
0
2
1.6

L1
IQA
Imp.
1
2
2
0
2
1.4

L1
MCOP²
Total
20
28
30
17
20
23.0

L2
IQA
Pot.
3
4
3
2
4
3.2

L2
IQA
Imp.
3
4
3
2
3
3.0

L2
MCOP²
Total
37
54
49
28
40
41.6

L3
IQA
Pot.
3
4
4
4
4
3.8

L3
IQA
Imp.
3
4
4
3
4
3.6

L3
MCOP²
Total
34
54
50
41
54
46.6

It has been shown that there was a significant increase in the IQA scores and the MCOP²
scores from the first to the third lesson. The second research question, What is the correlation
between scores on the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA) and the Mathematical Classroom
Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²)?, examines the relationship between the teacher
candidates’ IQA scores and MCOP² scores. The null and research hypotheses are:
Ho: There is no correlation between IQA scores and MCOP² scores.
HR: There is a correlation between IQA scores and MCOP² scores.
The IQA Potential of the Task scores and the MCOP² Total scores for all lessons were
analyzed for correlation with the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (PPMC) using
SPSS software. The results of the statistical analysis indicate that there is a very strong positive
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correlation at α = .05 between the IQA Potential of the Task scores and the MCOP² Total scores,
r = .867, p < .001. Analysis of the IQA Implementation of the Task scores and the MCOP² Total
scores indicate, at α = .05, that the scores also have a very strong positive correlation, r = .929,
p < .001.
The very strong positive correlation between the IQA scores and the MCOP² Total scores
supports the premise that planning for worthwhile mathematical tasks and maintaining the
cognitive demand of them strengthens the enactment of mathematical practices in the classroom.
However, can the IQA scores predict the MCOP² Total score? The null and research hypotheses
are:
Ho: The regression coefficient in the population equals zero.
HR: The regression coefficient in the population does not equal zero.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using SPSS software to determine if
the IQA Potential of the Task score is a predictor of the MCOP² Total score. The results indicate
that there is a nonzero relationship at α = .05 between the IQA Potential of the Task scores and
the MCOP² Total scores, F(1, 13) = 39.357, p < .001, r = .867, r² = .752. A summary of the
ANOVA is given in Table 6. These results indicate that the IQA Potential of the Task score is a
good predictor for the MCOP² Total score. The regression equation is y’ = 9.117x + 10.933 as
seen in Figure 10.
Table 6
Summary of ANOVA for IQA Potential of the Task and MCOP2 Total Scores

Regression
Residual
Total
**p < 0.01

Sum of
Squares
1806.295
596.638
2402.933

df
1
13
14

Mean
Square
1806.295
45.895
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F
39.357

IQA Potential of the Task and
MCOPP Total Scores

MCOPP Toatl Score

50
40
y = 9.117x + 10.933
R² = 0.752

30
20
10
0
0

1

2
IQA Potential of the Task Score

3

4

Figure 10. Scatter plot of the IQA potential of the task scores, MCOP² total scores, and the
regression line.
An analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed using SPSS software to determine if
the IQA Implementation of the Task score is a predictor of the MCOP² Total score. The results
indicate that there is a nonzero relationship at α = .05 between the IQA Implementation of the
Task scores and the MCOP² Total scores, F(1, 13) = 82.510, p < .001, r = .929, r² = .864. A
summary of the ANOVA is given in Table 7. These results indicate that the IQA Implementation
of the Task score is a stronger predictor for the MCOP² Total score than is the IQA Potential of
the Task score. The regression equation is y’ = 10.362x + 9.434 as seen in Figure 11.
Table 7
Summary of ANOVA for IQA Implementation of the Task and MCOP2 Total Scores

Regression
Residual
Total
**p < 0.01

Sum of
Squares
2075.868
327.066
2402.933

df
1
13
14

Mean
Square
2075.868
25.159
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F
82.510

IQA Implementation of the Task and
MCOPP Total Scores

MCOPP Toatl Score

50
40
y = 10.362x + 9.434
R² = 0.864

30
20
10
0
0

1

2
IQA Implementation of the Task Score

3

4

Figure 11. Scatter Plot of the IQA implementation of the task scores, MCOP² total scores, and
the regression line.
Since the IQA Implementation score is the stronger predictor for the overall MCOP²
score, further analysis of the data was warranted to determine if it is significantly correlated with
the Teacher Facilitation or Student Engagement scores. The highest possible score for each is
27. The IQA Implementation of the Task scores are shown in Table 8 with the MCOP² Student
Engagement and Teacher Facilitation scores.
Table 8
IQA Implementation of the Task, MCOP2 Teacher Facilitation and Student Engagement Scores
Participant

L1 IQA
Imp.

Allison
Chad
Jacob
Kaitlyn
Lauren
Mean Score

1
2
2
0
2
1.4

L1
MCOP²
TF
SE
8
12
11
17
14
16
8
9
7
13
9.6
13.4

L2
IQA
Imp.
3
4
3
2
3
3.0
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L2
MCOP²
TF
SE
17
20
27
27
23
26
11
17
20
20
19.6 22.0

L3
IQA
Imp.
3
4
4
3
4
3.6

L3
MCOP²
TF
SE
16
18
27
27
23
27
17
24
27
27
22.0 24.6

The IQA Implementation of the Task scores and the MCOP² Teacher Facilitation scores
for all lessons were analyzed for correlation with the Pearson product moment correlation
coefficient (PPMC) using SPSS software. The results of the statistical analysis indicate that
there exists no significant correlation at α = .05 between the IQA Implementation of the Task
scores and the MCOP² Teacher Facilitation scores, r = -.023, p =.936. Analysis of the IQA
Implementation of the Task scores and the MCOP² Student Engagement scores indicate, at α
= .05, that the scores are not significantly correlated, r = .120, p = .671.
Statistical tests showed that the IQA Potential of the Task is a predictor of the MCOP²
Total score, but the IQA Implementation of the Task score is a stronger predictor of the MCOP²
Total score. This indicates that the teacher candidates’ ability to maintain the demand of the task
was more influential on students’ opportunities to engage in the SMPs rather than the task itself.
The qualitative data will clarify the relationship between choosing and implementing highcognitive demand tasks. The IQA and MCOP² had not been used to assess the same instruction
prior to this study. These findings establish what is known about their relationship as it pertains
to this case study.
Research Question Three
The qualitative data collected throughout the semester were analyzed to answer the third
research question, To what extent will teacher candidates’ ability to choose and implement
worthwhile mathematical tasks change? Qualitative data from the lesson observation feedback,
IQA Lesson Checklist, and lesson planning feedback were analyzed to determine factors that
influenced the preservice teachers’ engagement with high-level cognitive processes, the patterns
of maintenance or decline of high-level cognitive demands, and whether these factors and
patterns changed over time. Participants’ journal reflections, artifacts collected during the
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sessions, researcher observations, student discussions, classroom observations, and the final
group interview responses were coded for (1) indications of the development of new awareness
of cognitive demand, selection, or implementation of high-level tasks, (2) evidence that the
suggested tools (TAG, Factors Associated with Maintenance and Decline, TTLP) were used to
plan, teach, and/or reflect on instruction, and (3) self-reports of changes in preservice teachers’
knowledge or instructional practices. The journal prompts are given in Appendix N and the
group interview questions are included in Appendix O. The qualitative data was used to clarify
and support the quantitative findings. The participants were described earlier in their own words,
which provided insight into their individual personalities and values. Their written and spoken
words were utilized to provide a thick, rich description of each participant’s learning path during
the study. The participants’ involvement in the professional development tasks are reported in
chronological order (see Table 2) as their growth in knowledge and skill throughout the semester
is detailed.
Initial Teaching Philosophy, SMP Survey, and First Lesson
In addition to the previously mentioned sources, an online survey and the participants’
philosophies of teaching and learning were used to gain insight into their learning. Prior to the
beginning of the semester, the five secondary mathematics teacher candidates were asked to
complete an online survey (Appendix P) that focused on the SMPs. At the end of the semester,
the participants responded to the online survey again. They also submitted their philosophy of
teaching and learning during the first week of the semester and again at the end of the semester.
The prompts for the teaching and learning philosophy assignment are given in Appendix N.
Their responses lend insight on their knowledge and beliefs about best practices for mathematics
instruction.
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On the first day of class, I gave each participant a bound hardcopy of the Alabama
Course of Study: Mathematics (Alabama State Department of Education [ALSDE], 2016) and
we examined the standards beginning with the SMPs. The participants had previously retrieved
the content standards for the lesson they taught in the first practicum from the teacher’s edition
textbook or the state website but had not seen the complete course of study. For the next class
meeting, the teacher candidates were asked to prepare a lesson to teach to their peers. They
chose their topic and were permitted to use a lesson plan they had previously written if they
desired. The only directive was that they prepare a 50-minute lesson. They were to bring a
hardcopy of their lesson plan and appendices with them for evaluation. The college of education
lesson plan template used by all teacher candidates is given in Appendix Q. The participants’
first lesson will be examined for their baseline knowledge and alignment with the beliefs they
revealed from the philosophy assignment and SMP survey.
Allison. In her initial philosophy of teaching and learning, Allison maintained that her
“personal goals of education go with the theory of constructivism and humanism” and that she
desired to be a positive role model for her students. She gave a detailed description of her ideal
classroom layout that will give students “a sense of comfort and ease while they learn.” Allison
stated that she wants to teach middle school mathematics and believes that “assignments such as
worksheets and homework are best suited for them.” Regarding her teaching strategies, she
intended to “focus on observing, modifying, and reevaluating” since she learns best by reviewing
her work for mistakes and then improving on what was previously done. Although she believes
that class discussion can be beneficial, she maintained that practice, review, and testing is the
best way for students to learn math. Review games were the only student-centered activity that
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she mentioned. She also considered rewards appropriate for students who complete their work
or show marked improvement in their scores.
Her SMP pre-survey responses aligned with her initial philosophy. She strongly agreed
with the statement “drill and practice are essential for developing mathematical understanding.”
She agreed with the statements “mathematics should be learned as sets of algorithms or rules that
cover all possibilities” and “some students have a natural talent for mathematics and others do
not.” She also indicated students should in every lesson “practice computational skills” and
“work together as a class with the teacher teaching the whole class.” Although she claimed to
hold a constructivist stance, her vision of instruction was very traditional, procedural, and teacher
oriented. She did think that students should “work on problems for which there is no
immediately obvious method of solution” in most lessons; however, this belief was not supported
by her response that students should “work in pairs or small groups without assistance of the
teacher” and “represent and analyze relationships using tables, charts, or graphs” only in some
lessons.
For her first lesson, Allison chose the sixth-grade content standard “Students will write,
read, and evaluate expressions in which letters stand for numbers” and listed all three associated
standards (Figure 12) in her lesson plan.

Figure 12. Sixth-grade content standard. Adapted from 2016 Revised Alabama Course of Study:
Mathematics (p. 50), by ALSDE, 2016. Author.
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Writing, interpreting, and using expressions and equations is one of the four critical areas in
grade six mathematics as this is the first time they are formally introduced to variables. Eight of
the 29 content standards for sixth grade relate to variables, expressions, and equations. Allison’s
lack of knowledge of content and students is evident here as she planned to incorporate all the
above standards in one fifty-minute lesson as students would be unable to learn all topics in one
lesson. Furthermore, she did not include any of the SMPs in the standards section of her lesson
plan although we had discussed them in depth the week prior, nor did she reference any learning
theories in the section that prompts for theoretical principles and research-based best practices.
She did not reference Webb’s depth of knowledge, and her responses to the lesson plan prompts
were very general.
Allison volunteered to be the first to teach her lesson. She taught in the morning session
to the combined first and second practicum students. She began with a “bell ringer” on order of
operations and then started a PowerPoint presentation. She defined the term “variable” and
asked the learners to give examples of letters that are often used as variables. She then asked
them to tell her some equations that contained variables and wrote them on the whiteboard. Then
she told them that they were going to solve equations and brought up a slide with six equations:
1. 5 + y = 10
2. 2x = 6
3. 3 – p = 18
4. 4(v + 2) = 24
5. 8(t – 4) = 16
6. n(5 – 2) = 21
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At this point, I began examining her intended content standard and the course of study as it
became obvious that her instruction was going to be on solving equations and not on reading,
writing, and evaluating expressions with variables. Of the six equations, the first two are onestep equations that can be solved using one inverse operation. The third equation is a two-step
equation and the coefficient of the variable is negative, requiring operations with negative
numbers. The other three equations are multi-step and involve using the distributive property.
The fifth equation requires the learner to subtract 32 from 16, resulting in a negative difference
which must then be divided by positive eight. The sixth equation does not portray an appropriate
application of the distributive property since the learner can combine the terms inside the
parentheses and then multiply by the variable outside them. Although the course of study has
been updated with the adoption of the Common Core Standards since I taught middle school, I
seriously doubted that the examples Allison offered were sixth-grade level. Consulting the
course of study, I confirmed that operations with positive and negative rational numbers and
solving equations using the distributive property are seventh-grade standards (Figure 13).

Figure 13. Seventh-grade content standards. Adapted from 2016 Revised Alabama Course of
Study: Mathematics (pp. 55 - 57), by ALSDE, 2016. Author.
This misalignment between standard and instruction reveals a lack of SCK as she did not know
the sequencing of the topics over the middle grades nor did she explore a textbook. When I
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asked her later if she consulted a sixth-grade mathematics textbook, she said that she did not.
Instead, she had created the examples and questions on her own.
As she modeled how to solve the six equations on the whiteboard, she asked questions of
the learners as though they already knew how to solve equations:
Allison: Ok, so number one, 5 + y = 10. We have a missing number, which is y.
What we need to do with our y is find out what y is equal to. So, what we need to
do with that y is to put it by itself. What should we do to get rid of that five on the
side with the y?
Student: Subtract it.
Allison: Ok, so we get rid of the 5 [writing -5 below] to make it just y. But if we
do it to one side, we have to do it on the other side because they are equal to each
other. What is ten minus five?
Lauren: Five.
Allison: So now we’ve found our missing y [writing y = 5] and now we need to
check it because you might get an answer that doesn’t fit. If it doesn’t work when
you check it, that means what you found is wrong. What we have to do is plug five
back into the original problem. So, we have five plus five equals ten. So, what is
five plus five?
Practicum I Student: Ten.
Allison: Does ten equal ten?
Practicum I Student: Yes.
Allison: Ok, y equals five. [placing a check mark above the equal sign] Go ahead
and try question number two on your own.
Her peers complied, working quietly on the equation as Allison walked around looking at their
papers. They discussed it in the same manner as the first question. On the third equation, the
learners stated that their first step is to subtract p, following the procedure they’ve been taught—
isolate the variable and then get the coefficient of the variable to be positive one. Instead,
Allison added p to both sides, eliminating the negative coefficient. However, that required her to
subtract 18 from three, yielding the negative solution:
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Allison: When we add p to both sides, we still don’t have p by itself, so what do
we do?
Kaitlyn: Subtract 18.
Allison: Eighteen goes away and what is three minus 18?
Practicum I Student: Negative 15.
Allison: Everybody check that one. Is it right?
Students: Yes.
Allison: Ok, for questions four, five, and six, get with a partner and solve those.
Her peers quietly solved the equations, and then Allison asked for volunteers to put their work on
the whiteboard. After the three volunteers wrote out their solutions, Allison asked, “Are they all
right?” and the students responded in the affirmative. The she brought up the next slide, which
had five similar equations and asked them to solve them. After they had finished, she wrote each
equation on the whiteboard and modeled solving them while questioning in a similar manner.
Then she moved on a “real world example” world problem in her presentation: “Susie ran a race
at 5 miles per hour. The race took t hours to complete. Write an equation to show how long the
race was.”
Allison: It tells us how fast she ran, five miles per hour. What we don’t know is
how many hours that would take. So, we are looking for t. If we want to write an
equation to see how long the race was, what should we do? [repeating the last two
sentences twice]
Practicum I Student: I think we need to know how long the race was before we can
solve.
Allison: No, we’re not solving this equation. We are just writing an equation. So,
if we want to write an equation for how long the race was, what should we write?
Chad: Are you asking how long in time or the distance of the race?
Allison: In time. [looking back at presentation and whispering; then writing 5 and
t on the board with space between them] What do we need to do with them?
Lauren: Multiply them.
Allison: Now, we are working with variables, so I need to put a dot between them
to show multiplication. We shouldn’t use the multiply sign or we may confuse it
with the variable x.
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This interchange exposes a deficit in CCK as Allison uses incorrect terms and notation. For
example, she used “plug in” instead of “substitute” and “goes away” instead of “adds to make
zero.” On the race example, she asked them to write an equation when she meant expression.
Also, when writing the product of a constant and a variable, they are written together as one
term. They do not have a dot or multiplication sign between them.
The learners were then told to work with a partner on the remaining examples. Several of
the exercises were missing information that the learners needed to answer the question such as
this one:
Bobby rented three baskets of golf balls. Each basket contains 18 golf balls. After time
on the driving range with his friends, Bobby and his friends each hit nine golf balls. How
many people were hitting golf balls, including Bobby?
In order to write and solve an equation for this question, the learners need to know that all the
golf balls were hit. She also meant for the learners to write and solve an equation for this
question, “Angie ran four days this past week, running five miles each day. Chris ran 10 miles
fewer that Angie in that same week. How many miles did Chris run that week?” However, an
equation with a variable was not required as the solution could be found by multiplying four
times five and subtracting 10.
At the conclusion of the lesson, Allison told the learners that in the following lesson they
would write their own word problems that could be modeled with equations and that they should
pat themselves on the back for the good work they had done. Throughout the lesson, her
demeanor was pleasant as she consistently encouraged the learners. This aligns with her initial
teaching philosophy as she professed a commitment to encouraging her students and making
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them feel comfortable in her classroom. The learners applauded her efforts and then Allison
remarked “that was miserable because I know I did bad on that last part.”
Since the instruction did not match the stated content standards, the potential of the task
was low. The task was inappropriate for the intended learners as they would lack the knowledge
to complete them. If she had planned to teach a seventh-grade lesson on solving equations, the
potential of the task would have still been low since it was procedural and there was no
opportunity for the students to engage in high-level thinking. Moreover, the teacher provided a
set procedure and gave feedback, modeling, and examples that were too directive.
In her written reflection on the first lesson, Allison still did not realize that her instruction
was not aligned with her content standards. She felt that she had included many “real world”
word problems that required writing and solving an equation and that these promoted student
reasoning and problem solving. She believed that her teaching strategies supported conceptual
understanding and procedural fluency.
Chad. In his initial teaching and learning philosophy, Chad identified the theories of
pragmatism and existentialism. He believed that the role of education is to “prepare students to
fulfill their role in society” and instruct them in ways that equip them “for college and work
when they reach adulthood.” His ideal classroom would have “posters of funny math jokes and
students’ projects” on them and the teacher desk would be placed at the front of the room so he
could see his students’ faces as they worked. Chad’s preferred instructional strategies included
class discussions, group work, games, and review. Notably, these strategies are mostly student
oriented. To support student learning, he planned to place students in groups of four or less. As
did Allison, Chad intended to praise students for good work and give rewards for good test
grades. He described his assessment plan as regular homework, a quiz every other week, and a
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test every third week. His choice of assessments reveals that Chad holds traditional beliefs about
formative and summative assessment. Although he mentioned activities that provide insight into
student’s learning, he did not include them as assessment opportunities.
Some of Chad’s SMP pre-survey responses supported his student-oriented philosophy.
For example, he strongly agreed with the statement “Hands-on activities are important for
learning” and that students should in most lessons “form and explain mathematical conjectures”
and “explain the reasoning behind an idea.” However, his intention to use group work to support
student learning was not validated by his responses that students should “work on problems for
which there is no immediately obvious solution” and “work in pairs or small groups with/without
assistance from the teacher” only in some lessons, but should “work individually with assistance
from the teacher” in most lessons. There were other contradictory responses as Chad agreed that
“mathematics is a primarily abstract subject” and “mathematics is primarily a practical and
structured guide for addressing real situations.” He also believed that “some students have a
natural talent for mathematics and others do not.”
For his first lesson, Chad chose a Precalculus content standard that is not a Common Core
standard (Figure 14).

Figure 14. Precalculus content standard. Adapted from 2016 Revised Alabama Course of Study:
Mathematics (p. 117), by ALSDE, 2016. Author.
However, he did not include any mathematical practice standards or mention Webb’s depth of
knowledge in his lesson plan, although they were requested. He did note that the prerequisite
knowledge is to recognize the equations of conic sections in standard form and graph them. The
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grouping strategy he chose was for students to work in pairs and to let them choose their partner.
In an advanced class like Precalculus, this would likely be appropriate; however, he did not
justify this choice in his lesson plan. His plan was essentially a list of activities and his answers
to the prompts were very general. Moreover, he did not have any lecture notes or keys for the
worksheets the students completed during the lesson.
Chad used a PowerPoint presentation to guide his lesson. He began with a “bell ringer”
activity requiring the learners to graph the four conic sections given in standard form. The
learners graphed them and then Chad displayed the graph of each one. All learners affirmed that
they were successful in producing the graphs of the four conic sections. He then showed them
four second-degree equations and told them that the objective of the lesson was to identify the
equations of conic sections not in standard form:
1. 𝑥 2 − 6𝑥 + 𝑦 2 − 12𝑦 + 41 = 0
2. 𝑦 2 − 4𝑥 + 2𝑦 + 5 = 0
3. 𝑥 2 + 9𝑦 2 − 4𝑥 − 72𝑦 + 139 = 0
4. 9𝑥 2 − 4𝑦 2 − 18𝑥 + 32𝑦 − 91 = 0
He asked them to work on their own for ten minutes, making a conjecture as to which conic
section each of the four equations represented and be ready to support their answer.
Chad: I want to discuss the first one. Just by looking at it, what do you think it
may be?
Jacob: I’m thinking it could be a circle because it has x² and y².
Chad: Ok, so we definitely know it is not a parabola since it has x² and y². What
else did you notice about it? What are the coefficients of x² and y²?
Jacob: They have the same coefficient, positive one.
Chad: Right. If this was the equation of an ellipse, the coefficients would be
different. That’s what makes that oval shape, a different radius for the x and y axes.
So, the first one is the equation of a circle. What do you think about the second
one?
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Allison: It’s a parabola since only one variable is squared.
Chad: Yes, that is how we know that this is the equation of a parabola. How about
the third equation?
Lauren: It has different positive coefficients for x² and y², so it is the equation of
an ellipse.
Chad: Right. We just talked about that. And they are both positive, so if we
graphed it, we would have an ellipse. How about the last equation?
Jacob: It is a hyperbola.
Chad: How do you know? Why is not an ellipse?
Allison: It has two different variables and they have coefficients in front of them.
Chad: That’s true, they all have coefficients. If it isn’t written, then it is understood
to be one. Right? So, how is the last equation different from the third one?
Lauren: The coefficient of x² is positive but the coefficient of y² is negative. They
have different signs.
Chad: That’s right. That means that the graph would turn outward in different
directions. A hyperbola. Good.
In this exchange, Chad demonstrated that he has well-developed CCK. He explained to the
learners that the oval shape of an ellipse is caused by the radii being different lengths, which is
manifested in the equation having unlike positive coefficients for x² and y². He went on to clarify
that if the coefficients are different and have opposite signs, the graph turns in opposite
directions, forming a hyperbola. He conceptually understands the conic sections, which is
reflected in his SCK. This supports the learners’ conceptual understanding as they understand
how the equation of the conic section is related to its graph, which is more beneficial than
memorization.
Chad: So, our objective for today is to take these second-degree equations and
write them in the standard form we learned about yesterday. I’m going to write on
the whiteboard for this. Let’s look back at the first equation. [writing it on the
board] Does anyone remember factor by grouping?
Lauren: Maybe?
Chad: We already decided that this is the equation of a circle. So, I need to get my
x² and x terms together and my y² and y terms together and move the number to the
other side of the equal sign.
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His equation now looked like this: 𝑥 2 − 6𝑥 + ____ + 𝑦 2 − 12𝑦 + ____ = −41 + ____ + ____
Chad: What is negative six divided by two?
Allison: Negative three.
Chad: What is negative three squared?
Allison: Nine.
Chad: Right. That is why we are always going to be adding, when you square a
positive or a negative number, you will get a positive number. [placing nine in the
first blank on each side of the equal sign] Alright, take half of negative twelve and
then square it. What do you get?
Jacob: 36.
Chad. Yes, so I’m adding 36 to both sides. [placing 36 in the second blank on each
side] Whatever you do to one side, you have to do to the other. Now, the reason we
do this is because when we look at the equation of a circle, it looks like (x – h)² +
(y – k)² = r². We want those sets of parentheses [writing two sets of parentheses
with + between them] and we want each to be a perfect factor with the same factor
so we can square it. To get the number that goes with x we think back to what the
number was before we squared it and that is what the put here. We had negative
three [writing x – 3 in one set of parentheses] and the one that goes with y is negative
six. [writing x – 6 in the other set of parentheses] And, when we combine the
constants, what do we get?
Kaitlyn: 4.
Chad: Great. Now does this look like the standard form of the equation of a circle?
The equation now looked like this: (𝑥 − 3)² + (𝑦 − 6)² = 4
Jacob: Yes.
Chad: What is the center of the circle?
Lauren: (3, 6)
Chad: Right. You have to be careful with the signs of h and k. And what is the
radius?
Jacob: The square root of four, which is two.
Chad: Exactly. We could easily sketch a graph of the circle since we know the
center and radius.
This discussion revealed a lack of SCK when Chad mistakenly told the learners that they needed
to “factor by grouping” to write the equation in standard form. The procedure that he modeled is
completing the square. This entails using the quadratic and linear terms to create perfect square
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trinomials that can be written as binomials squared. He did not use the correct vocabulary, but
instead described the desired outcome as “a perfect factor with the same factor so we can square
it.” This is confusing for the learners and does not support the sixth SMP, attend to precision in
their use of academic language. Chad’s inability to give an adequate mathematical explanation
and use appropriate academic language is evident here. Although he has excellent CCK, his
SCK was undeveloped.
Chad moved through the next equations in similar fashion, writing each in the correct
standard form for the conic sections. He then handed them a worksheet that he had found on the
Internet. He let them partner with each other and they began working. He went over the first
few questions in which they identified which conic section it would produce. The other
questions on the worksheet required the learners to write the equation of the identified conic
section in standard form. As he walked around the room, Chad checked the learners’ answers by
looking at the online key on his phone. For a few of them, the answer on the online key was not
actually in standard form. I think it is acceptable to use online resources; however, all teachers
need to work through the instructional materials to ensure that they are appropriate for the lesson
and accurate. Chad should have worked through each question himself so he would be confident
that the questions were aligned with his objective and that the answers were correct. This would
have enhanced his knowledge of content and students as he would have been better able to
anticipate where the students would have difficulty as they completed the task.
The potential cognitive demand of the task was Level 3 Procedures with Connections
since it had the potential to engage students in creating meaning for mathematical relationships.
However, during enactment of the task, the cognitive demand declined to Level 2 Procedures
without Connections as Chad shifted the focus to procedural aspects rather than on meaning and
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understanding. The participants were involved in mathematical activity during the lesson and
engaged in some of the SMPs, resulting in a score of 28/54 on the MCOP² rubric.
Jacob. In his initial philosophy of teaching and learning Jacob stated, “My goal of
education is to prepare students for their futures and create loyal citizens of the United States of
America.” He also contended that not all students need to be prepared to attend college and that
the ones who plan to forego college should be prepared for the workforce. Furthermore, he
believed that teaching strategies should be chosen based on students’ intellectual abilities and
career goals. He explained that lecture is best for accelerated students who plan to seek higher
education since they will experience lecture-based courses in college, discussions would be
beneficial for average math students, and project-based learning would best support lower-level
students.
His rationale for using projects with struggling math learners was that they can work
together in groups, promoting hands-on learning. He considered three to be the ideal group size
and that students should be heterogeneously grouped by the teacher. He planned to give
traditional textbook assignments, group assignments, and problem-solving activities. Jacob also
intended to use formative assessment like entry/exit slips and observation.
Jacob’s response of strongly agree to the SMP pre-survey statement “some students have
a natural talent for mathematics while others do not” clearly aligns with his philosophical belief
that teaching strategies should be chosen based on the learners’ fixed mathematical abilities. He
strongly agreed that “hands-on activities are important for learning” and that “drill and practice
are essential for developing mathematical understanding.” This supports his belief that
struggling mathematics learners need hands-on activities while advanced students perform best
when instructed traditionally to include drill and practice assignments. He agreed that
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“mathematics is primarily an abstract subject” and with the dichotomous statement “mathematics
is a primarily a practical and structured guide for addressing real situations.” He briefly
mentioned using problem-solving activities in his philosophy, which was supported by his
response that he would ask students to “work on problems for which there is no immediately
obvious method of solution” only in some lessons. His intent to group students for working on
projects was demonstrated in his response that students would in most lessons “work together as
a class with the teacher teaching the whole class” and “work in pairs or small groups with and
without assistance from the teacher.”
For his first lesson, Jacob chose the eighth-grade content standard “Apply the
Pythagorean theorem to find the distance between two points in a coordinate system.” His lesson
plan did not address any of the SMPs, nor did he include any learning theories. He claimed that
the lesson would develop conceptual understanding, yet he did not describe how. He did
mention in the lesson that he would group students based on their abilities and would make sure
that a mathematically strong student would be placed with a weaker student. He did not include
lecture notes with the lesson plan, nor did he incorporate any scripted questions within the lesson
plan. His instruction was guided by a PowerPoint presentation.
Jacob’s instruction began with a “bell ringer” that required the students to write down the
Pythagorean theorem and use it to solve for the side lengths of four different right triangles. A
quick review of prerequisite knowledge is a legitimate and useful task for starting a lesson. He
allowed five minutes for completion of the task and then made sure everyone had successfully
used the Pythagorean theorem to solve for the unknown side length given the other two side
lengths. He then gave the learners a word problem that required them to apply the Pythagorean
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theorem to find the length of the diagonal of a rectangle. Jacob then distributed laminated graph
paper and markers for the learning task.
At this point, I was anticipating that he was going to give them an open-ended task; that
he would ask them to connect two points in the coordinate plane and find its length. If they
joined points that formed a horizontal or vertical line segment, they could count the units to find
the length. However, if the points were aligned diagonally, they could not count the units to find
the length of the oblique line segment formed. This would have required that the learners apply
what they knew about right triangles as they related the oblique segment to the hypotenuse of a
right triangle. Then, they could draw the legs from each end of the segment, count the vertical
and horizontal length of them, and use the Pythagorean theorem to find the length of the
hypotenuse (oblique line segment). The task would have had high cognitive demand as learners
engaged in creating meaning for mathematical concepts and relationships (Level 3 Procedures
with Connections).
However, Jacob then told the learners that they were going to use the Pythagorean
theorem to find the distance between two points and discussed the terms associated with right
triangles; hypotenuse, leg, and Pythagorean theorem. He also inaccurately defined distance as
“the hypotenuse distance between two points in a coordinate plane” and modeled how to connect
two diagonal points and sketch the legs to form a right triangle. At this point, I examined his
lesson plan and found that he intended to launch the task in this manner. Thus, the potential
cognitive demand of the task was low since it was limited to engaging students in a procedure
that was specifically called for (Level 2 Procedures without Connections). Moreover, the task
was not rigorous enough to support student engagement in high-level thinking.
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The learners were then asked to complete three examples while Jacob directed them.
Given three sets of ordered pairs, the directions read, “Find the distance between the two points
by using the laminated graph paper to plot the points and then find the hypotenuse.” The first
two examples formed right triangles in which the length of the hypotenuse was a rational
number. However, the third right triangle formed had a hypotenuse whose length was an
irrational number. This would have been an excellent time to make the connection between the
irrational answers they have previously found and the length of a hypotenuse in the coordinate
plane. An irrational number is a real number, the decimal approximation of which is a number
with which we are familiar as the length of a line segment. Unfortunately, Jacob did not stop to
make this connection, nor did he use approximately equal to (≈) on his presentation slide of
solutions. This is an important distinction to make with students. A rounded irrational number is
no longer exact, so they need to use ≈ instead of the equal sign. This lack of insight into the
connection of topics and imprecision in his use of symbols and academic language reveals that
Jacob’s SCK was not well developed. The learners then completed three comparable exercises
with a partner. Jacob then called on the learners to give their answers.
Jacob: Chad, what did you get for number one?
Chad: I got x is approximately 2.83.
Jacob: OK. Good.
Lauren: Approximately? Wow.
Chad: Yep. Approximately.
At this point, Jacob could have taken time to ask Chad why he gave the answer of approximately
equal to and facilitate better understanding of irrational numbers.
Jacob: For the second one you should have gotten 5.65. Allison, what did you get
for number three?
Allison: I got c is equal to the square root of 128.
Jacob: Which is 11.31 units. [reading from presentation slide]
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Allison: Yes.
Only on the last question did Jacob mention units of measure and did not require that the
students acknowledge them, disclosing a lack of knowledge of content and students as he did not
examine their discourse. He was listening for the correct answer and did not take time to
emphasize the importance of including units with their answer.
The lesson ended with Jacob asking, “How can you find the distance between two points
without using graph paper?” The learners did not really respond because they knew that there
was not a good answer to that question based on the activity they had just completed. Jacob
essentially gave a non-response because he realized it, too. Ideally, this task should have led to
the students or the teacher deriving the distance formula; however, it ended without a connection
to the distance formula. In his lesson plan, the distance formula was not included as his intended
next steps.
The potential cognitive demand of the task was maintained during instruction. The task
did build on students’ prior knowledge and they were allowed adequate time to complete it.
However, there was little ambiguity about what needed to be done and the focus was on
producing correct answers rather than developing mathematical understanding. The modeling
and examples were too directive and did not leave any complex thinking for the students.
Kaitlyn. Kaitlyn began her initial philosophy of teaching and learning with a quote from
Leonardo da Vinci, “I have been impressed with the urgency of doing. Knowing is not enough,
we must apply. Being willing is not enough, we must do.” She went on to say that she thinks
knowledge is important, but it is “worthless when action is not a part of it” and that teachers
should “encourage one another to use knowledge to better ourselves and one another.” She
believed that students need to learn how to solve problems, think critically, be creative, and learn
facts. She stated:
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Internal goals are important, such as passion, respect, love, willingness, openmindedness, and appreciation for the learning process. Firstly, teachers should be good
examples who respect and believe in students. Additionally, teachers should incorporate
teaching strategies that challenge students. These should include discussion, observation,
evaluation, group work, role playing, and lecture.
Kaitlyn also thought that the classroom environment should be “comfortable, fun, and
organized.” She stated that she believed that students may forget the mathematics they learned
but will always “remember the teacher’s attitude and positive spirit…shown towards the
students.”
The SMP pre-survey responses from Kaitlyn aligned with her student-centered
philosophy as she believed that students should “explain the reasoning behind an idea” and
“work together as a class with students responding to each other” in every lesson. For the other
questions that implied active learning by students, Kaitlyn responded that students should engage
in those behaviors in most lessons. She agreed with the statements regarding the nature of
mathematics learning: that “drill and practice are essential for developing mathematical
understanding” and that “hands-on activities are important for learning.” In accord with her
belief that mathematics should be useful, she disagreed with the statement “mathematics is
primarily an abstract subject” and agreed that “mathematics is primarily a practical and
structured guide for addressing real situations.” Her desire to positively impact their lives with
encouragement is evident in her response that students should “work individually with assistance
from the teacher” and “work in pairs or small groups with assistance from the teacher” during
most lessons.
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For her first lesson, Kaitlyn chose the Algebra I content standard “Understand that
polynomials for a system analogous to the integers; namely, they are closed under the operations
of addition, subtraction, and multiplication; add, subtract, and multiply polynomials.” She did
not include any of the SMPs in her lesson plan, nor did she cite any learning theories or researchbased best practices. Her instructional strategies and learning tasks included in her lesson plan
consisted of teacher-led activities. She did create guided lecture notes for the students that
corresponded with her PowerPoint presentation.
Kaitlyn began her lesson with a “bell ringer” consisting of five questions that required the
learners to “state if it is a polynomial or if it is not a polynomial.” Then she began her lecture:
Kaitlyn: Can anybody tell me what a monomial is?
Allison: I know mono means one.
Kaitlyn: Good job, Allison. [sarcastically] Anything else?
Jacob: That it has the power of one?
Kaitlyn: Ok. And…what about polynomials?
Allison: More than one.
Kaitlyn: Anybody else?
Lauren: It has more than one term.
Kaitlyn: Ok, so get ready to take your notes. A monomial is a real number, a
variable, or a product of a real number and one or more variables with whole
number exponents. [reading from presentation slide] Here are some examples of
monomials. [bringing them up on the slide]
Jacob: The definition said that a monomial is a product of real numbers and
variables, but that last example has x divided by three. That’s division, so is it still
a monomial?
Kaitlyn: Yes, because we could write it as one-third times x.
Jacob: Oh, ok.
This would have been a great time for Kaitlyn to explain that it is acceptable for the variable to
be in the numerator, not the denominator, which means it has a negative exponent. Negative
numbers are part of the integers, but not the whole numbers, as is called for in the definition.
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Kaitlyn: Here is the definition for degree of a monomial. Be sure to copy that on
your guided notes. Here is also a table with some examples of monomials and the
degree of them. So, for example 5x is a monomial. The x has an exponent of one
and the five has a degree of zero, so one plus zero is one. The degree of the
monomial is 1.
Lauren: So, the students would already know that a variable without an exponent
means that the understood exponent is one?
Kaitlyn: Yeah. I’m pretty sure they would have learned that in middle school.
Lauren: Probably so.
At this point, Kaitlyn just waited while the learners completed the table with the other two
examples without talking about them at all.
Kaitlyn: Ok, any questions? And now, here is the definition of a polynomial. A
polynomial is a monomial or the sum of monomials. So, it can be one or more than
one. Good job, Allison. [sarcastically] Ok, here are some examples, tell me if it’s
a polynomial or not. [bringing up first example, which is 𝑦 −3 ] Allison?
Allison: Umm. [looking around for help]
Kaitlyn: Based on the examples, what’s different about the ones that were
monomials and that one? Ok, Chad, help her out.
Chad: It has a negative exponent.
Kaitlyn: Right. It can’t have a negative exponent so it’s not a polynomial.
The confusion here could have been avoided if Kaitlyn would have taken time earlier to discuss
the definition in more depth and thoroughly discuss each monomial example instead of just
telling them to copy them in their notes. She read the next four examples of binomials to the
learners, and they moved on to a table of polynomials for which the learners were to determine
the degree, name using degree, number of terms, and name using number of terms for each
polynomial. She had not told them how to determine the degree of a polynomial, nor had she
discussed several of the terms she was expecting: constant, linear quadratic, cubic, binomial or
trinomial. This reveals a deficiency in several types of teacher knowledge. Her inability to
“unpack” the mathematics in a logical manner reveals her lack of SCK. Also, her knowledge of
content and students was not well developed as she was unaware of how the learners would react
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to her ambiguous instruction. Furthermore, her knowledge of content and teaching was
incomplete as she was unaware of appropriate teaching practices.
After the learners copied the table into their notes, Kaitlyn moved on to adding
polynomials. She told them that they should know how to identify like terms.
Kaitlyn: Ok, so what are the like terms for this one? 5𝑥 2 + 6𝑥 + 𝑥 2
Chad: The 5𝑥 2 and 𝑥 2 .
Kaitlyn: That’s right. [writing down 6𝑥 2 + 6𝑥] And this one? 3𝑎 + 𝑎2 + 7𝑎 +
8𝑎2
Jacob: The 𝑎2 and 8𝑎2 .
Kaitlyn: That’s right. [drawing a box around the terms] When you add them, what
do you get?
Jacob: You get 9𝑎2 .
Kaitlyn: And the other like terms?
Jacob: 3a and 7a
Kaitlyn: Good. [drawing circles around the terms] What do you get when you add
them?
Jacob: You get 10a.
Kaitlyn: Very good. [writing 9𝑎2 + 10𝑎 on the board] And when you write them,
you should put the one with the largest exponent first.
This exchange further revealed her lack of knowledge as Kaitlyn does not tell the learners how to
identify like terms nor does she emphasize that a variable without a coefficient is understood to
have a coefficient of one. It is a good practice to identify like terms by drawing the same figure
around them as she did. Also, she wrote them in standard form but was not precise in her
language as she related this to the learners.
Kaitlyn: Now we are going to subtract polynomials. Let’s look at this first one.
[advancing presentation] You can see that it has a trinomial in parentheses, the
subtraction sign, and then a binomial in parentheses. What you have to do is carry
the subtraction sign to each term of the binomial.
Jacob: Distribute. [whispering]
Kaitlyn: Yes, distribute the negative. [laughing] That is going to change the signs.
And then you combine like terms, making sure you include the negative.
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Everybody understand? Thumbs up?! Good. Here’s the next one. Anybody want
to come to the board and do it? Let’s look at the next one. It has a lot of negatives
in the second polynomial.
Kaitlyn completed the subtraction, changing signs and drawing boxes and circles around like
terms. Then, she handed out a worksheet, and the lesson ended without any closure. Her lesson
plan did note that the next lesson would be on multiplying polynomials.
The potential of the task for this lesson is Level 0 since the learners did not engage in any
mathematical activity. Although Kaitlyn expressed her belief that students must do math in order
to learn it, she delivered a teacher-centered lesson in which she did all the mathematics while the
learners took notes. The cognitive demand of the lesson as implemented remained at Level 0.
Lauren. In her initial philosophy of teaching and learning, Lauren stated that her goals
for education were related to behaviorism and connectivism. She was committed to giving
positive reinforcement to awaken students’ passive approach to education and to create an
environment in which they “make connections between their experiences at home, in school, and
in the workforce.” She stated, “Because I will keep my lessons student centered, I will be able to
cater to the behavioral needs of my students.” Lauren thought that the most beneficial
assignments are hands-on activities since “students tend to absorb more information when they
are actively engaged in the work.” Also, she stated that she intended to use technology in each
lesson to develop conceptual understanding. She thought that quizzes and tests are useful for
assessing student knowledge; however, they do not allow the students to demonstrate conceptual
understanding. Lauren also planned to provide incentives for good work and to use formative
assessment daily.
Some of Lauren’s pre-survey responses did not align with her avowed philosophy about
learning. For example, her response that she would have students “use technology to solve
exercises or problems” or “work on problems for which there is no immediately obvious method
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of solution” only in some lessons. However, she did intend to have students “explain the
reasoning behind an idea” in every lesson, which supports her desire for students to be able to
demonstrate their conceptual understanding. Lauren responded agree or in most lessons to the
other questions.
For her first teaching experience, Lauren chose these Algebra II with Trigonometry
content standards:

Figure 15. Algebra II with Trigonometry content standards. Adapted from 2016 Revised Alabama
Course of Study: Mathematics (p. 103), by ALSDE, 2016. Author.
She did not include any SMPs or learning theories in her lesson plan. She had a PowerPoint
presentation and guided notes for the learners. The plan included an activity, a scavenger hunt
that she had downloaded from the Internet. However, she did not have any lecture notes or
worked-out solutions for the examples or scavenger hunt questions. Overall, her lesson plan was
generic and vague.
Lauren began her lesson very enthusiastically, reminding the learners that
“yesterday we talked about imaginary numbers; can anyone tell me what an
imaginary number is?”
Practicum I Student: The square root of negative one.
Lauren: The square root of negative one, so 𝑖 = √−1 and why do we use i? What
is i?
Learners: The imaginary unit.
Lauren: Right. Reviewing what we learned yesterday, we use a small, cursive i to
represent the imaginary unit. In your guided notes, you see that 𝑖 = √−1 and 𝑖 2 =
−1. Ok, there are a few questions that ask you to simplify the number by using the
imaginary unit or write the complex number in standard (𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖) form. Take a few
minutes to do those.
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She allowed five minutes for the learners to complete the review questions and then went over
them to assure that everyone understood. Then she began instruction on addition and subtraction
of complex numbers.
Lauren: So, now that we’ve reviewed the standard form of complex numbers, we
are going to learn how to add and subtract them. Adding and subtracting complex
numbers is similar to adding and subtracting polynomials and expressions like that.
So, we are going to treat our i like a variable. On this one, I’m going to distribute
the positive to eliminate the parentheses and then we’ll combine like terms and
write our answer in 𝑎 + 𝑏𝑖 form. What do we have when we combine like terms
on this one?
Practicum I Student: Four. The i’s cancel out.
Lauren: That’s right. [writing 4 for the answer]
This would have been a great opportunity for Lauren to review that if there is no imaginary part,
the number is a real number. This number could be written as 4 + 0𝑖. Likewise, a pure
imaginary number, such as –3i, could be written as 0 – 3i. Lauren quickly moved through the
addition and subtraction examples. She called students to come to the board and worked three
examples, asking the learners if they had any questions. When all responded that they
understood and had no questions, she began instruction on multiplying complex numbers.
Lauren: So, let’s move on to multiplying complex numbers. Like we did when we
added and subtracted, we are going to treat i like a variable. We have to distribute,
be careful with our signs, all that. So, on this problem 3𝑖(−5 + 2𝑖) we are going
to distribute the 3i to negative 5 and to 2i. [drawing arrows over the top from 3i to
the other terms] What does that give us?
Allison: Negative 15i plus six i².
Lauren: Yes. Just like x times x gives you x².
Allison: Don’t we need to change it?
Lauren: We said at the beginning of the lesson that i² equals negative one. So,
where we have i² we need to substitute negative one. Good, Allison. Then we have
negative 15i plus six times negative one. That gives us what?
Jacob: Negative 15i minus six.
Lauren: Right. And we need to put that in standard form.
Jacob: Negative six minus 15i.
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Lauren: Good. Did everybody get that?
Learners: Yes.
Lauren: The next one is the product of two complex numbers. The kind of look
like binomials, and we multiply them using the FOIL process like when we multiply
two binomials.
They worked through another example quickly and came to an example that is the product of
complex conjugates. At this point, I was thinking that she is planning to find the product and
then lead the students to realize that the two complex numbers look the same except they have
opposite signs between the real and imaginary parts, resulting in a product that is a real number.
Lauren: Let’s look at this example. (−6 + 𝑖)(−6 − 𝑖) What is negative six times
negative six?
Learners: Positive 36.
Lauren: Right. What is negative 6 times negative i?
Learners: Positive 6i.
Lauren: Good. What is i times negative six?
Learners: Negative 6i.
Lauren: And, what is positive i times negative i?
Learners: Negative i squared.
Lauren: Ok, so after you combine like terms and substitute negative one for i
squared, what do you have?
Chad: 37.
Lauren: Yes, very good! So, do you have any questions on multiplying complex
numbers?
Learners: No.
Lauren: Great! Now, we will divide complex numbers.
Lauren did not take advantage of the opportunity to lay the foundation for understanding
conceptually the reason for multiplying by the complex conjugate of the denominator in order to
divide complex numbers. She demonstrated a lack of knowledge of content and teaching here
when she did not use this example for introducing the next topic and deepening comprehension
of the math content.
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Lauren: To divide imaginary numbers, you have to multiply by the complex
conjugate of denominator. So, on this one, the denominator is 1 – 4i. To get
complex conjugate of that, you just change the minus to plus, so it is 1 + 4i. So, we
multiply the numerator and the denominator by 1 + 4i. Why is it ok for me to do
that?
Jacob: Because anything divided by itself is one.
Lauren: That’s right! And it’s always ok to multiply by one. So, when we multiply
the numerator and denominator by 1 + 4i, we get stuff that looks like what we did
earlier. [writing on overhead] Alright, be sure to combine your like terms, substitute
in negative one for i squared, and write your answer in a + bi form. Chad, what did
you get?
Chad: I got negative ten plus eleven i over 17.
Lauren: Ok, what is another way to write that?
Chad: You can put each term of the numerator over 17. You’d have negative tenseventeenths plus eleven-seventeenths i.
Lauren still did not mention that the denominator ended up as a real number; this is the purpose
of multiplying by the complex conjugate. Convention dictates that the denominator should not
contain the imaginary unit (√−1), which is a rule much like rationalizing the denominator when
it contains a radical expression. This is something to which the students would relate.
Lauren: Yep. Good! Let’s look at this next one. In this one, the denominator is
3i, so what is the complex conjugate of 3i?
Allison: Negative 3i?
Lauren: Right, so multiply the numerator and denominator by negative 3i. [giving
sufficient wait time] Ok, what did everyone get?
Jacob: Negative 27i plus 36 over nine.
Lauren: Ok, can you break those up and simplify like we did earlier?
Jacob: Hmm. [working on the exercise again] I think maybe four minus 3i?
Lauren: Did anyone else get that?
Chad: I did.
Lauren: Kaitlyn? Allison?
Kaitlyn: I think I messed up.
Allison: I got what they did.
Lauren: Good, that is the right answer. Look at my work. [placing it where the
learners could see it on the overhead] You have to be careful with your signs,
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substitute negative one in for i, write each part of the numerator over nine, and
simplify the fractions. Does everyone understand now?
Learners: Yes.
If the denominator is a pure imaginary number, there is no need to multiply by its complex
conjugate, one can simply multiply the numerator and denominator by the imaginary unit (i).
Doing so will yield i² (-1) in the denominator, effectively eliminating the imaginary term from
the denominator. Furthermore, this method requires less calculations with negative numbers and
simplifications of fractions. This is beneficial for students since there are fewer places to make
mistakes. I have seen this same scenario numerous times in the schools as I observe inservice
and preservice teachers’ instruction on dividing complex numbers. One of our cooperating
teachers told me it was her standard practice to instruct students to always use the conjugate so
they did not get confused by the multiple cases they would encounter. When I asked Lauren, she
told me she had no idea you could do anything other than multiply by the conjugate, exposing
her lack of common content knowledge.
Lauren: Get with your partner and do the next three examples. [quietly walking
around observing the learners until everyone finished] Now, who wants to come
put your work on the board? Chad, will you do them?
Chad: All of them?
Lauren: Yes, since you were tardy to class! [laughing]
Chad wrote the examples and his work on the board. Then Lauren asked if everyone got them
right and the learners said that they did.
Lauren: Ok, now we are going to do a scavenger hunt. You and your partner have
a worksheet and there are 24 of these hot pink cards scattered all over the room.
Choose a card to begin with. You will work that problem and then find the answer
to that problem in the corner of another pink card somewhere in the room. Then
you will work the problem on that card and move to the next, and so forth until you
finish all of them. Show your work on this worksheet.
The learners began working on the scavenger hunt questions. Soon, two practicum students
found a solution that was not on any of the cards. They asked Lauren about it and she helped
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them simplify their answer and find their next card. At that point, Lauren told me that she had
found the activity online, so I asked her if she had worked out all of the questions herself. She
admitted that she had not done so. The activity stalled out when a group got to the question 𝑖 26 .
This concept had not been discussed in the lecture. If Lauren had worked out the solution to
each question, she would have realized that this question did not fit her lesson. The question
would have been appropriate for an exploratory activity, but not for the procedural practice as
Lauren intended. Eventually, Lauren wrote the solution on the card for all the other groups to
see. The activity took too much time, so Lauren told the learners to stop after they had
completed 12 questions. Lauren lacked insight into the learners’ thinking, whether they would
find the task easy or hard, revealing an incomplete knowledge of content and students.
The potential cognitive demand of the task was Level 2 since the students used
procedures that were specifically called for as they had just received instruction on them.
Moreover, the task did not require students to make connections to the meaning of the
procedures being used. The cognitive demand of the task was maintained during implementation
as the lesson was very procedural. Lauren does have a great “teacher presence” and strong
voice. It is obvious that she is very comfortable in the role; even when the activity did not go as
planned, she remained calm and focused.
Lauren’s written reflection on the first teaching episode was the most insightful of the
participants. Instead of giving a synopsis of the events, she examined her teaching practice for
strengths and weaknesses:
There is a lot of room for improvement within the direct instruction part of the lesson. I
definitely should have done more research on the content to ensure that I had a wellrounded knowledge of complex numbers. There were a lot of questions that I could not
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have answered if a student would have asked. The scavenger hunt was a good conclusion
task; however, it took a lot more time that what I had planned. Reducing the number of
questions in the task would help with time management. It was good for reviewing
procedures and get students out of their seats, but it did not encourage conceptual
thinking. Also, the lesson as I planned it did not promote mathematical reasoning or
problem-solving skills.
Lauren realized that her first lesson did not align with her own philosophy of teaching and
learning. She acknowledged that it was modeled after the instruction that she had received in her
high school mathematics classes.
As expected, the first lesson plans and teaching episodes revealed the participants’ lack of
skill for planning instruction that fosters the mathematical practices or conceptual understanding.
Lauren recognized that they planned and implemented lessons similar to the those they had
experienced in their high school and college mathematics coursework. This “apprenticeship of
observation” was described by Lortie (as cited in in Artzt, Sultan, Curcio, & Gurl, 2012) as the
tendency of teachers to teach in the same ways they themselves were taught, usually in
traditional, teacher-centered classrooms.
Chad chose the most rigorous standard, which was not surprising since he has very good
CCK. His experience as a community college math tutor supported his familiarity with the topic
he selected. Jacob and Lauren had recently served as extended substitute teachers in high
schools, which contributed to their mature, confident teacher demeanor. Allison had served as a
substitute teacher for elementary and middle school classes, influencing her animated teaching
style. Prior to this experience, Kaitlyn had taught only two lessons in a public school during the
first practicum course.
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Professional Development Activities
For the next several weeks, the secondary teacher candidates participated in various
learning tasks that were designed to increase their mathematical knowledge for teaching, as
described in the previous chapter (see Table 2). Three major activities related to tasks are central
to teachers’ professional development: “recognizing that tasks vary in level of cognitive demand,
exploring challenging mathematical tasks, and analyzing and reflecting on instruction” (Smith et
al., 2009, pp. 137-138). The participants’ contributions and dialog during the activities, together
with their written reflections, reveal their knowledge and attitudes. The descriptions of their
participation and reflections will note changes in these as the semester advanced. The first task
they encountered was the Locker Problem.
The Locker Problem
The participants explored this task as mathematics learners to become more aware of
their problem-solving abilities and confidence in using problems during instruction. The Locker
Problem (Appendix H) is an open-ended problem with multiple entry points; however, it has
only one solution. A prerequisite knowledge of multiplication and factors of numbers is needed
to solve the task. The problem is appropriate for middle or high school learners. The
participants were intentionally grouped homogeneously for the task.
Chad and Lauren were paired to work together on the Locker Problem. They read the
task together and discussed the specifics of it for several minutes before they began drawing
pictures of lockers and looking for a pattern. Chad told Lauren that there may not be a pattern,
that instead they should think about some type of special numbers, possibly prime numbers.
They began testing prime numbers and disproved that hypothesis. During that process, Chad
realized that it had something to do with the number of factors that the locker number had. He
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quickly concluded that an odd number of factors would result in the locker door ending in an
open state. Lauren and I agreed with him and then I asked them to determine what set of
numbers had an odd number of factors. It didn’t take long for them to conclude that the perfect
squares were the only numbers that have an odd number of factors due to a repeated factor.
Allison, Jacob, and Kaitlyn worked as a team on the task. Fairly quickly, Allison began
modeling the lockers by drawing them on her paper and devised a notation for open or closed.
This problem-solving method confirms that she is a concrete thinker. Jacob and Kaitlyn spent
more time discussing the problem, attempting to just reason through it. They eventually decided
to join Allison in the modeling of the opening and closing of the locker doors. When I responded
to their queries with guiding questions, Kaitlyn was confused and somewhat frustrated by my
reply. Even so, she and her partners persevered on the task. They found lockers they believed to
be open and looked for a pattern, a conventional problem-solving method. They made some
mistakes on which lockers were open, so I assisted them by modeling my thinking on two of the
lockers. For example, when they thought locker number 15 was open, I responded by talking
about each student who would have touched it; student one opened it, student three closed it,
student five opened it, student 15 closed it, and then no other student touched it. As I named
each student, I held up a finger for each one, ending up with four fingers to help them make the
connection that the student numbers are the factors of the locker number and locker 15 had an
even number of factors, resulting in it being closed. The group eventually got the first five open
lockers. They found that the doors of the lockers numbered 1, 4, 9, 16, and 25 would be open.
As they looked at these, they did not recognize that these numbers are perfect squares, so I
advised that they find the next open door. They were looking for a pattern and came up with an
arithmetic sequence: add three, then five, then seven, then nine. They told me that they could
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find the next open locker by adding the next odd number each time. When they found the next
open locker, which is locker 36, they still didn’t recognize that it is a perfect square. I asked
them if they were going to use their sequence to find all the open locker doors, up to locker 1000.
They decided that would take a long time, so I encouraged them to examine the numbers they
had found and look for a common property. Eventually, they did recognize that the open lockers
had numbers that were perfect squares. Then I asked them what property of the perfect squares
caused them to be open after all 1000 students touched them. Together they concluded that
perfect squares have an odd number of factors, resulting in the final opened state of those
lockers.
I have used the Locker Problem in the methods course for several years and the
participants’ initial reaction is generally the same. Most discuss it, thinking that they can just
reason it out, decide they cannot, and then make a table of numbers or draw some sort of
representation for the lockers. Some teacher candidates immediately begin drawing the lockers
on their paper. I’ve had a few use beads or markers to represent open or closed but most use
pencil markings. The solution generally comes about as it did for Allison, Jacob, and Kaitlyn
where they find the first few numbers and then realize that they are perfect squares. This is the
first time that someone has first realized that the numbers of the open lockers have an odd
number of factors and then realized that this is a property of the perfect squares, as Chad did. All
participants affirmed that they had no prior knowledge of this particular property of the perfect
squares.
The participants then reflected on their experience with the Locker Problem (see
Appendix N for prompt). All of them expressed that they felt a sense of accomplishment after
they had solved the problem. Chad had seen a few critical thinking questions that were for extra
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credit on tests. Otherwise, the participants confirmed they had not encountered a problem as
open-ended as this one in their mathematics courses. They were asked to rate their confidence
on a scale of 0-5 (with 0 = not confident at all and 5 = very confident) for solving open-ended
mathematics problems and using open-ended problems with multiple solution paths during
instruction. Allison rated herself as 2 for problem solving ability since she “was not completing
the task as quickly as the others.” However, she gave a rating of 3 for teaching with tasks,
reasoning that she would “fully go over the task and make sure I have multiple views of how to
solve it, much like how my students would solve it.” Chad stated that he initially thought the
Locker Problem would be challenging for high school students and the realization that it is
appropriate for sixth grade took him by surprise. Since he was “not super creative” at solving
problems but was “familiar with most math concepts” he rated himself as 3 for solving problems
and using them during instruction. Jacob rated his problem-solving confidence at 4 because he
did feel some unease with the uncertainty of the procedure needed to approach the task. He felt
less confident (3) about teaching with tasks due to the indeterminate questions that students may
ask but believed that this would improve with experience. Since Kaitlyn felt she “did not have a
strong background on how to solve problems” she rated her confidence in solving open-ended
problems at 1. Consequently, she also lacked confidence for teaching with tasks but “would love
to learn and teach future students how to solve open-ended problems with confidence.”
Although Lauren felt confident solving problems, rating herself at 3 to 4, she admitted that
“assigning a true open-ended problem to her students would be very difficult” for her. She
worried that she may further confuse her students if she were not able to correctly or
appropriately answer their questions.
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Recognizing that Tasks Vary in Cognitive Demand
In order to improve their capacity to consider the type and level of thinking required by
various mathematical tasks, it is vital for mathematics teachers to recognize the differences
between high-demand and low-demand tasks. This awareness aids in choosing and adapting
suitable tasks for their learning goal, contributing to their SCK. The participants engaged in
activities that involved comparing two tasks, analyzing a set of tasks, and analyzing tasks used
for instruction.
Comparing Two Tasks. The teacher candidates began by completing “Martha’s
Carpeting Task” and “The Fencing Task” (Appendix E), similar tasks with differing levels of
cognitive demand. Since “Martha’s Carpeting Task” gives the dimensions of the room and asks
“how many square feet” of carpeting is needed, the task requires little cognitive effort. The
potential of the task is low, scoring at Level 1 for memorization as the students must remember
and use the area of a rectangle formula. Thus, the teacher candidates quickly wrote their answers
and moved to hastily engage in “The Fencing Task” as doers of mathematics. Allison and Jacob
read the first question rapidly and were so confident in their response that they began writing
their work in marker on their presentation poster. When they read the second question, they
realized they had mistakenly set the area equal to 24 square feet instead of finding the greatest
area that could be enclosed with 24 feet of fencing, which implies perimeter. Chad, Kaitlyn, and
Lauren took a more direct route to finding the solution. Both groups found that a square
enclosure allowed for maximum area.
Then the teacher candidates were asked to compare and contrast the features of the two
tasks with respect to the opportunities they provide for student learning. The discussion was as
follows:
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Glaze: You just completed two tasks. How were they similar?
Chad: They both have something to do with area.
Glaze: What else?
Chad: They don’t specifically say to find the area. The first one just says to find
the square feet and the other one asks you to find the maximum amount of room in
the rabbit pen.
Glaze: They don’t use the word “area” even though the students must know about
area.
Chad: Right, the first one gives a bigger hint to find area when it says “square feet”
but the second one didn’t say anything to give it away. You just have to know that
you need to find the maximum area.
Glaze: Any other ways that they are alike?
Allison: You could solve both of them several ways—you could draw a picture,
make a table, or use a graph.
Glaze: For Martha’s carpeting, could you do all those things?
Allison: Well, no. On that one you could just use the area formula or you could
draw it on graph paper and count the squares.
Kaitlyn: Not really.
Allison: Ok, so on both of them you could draw a picture.
Glaze: Let’s talk about differences. How are the tasks different?
Lauren: The first one is very procedural. You don’t have to know anything else
other than the formula. The other one involved more problem solving. We drew
pictures and made tables, there was more than one way to start working on the task.
Glaze: Great! Does anyone want to add to what Lauren is saying?
Chad: For Martha’s task, you get a specific answer. All you have to do is multiply
the dimensions to get 150 square feet. On the other task, you use the given
perimeter to find different products to determine which gives you the most area.
You have to know how perimeter and area are related.
Glaze: Good. And what was the third question on “The Fencing Task” asking for?
Lauren: The generalization of the way to find the maximum area?
Glaze: To find the general case.
Allison: Look at you! [speaking to Lauren]
Glaze: Good. So, Martha’s carpeting task was a direct question. And, it suggested
that you use the area formula. But the fencing task involved more thinking since
there was no suggested or implied solution method. It was more open-ended. Were
there any other differences between the two tasks?
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Lauren: In my experience, Martha’s problem would be one that I would have
actually seen in my high school classes while I never saw one like the fencing task.
All the questions would just straight up ask you to find area.
Jacob: Very procedural.
Allison: Martha’s task would be like something we would do to review for a test.
Glaze: So, you are saying that teachers would do a review of finding area and then
give that problem, which would essentially signal to students that they should find
area?
Allison: Yes.
Lauren: That makes students more closed-minded. They don’t think, “Now, what
math do I know that I can use to solve this problem?’ Instead, they just assume that
they are going to use what they’ve just learned about area to complete the task.
Glaze: Let’s summarize the similarities and differences between the two tasks.
They were similar in that they were both “area problems” and require prior
knowledge of area. Their differences include the amount of thinking and reasoning
required, the number of ways the problem can be solved, the way in which the area
formula is used, the need to generalize, and they range of ways to enter the problem.
Obviously, “The Fencing Task” was more cognitively demanding. It also had
multiple entry points and solution methods.
At this point, I lectured for 10 minutes on what research says about tasks, problem-solving, and
student engagement in mathematics. We discussed that a task can have low cognitive demand or
high cognitive demand and we examined the Mathematical Tasks Framework (Figure 2). Before
dismissing class, I asked them to reflect on their experience with The Locker Problem and read
the NCTM practitioner article The Locker Problem: An Open and Shut Case (Kimani, Olanoff,
& Masingila, 2016) for the next class meeting.
Analyzing a Set of Tasks. During the next class meeting, the participants engaged in the
Task Sort (Appendix F). Jacob was paired with Chad for the task sort while Allison, Kaitlyn, and
Lauren worked together. They deliberated on the eight tasks for 15 minutes, ranking them as
low- or high-cognitive demand. When we discussed them, everyone agreed on their rank as high
or low demand. The Task Analysis Guide (Figure 4) was then introduced, and we examined the
features that determine if a task rates as Memorization, Procedures without Connections,
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Procedures with Connections, or Doing Mathematics. Almost immediately, the teacher
candidates began describing these as Levels 1-4, which was fortunate as this is how the TAG
aligns with the IQA rubrics. They analyzed the examples of tasks at each level and then
evaluated the Task Sort tasks again, rating them with the TAG. As we discussed each task, it
became obvious that the participants were gaining interest and insight into the features of tasks
that determine their potential cognitive demand.
Allison: We think Task A is Level 4 Doing Mathematics because it asks for an
explanation.
Chad: I was thinking that it is just not the normal way to do it. It requires complex,
non-algorithmic thinking, like Level 4 says.
Glaze: Good. Does everyone agree?
Lauren: This task would be complex for middle school students but maybe not so
much for high school, but they still have to provide an explanation, so yes.
Glaze: How about Task B?
Kaitlyn: We think it is Level 3 Procedures with Connections.
Glaze: Tell me why?
Lauren: It had real-world context and multiple steps.
Jacob: After we went back to that one, we thought it was more procedural than we
did the first time around. We thought it just sort of told you what to do.
Allison: It did suggest that you find the percentage, but it made sense of why you
use percentages.
The participants’ initial response to Task B supported Arbaugh and Brown’s (2002) supposition
that teachers tend to focus on the superficial features of a task (in this case, real world context
and multiple steps) instead of the task’s ability to elicit high- or low-level thinking from students.
However, upon further analysis, the teacher candidates recognized that the task’s potential
cognitive demand was lower than they originally surmised.
Glaze: Great! There was a procedure to it, but it was embedded in a meaningful
context, a connection. What do you think about Task C?
All: Doing Math.
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Glaze: What word was used in the task that indicated it was the highest level of
cognitive demand?
All: Justify.
Glaze: It also requires an explanation. Did you notice that I had you explain your
thinking and problem-solving strategies on the Locker Problem and The Fencing
Task? That may increase the cognitive demand of the task and it does encourage
mathematical discourse between students. What did you say about Task D?
Allison: It’s Procedures without Connections.
Jacob: Yep. It requires use of an established procedure.
Chad: We knew that one was lower level, even though it asked us to explain and
had a real-world scenario.
The teacher candidates showed increased understanding here as they were not misled by the
task’s superficial features.
Glaze: Good point. Just because a task asks for an explanation and/or has a realworld context doesn’t necessarily mean that it is cognitively demanding. How
about Task E?
Lauren: We think it is Procedures with Connections.
Glaze: Ok, why?
Lauren: Well, mostly because it looks a lot like one from the example sheet.
Glaze: That’s true.
Chad: That’s what we thought, it was pretty similar to that one.
Lauren: It requires a deeper level of understanding. It does have the examples of
how to split thirds of a half.
Glaze: So, it doesn’t just say to multiply fractions.
Allison: Exactly.
Jacob: It suggested which way to go but it also is represented in different ways.
You got fractions and then there are also figures that are shaded to show what the
fractions look like.
Glaze: Do you think that helps with conceptual understanding?
All: Yes.
Chad: I want to think anything with a visual would be a high-level task but then I
look at the next one and I see that’s not true.
Glaze: Very wise. What do you think about Task F?
All: Procedures without Connections. Level 2.
Glaze: Yes, it is procedural. And Task G?
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Lauren: Doing Mathematics.
Chad: It has multiple steps and requires an explanation.
Lauren: It requires an understanding of numbers above the usual application of
them.
Glaze: Let’s read this again, “On grid paper, sketch the front views of the columns
of cubes with these heights before and after they are leveled off.” What did the task
just do?
Kaitlyn: It told you what to do.
Chad: It gave you a procedure to follow. That means it is Level 3 instead of Level
4.
Glaze: Everyone agree? How about Task H?
All: Level 1 Memorization.
I followed the task sort with a brief discussion about problems vs. exercises and
procedural understanding vs. conceptual understanding. I reminded them of the definition of a
problem from their methods textbook, “a task for which there is no immediate solution” (Brahier,
2013, p. 12). They related that exercises were less cognitively demanding (Memorization or
Procedures without Connections) and problems were more cognitively demanding (Procedures
without Connections or Doing Mathematics). I asked them to talk about their reflection on the
Locker Problem, particularly the question “How often have you experienced open-ended
problems in your math courses?” Each student shared that they had rarely engaged in problem
solving in their coursework, causing them to realize that their mathematical understanding was
generally procedural. They acknowledged that their lack of conceptual understanding
contributed to their discomfort in choosing and utilizing problems for teaching.
Analyzing Tasks used for Instruction. During the same class meeting, we also spent
time on The Case of Ron Castleman from the Casebook. The participants first completed the
opening activity (Appendix R), and then they individually read the teacher’s commentary and
reflection on the task as it was envisioned and how it transpired in his second-period classroom.
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The discussion of the case was interesting and provided insight into the participants’ emerging
awareness of the potential of tasks used for instruction and the enactment of them:
Chad: Can I change my answer (on the opening task)?
Kaitlyn: Why do you want to change your answer?
Chad: Because we did just like the way this teacher did not want his students to do
it.
Jacob: We just went straight to calculations; we didn’t connect the percentage to
the grid (representation) at all.
Chad: We also answered the questions backwards, we did C, then B, then A.
Allison: I did it like the teacher wanted us to! I did “count the so-and so…”
Glaze: Tell us what you did.
Allison: First of all, it seemed like the questions were backwards, like Chad said.
But, for part A, I shaded six of the 40 squares and wrote six over forty. Then I
divided that, found the decimal, and multiplied by 100 to get percent. Then for part
B, I divided the amount shaded by the total amount, and moved the decimal two
places to the right to get the percent. For part C, I took the fraction of the whole
that was shaded, divided, and found the percentage.
Glaze: Ron Castleman wanted his students to have a better conceptual
understanding. Is your method of finding the answers less procedural than what he
wanted students to do?
Allison: No, not really now that I think about it. I just used the grid and then
converted between the different forms, fraction, decimal, percentage. I guess that
is still just procedural.
Glaze: Yes, that’s right. You are finding the percentage of the shaded by dividing
that number by the total, whatever that happens to be. That is still thinking
procedurally. Let’s discuss the case. What were some of the mathematical issues
with which Mr. Castleman was concerned?
Kaitlyn: The number of squares was 40, not 100. I’m assuming that is what the
students had seen before, grids of 100 squares.
Glaze: Good! Because that is what percent is, right? Per one hundred.
Kaitlyn: Right.
Glaze: You’re saying that is what students were used to, they expected to count the
number of shaded squares and divide by 100.
Kaitlyn: Yes, that would be how they found percent before.
Glaze: In his reflection, Mr. Castleman said he had previously given them ten by
ten grids. What did Ron want the students to do when he gave them four by ten
grids instead?
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Chad: He wanted them to make connections to the blocks. When you do it the way
we did it, you are not making any connections, not learning anything conceptual.
You are just doing the procedure you’ve been taught. You are not seeing the big
picture. That is what he was worried about.
Glaze: Right. He wanted them to use the diagram he gave them to figure out the
answers, to engage in non-algorithmic thinking.
Chad: He told them he wanted them to be prepared to give an explanation or
illustrate why their response made sense. Maybe that should have been part of the
task itself, like written in the text of the task.
Glaze: What were his goals when he set up the task?
Chad: He wanted them to somehow expand six out of 40 shaded squares to 15 out
of 100 squares, to get 15%. He wanted them to use the diagram.
Lauren: He was expecting them to engage in problem solving and think about
percentages conceptually.
Glaze: What non-mathematical issues was he concerned about when he
implemented this task?
Jacob: He got worried about the amount of time the students were taking to do the
task.
Glaze: Right. Do good tasks take time?
Lauren: Yes, and the ones that are Level 3 or 4 definitely take more time than the
Level 1 or 2 tasks. That’s something that would be hard for me, not knowing how
long the students will take to solve a problem.
Glaze: Did his goals for the task change during implementation?
Allison: Since he was worried about time, he started telling them what to do and
became more concerned with the students getting the right answer.
Glaze: Great! That’s right. Let’s think about the TAG. As the task was intended,
where would you rate the level of cognitive demand?
Chad: I’d say Level 3 Procedures with Connections, or maybe Level 4 Doing
Mathematics since he told the students to be prepared to give an explanation of their
reasoning.
Glaze: Ok, good. The Casebook authors rate the potential for cognitive demand at
Doing Mathematics. Remember the Mathematical Tasks Framework? It outlines
the different phases that a task passes through. The first phase is the task appears
in the curriculum. Next, the task is set up by the teacher who presents it to the class.
The last phase is how the task is implemented by the students. All three phases are
important to student learning. For Ron Castleman’s task, the potential cognitive
demand was at Level 4. As it was implemented, did the cognitive demand remain
Doing Mathematics?
Jacob: It ended up as Level 2 Procedures without Connections.
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All: Yes.
Lauren: They could just use the procedure they knew without any connection to
the grid of 40 squares.
Glaze: What did the teacher do to facilitate or inhibit the students’ engagement in
the task at the potential level?
Allison: When he got worried about time, he started telling them how to think
about the problem.
Jacob: He told them to begin with Part C to make the task easier for them.
Chad: I noticed that he gave them this task at the end of the unit. He wanted them
to work with all three representations. Maybe this would have been better earlier
on in the unit, before they had learned how to convert from the fraction, decimal,
and percentage.
Glaze: Great!! Are you telling me that these teacher moves inhibited the students’
engagement in Doing Mathematics?
All: Yes.
Glaze: What could he have done differently to support the students in the highcognitive demand task?
Allison: He could have not gotten so nervous about the amount of time it was
taking them to work on the task.
Lauren: The teacher should have guided them without telling them what to do.
Jacob: Yeah, like when we were working on the Locker Problem; you didn’t ever
tell us what to do or how to start working on it. Instead of giving us answers, you
asked questions that caused us to think about it more.
Chad: Like I said, maybe give them the conceptual task before they learned
procedures.
This discussion revealed that the participants were initially unaware that the students would have
previously worked with grids of 100 and then grids that are factors of 100 so they could easily
multiply to get 100. That is why using the grid of 40 is meaningful, and Mr. Ron Castleman
expected it to foster conceptual understanding. However, they knowledgeably identified teacher
moves that caused the decline of the cognitive demand, demonstrating emerging understanding
of classroom issues that affect the maintenance of cognitive demand of tasks. Then we read Mr.
Castleman’s reflection on his enactment of the task in his sixth period classroom.
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Glaze: Let’s recall that the potential for the task was Doing Mathematics. At what
level was the task implemented in the sixth period class?
Kaitlyn: I think it stayed at Level 4. [all agreeing]
Glaze: Unlike in the second period class, the cognitive demand remained high in
the sixth period class. What made the difference?
Lauren: The teachers’ questions made the biggest difference. The students started
the same way; everything they did was just like the second period students. But,
his reaction to them and the questions he asked made them stay on the task as it
was planned.
Glaze: His questions helped support them and scaffold their learning.
Allison: He looked at their work and gave feedback on it without telling them what
to do.
Chad: Whatever they came up with, he had to be able to look it and decide if they
were on the right path, and then ask the questions that would keep them working.
Glaze: Right. As we discussed previously, when you give students good tasks, you
must analyze their work and their thinking to determine if it is mathematically
sound and correct. Often, their method is totally different than what we would do.
They may approach it in a way you have not considered. What else was different
in the sixth period class?
Kaitlyn: I think the teacher was much more open-minded and supportive.
Chad: He kept directing the students back to the diagram. Because that’s what he
wanted them to do.
Glaze: Right, he did.
Kaitlyn: He had groups go to the board and discuss their method of solving the
problem.
Allison: Yeah, that really helped some of the students who were having a hard time.
Glaze: What about the time?
Allison: It took the entire class period.
Glaze: And Ron was ok with that. He had made the decision that he was not going
to worry about the time or give them the answer. He was NOT going to let them
use their procedure. These teacher moves you mentioned--questioning, scaffolding
their thinking, giving sufficient time, holding them responsible for high-cognitive
processes, asking students to demonstrate their solution methods; did they facilitate
the students’ engagement in Doing Mathematics?
All: Yes!
During this conversation, the teacher candidates continued to make comments that demonstrated
new understanding of the teachers’ facilitation of tasks. We further discussed the attributes and
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life experiences of Mr. Castleman that influenced his teaching philosophy. Although this group
is very young, their life experiences still affect their beliefs about learning and their approach to
teaching. I think it is vital that they understand this and examine their teaching practice for
alignment with their beliefs. At the end of the class meeting, I asked them to read Problems
before Procedures: Systems of Equations (Allen, 2013) during the upcoming week. They were
also expected to collect a low-cognitive demand task and a task on the same topic with high
cognitive demand from their practicum classroom and analyze them in their learning journal (see
Appendix N for journal prompt).
The next class meeting began with a refresher on the SMPs using a short Kahoot! quiz.
The opening activity for the case we were reading that day, The Case of Monique Butler,
involved the use of algebra tiles. Since none of the teacher candidates had prior knowledge of
algebra tiles, I conducted a brief lesson and activity with algebra tiles. Jacob and Lauren were
partners and the other group consisted of Allison, Chad, and Kaitlyn. The participants were
comfortable modeling operations with integers, substitution, and solving equations. However,
when we began using the tiles to modeling multiplication of two binomials, they realized that
their procedural knowledge of the First-Outer-Inner-Last (FOIL) memory device was a hindrance
as they tried to approach the task using the area model. Instead of concretely representing the
factors with tiles and building the product area, they multiplied using FOIL and then decided
how the product area should be represented. Two illustrations of algebra tiles area models for
multiplication of two binomials are shown in Figure 16. The first has only positive terms and the
second contains negative terms.
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Figure 16. Illustrations of area models using algebra tiles. From Systry. Retrieved from
http://systry.com.
After the algebra tiles activity, the teacher candidates examined the opening activity
(Appendix S) and read the Case of Monique Butler teacher narrative and reflection. I began the
discussion by summarizing Ms. Butler’s rationale for using algebra tiles. She was a first-year
teacher in a large urban school district with historically low standardized test scores. The system
had recently initiated a reform project for improving their mathematics instructional program and
her school had purchased algebra tiles for all eighth-grade math teachers.
Glaze: What was Ms. Butler’s mathematical goal for the students as they used the
tiles?
Allison: She wanted them to better understand multiplication of binomials, to know
the concepts.
Glaze: Good. She wanted them to have conceptual understanding. What did the
students do when she gave them the algebra tiles?
Chad: Well, the day before she had taught them FOIL, so they did what we did.
They just multiplied and then tried to figure out how to make the tiles fit their
answer.
Jacob: They just used the procedure they had learned.
Glaze: Right. Did she have any non-mathematical goals for the task?
Allison: She wanted them to work in groups. They were assigned “jobs” like
architect, timekeeper, group leader, and domestic engineer.
Jacob: Yeah, and they took their jobs to heart. The students wanted to do only their
job and not really cooperate as a group.
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Allison: Yeah, they took it really seriously.
Glaze: Why was working cooperatively important to Ms. Butler?
Lauren: She had another career before she began teaching and she knew how
important it is to be able to work with other people as a team in the real world.
Glaze: What problem-solving strategy did most of the students use?
Jacob: They just moved the tiles around until they represented the product they had
found using FOIL.
Chad: Trial and error.
Allison: She should’ve had them use the tiles before she taught them FOIL.
Chad: Like in that article we read where the teacher gave them the activity to help
them discover how to solve systems of equations. [referring to Allen, 2013]
Kaitlyn: They were just placing the outside pieces, multiplying, and then trying to
figure out what the rectangle-shaped part should look like to match that answer.
Lauren: And that’s what we did. We couldn’t “unknow” what we do about FOIL,
and that’s the only way we were shown how to multiply two binomials. I’m not
sure my teacher even emphasized that FOIL is just how to remember to use the
distributive property twice.
Glaze: What were some other “teacher moves” that facilitated or inhibited the
students meeting the teacher’s goals for this task?
Lauren: Well, they kind of ran out of time like Mr. Castleman did.
Allison: The teachers didn’t realize how much time it would take the students to
work through the task.
Glaze: How did the teachers respond to that?
Allison: They started rushing them along by telling them how to do it.
Glaze: Thinking back to the Task Analysis Guide, what is the potential cognitive
demand of this task?
Jacob: I think Level 3. [everyone agreeing]
Allison: It wasn’t as difficult as Doing Mathematics, but she meant for them to
make connections, so Procedures with Connections.
Glaze: Great! That is what the Casebook authors said. What was the cognitive
demand of the task during implementation? Did it remain at Level 3?
Allison: I think it went down to Level 2 because they weren’t connecting with it
like she wanted them to.
Jacob: Yeah, Level 2.
Glaze: Good. It declined to Procedures without Connections.
All: Yes.
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Glaze: Just like the Ron Castleman case, the potential of the task was not
maintained during implementation of the task with the students. Ron’s Castleman
chose a high-cognitive demand task but when he implemented it during the secondperiod class, the demand declined. After he reflected on it and made some
adjustments, mostly to the way he reacted, the cognitive demand of the task was
maintained in the sixth-period class. You told me that his questions and his
guidance made the difference in the maintenance of the demand of the task.
Teachers cannot just plan to use worthwhile tasks; they must enact them in a way
that facilitates student engagement with them at their full potential.
This led to a discussion of the Factors Associated with Maintenance and Decline of cognitive
demand (Figure 5) as we related them to the “teacher moves” that were observed in the cases.
The participants recognized that time and prior knowledge are significant factors in successful
implementation of tasks. They also realized that teacher press is essential for maintenance of
cognitive demand and admitted that it would initially find it difficult to let students flounder
struggle in their problem-solving attempts. Allison insightfully mentioned that the teacher
needed to “know the ins and outs” of the task in order to help the students. At that point, we
discussed the importance of teachers participating in tasks as doers and learners of mathematics.
We reviewed some of the research on the benefits of student engagement in cognitively
demanding tasks. I also reminded the teacher candidates that lower-level tasks are useful if the
cognitive demand required is appropriate for the lesson objective and the potential of the task is
maintained during enactment.
Then we analyzed the IQA Potential of the Task (Appendix A) and Implementation of the
Task (Appendix B) rubrics and noted that they align with the TAG. The participants had
previously began identifying the TAG categories as Level 1-4, so the rubrics felt familiar to
them. We examined the characteristics of tasks that determine their potential and the criteria for
each score. Then the participants evaluated the potential of 12 middle school tasks that were
provided by the IQA author in the training materials. The tasks included rational numbers,
geometric measurement, and algebra topics. The teacher candidates had engaged in three of the
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tasks: Martha’s Carpeting Task, The Fencing Task, and Ron Castleman’s opening activity.
When we discussed the scores, the teacher candidates were in agreement with the rubrics’ author
on 11 of the 12 tasks. For one of the algebra tasks, they scored the potential at 4, the highest
cognitive demand; however, the author rated it at 3 since it did not ask for generalizations.
This same week, the teacher candidates submitted the two tasks on the same topic and
their journal reflection on the tasks. They were asked to compare and contrast the two tasks,
describe their potential cognitive demand, and tell how they would use them during instruction.
Their responses revealed that they had become proficient in evaluating the potential of tasks and
that they were thoughtfully considering incorporating tasks into instruction.
Allison chose Algebra II tasks on linear relations and functions. Given a prediction
equation and a predicted y-value, the multiple-choice low-level task asked which x-value would
generate the given y-value. She rated the potential of this task as Level 2 Procedures without
Connections as it would “engage the students in using a procedure (substitution) and it does not
require them to make connections to the concept or underlying meaning.” Allison noted that she
would use this task to review for a unit test or standardized test. The high-level task she chose is
shown below:
Collect data from several of your classmates. Use a tape measure to measure the
circumference of each person’s head and his or her height (in inches). Record the data as
ordered pairs (height, circumference).


Graph the data in a scatter plot.



Choose two ordered pairs and write a prediction equation.



Explain the meaning of the slope in the prediction equation.



Predict the head circumference of a person who is 66 inches tall.
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Predict the height of an individual whose head circumference is 16 inches.

Allison scored the potential of this task at Level 3 Procedures with Connections since it would
“actively involve students to create meaning for mathematical relationships and make
predictions, but it did not ask them to explain their prediction.” She planned to use this task to
help students understand the real-world applications of linear functions. Interestingly, Allison’s
descriptions were closely aligned with those on the IQA Potential of the Task rubric,
demonstrating her propensity for following guidelines.
Chad’s topic was systems of equations. The low-level task asked students to solve a
system of equations by substitution. He gave this a score of 2 (Procedures without Connections)
for potential demand as the students would “use a procedure to find a solution without
connecting to the concept of what a solution to a system actually is.” He mentioned that the
potential would be higher “if they had to solve by substitution and graphing.” Chad planned to
use a task like this one as a prerequisite refresher or review. The second task calls for students to
write a system with a given specific solution. Chad rated this one as Level 3 (Procedures with
Connections) as “it can be solved in multiple ways, for example, a student can graph two lines
that meet at this point, or they can work with numbers and equations that fit the criteria. This
problem also requires that students understand deeply what they have learned about systems of
equations.” He noted that he would ask students to explain their reasoning on this task and use it
to finalize a unit on systems of linear equations.
Jacob chose trigonometry tasks from Algebra II. The low-level task gave the formula for
the area of a triangle, 𝐴 =

1
2

𝑎𝑏 sin 𝐶, and a triangle with the measures of two sides and the

included angle noted. The question asked for the area of the given triangle. Jacob gave this task
a rating of Level 2 (Procedures without Connections) as it is “obvious that all it asks for you to
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do is substitute the given side lengths and angle measure into the formula. This problem would
be great to use whenever the students are just figuring out how to use the area formula that
involves sine, cosine, or tangent.” He affirmed that he would use this task when his goal for
student learning was to promote fluency in computations. Jacob rated his high-level task as
Level 4 (Doing Mathematics) as it required students to “think outside the box and explain why
formulas work.” The task was:
How can trigonometry be used to find the area of a triangle? Include the conditions that
indicate that trigonometry is needed to find the area. Give an example and picture of a
real-world situation where you would need to find the area of a triangle. Derive one of
area formulas.
He planned to use this task to promote mathematical analysis and provide real-world context.
Kaitlyn chose tasks that required students to graph quadratic functions given in general
form. The instructions on the first task were to graph the function and label the axis of symmetry
and the vertex whereas the second task directed students to describe the steps they would use to
graph the function. She scored the first task as Level 2 (Procedures without Connections) and
considered the potential of the second task to be Procedures with Connections (Level 3). Her
rationale was that students would follow the steps they had been taught to graph the first
quadratic function but would have to think more deeply to explain how to graph it, as required by
the second task. However, “describe the steps you would take” does not require students to
critically analyze the process, to examine why the steps are significant, or potentially make
connections between the graphs of quadratic functions and other graphs they have encountered.
In my opinion, these tasks have the same potential cognitive demand. I also think that Kaitlyn’s
limited understanding of the subtleties of the English language contributed to her superficial
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analysis of the second task. She did not answer the prompt regarding when and how she would
use these tasks for instruction.
Lauren submitted two geometric tasks. The low-level task asks for the perimeter of a
rectangular figure with four right angles indicated and congruence marks on opposite sides. Also
given are the lengths of the base and height of the rectangle. She indicated that the potential
cognitive demand of this task is Procedures without Connections and it would be appropriate
after a lesson on perimeter when the goal is to identify the sides lengths and accurately add them
together. The high-level task, with a potential cognitive demand of Procedures with
Connections, gave a grid of squares with two different regions outlined in red and blue. It asked
that the students count the squares to find the area of the polygon outlined in blue, use a formula
to find the area of the polygon outlined in red, and compare the results. The objective is for
students to discover the area formula on their own. Lauren said that she would use the task
before she taught a lesson on area to introduce the concept of area. She was the only participant
who expressed any intention of using a task prior to teaching the topic, indicating a fledgling
progressive perspective on task utilization.
Exploring Challenging Mathematical Tasks.
Throughout the semester, the teacher candidates explored mathematical tasks in order to
experience teaching that facilitates learning, consider student learning in context of their own
learning, and considering lessons to facilitate the learning of others. Stein et al. (2009)
recommend that teacher candidates explore challenging mathematical tasks as doers and learners
of mathematics, as analyzers and interpreters of students’ work, and as planners of mathematical
activity.
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Teachers as Doers and Learners of Mathematics. As described earlier, the participants
began their exploration of tasks with The Locker Problem. Their involvement in and reflection
on the open-ended problem revealed that they lacked experience and confidence in using tasks
for instruction. The teacher candidates’ familiarity with tasks was extended by the opening
activities of the two cases they examined. Their initial approach to the case activities was
procedural and lacked conceptual understanding, which they noted during our discussion of the
cases. The next opportunity to explore tasks as doers and learners of mathematics occurred when
the AMSTI secondary mathematics specialist visited during the methods course and guided them
in the Tri-Square Rug Games problem (Appendix T) and the Spaghetti Trig activity (Appendix
U). They solved the adapted Hiking Trip task (Appendix I) the following week, guided by the
researcher.
The Tri-Square Rug Games problem encourages discovery of the Pythagorean Inequality
theorem if it is presented in an open-ended manner without reference to the Pythagorean
theorem. The fair game occurs when the rugs form a right triangle since the area of the largest
square (which would be drawn from the hypotenuse) is equal to the sum of the areas of the
smaller two squares. Thus, Al and Betty have the same chances of winning. When the triangle is
obtuse, the area of the largest square is greater than the sum of the areas of the other two squares,
so it is more likely that Al will win. Betty is more likely to win when the triangle is acute since
sum of the areas of the two squares is more than the area of the largest square. These outcomes
are shown in Figure 17.
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Figure 17. Outcomes of the Tri-Square Rug Games problem.
The math specialist gave an overview of the AMSTI philosophy, including an emphasis
on the SMPs and the importance of tasks that promote them. Then she introduced the Tri-Square
Rug Games problem with a PowerPoint slide of the standards associated with it, including the
Pythagorean theorem. She distributed the materials, read the problem, and then asked them to
work together. During this activity, Chad, Lauren, and Jacob worked as a team while Allison and
Kaitlyn worked cooperatively. Both groups quickly cut out the provided square “rugs” of
various sizes and began placing them corner to corner, forming triangles in between them. Each
of these represented a “game.” Since the presenter had mentioned the Pythagorean theorem and
the teacher candidates had previously completed a similar “proof” of the theorem in their
Geometry course, I assumed they would go directly to the solution. However, their deliberations
revealed that they had not incorporated this conceptual knowledge into their common content
knowledge. Allison and Kaitlyn were initially confused on the criteria for winning the game,
thinking that the area of the triangle was important:
Kaitlyn: Ok, so we were saying that this one was Al’s since the inside triangle is
as small as you can get. So, the chances of someone hitting the inside is less than
the chance of someone hitting the sides.
AMSTI Specialist: What does it take for Al to win? When does Al win?
Kaitlyn: If he hits the big one.
AMSTI Specialist: So, the reason Al wins is because the dart hits the big square,
which has nothing to do with hitting the triangle inside. It has to do with size of
the big square as compared to the little ones.
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Allison: I feel like the smaller all three of them are, the better chance Al has because
you have a better chance hitting the big one that either of the smaller ones. But if
all of them were bigger, Betty would be more likely to win because both of them
are bigger.
AMSTI Specialist: But so is the largest one.
Allison: I know, that’s what’s confusing!
Kaitlyn: So, you’re saying that fair means it has to be fair for both of them? Like
they both have a fair chance to win?
AMSTI Specialist: An equal chance to win. So hitting this one [pointing to largest
square] means that Al wins, but Betty wins if the dart hits either of these. [pointing
to the smaller two squares]
Kaitlyn: Oh, so I was thinking about it wrong!
AMSTI Specialist: Why do you think Al would win on this one?
Allison: Because the two small ones are so small, it would be unlikely that a dart
would hit them.
Kaitlyn: Can we skip Al for a minute and talk about the fair thing?
AMSTI Specialist: Let’s look at this one. [pointing to set of rugs with an obtuse
triangle] Who wins this one?
Allison: Al. I said Betty at first on this one just because the two smaller squares
are big, but then I think the big square is bigger, too.
AMSTI Specialist: So, who wins on that one?
Kaitlyn: I think Betty.
Allison: This is the fair one.
AMSTI Specialist: How do you know?
Allison: Well, they are not going to be completely equal because the squares don’t
equal to each other.
AMSTI Specialist: Can you find a combination that does?
Allison: Yes?
Kaitlyn: I was just thinking the equal part is because these squares are smaller and
these are bigger. [pointing to two different games] And, this triangle is bigger so
you’d be more likely to hit it.
AMSTI Specialist: Ok, we are only thinking about the relationship between the
three attached squares, not comparing two different games. And, we are not
thinking about what will happen if you hit the triangle in the middle of the squares
because that won’t count at all, you just drop the dart again if that happens. We
only want to know what happens if you hit a square. Go back and read the problem
again.
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From this discourse, it is obvious that Allison and Kaitlyn are lacking in common content
knowledge of the properties of right triangles. They had not made the connection between the
sum of the area of the squares on the legs of a right triangle and the area of the square on the
hypotenuse. They had no mathematical explanation for their assumptions as to who would win
each game. During this same amount of time, the other group had assembled four sets of games
and glued each under one of three columns on their poster, Al, Betty, or Fair.
I asked them to explain their reasoning:
Chad: We know one way to find it, but we are trying to think of another way. What
we assumed is that if the triangle inside is obtuse, then Al wins. If the triangle is
acute, Betty wins and a right triangle means it’s a fair game.
Lauren: We did that instead of just counting to find the area of the squares. But,
we are trying to prove that would be true. I don’t know how to do it unless we have
a protractor.
Chad: I think there is a formula or property or something.
Glaze: Yes, there is.
Chad: Is it like tangent of something equals…?
Glaze: No trig is involved.
Lauren: She told us earlier that this is an eighth-grade activity, so they wouldn’t
know any trigonometry.
Chad: Did we learn this in your class?
Glaze: Yes, you learned this in Geometry.
Chad: Ok, let’s think.
Jacob: It has something to do with the Pythagorean theorem.
Chad: Ok, let’s start with the right triangle for the fair game. We know that the
area of the square off the hypotenuse is equal to the sum of the areas of the other
two squares.
Jacob: The lengths of the sides fit the Pythagorean theorem.
Lauren: When I look at the one Al wins, I called the longest side the hypotenuse
and the area of that square is more than the other two squares added.
Chad: On the one Betty wins, that area is less than the sum of the other two, so she
has more area.
Jacob: Boom! That’s it.
Chad: Great. We got it!
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AMSTI Specialist: Did you figure it out?
Chad: Yeah. When we used the Pythagorean theorem on the side lengths, c² is
equal to a² plus b² on the fair game. On the one where Betty wins, c² is less than a²
plus b² and Al wins when c² is greater than a² plus b².
AMSTI Specialist: That’s right.
Lauren: Let’s write all that on the poster.
Although Chad, Jacob, and Lauren did not recall the Pythagorean inequality theorem right away,
they realized that the Pythagorean theorem was a starting point since it was mentioned in the
content standards involved in the activity. If this had not been included in the setup of the
activity, they may have taken longer to answer the question. After they solved the problem, they
remembered that we had done the similar “proof” activity in the Geometry course. Their
common content knowledge was elemental in their problem-solving skills and in their
developing specialized content knowledge, as demonstrated later during the presentation of their
solution. In the meantime, Allison and Kaitlyn had decided on games won by Al and Betty but
were still struggling with the fair game:
AMSTI Specialist: On the fair game, a² plus b² is equal to c².
Kaitlyn: I still don’t think there is one.
AMSTI Specialist: There is a combination there that works.
Glaze: Who wrote this?
Allison: Me.
Glaze: So, you know that the bottom one will give you a fair game.
Allison: Right. That’s true.
Kaitlyn: We are just trying to figure out which triangle will make that.
Allison: We know it’s like…perfect…
Glaze: Use your words. [laughing with my hands on her shoulders] What kind of
triangle is perfect in this situation? What kind of triangle is going to be in the
middle?
Allison: A right triangle!!
Glaze: Excellent!
Allison: I knew it but thought I might be wrong!
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Glaze: Now pick out some squares that have that relationship. [we discussed the
areas of the squares until we found three that worked]
Kaitlyn: So, you have to count to find the areas.
Allison: But the question asked you to identify them just by looking.
Glaze: Yes, so even though it asked you how to determine who would win just by
looking, you really can’t. You have to know the side lengths of the squares to
determine if they will even form a triangle. Then you need to know if the triangle
is right, acute, or obtuse.
This exchange demonstrates how Allison’s concrete thinking inhibits her problem-solving
abilities. She did not move past the literal words of the activity, “Your goal is to find a way to
tell just by glancing at a tri-square rug who will win in the long run.” Kaitlyn struggled with the
idea of “fair game” as she did not understand what it was or know it related to the tri-square rugs
game. They did not readily remember the Pythagorean inequality theorem from Geometry.
Thus, their inability to recall common content knowledge inhibited the development of deep
specialized content knowledge. However, their participation in the activity as a doer and learner
of mathematics was perhaps more authentic as they reacted much like students would.
The AMSTI specialist and I sequenced their work for the presentations with Allison and
Kaitlyn going first, followed by the group that included Chad, Jacob, and Lauren. Allison and
Kaitlyn began by acknowledging that they focused first on the area of the triangle:
Kaitlyn: We were actually looking on the inside first. We were thinking that the smaller
the hole, the smaller you could get the hole to be, the better the chance you would have to
hit the rugs. And then we were focused on the sides of the squares and not the area.
Allison: Then we got caught up in trying to find what the fair one was. It didn’t take us as
long to find games for Al and Betty as it did the fair game. I kept thinking about a perfect
triangle, what that must be, but I didn’t think about a right triangle.
Kaitlyn: Me either; not at all. And that’s weird because we had written 𝑎2 + 𝑏 2 < 𝑐 2 for
Al and 𝑎2 + 𝑏 2 > 𝑐 2 for Betty!
Glaze: That is surprising, because if you’ve got 𝑎2 , 𝑏 2 , and 𝑐 2 , they represent the area of
the squares off the legs and hypotenuse of a right triangle. The relationship 𝑎2 + 𝑏 2 = 𝑐 2
only exists for right triangles. You mentioned a “perfect triangle” for the fair game. Where
you looking for three squares of the same size to form an equilateral triangle?
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Allison: I think so! We were just too focused on being able to decide that it was a fair
game by looking at it. In my mind, if the squares were the same size, it would be fair.
AMSTI Specialist: But that wouldn’t be fair because the two smaller ones added together
would be twice the area of the largest one, which means Betty would win. This is an
example of students making connections, like we talked about earlier with those eight
teaching practices. You knew the Pythagorean theorem, but do you actually understand
that 𝑎2 , 𝑏 2 , and 𝑐 2 are the area of the squares created by those side lengths?
Kaitlyn: Yeah.
Allison: At one point, we got caught up in thinking that the side lengths for the fair game
wouldn’t even make a triangle.
Kaitlyn: If the two smaller ones added up to the same length as the larger one, they
wouldn’t even make a triangle!
Allison: Yeah, we even put this non-triangle at the bottom of our poster. It was like if the
sides were the same length, it would make a line instead of a triangle! But we finally
figured it all out!
AMSTI Specialist: You got there! It took everyone a while! You just got there in a little
bit different way.
Since they worked mostly with the AMSTI specialist during the activity, I was unaware that
Allison and Kaitlyn had remembered the triangle inequality theorem, “the sum of the lengths of
any two sides of a triangle must be greater than the length of the third side.” This was a positive
outcome of the task. However, it is obvious that Allison and Kaitlyn had a procedural, rather
than a conceptual, understanding of the Pythagorean theorem. I asked all the participants if they
remembered working on the similar Pythagorean theorem “proof” in the Geometry course.
Lauren: We did something that looked exactly like this in Geometry for a right triangle
where we found out that are of the squares were equal and stuff. But I had never associated
area with the Pythagorean theorem until I got to college. Since I didn’t learn it that way,
it’s hard for me to think about the Pythagorean theorem in that way. I never even saw a
proof of it in high school.
Glaze: I’ve shared with you how I first completed AMSTI training in 2002. Since I had
been hired to teach eighth grade, we did the IMP “Looking for Pythagoras” that I was
expected to use in my class. Until then, I didn’t really understand what a square root
actually is; that if you know the area of a square, you can take the square root to find the
length of the side. I had that realization while standing in front of my eighth-grade students.
That’s because I learned my mathematics procedurally, and so did you. And that is really
a shame since you are the generation that should have had teachers who taught for
conceptual understanding and problem solving.
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AMSTI Specialist: I deal with that every day, trying to get seasoned teachers to make that
change. They have procedural understanding and teach with memorization. It’s had to get
them to understand conceptually and incorporate new things into their practice. And, they
are afraid that they won’t be able to answer a question that a student might have.
Allison: We’re the generation of teachers who are going to make that change.
AMSTI Specialist: That’s right!
Glaze: Just remember that when you get in your classroom. I’ve got recorded evidence
that you said that! These folks are going to change the world! [all laughing]
It was interesting and meaningful that the AMSTI specialist described the inservice teachers’
concerns as being very similar to those of the teacher candidates. I think this made them feel that
they were indeed capable of taking their MKT and positive dispositions toward tasks into the
schools and making a difference with their students and colleagues. After these comments,
Chad, Jacob, and Lauren presented their solution:
Lauren: While we were cutting out the squares, I knew that it involved the
Pythagorean theorem.
Glaze: How did you know to use the Pythagorean theorem?
Lauren: It was on the slide. [pointing to the projection screen at the front of the
room]
AMSTI Specialist: That was a hint up there.
Lauren: Yeah, I saw that it was one of the standards addressed. But Chad said we
weren’t supposed to know that if we were acting like students. So, we tried to think
about how to solve this if we didn’t know. So, I thought, “if Al is going to win, his
square needs to be really big compared to the other two.”
Jacob: That’s why we picked out one of the biggest squares first and then found
two to go with it that would have less total area.
Chad: And then for Betty, we knew that the smaller two had to have more area than
the biggest square. We picked out two that were close to the same size, this eleven
by eleven square and the ten by ten square and found a smaller one that would make
a triangle along with those.
Jacob: For the fair game, we found a square whose side was five units long and
began looking for two squares whose areas would add to 25.
Chad: Then we realized that since the Pythagorean theorem would be true for the
fair game, we could just use Pythagorean Triples, so we found the squares with
sides that were three and four to go along with the square we already had. Then,
we saw that the game where Al wins obviously had an obtuse triangle and knew
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that the fair game had a right triangle. We assumed Betty’s game had an acute
triangle, but we needed to prove it other than just by looking at it.
Glaze: How did you want to prove it initially?
Chad: Well, I thought maybe we could use trig, but eighth graders wouldn’t know
trig.
Jacob: Yeah, so we went back to the fair game and the fact that 𝑐 2 = 𝑎2 + 𝑏 2 .
Chad: Then we thought about the fact that on Al’s game, 𝑐 2 would have to be
greater than 𝑎2 + 𝑏 2 and checked to make sure that was true on two different
games. Then we checked two games for Betty to see if 𝑐 2 was less than 𝑎2 + 𝑏 2
and it was.
Jacob: Whenever we got an acute triangle, it’s because the hypotenuse becomes
shorter so the area decreases. But when the hypotenuse becomes longer, the right
angle turns into an obtuse angle and the area increases.
Glaze: That’s right.
AMSTI Specialist: So, on some of these, it is not obvious if it is a right, acute, or
obtuse triangle, so you had to know the math to support it. What concepts did we
cover?
Participants: Pythagorean theorem, acute and obtuse triangles, area, triangle
inequality theorem.
AMSTI Specialist: That’s a lot of math in one activity, isn’t it? [everyone agreeing]
The potential for cognitive demand of the Tri-Square Rug Games task is Level 4 Doing
Mathematics. There is no solution pathway suggested by the task instructions. Moreover, the
task required the teacher candidates to identify patterns and form generalizations based on them.
However, during the setup of the task, the presenter cued the participants regarding the
connection of the task to the Pythagorean theorem, resulting in a decline of cognitive demand to
Level 3 Procedures with Connections for the implementation of the task.
The teacher candidates then worked on the Spaghetti Trig activity (Appendix U). The
instructions told them exactly what to do, and the AMSTI specialist guided them on each step.
Thus, this activity was comparable to the tasks they had previously experienced as learners and
to the activities they incorporated in their first lessons. The potential cognitive demand of the
task was Level 3 Procedures with Connections. However, the presenter did not ensure that the
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participants made the connection between the unit circle and the sine graph, so the cognitive
demand of the task declined to Level 2 Procedures without Connections during implementation.
Little mathematical discourse took place as the teacher candidates worked on the activity and
class time expired before the they had time to discuss or present their work to their peers. The
completed product is shown in Figure 18.

Figure 18. Spaghetti Trig task completed sine graph.
At the beginning of the next class meeting, I asked the teacher candidates how they had
previously been taught the unit circle and their response what that it was given to them to
memorize. They did not think they had adequate conceptual understanding of the unit circle or
its applications. This being the case, we took time to complete an activity in which we generated
the coordinates of the points on the unit circle using special right triangles. First, we discussed
that the radius of the unit circle is one unit. Using a blank unit circle (Appendix V), we created a
right triangle at 30° using a straightedge to drop a perpendicular to the x-axis, as shown in Figure
19. We reviewed the properties of special right triangles and the participants recalled that in a
right triangle with acute angles of 30° and 60°, the hypotenuse is twice the length of the shorter
leg and the longer leg is the square root of three times as long as the shorter leg. Given that the
length of the hypotenuse is one unit, the length of the shorter leg is one-half unit and the longer
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Figure 19. Deriving the unit circle coordinates.
leg is one-half times the square root of three. Thus, the cosine of the 30° angle is the ratio onehalf times the square root of three divided by one, which is simply one-half times the square root
of three, the first coordinate of the ordered pair of the point on the unit. Likewise, the sine of the
30° angle is the ratio one-half divided by one, which is simply one-half, the second coordinate of
the ordered pair. Similarly, we derived the unit circle coordinates for the 45° and 60° angles and
then discussed how these are related to the corresponding angles in the other quadrants. The
teacher candidates responded positively to the activity and agreed that they understood the unit
circle much better after participating in it.
The researcher guided the teacher candidates as they engaged with the adapted Hiking
Trip task (Appendix I) as doers and learners of mathematics. The teacher candidates were
grouped heterogeneously for this problem; Jacob, Kaitlyn, and Lauren worked in a group while
Allison and Chad worked together. I asked them to read the open-ended problem and think
about it for two minutes on their own before discussing it with their peers. They decided they
did not have enough information to answer the question, and then I asked them to turn over the
paper and find the additional information they required. They worked quietly alone for five
minutes before sharing their thoughts with their group or partner and then began working
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together. They drew diagrams and completed tables to represent the given conditions. Each
group determined the Sue would not arrive in time to catch the backpack since it would hit the
ground before Sue could get to it. It would take the backpack between four and five seconds to
reach the ground whereas it would take Sue between five and six seconds to reach the cliff. Then
I handed them a slip of paper with questions that extended the problem. It didn’t take the
participants long to write a linear equation to represent Sue since she was traveling at a constant
rate. However, they struggled with writing an equation for the backpack.
Glaze: Is the backpack moving at a constant rate of speed like Sue?
Jacob: Yeah.
Kaitlyn: Wait, I thought we said it was falling ten each time.
Lauren: That’s not constant though, it changes.
Jacob: At first it was five and then it started gaining speed.
Glaze: Yes. It was falling faster and faster, right?
Each group worked on finding out how high the cliff would need to be for them arrive at the
same time. Attempting to write an equation to represent the backpack, they mostly used trial and
error with the given values. Chad was the first to begin using x², indicating that he realized that
the function would be quadratic. To encourage the other group, I asked them to consider the
rates of change for Sue and the backpack.
Glaze: What kind of equation did you write for Sue?
Lauren: Linear.
Glaze: Good. What was Sue’s rate of change?
Kaitlyn: It was eight every time.
Glaze: Yes, for every second of time, Sue could run eight meters.
Jacob: Right.
Glaze: The first rate of change for Sue was constant.
Lauren: That’s how we knew it was linear.
Glaze: Is that true for the backpack? Is it moving at a constant rate of speed?
Lauren: No.
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Jacob: It falls five meters per second and then in the next second it falls ten more
than that and gets faster and faster.
Glaze: So, the backpack cannot be represented by a linear equation, right?
Lauren: It doesn’t work at all.
Glaze: Look at the second rate of change. Is it constant?
Lauren: Oh, yeah. It’s ten each time.
Glaze: The second rate of change is constant, so what does that mean?
Lauren: It’s quadratic!
Glaze: Very good. Now write a quadratic equation.
After we discussed the independent and dependent variables as compared to the linear equation
they had written for Sue, Lauren and Chad wrote the quadratic equation for the backpack with
input from their group or partner. As recommended by Stein et al. (2009), participation in the
Hiking Trip task required the teacher candidates to “construct or reconstruct their own
understanding of what mathematics is and how one does it” (p. 140).
All participants felt a sense of accomplishment as they successfully completed the task.
Jacob remarked that he looked forward to the problems each week. Each group presented their
problem-solving method rationale for the task. Then we looked at the original task and the
participants agreed that the adapted task had higher potential cognitive demand since it was open
ended and did not give a solution path. The potential for cognitive demand of the original task is
Level 3 Procedures with Connections, whereas the adapted task with extension questions has the
potential of Level 4 Doing Mathematics.
Teachers as Analyzers and Interpreters. After completing the opening task for The
Case of Ron Castleman as a doer and learner of mathematics, the participants read the case and
analyzed the student work provided. Mr. Castleman wanted his students to develop a better
conceptual understanding of the relationship between percentages, decimals, and fractions as
they completed the activity. However, his students already knew the mathematical procedures
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used to convert between the different representations. When the teacher candidates participated
𝟔

in the opening activity, they too wrote the fraction 𝟒𝟎 straightaway, converted it to the decimal
0.15, and then to the percentage 15%. Upon analysis of the case, they realized that their
procedural knowledge had kept them from engaging in the task in a manner that promoted
conceptual understanding. Upon examination of the student work on the task, the teacher
candidates gained insight into the difference between the procedural fluency demonstrated by
Student A and the conceptual understanding exhibited by Student B. Moreover, they pondered
whether the correct answer implies comprehension (Student A) and how to interpret and respond
to student misconceptions (Student D).
Initially, the teacher candidates were unaware the representation used was different than
what the students would have previously seen since it was a grid of 40 squares instead of 100 as
percent comes from per centum, which means “by the hundred” or one one-hundredth part.
Since they were asked to shade six squares of a grid of 40 instead of 100, the students likely
would have engaged in the critical thinking that Mr. Castleman expected if he had implemented
this activity before they learned to change decimals to percentages. Moreover, the teacher
candidates realized that they, like Mr. Castleman’s students, had not followed the instructions
that asked them to begin the activity by using the diagram to explain how to determine the
percent of area that is shaded, then the decimal part, and then find the fractional part last.
Without writing the fraction first, the students are pressed to consider how to expand the grid to
100, stimulating conceptual understanding.
After engaging in the Hiking Trip task, the teacher candidates analyzed the work of three
students on the original task (Appendix J). They were all surprised that Student A used matrices
to write a quadratic equation that modeled the backpack’s fall from the cliff as they had not
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considered doing this themselves. After my hint that the backpack function was quadratic, both
groups had used the ordered pairs to write the equation 𝑦 = −5𝑥 2 + 121 using trial and error.
Thus, the approach that Student B used was also not considered by the teacher candidates.
Student B applied knowledge of the parent quadratic function, discerning that the y-coordinate
was multiplied by five, causing the coefficient of the quadratic term to be negative five since the
graph was decreasing from the vertex. The teacher candidates then realized that this related
closely to Sue’s linear function, which had negative eight as the coefficient of the linear term.
Moreover, the constants in both equations were the origination distances. Like Student C, the
teacher candidates did not graph the ordered pairs for the backpack. If they had done so, they
would have realized earlier that the graph was not a line; that it was part of a parabola, implying
that the function was quadratic. This experience was beneficial as the teacher candidates
recognized the difference between procedural fluency and conceptual understanding and
distinguishing whether arriving at the correct answer implies understanding, as suggested by
Stein et al. (2009). We also looked at the course of study and the teacher candidates surmised
that the Students A, B, and C would likely have been enrolled in Algebra II, Algebra I, and
eighth-grade mathematics based on their demonstrated mathematical knowledge. This led to a
discussion of how worthwhile mathematical tasks can be used in all mathematics courses.
As recommended by Stein et al. (2009), analyzing and interpreting student work on tasks
in which they had engaged enabled the teacher candidates to advance from their own
understanding to a broader consideration of how students may respond to the tasks, developing
professional judgment. Engaging in the tasks and examining the student work not only gave the
teacher candidates insight into how students may approach tasks, it also caused them to consider
the appositeness of their own content knowledge. They expressed that they would have been
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able to write the quadratic equation quickly if they had been engaged in the original task as it
gave explicit instructions, thus requiring less speculation. The teacher candidates conceded that
their CCK was essentially procedural, which hampered their ability to apply it to new problems.
This awareness is essential as they seek to acquire reform-oriented pedagogical practices. They
also expressed new awareness of tasks and heightened appreciation for problem solving as a
result of engaging in the tasks as learners.
Teachers as Planners of Mathematical Activity. As the study was designed, the teacher
candidates participated in the professional development activities and then engaged in a CRTC.
The teacher candidates worked closely together in this cyclical process of planning, teaching,
and reflecting on lessons they taught at the end of the semester. Since this is considered the
culmination of the study, results of the CRTC are described after the results of the professional
development activities are chronicled.
Analyzing and Reflecting on Instruction
Teacher candidates must be able to consider how their instructional practices and
classroom interactions affect student learning (NCTM, 2000). As recommended by Stein et al.
(2009), the participants reflected on their own experiences as learners, analyzed the teaching of
others, and analyzed and reflected on their own teaching.
Reflecting on Their Experiences as Learners. After participating in the Tri-Square Rug
Game, Spaghetti Trig task, and The Hiking Trip problem, the teacher candidates reflected on
their engagement in the activities as doers and learners of mathematics. The prompts are given
in Appendix N. Their responses provide insight into their understanding of the potential and
implemented cognitive demand of tasks, their awareness of their own disposition as they engage
in tasks, and their emerging MKT.
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Allison. In her AMSTI reflection, Allison expressed that she would like to use both
activities in her classroom as they “were very fun and made connections for the students to make
meaning on how to use the skills learned.” She conceded that she and her partner struggled most
on the Tri-Squares Rug Games problem since they “tried to find the fair game first and focused
on the visual of the squares instead of the calculations.” She accurately assessed the potential of
the task and implementation of the task with specific descriptions from the TAG and the IQA
rubrics for both activities. She noted that the Pythagorean theorem citation on the PowerPoint
slide was a factor in the decline of the cognitive demand of the Tri-Square Rug Games task as it
“gave them a hint about what to do.” Her reflection on the Spaghetti Trig activity was
particularly insightful as she noted that “we were supposed to make connections to what exactly
we were doing and were never once told that what we were doing was seeing what the graph of
the sine function looks like.” She explained that the cognitive demand of the task decreased
“due to the teacher giving us step-by-step instructions and never really explaining what the task
would result in.”
She also accurately identified the potential demand of the Hiking Trip task. Her
reflection on it was more of a report of events than a personal reflection of her involvement.
This verified my assessment of her involvement in the task as minimal and that she appeared
unaware of how to move forward with the extension questions. At one point she had even said,
“I feel so stupid, I am no help at all!” She felt that the potential of the task was not maintained
since I stepped in and discussed the first and second rate of change when neither group was
making progress in writing a quadratic equation, despite the fact that she noted, “we had crossed
the idea of it being a quadratic equation but we were unsure and left the idea.”
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Allison’s reflections revealed that she had become proficient at assessing the potential
cognitive demand of a task, quoting the rubric criteria verbatim. More importantly, she had
gained valuable insight into the factors of maintenance and demand that occur during the
enactment of tasks in a classroom. This awareness may be due to her distinctly authentic
engagement in the tasks as a doer and learner of mathematics since she was unable to readily
recall the content knowledge underlying each activity. Allison’s CCK was refreshed and
expanded due to her exposure to the middle and high school concepts addressed in the activities.
Her keen observation of the facilitators’ implementation of the tasks demonstrated that her SCK
was also increased as she became aware of the importance of unpacking the mathematics in a
manner that maintains the cognitive demand of the task.
Chad. Chad also accurately identified the potential and implemented cognitive demand
of the Tri-Square Rug Game and Spaghetti Trig tasks. He paraphrased the rubric descriptors and
discussed the factors of maintenance and decline in a familiar manner such as, “the presenter
scaffolded student’s thinking and reasoning.” Chad reflected more on his engagement with The
Hiking Trip task than did his partner, Allison. He mentioned several benefits of working on the
adapted task, including awareness of another person’s problem-solving process, improving one’s
own ability to solve open-ended problems, and insight into how students would react to tasks.
He noted that, “in order for a teacher to have lesson like these, they need to understand the
material fully, and they need to be prepared for any method they see a student use so they can
guide them.” Moreover, he expressed that he personally enjoyed the challenge provided by the
extension questions and the fact that they required him to remember and apply “mathematical
knowledge that [he] may have forgotten.”
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Chad’s broad CCK served him well as he participated in the tasks, serving as the
foundation for his SCK. He was more interested in the activities than some of his peers and fully
embraced the uncertainty as he worked through the problems. Chad acknowledged that he had
benefitted in multiple ways from engaging as a doer and learner of mathematics, including
gaining insight into others’ problem-solving and students’ possible reaction to tasks, evincing
that his knowledge of content and students had advanced.
Jacob. Jacob expressed that the AMSTI tasks provided “a great learning experience” in
preparation for using “hands-on activities in [his] future classroom.” He properly determined the
potential cognitive demand of each task but did not use any descriptors from the rubric to support
his assessment nor did he discuss the implementation of the task. He did say that the AMSTI
specialist told them exactly what to do on the Spaghetti Trig task and that she should have let
them “figure out that [they] needed to measure the distance from the x-axis to find the sine
function’s graph.”
He thought The Hiking Trip task “was a very intense and extensive problem” and
assessed the potential cognitive demand of the adapted task as Level 4 Doing Mathematics since
“students were to solve a genuine, challenging problem for which the students’ reasoning is
evident in their work on the task.” He believed that the instructor maintained the cognitive
demand of the task throughout its implementation by “asking questions that made [the teacher
candidates] think instead of telling [them] the answers” and noted that the group presentations at
the end allowed the participants to “make conjectures and support conclusions with mathematical
evidence.” Jacob also felt that working on the tasks as doers and learners of mathematics was
beneficial since they worked collaboratively with each other and had mathematical discourse
with their peers, gaining insight into how students may approach the tasks. He thought that his
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confidence in solving problems and using them for instruction had increased due to his
participation in the tasks.
Jacob’s MKT improved on every level as he participated in the tasks as a doer and learner
of mathematics. His CCK enlarged as he explored topics conceptually that he had previously
learned in a procedural manner. He also gained SCK as he correctly assessed the potential
cognitive demand of tasks and the maintenance or decline of the demand during implementation.
He explicitly acknowledged that engaging in mathematical discourse with his peers during the
tasks improved his knowledge of content and students. Moreover, he gained confidence in
solving open-ended problems and using them during instruction.
Kaitlyn. Kaitlyn did not submit a reflection for the AMSTI activities. She did accurately
assess the potential cognitive demand for the original Hiking Trip task as Level 3 Procedures
with Connections, noting that it “has a step-by-step procedure for students to do” and that it
“does not give students a chance to realize that they need to find equations” nor “allow students
to figure out how to solve the task by themselves.” Kaitlyn appraised the potential demand of
the adapted task correctly, as Level 4 Doing Mathematics. She noted that that the participants
“had to figure out on [their] own how to go about solving the task” and that it required them to
“explore and understand the nature of mathematical concepts, procedures, and/or relationships.”
She expressed that the cognitive demand of the task was maintained during implementation since
the participants “used complex and non-algorithmic thinking” and made “connections with
mathematics and real life.” Kaitlyn also positively mentioned the presentations after the task
was completed and noted that they required the teacher candidates to justify their answers.
As she reflected, Kaitlyn expressed that she believed that “it is very beneficial for us to
do these tasks because it allows us to see them through students’ eyes.” However, she disclosed
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that she still lacked confidence in solving open-ended tasks but liked “learning about them and
how to go about them.” Moreover, she expected to have “more confidence in doing taskoriented lessons” at the end of the semester.
During the tasks, Kaitlyn demonstrated limited CCK as she labored in her solution
attempts. Participation in the tasks as a doer and learner of mathematics broadened her
knowledge of the middle and high school concepts involved in them. She cited the IQA
Implementation of the Task rubric in her reflection to acknowledge that she had used the exact
language, which was appropriate and advantageous for Kaitlyn as she often grapples with words
when she paraphrases. Her correct identification of the potential and implemented cognitive
level of the tasks demonstrates that her SCK had improved. Moreover, her participation in
mathematical discourse with her peers during the tasks broadened her knowledge of content and
students as she was able to examine their mathematical thinking.
Lauren. In her reflection on the AMSTI activities, Lauren revealed that she liked both
tasks, but enjoyed the Tri-Square Rugs Game task more since it caused her to think critically.
She properly classified the potential cognitive demand of it as Level 4 Doing Mathematics since
it required “complex and non-algorithmic thinking by asking the students to create as many rugs
as possible with the given parameters, but not providing direct instruction on how to do so” and
the participants had to “use a considerable amount of cognitive effort to solve the problem.”
However, she felt that the cognitive demand of the task was maintained throughout
implementation and that “the teacher never gave the students explicit information that would
have decreased the cognitive demand of the task.” This was surprising since she had previously
responded that she knew that the Pythagorean theorem was involved because it was on the
PowerPoint slide.
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Lauren also accurately assessed the potential demand of the Spaghetti Trig task as Level
3 Procedures with Connections as it was designed “to develop a deeper understanding of how the
unit circle is related to the graph of cosine.” Lauren justly noted that the cognitive demand
decreased during implementation as the presenter “gave explicit instructions on each step the
students should take to complete the task” and “did not provide any opportunity to discuss or
explain any reasoning.” Moreover, she thought that the participants did not make any
connections on their own or develop new conceptual understanding. Lauren described the
implementation of the task as Level 2 Procedures without Connections as there “was little
ambiguity about the task, little to no connections were made during the task, and the focus of the
implementation appeared to be on completing the task correctly instead of developing a deeper
understanding of the topic.”
The Hiking Trip task reflection was less insightful; however, Lauren did note the
difference in the cognitive demand of the original and adapted tasks. She expressed that the
cognitive demand of the adapted task was maintained because “the instructor let us struggle,
guided us to help us stay on the right path, made us explain our reasoning, and allowed us to
model the math in the way that we needed to.” She also stated that she had become more
confident solving and using open-ended problems, giving herself a rating of five out of five on
using them for instruction.
As she participated in the tasks, Lauren exhibited substantial CCK, which she used
adaptively and flexibly. Her paraphrasing and expansion of the IQA descriptors in her reflection
comments regarding the potential of the tasks and implementation of the tasks demonstrates that
she had assimilated the information into her working knowledge, increasing her SCK. Her
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increased confidence for using tasks for instruction was propitious as this is one of the objectives
of engaging teacher candidates in tasks as doers and learners of mathematics.
The teacher candidates demonstrated valuable knowledge of the potential and
implemented cognitive demand of tasks and about the factors associated with maintenance and
decline of cognitive demand as they used the IQA rubrics to assess the implementation of the
AMSTI tasks and The Hiking Trip task in which they had engaged. Their responses most
frequently noted that the instructor was a guide who asked them good questions that stimulated
their thinking without giving them too much information. Thus, their SCK and knowledge of
content and students was fostered as they considered their own mathematical and pedagogical
knowledge for teaching mathematics.
The teacher candidates’ actions as doers and learners of mathematics revealed that they
were unaccustomed to using mathematics to solve open-ended problems. As previously
described, their confidence in solving problems and using them for instruction increased due to
their participation in the tasks. It was notable that their level of CCK profoundly impacted their
engagement in the tasks and the appreciation of their SCK and knowledge of content and
students. Monk (1994) determined that content knowledge is necessary, but not sufficient, for
effective teaching. Baumert et al. (2010) found a high correlation between content knowledge
and pedagogical content knowledge. Observations of the teacher candidates as they engaged in
open-ended, high-cognitive demand tasks revealed that those with advanced CCK used their
mathematical knowledge more flexibly and were able to apply it more readily to new problems
than were their peers. Moreover, their learning journal entries indicated deeper introspection and
critical analysis of the events.
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Analyzing the Teaching of Others. The teacher candidates analyzed the teaching of
others at several points during the semester. During the MCOP² training, they inspected videos
of classroom instruction for evidence of SMPs. While independently viewing an ATLAS
teaching video, they considered the Analyzing Classroom Instruction (Appendix L) questions as
they scrutinized the lessons submitted to the National Board for Professional Teaching Standards.
Then, the participants applied their awareness of research-based best teaching practices and the
SMPs as they analyzed the videos of the first lesson and evaluated their peers’ teaching and their
own instruction.
MCOP² Training Videos. Using the training materials provided by the MCOP² author
who prepares secondary mathematics teachers, we viewed teaching videos as we trained to use
the MCOP² instrument. During class, we watched three different videos as we divided the 16
MCOP² items into three sections and discussed the criteria for each item on the protocol. Then
the teacher candidates were asked to independently view the video ATLAS Case #1010
Computing Values for Properties of a Sphere in Terms of Constant “k” and assess the instruction
for all MCOP² items. This case shows a teacher facilitating group work on a real-life problem in
calculus and students working collaboratively to connect the surface area and volume of a sphere
using integration to a real-world application. We discussed their assessments during the next
class meeting and agreed that the potential of the task was Level 4 Doing Mathematics and that
the male teacher maintained the cognitive demand of the task during instruction. It was found
that they teacher candidates agreed with the researcher on 88% of their MCOP² scores. The
MCOP² short descriptors can be reviewed in Appendix D. The researcher’s and participants’
scores on the video can be seen in Appendix W. Interestingly, Chad accurately rated 100% of the
16 items. Except for Kaitlyn, the participants included comments for most of the indicators
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while Allison and Jacob commented on all of them. Their written comments and discussion
responses also revealed growth in the participants’ understanding of the SMPs, and in their
MKT, particularly their SCK and knowledge of content and students.
On the first indicator regarding student engagement in exploration, investigation, and/or
problem-solving, and on the ninth indicator “the lesson included tasks that have multiple paths to
a solution or multiple solutions” the teacher candidates referenced the IQA rubrics as they noted
that the task was a true problem since there was no suggested solution path. They also
mentioned that the task required students to explain their reasoning, demonstrating that they
understood the distinction between Levels 3 and 4. For the third indicator “students were
engaged in mathematical activities” they noticed the veteran teacher’s SCK as he facilitated their
engagement in mathematical activities by asking productive math questions and appropriately
responding to students’ questioning. Their responses for the fourth indicator “students
persevered in problem solving” confirmed that they understood that open-ended problems with
multiple entry points and solution paths are necessary for student engagement in solving
problems, exhibiting knowledge of worthwhile mathematical tasks. Moreover, they understood
the indispensability of prior knowledge for engagement in the task, demonstrating their
knowledge of content and students. The teacher candidates recognized the importance of
promoting conceptual understanding on the sixth indicator as many of them mentioned again that
the students were required to explain their thinking, which ensured that their conceptual
understanding was valued and substantiated. For the tenth indicator “the lesson promoted
precision of mathematical language” the teacher candidates confirmed that the teacher’s SCK as
he used academic language contributed to the students’ precision in their mathematical language
as they discussed the mathematics involved in the task. It was also evident in the video that a
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high proportion of the students were talking about mathematics (Indicator 12) and that they
respected what others had to say (Indicator 13). Discussion of the video case verified that the
participants understood that the teacher’s response to student questioning (SCK) and his
anticipation of student thinking (knowledge of content and students) contributed to the
facilitation of the last three MCOP² indicators.
The MCOP² training was beneficial for the teacher candidates as they analyzed teaching
videos for evidence of the SMPs. As a result, they realized that worthwhile mathematical tasks
are essential for facilitating the SMPs in mathematics classrooms. It also helped them notice best
practices for teaching mathematics.
ATLAS Teaching Video. The teacher candidates also independently viewed the video
ATLAS Case #1755 Building Understanding of Algebra Solutions Collaboratively and
responded to the Analyzing Classroom Instruction questions. In this video case, the teacher is
facilitating groups working on an activity using algebra tiles and seventh-grade mathematics
students are collaborating on how to visually represent an equation by performing 'legal moves'
to simplify the equation to find what x is equal to. For each ATLAS video, the teacher
commentary and materials used are included. The class discussion revealed that the participants
were adept at assessing the potential of the task (Level 3 Procedures with Connections) and
providing a rationale for the rating. As we discussed their answers to the question prompts, it
was apparent that they had also matured in their evaluation of classroom instruction and gained
awareness of factors of maintenance and decline of cognitive demand that occur during
implementation of the task. Moreover, their experiences working with algebra tiles as doers and
learners of mathematics and reading the Case of Monique Butler gave them greater insight into
the instruction they observed.
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Glaze: What opportunities to learn mathematics are afforded by the task?
Lauren: They were able to engage in mathematical discourse. That was important
because most of the students were English language learners, so they needed
discourse more than typical students would.
Allison: They were supposed to reason and solve problems.
Glaze: Why do you say they were supposed to?
Allison: Well, it seemed like they had used algebra tiles before, so this task wasn’t
really a problem for them.
Chad: Somewhere in her commentary, the teacher said that her school had provided
them with lots of manipulatives and she wanted to find ways to use them. It made
me think of that case that we read where the teacher taught them FOIL and then
used the algebra tiles and the students did the activity procedurally just like we did.
Allison: She even said that she had reviewed the “legal moves” with the students
before she began video recording the part we saw. It seems like that decreases the
cognitive demand right away.
Allison and Chad had related what they were reading and observing to their own experiences,
demonstrating application of their SCK and knowledge of content and students. Furthermore,
Allison recognized that the teacher lowered the cognitive demand of the task during enactment as
she provided a set procedure.
Glaze: Good. What prior knowledge and experience would students need in order
to engage in the task successfully?
Lauren: They needed to know about the “legal moves’ for solving equations.
Allison: They already knew how to use algebra tiles.
Chad: And how to solve equations.
Glaze: Are you saying that they knew how to solve equations and then applied
what they knew to the algebra tiles?
Kaitlyn: I feel like they did.
Allison: And, the teacher was right there telling them exactly what to do the whole
time.
Jacob: That right there is another thing that caused the rating to decrease. She
asked them to think but then straight up told them how to do it.
Allison: In her commentary she even admitted that she should have given them
more wait time because she noticed that she would ask a question without giving
wait time and it threw the kids off.
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Lauren: I literally wrote in my answers, “the students were continuously hounded
by the teacher and some of them were visibly overwhelmed by the onslaught of
questions asked by the teacher.”
Glaze: Wait time is very important. If students know you are just going to give
them the answer or tell them how to do it, they won’t even respond. You just have
to wait them out.
Allison: And it’s hard to figure out how long to give them. If you wait too long,
they might just give up.
Glaze: I always recommend waiting until someone gives you an answer. If you
think the students didn’t understand the question, you can rephrase it in a way that
gives them a little more to work with.
Chad: In my practicum classroom, they just sit and wait for the teacher to tell them
what to do.
Kaitlyn: Mine too. It’s like they don’t want to think too hard.
Glaze: How would you expect students to go about solving the task?
Chad: I had a question about this question. Is it asking how would we like them
to go about solving the task, or how do we really think they will?
Glaze: If you were implementing this task, what would be your expectations? How
would you want students to engage in it?
Jacob: I didn’t answer it like that.
Lauren: Me neither.
Chad: Well, I went with what I thought they would actually do; I said that I would
expect them to talk to their partner and find a good explanation for each of the cards.
Jacob: I said I thought they’d just solve the equation and then arrange the algebra
tiles to look like the solution.
Glaze: Right. And is that the best way to use algebra tiles, based on your
experience with them?
Jacob: No, not at all.
Allison: It should be the opposite way. The students should use the algebra tiles
and then make a connection with the process for solving equations.
Glaze: Good. So, algebra tiles are good for building what kind of understanding?
Chad: They are manipulatives, visual representations that build conceptual
understanding.
Lauren: She should have used the algebra tiles first. Then, she could have taught
them how to use inverse operations to solve equations algebraically.
Glaze: Right! And it is always more beneficial to build conceptual understanding
first and then follow with procedures. And this teacher, like Monique Butler,
switched those.
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This exchange revealed that the teacher candidates’ SCK had become more sophisticated as they
recognized that the “unpacking of mathematics” took place in the least beneficial manner for
fostering conceptual understanding and the SMPs.
Glaze: What decisions did the teacher make during the course of the lesson?
Allison: She noticed that the students weren’t doing what she expected them to do
so she just kept asking questions.
Glaze: Was she asking guiding questions that made them think?
Allison: She tried to get them to talk amongst themselves. She told a few of the
students to ask the people in the group about various things.
Chad: She was asking leading questions at first and then she just was trying to
hurry them along and the questioning was more direct; or she just told them what
to do.
Glaze: What decisions were made by the students?
Jacob: Very little.
Lauren: None, really.
Glaze: Who validated the answers?
Allison: The teacher.
Glaze: Who asked the questions?
Kaitlyn: The teacher asked most of the questions.
Allison: The students were asking some questions.
Kaitlyn: That was because the teacher told them to ask each other, like you said
earlier.
Allison: That’s true.
Lauren: I thought it was kind of weird that she kept saying how “they” want you
to this or that; like she was referring to some third-party person somewhere. I guess
she meant the textbook company that published the activity, or maybe whoever
invented algebra tiles.
Glaze: Teachers do that sometimes, don’t we? Act like someone else is asking the
questions. But I agree that students need to know that we are the person who knows
them well and has expectations for their engagement in the tasks we have carefully
chosen. That gives us and our teaching practice credibility. Good insight, Lauren.
What was the nature of the questions that the students asked?
Chad: They didn’t ask many. When they did ask a question, they just wanted to
know if they were right or wrong.
Glaze: We already talked about the nature of the teacher’s questions. At the
beginning of the activity, she was asking guiding questions and then moved to very
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direct questions as she was trying to force them to think in the way she wanted them
to. Did you notice that she actually took a marker from a student’s hand?
Allison: Yes! That irked me so much!
Lauren: Oh, me too! I wrote that in all capital letters in my response, “TOOK
MARKER AWAY FROM STUDENT!” She wanted a student who understood to
ask his group members if they understood, but that was crazy. It’s like she wanted
to control everything they did or said!
Glaze: What mathematical practices were students engaged in? What did the
teacher do during the lesson to support students’ engagement in the mathematical
practices? (The participants hesitated on this question, so I asked them to look at
the eight SMPs in the course of study.)
Allison: They didn’t make much sense of them, but they did persevere in solving
problems.
Lauren: They didn’t reason abstractly and quantitatively; they were not given the
opportunity to do so since she gave them the task after they already knew the
procedure.
Allison: She wanted them to construct viable arguments and critique the reasoning
of others.
Lauren: One each table, she even had cards with structured questions on them for
students to ask each other.
Allison: But then they were looking back at their notes trying to explain the
answers.
Glaze: Do you think they were constructing viable arguments?
Kaitlyn: No. They were just coming up with something the teacher had already
told them to put in their notes.
Chad: They didn’t really understand what they were trying to discuss.
Glaze: Do you think that what they were doing could be called mathematical
discourse?
Jacob: Yeah, they were talking about math. Some of them were a lot more
knowledgeable than others.
Lauren: The teacher commentary said that she wanted the students to focus on
mathematical discourse during the activity.
Chad: They were modeling with the algebra tiles, but not really in the best way.
They were using the algebra tiles to represent something they already knew.
Glaze: Good. Were they using appropriate tools strategically?
Allison: I think so. They did use the algebra tiles and the other materials she gave
them.
Kaitlyn: I don’t know, not really.
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Lauren: They didn’t use them strategically. She was right on them all the time like
“do this” and “do that” so they didn’t even think for themselves.
Allison: That was so bad, it makes my back hurt!
Lauren: What?! [laughing]
Allison: I felt so bad for them! [giggling] Goodness!
Glaze: Did they attend to precision? Did she require them to be precise in their
language?
Lauren: She said in her commentary that she did, but I didn’t ever witness her
requiring them to use correct terms.
Allison: She did, because she told one girl to ask open-ended questions that started
with “how.”
Glaze: And how about the last two mathematical practices?
Kaitlyn: Not really.
Chad: She wanted the students to be engaged in the mathematical practices but
there wasn’t much evidence of them in the video. The task would have supported
the practices if she had given it to the students before she taught them how to solve
equations algebraically.
Glaze: Good. Everyone agree?
All: Yes.
Glaze: What were the mathematical ideas with which students appear to grapple?
Kaitlyn: They didn’t know how to tell their peers how they got the answer using
the algebra tiles.
Allison: They grappled with making the connection between the visual
representation of the algebra tiles and what they already knew about solving
equations.
Jacob: You could tell they were trying to work backwards from what they already
knew, like we did when we used algebra tiles to multiply binomials.
Kaitlyn: Yeah.
Glaze: That’s exactly what I thought. What do students’ solutions tell about what
they know and understand?
Allison: They were able to solve the equations, but they needed reassurance they
were doing the right thing.
Lauren: I said pretty much the same thing.
Chad: They could solve the equation, but they didn’t make connections with
anything else.
Glaze: Good. What factors appeared to support students’ engagement in
mathematical activity, or maintain the cognitive demand of the task? At the
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beginning, we agreed that the intended cognitive demand of the task was Level 3
Procedures with Connections.
All: Right.
Glaze: So, what teacher actions supported that level?
Chad: She did choose a task that built on students’ prior knowledge. That’s all I
had.
Lauren: Yeah, me too.
Allison: At first I thought that she was helping them by teaching steps for solving
before using the algebra tiles, but then I realized that her doing that really decreased
the demand of the task since they couldn’t think abstractly when they were working
with algebra tiles.
Glaze: Any other factors of maintenance?
All: No.
Glaze: What factors seemed to hinder such engagement, or cause the intended
cognitive demand to decline?
Lauren: I’ll read my paragraph! “The teacher facilitates the cognitive decline of
the task by continuously hounding the students for feedback without giving them
ample time to contemplate their answers. Some of the students are visibly
overwhelmed by the onslaught of questions by the teacher, especially the ELL
students.” I was so angry at the way she treated them!
Chad: I said that there wasn’t enough time and she shifted the emphasis from
making meaning to correctness.
Jacob: I pretty much said the same thing.
Kaitlyn: I really felt bad for the ELL students. They were trying to figure out how
to answer the teacher’s questions instead of how to work on the task.
Glaze: Great! Do we agree that the cognitive demand of the task declined due to
her enactment of it? What score did you give it?
Allison: It was a two. [all agreeing]
Lauren: I wanted to give it lower than two because of her. But in reality, it was
probably a two. [everyone laughing]
Chad: Yeah, Level 2 Procedures without Connections.
Glaze: So, how does this compare to the other video we watched? In the other
video, the potential of the task was Level 4 Doing Mathematics and that level was
maintained during implementation of the task.
All: Yes.
Jacob: Well, both videos were submitted by teachers who were trying to get
national board certification.
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Glaze: Right. And they probably would not post the video of the teacher using
algebra tiles as an exemplar on the ATLAS site if she had not successfully gotten
her national board certification. Do you think this was a great lesson?
Allison: I think she intended for it to be a good lesson. She wanted the students to
have discourse and they did, but she tried to control everything they said.
Kaitlyn: The teacher caused it to not be a great lesson. Because of the way the
teacher asked questions and expected them to answer in a certain way, they seemed
to be more confused instead of being able to do what she wanted.
Allison: She wasn’t open to the various ways that kids might go about doing the
task. She was just focused on one way to do it; it was her way or the highway.
Glaze: How was this teacher’s instruction different from the other teacher’s
instruction?
Chad: The other guy gave them more opportunities for doing mathematics, for
engaging in the mathematical practices.
Glaze: How did he incorporate mathematical practices?
Lauren: He actually let the students work on the problem.
Allison: He guided them by asking the right questions and was more patient.
Lauren: But not hounding them! [laughing]
Jacob: And he used good wait time.
Glaze: What made the difference in the maintenance of the cognitive demand?
Chad: The first teacher had really good questions that made the students think
without giving away too much. And, he waited them out.
Kaitlyn: The task made the difference.
Glaze: Excellent!
Lauren: The task that the first teacher gave was actually a problem.
Glaze: What made it a problem?
Lauren: It was open-ended. He wasn’t so stuck in the way that he saw things that
he tried to force them to do it how he would do it. If they were wrong, he would
help them get back on the right path by saying things like, “How did you get that?”
I think he really did teach using problems and the other teacher just pulled out
manipulatives for a good video when she didn’t really teach that way on a regular
basis.
Allison: He knew the task all around and he knew what mistakes students might
make and the paths they might take. The algebra tiles teacher could only consider
her way of doing the task.
Lauren: I think the lady used direct instruction most of the time and she and her
students were not used to doing hands-on activities. She was just trying too hard
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for the sake of the video. She just needed to take a chill pill and let the students try
to figure it out for themselves.
Chad: Lauren, tell us how you really feel about it! [laughing]
Lauren: I’m sorry, but it was awful!
Glaze: Chad, tell us what you think about it.
Chad: Well, the lady was very procedural compared to the male teacher who was
comfortable with letting them work in their own way.
Glaze: And that is why I asked you to rate yourselves on your confidence in solving
problems and using them for instruction.
Kaitlyn: So, she is like us, and he is like you! [laughing]
Jacob: Right!
Glaze: Do you think that it requires more knowledge of the mathematics involved
to choose and successfully enact worthwhile mathematical tasks?
All: Yes.
Allison: It goes back to what you told us about how we will learn a lot of math
during our first years teaching.
Glaze: Right. And you will gain confidence in choosing and implementing
problems for instruction.
This discussion demonstrates that the teacher candidates had matured in their MKT as they
critically analyzed the video case of a national board-certified mathematics teacher. Initially,
their rejoinder would have been to report what they were seeing. After participating in the
professional development, they were confident and knowledgeable enough to judiciously
scrutinize the classroom instruction and make disparaging remarks when appropriate. Their
responses revealed that they had gained SCK as they detailed the teacher’s presentation of
mathematical ideas, responses to student questions, connecting topics, modifying tasks, asking
productive questions, and selecting representations. Moreover, their reactions indicated that they
had also gained insight into knowledge of content and students as they adeptly recognized the
teacher’s lack of anticipation of how students would react to the task. Their analyses of lessons
taught by their cooperating practicum teachers were also insightful, confirming the refinement of
their MKT as they critically evaluated the classroom instruction and environment. As suggested
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by research (Miels, 1999; Newhouse, Lane, & Brown, 2007), using video of exemplary teachers
in their classrooms enabled the teacher candidates to participate in guided reflection, contributing
to their potential to become reflective practitioners.
Analyzing and Reflecting on One’s Own Teaching. After analyzing the teaching of
others by viewing video cases, the teacher candidates analyzed the videos of the initial teaching
episodes. They were asked to complete the IQA and MCOP² rubrics for themselves and their
peers as they evaluated the lessons. At this point, all the participants acknowledged that they
dreaded watching the videos, demonstrating that they realized how ill-conceived their first
lessons were compared to their current level of understanding. After they had evaluated the
instruction of their peers and themselves, they received feedback from the researcher and her
math department colleague who served as the other rater. As mentioned earlier, their lessons
were teacher-centered with direct instruction followed by activities that were designed to support
practice of the learned skill. This being the case, their scores on the IQA and MCOP² rubrics
were low, as reported with the quantitative data. Their lesson planning scores were also low as
their lesson plans were generic, with little detail on what they planned to say or do.
Allison. As expected, Allison was disappointed with herself over her first lesson. She
did not realize that she had mistakenly taught material that was not aligned with her chosen
standard. She disclosed that she did not use a textbook to guide her instruction, nor did she use
published examples. Instead, she formulated the examples herself, attempting to insert “real
world” scenarios into the lesson. Most of the teacher candidates rated the potential and
implemented cognitive demand as Level 2 Procedures with Connections. Chad alone scored the
potential of the task at Level 1 or 2 with an implementation score at Level 1. The raters scored it
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Level 1 due to the limiting factor of inappropriateness of the task for the intended standard. The
teacher candidates gave MCOP² scores that were aligned with those assigned by the raters.
Feedback given by her peers included suggestions to allow longer wait time and to model
solving equations with algebra tiles or other manipulatives. Lauren noted that she “was not sure
if they knew what negatives were” and that Allison “could have explained ‘solving’ and what an
equation was better.” Her feedback of “when solving equations, you must talk about inverse
operations” was similar to my comment. Lauren’s advice demonstrated her SCK as she realized
that Allison had not connected mathematical topics nor used academic language well. In his
feedback to Allison, Chad remarked that the lesson was “procedural with no connections” and
that she “focused on the right answer.” His SCK was apparent when he observed that “the task
did not build on prior knowledge” since it required a higher level of understanding than sixthgrade students would have. Jacob also critically mentioned that Allison “gave specific
strategies” and “focused on producing correct answers.” This indicates that Jacob had also
gained knowledge of unpacking mathematical content (SCK) in a manner that benefits students
and fosters conceptual understanding.
Chad. Chad’s task for his initial teaching episode had the highest potential cognitive
demand (Level 3), yet it declined during implementation to Level 2. The teacher candidates
agreed with these ratings, except for Kaitlyn who scored the potential at Level 2 and thought it
was maintained at that level. As with Allison’s lesson, the MCOP² scores given by the teacher
candidates were aligned with the raters’ scores. Chad’s analytic nature was evident as he
assessed his own teaching.
Chad: I gave myself a three for potential of the task. I underlined “identifying
patterns and form and justify generalizations based on these patterns” because I
wanted that to be the focus of my lesson. But I ended going into procedures that
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didn’t require the students to do much thinking, so that reduced my implementation
to Level 2.
Glaze: Tell us why. What could you have done differently?
Chad: Well, I could have let them figure stuff out on their own more. They were
supposed to identify the conic by the equation without it being in standard form and
then put it in standard form. I should have let them work on that mathematically
more on their own and then ask them to justify their answer. They could have
worked in groups on that while I just guided them with questions to keep them on
the right track. That would have been a lot better than me just going over them. If
I had asked them to justify their answer, it may have bumped up the cognitive
demand up to Level 4.
This exchange revealed Chad’s advanced SCK as he recognized that he did not present the
content in the manner he intended, nor did he employ questioning that benefitted the students.
Chad revealed his impartial viewpoint during our discussion of the MCOP² scores. Of all the
participants, he was the most likely to assign scores based on strict interpretation of the written
criteria.
Glaze: What score did you give for the first indicator “students engaged in
exploration, investigation, and/or problem solving?
Allison: I said zero because there was no real problem.
Chad: I put one because they did investigate something.
Glaze: I agree with Chad about investigation. It is included in the criteria. Anyone
else?
Lauren: We did have to make the connection between standard form and not
standard form, so I gave it a one.
When we discussed the fifth indicator “students persevered in problem solving” we circled back
to the fact that there was no real problem for students to solve, and Chad wholeheartedly agreed.
He was quick to acknowledge that he scored himself at 1-students are shown generalizations
involving mathematical structure but have little opportunity to discover these generalizations
themselves or adequate time to understand the generalization. This was important since Chad
expected this to be the focus of the lesson. He was the first to acknowledge that the lesson did
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not promote modeling with mathematics. However, on the indicator regarding multiple solution
paths, he defended his score of one as opposed to the zero given by the raters.
Chad: I put one because I thought the students may decide to graph the equations
to see which conic section it was instead of algebraically transforming them into
standard form.
Glaze: Where the equations given in a form that could easily be keyed into a
graphing calculator?
Chad: Some were, but not all. The ones that were in “y equals” form and the ones
that could easily be put in that form would be easy to graph. But, then some of
them had y², so that would be really difficult to graph in a calculator.
Glaze: That’s true. What score did you give for “the lesson promoted precision of
mathematical language”?
Chad: I gave myself a score of one because I said the wrong thing.
Glaze: What did you say?
Chad: I said factor by grouping.
Glaze: And what did you mean?
Chad: Complete the square.
Glaze: There you go.
Although the students respected what others had to say and engaged in mathematical discourse,
Chad recognized that he, as the teacher, rarely used student questions/comments to enhance
conceptual understanding. He also admitted that he enjoyed receiving feedback on his
instruction.
Glaze: Now that you’ve had time to reflect on this lesson, what would you do
differently if you could teach this lesson to actual high school students?
Chad: I would put them in groups and give them the equations not in standard form,
ask them to identify the conic section represented by each one and justify their
response.
Glaze: That’s good.
Chad: Then I’d ask them to come to the board and explain how they would put it
in the standard form.
Glaze: Well, they would know how to complete the square, right?
Chad: Yes, so they would have to realize that completing the square would work.
Glaze: Right.
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As mentioned earlier, Chad’s CCK supports his SCK well. His analysis of his first lesson also
revealed that his engagement in the professional development activities cultivated his knowledge
of content and students as he gained insight into how students may react to instruction.
Jacob. Jacob’s task potential was Level 2 Procedures without Connections and he
maintained that level during implementation. He provided a set procedure for solving the task
and he gave directive modeling that did not leave any complex thinking for the students. From
the beginning of the discussion of Jacob’s first lesson, he demonstrated that his SCK had
developed since the initial instructional episode.
Glaze: Your lesson was on finding distance using the Pythagorean theorem. I think
that is a great idea. What do you think about your lesson since you’ve reflected on
it?
Jacob: Now that I know everything, it (the potential cognitive demand) kind of
went down because I told them exactly what to do. I showed them how to plot the
points, draw the legs to make the right triangle, and then told them to use the
Pythagorean theorem.
Glaze: True. What will you change when you teach this lesson again?
Jacob: I could just give them the points and let them figure out on their own that
they should draw a right triangle and use the Pythagorean theorem.
Glaze: Relative to this lesson, when would you have taught the Pythagorean
theorem?
Jacob: I would probably have taught it right before, but this task would work if
they had previously learned the Pythagorean theorem. In the textbook I looked at,
this was the last topic in the chapter that covered the Pythagorean theorem. I really
wanted them to understand how the distance formula is related to the Pythagorean
theorem, where it came from and all. Because of where the topic fell, that would
suggest that they should use the Pythagorean theorem so the potential cognitive
demand couldn’t be Level 4 but it could be Level 3 if I had gone about it right.
Glaze: Excellent. Are you saying that you could use this task to facilitate student
discovery of the distance formula?
Jacob: Yes ma’am, but I would have to change the way I went about it.
Glaze: Would it work to give them two points, or even the points and the line
segment between them, and ask the students to describe how to determine the length
of the given segment?
Jacob: That would work. The line segment would be even better. I think advanced
students would do ok with the two points, but lower-level students would probably
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need the line segment to work from. They would look at it and realize that it
resembles a hypotenuse and hopefully go from there.
Glaze: Is there any problem with finding the distance between two points that are
located horizontally or vertically from each other?
Allison: No. You can just count to find the distance.
Glaze: Where is the issue?
Chad: The oblique distance.
Jacob: Right. And that’s what I wanted the students to realize, that the distance
between the points is the same as the length of the line segment that joins them and
the connection to the Pythagorean theorem.
Glaze: And that is an important connection for students to make. That fosters
conceptual understanding instead of just procedural knowledge. After students
completed this activity, do you think they could derive the distance formula if you
gave them points not associated with the coordinate plane? You could put them on
dot paper and label them (𝑥1 , 𝑦1 ) and (𝑥2 , 𝑦2 ). Then the students could apply what
they had learned to substitute those coordinates into the Pythagorean theorem and
the result would yield the distance formula.
Jacob: I’ve never really thought about that. How long would it take you to show
me how to do that?
Glaze: Not long.
Jacob: I would like to be able to do that.
This exchange demonstrated that Jacob’s SCK had developed as he realized that he had not
“unpacked” the mathematical content of the first lesson well. His teacher-centered approach left
no room for the students to explore or discover the relationship between the length of the
hypotenuse of a right triangle and the oblique distance between two points in the coordinate
plane on their own. However, it also revealed a deficit in his SCK as he did not realize that the
following lesson should ideally be on the derivation of the distance formula, nor did he make the
connection quickly on his own when I mentioned it. His CCK was sufficient in that he knew the
Pythagorean theorem and distance formula and how and when to use them. However,
mathematics teachers’ SCK exceeds this knowledge as it enables them to connect topics in a
meaningful way that makes them comprehensible to students. Jacob’s lesson provided an
excellent opportunity to develop students’ conceptual understanding of the distance formula as it
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relates to the Pythagorean theorem, yet he was unaware of their interconnectedness. Jacob’s
favorable response was encouraging as he did express interest in learning how to derive the
distance formula from the Pythagorean theorem. During the discussion of his MCOP² scores,
Jacob also made several insightful remarks on his own teaching practices he expected to correct
in the future, especially his prolonged use of direct instruction.
Kaitlyn. Kaitlyn did not incorporate an activity in her first lesson, resulting in a score of
zero for potential and implementation of the task. Though they were hesitant to assign a score of
zero on the IQA rubrics, the teacher candidates’ scoring on the MCOP² was akin to the raters’
assessment. The lesson was principally teacher-directed instruction without a student-oriented
task, resulting in a low MCOP² score. Kaitlyn’s input during the class discussion of her initial
lesson revealed that she was not especially interested in reflecting on her teaching practice.
Glaze: Kaitlyn, tell us our thoughts on your first lesson.
Kaitlyn: I shouldn’t have done this lesson.
Glaze: Why did you choose this topic?
Kaitlyn: Ok, so I did it before at [another university] and it went really good there,
but I didn’t have the same material, technology and stuff that we didn’t have here.
Glaze: What do they have that we don’t have?
Kaitlyn: I went by her guidelines and she has certain notes in her notepad that
divides it up into certain sections.
Glaze: Ok, how many of you found a textbook to guide you on your first lesson?
Be honest.
Kaitlyn: I didn’t. I should have.
Allison: I didn’t.
Chad: I did. I used my old textbook.
Lauren: I didn’t.
Jacob: I did since I was substitute teaching in the classroom and it was readily
available.
Glaze: Did you remember that there are textbooks in the math tutoring lab upstairs
that are the same ones used in our public schools?
All: Yes.
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Glaze: When you begin your teaching career, you will need resources to guide your
instruction and the teacher edition textbook is a very good place to start. I’m not
saying it should be your only resource, but it is full of examples and exercises for
your students. Kaitlyn, go ahead.
Kaitlyn: Honestly, this was at the beginning of the semester before we learned like
what tasks were and stuff. So, that shows that all of us just taught like procedurally,
like we were taught. I chose this lesson because I thought it would be easy since
it’s just combining and stuff. I wasn’t looking for a task.
Glaze: You mentioned that the first lessons were mostly procedural. Why do you
think that is?
Kaitlyn: Because that’s all we knew. On this lesson, I think you had to teach
procedure, though. I didn’t think it was bad because I had notes and stuff. We did
definitions and examples. I guess I could have added a real-life example.
Glaze: I liked that you had guided notes for the students. But, I’m not sure that the
flow of the lesson was what you would have liked it to be. I didn’t know if they
were already supposed to have known degree, number of terms, and the other things
mentioned in this table.
Kaitlyn: I think they were. I feel like you learn that way before. It may have been
a review, but I can’t say for sure because I didn’t look. I’ll be honest, I have no
idea.
Glaze: I believe you.
Kaitlyn: I just picked a random lesson. I have no idea. Or the standards!
Glaze: That’s why it is very important, since you are novice teachers, to find a
good textbook to guide your instruction. You need to see the order in which topics
are typically presented. That will also help you understand what the prerequisite
knowledge should be for the lesson you are teaching. Also, you would know what
topic comes next.
Kaitlyn: I see what you’re saying. We just started taking notes, without anything
really at the beginning. I should have reviewed whatever was beforehand first.
Glaze: That would have been good.
Kaitlyn: Then I could have moved into how that is related to what we’re doing in
this lesson.
Glaze: Yes.
Kaitlyn: But, learning experience. I know it was bad and I know what to do next
time.
Allison: Listen, if we could go back, knowing what we know now, we would have
all nailed it.
Glaze: Sure. And that’s what you’re moving forward to from here. Everyone,
please give Kaitlyn your feedback on her lesson.
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Allison: I would have a hardcopy of your PowerPoint in front of you. There were
times that you forwarded the presentation and gave away the answers before you
meant to. That would have let you know when to wait and when to go forward.
Kaitlyn: Yeah, for sure.
Lauren: I said that you could use algebra tiles.
Chad: That’s what I said.
Allison: We didn’t know about those yet.
Lauren: They would have helped model the arithmetic involved and give a little
bit of conceptual understanding.
Glaze: Good point.
Chad: Your PowerPoint had a lot of notes and definitions and stuff; but you didn’t
make sure we knew an example of each defined term. It would have been good to
define monomial and then ask us to write down an example of a monomial and then
ask the students to come up with a definition of binomial and then polynomial and
have them write an example of each.
Glaze: I think any discussion on this topic must start with monomials since
binomials and polynomials consist of monomials that are added or subtracted. I’m
not sure you made that clear in your lesson.
Chad: I think it would help students be more interested if you broke up your lecture
with activities, too.
Glaze: Very good. I agree. Kaitlyn, your come across as lacking confidence. Is
that a fair statement?
Kaitlyn: Yeah, it was hard to teach to my peers since they already know it. I am
more confident when I’m in front of kids.
As we discussed the MCOP² scores for each descriptor, Kaitlyn rarely contributed to the
conversation. However, the other teacher candidates did make insightful comments on item six
“the lesson involved fundamental concepts of the subject to promote relational/conceptual
understanding” as they noted that Kaitlyn should have better explained “like terms” since
students struggle with this concept. I did remind them that she was placing circles, boxes, or
triangles around like terms to visually identify them, demonstrating SCK for selecting
representations for particular purposes. However, she did not give a good description of “like
terms” nor did she explain why the terms were alike. We reiterated that problem solving requires
a worthwhile mathematical task that requires non-algorithmic thinking. Allison mentioned that
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Kaitlyn encouraged a climate of respect. Chad expressed his opinion that students “sharing” in
the classroom must be more than just telling their answer; that it entails their problem-solving
methods and issues they had encountered as the engage in tasks.
Kaitlyn acknowledged that she had not planned for a task that fostered the SMPs but
planned to do so with the next lessons. After participating in tasks as a doer and learner of
mathematics, she disclosed in her learning journal that her confidence in solving problems and
using them for instruction had not improved but that she hoped it would. During the analysis and
feedback of the first lesson, Kaitlyn’s remarks implied only trivial reflection on her instruction
and only minimal growth in her MKT. Her offhand statement that teaching her first lesson was a
“learning experience” gave the impression that she was still waiting to engage in the process of
improving her SCK and teaching practice.
Lauren. The potential of cognitive demand for Lauren’s first lesson was Level 2
Procedures without Connections and she maintained that level during implementation. All the
teacher candidates agreed on the IQA scores and gave similar MCOP² ratings to the researcher
and her colleague. During the analysis and feedback on her first teaching episode, it was obvious
that Lauren had already critically reflected on the event. She expressed sentiments consistent
with the journal reflection she submitted immediately after the initial instructional episode, as
quoted directly earlier in this chapter.
As noted by Seidel, Stürmer, Blomberg, Kobarg, and Schwindt (2011) analyzing videos
of inservice teachers helped the teacher candidates develop a critical stance toward instruction;
however, examining videos of their own teaching practice more effectively promoted reflection
on teaching and learning. Moreover, viewing videos of themselves and peers supported their
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learning of teaching practices (Gaudin & Chaliès, 2015) and their reasoning about teaching as
they considered the impact of teacher decisions on student learning (Santagata & Guarino, 2011).
Analyze and Reflect on Instruction. After analyzing and reflecting on the teaching of
others and themselves, the teacher candidates began planning the two lessons they would teach
in the practicum classroom. For the remaining weeks of the semester, they discussed their lesson
plans and intended instructional tasks as they completed a TTLP (Appendix K) for each lesson.
The CRTC yielded conversations that provided evidence of maturation of their MKT as they
considered how to incorporate high-cognitive demand worthwhile mathematical tasks that
promoted mathematical discourse and conceptual understanding. The teacher candidates also
exhibited that they had become competent planners of mathematical activity as they planned and
taught lessons that incorporated high-level tasks and maintained the cognitive demand of them
during instruction. Data gleaned from the CRTC discussions, instructional episodes, IQA and
MCOP² rubric feedback, and participant reflections will be discussed for each candidate’s better
of the two lessons.
Allison. As with the initial lesson at the beginning of the semester, Allison was anxious
to get her lesson planned and delivered in her practicum classroom. In order to challenge and
support her, I had placed her in an advanced Algebra II classroom with a veteran teacher. Since
the class sizes were large, the cooperating teacher did not want her to conduct any activity that
required the students to move around the classroom to work with one another. This requirement
caused Allison to consider how she was going to enact a high-cognitive demand task with the
students sitting in rows. After conferring with the other teacher candidates, she decided that the
students would have mathematical discourse with a “shoulder partner” as they worked together
on discovering the properties of logarithms. They decided that this type of lesson would
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facilitate many of the SMPs and assessed the potential cognitive demand as Level 3 Procedures
with Connections. I agreed and encouraged Allison to carefully consider her examples and
questions as this would be crucial for maintaining the cognitive demand of the task while she
guided the students in discovery.
She began her lesson with a brief review of writing expressions in exponential and
logarithmic form using a Kahoot! quiz. Then she proceeded systematically through the
instruction following her lecture notes (Appendix X) as they discovered the Product, Quotient,
and Power Properties and use them to simplify logarithmic expressions. She also reminded them
that their calculators evaluate common logarithms and asked them how they could use their
calculators to evaluate logs with other bases. This led to a discussion of change of base and the
students derived the change-of-base formula. The students were responsive as they discussed
each question with their partners and engaged in many of the SMPs. Allison’s instruction
maintained the cognitive demand of the task and she exhibited a great deal of confidence and
mathematical content knowledge. She had written extensive instruction notes that included the
details of every example, scripted lecture comments, and questions she planned to ask the
students. As noted by Allison early in the semester, she needed to thoroughly work through the
material herself in order to competently and confidently deliver a lesson. Furthermore, I was
pleased that she followed my advice on writing a script to follow as it helped her stay on topic
and speak skillfully.
Chad. I intentionally placed Chad in an Algebra 1B practicum classroom to gain
experience with slower-paced mathematics and struggling students. At least half of his students
had individualized education plans (IEPs) or 504 plans. The cooperating teacher was renown in
the school for helping struggling students learn and emphasized drill and practice with them. He
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admitted that he rarely did hands-on activities or group work, but he was not opposed to Chad
doing so. He also worked closely with a special education teacher who often took students to
another classroom to work more intensively with them. He chose Chad’s topic of multiplying
binomials; however, he had already shown them how to multiply two binomials using the FirstOuter-Inner-Last (FOIL) memory device. This caused Chad to consider how he was going to
deliver any sort of new content and conduct a high-cognitive demand task. Before teaching his
first practicum classroom lesson, Chad practiced teaching it to his peers and they gave feedback.
He reviewed FOIL and emphasized that it only applied to multiplication of two binomials and
was just a way to remember to use the distributive property to multiply each term of the first
binomial by each term of the second binomial. Then he demonstrated how FOIL does not work
for multiplication of a binomial and a trinomial; however, the distributive property does work.
This was a very important distinction to make as students often do not make this connection on
their own and later attempt to use FOIL when they multiply a binomial by a trinomial. He then
demonstrated multiplication of polynomials using a grid as in Figure 20.

Figure 20. Grid multiplication of binomials.
This would be new information for his practicum students as the cooperating teacher had only
shown them how to use the FOIL mnemonic and the grid method can be used to multiply a
binomial and a trinomial or two trinomials, as seen in Figure 21.
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Figure 21. Grid multiplication of polynomials.
He also demonstrated another method of multiplying two binomials by treating the first binomial
as one term and distributing it to each term of the second binomial. It was evident from this
teaching rehearsal that Chad had carefully considered how to “unpack” the mathematical content
in a manner that his students could understand as he chose and demonstrated multiple
representations for binomial multiplication. He acknowledged that he had researched the topic
since he had generally only used the distributive property in the past, demonstrating that he
understood the importance of SCK in “making the mathematical content visible to and learnable
by students” (Ball et al., 2008, p. 400).
After his brief teaching episode, Chad sat down with his peers and began deliberating on
a task for the lesson. From the math tutoring lab, he retrieved the Algebra 1 textbook that was
used in his practicum classroom and found the section on binomial multiplication. The
following problem was given as an introductory task.
A park has a rectangular dog run with length 30 ft. and width 20 ft. The Parks
Department wants to expand each end of each side of the dog run by the same amount x.
What will be the total area of the expanded dog run? Justify your reasoning. (Charles et
al., 2012, p. 253)
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Chad and the other participants began analyzing the task and determined that the potential
cognitive demand of the task for average students would be Level 4 Doing Mathematics if it
were used as an introductory task, as intended. For average students who had already learned
FOIL, the potential cognitive demand would be Level 3 Procedures with Connections. However,
since Chad’s students were in a lower-track Algebra I course, and the task would be given as an
introductory assignment, they decided that the cognitive demand for them would be Level 4
Doing Mathematics, and I agreed. They also discussed possible student reactions to the task as
Chad returned to the front of the room to rehearse the instruction required for successful
implementation of the task. The textbook task provided a representation; however, Chad decided
to give the problem without providing the representation. This demonstrated that Chad had
matured in his MKT as did not strictly adhere to the textbook task, as teachers often do (Doyle,
1983). As he drew a figure to represent the problem, the teacher candidates recognized that a
student misperception may be to just add x to each side instead of adding 2x to the length of each
side of the dog run. Chad noted that he would suggest to the students that they draw a
representation of the problem if he saw that they were not doing so. Then he would support them
with questions that guided their thinking. The teacher candidates also related the figure he had
drawn to the algebra tiles area model they had worked with as they factored polynomials, which
exhibited that they were making connections between representations (SCK). Then Chad
realized that the product of the two binomials was equal to the total area of the parts that were
created when x was added to each side of the dog run (See Figure 22).
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Figure 22. Area model of Chad’s dog run task solution.
This new understanding was beneficial for Chad, adding another layer to his SCK as he
connected topics and selected representations for his purpose. It also enhanced his knowledge of
content and students, giving him insight into student thinking, misconceptions that may arise,
and how they may react to the task. Most importantly, Chad was better prepared to teach for
conceptual understanding due to CRCT he had experienced with the other teacher candidates.
Chad’s lesson title “Why Do We FOIL?” demonstrated increased awareness of the
importance of teaching for conceptual understanding. Also, he began with a brief pretest that
included the question, “What is a monomial? a binomial?” which required more than procedural
understanding of FOIL. Then he began the lesson by reviewing how to find the area of a
rectangle. The review was intentional as this skill was prerequisite for the task, and it reduced
the immediate association to FOIL. Since the cooperating teacher did not often incorporate
group work, Chad allowed the students to choose a partner for the Dog Run Task. He wrote the
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problem on the board and asked them to begin. Most students started by finding the area of the
original dog run. After observing the students for a few minutes, Chad gave them the “hint” that
they were not looking for a specific number, that the variable x would be part of the answer. As
indicated during the rehearsal, he advised many of the students to draw a figure that included the
expansion. He asked one group to come to the board and share the figure they had drawn.
Although they were not accustomed to working on open-ended problems, the students
persevered on the task. Chad asked guiding questions that led the students to writing the lengths
of the expanded sides of the dog run. The students were very excited when they realized that the
expanded lengths of the sides were binomials and that they knew how multiply and find the area
of the expanded dog run. Chad asked two students to come to the board and share their solution.
They had used FOIL, so Chad initiated a discussion on the usage of FOIL. He helped them
recognize that it can only be used on two binomials. Then he showed them the other methods he
had rehearsed with his teacher candidate peers. At the end, he returned to the Dog Run Task
figure and showed the students that the sum of the areas was the same as the answer they had
gotten by using FOIL. Lauren and I assessed the lesson together and agreed that Chad
maintained the level of cognitive demand during instruction, resulting in student participation in
the SMPs. It was obvious that Chad related well to lower-level mathematics students as they
were responsive to his offbeat sense of humor. He was well-prepared and gave the students
valuable press and support during the task implementation. After the lesson, he was elated that
the students had participated so fully in the task and solved it with support.
Chad began the semester with strong CCK and experience tutoring adult mathematics
learners at the community college. His abilities to critically reflect on his experiences as a
learner of mathematics and analyze the teaching of others were particularly valuable throughout
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the semester as he progressed in his SCK and knowledge of students. Moreover, he was the first
to fully embrace and commit to the process of improving MKT through engagement in the
planned professional development activities, resulting in a positive disposition throughout and
following the research semester. As a result, I confidently recommended him to a local school
system when they requested a mathematics teacher intern to be placed with a teacher who
happened to be one of our former students.
Jacob. After participating fully in all the professional development activities, Jacob
missed two class meetings during the CRTC period. Thus, he did not discuss the plans or tasks
for the second and third lessons with the other teacher candidates. Since he had previously
completed the second practicum course, he taught his lesson to his peers during the afternoon
methods course. At the time, he was a full-time substitute teacher at his local middle school, so
he chose to teach eighth-grade lessons. His initial lesson was on using the Pythagorean theorem
to find the distance between two oblique points in the Coordinate Plane. As described earlier, he
did not realize that the lesson would be ideal for leading into a derivation of the distance formula,
which I later explained to him. He chose the Pythagorean theorem for his second lesson topic as
he had recalled the informal “proof” that he had done in my Geometry class. We had discussed
earlier in the semester that task would be best used to introduce the Pythagorean theorem since
the only prerequisite knowledge required is counting to find the area of the squares drawn off
each side of a right triangle. Students could be guided to discover the relationship between the
areas on their own, building conceptual understanding. If the task were intended for this
purpose, it would have potential cognitive demand of Level 4 Doing Mathematics. However, as
he planned and implemented the task, Jacob used the task after he taught the students about the
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Pythagorean theorem, resulting in a potential and implemented cognitive demand of Level 3
Procedures with Connections.
Jacob chose volume of cylinders as his topic for his final lesson. All the teacher
candidates assessed the task and instruction using the IQA and MCOP² rubrics. They agreed
with the raters that the potential cognitive demand of the task was Level 4 Doing Mathematics as
it had the potential to engage students in exploration and build conceptual understanding of the
volume formula. He began instruction by reviewing prerequisite knowledge for the lesson:
vocabulary, calculating area of circles, and solving proportions. He then incorporated a brief
activity during which the students measured the circumference and diameter of several round
objects and found that the ratio of the circumference to the diameter of any circle is Pi. This was
related to the lesson; however, the appropriate time for this discovery activity would have been
in a prior lesson before the area formula for circles was introduced.
For the main task, he told them the formula for volume of cylinders and gave them
several different sizes of aluminum drink cans. Jacob instructed them to measure the radius and
height of each cylinder using centimeters and substitute the dimensions into the volume formula
𝑉 = 𝜋𝑟 2 ℎ to find the volume of each can. Then he told them that one cubic centimeter of
volume held one milliliter of liquid and asked them to check the label of each drink container to
determine if they accurately calculated its volume. After the students discussed their results,
mistakes, and misconceptions on this task, Jacob modeled making a cylinder from a piece of
white printer paper and a paper plate. Then he asked, “Which cylinder will hold more popcorn?
Will the cylinder formed when you roll the paper this way (longwise) hold the most popcorn? Or
does the cylinder formed when you roll the paper to join the shorter ends hold more popcorn?”
He directed them to write down their conjecture and give a rationale for it and then the teacher
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candidates discussed their theories. Allison and Kaitlyn thought that the two cylinders would
have equal volumes since the same piece of paper was used to create them. Chad and Lauren
were confident that the shorter cylinder would have greater volume. They reasoned that the
height and the radius of the base were different so the cylinders would not have the same
volume. They felt like the larger base of the shorter cylinder would give it more capacity. Jacob
then distributed the NCTM Illuminations activity “Popcorn Cylinders Anyone?” (Appendix Y)
and asked them to work through the activity to determine how changes in the radius and height
of a cylinder affect its volume, as seen in Figure 23, and support their conclusions with
mathematics. The participants concluded that the area of the base determines the volume.

Figure 23. Participants working on “Popcorn Cylinders Anyone?”
During the task, Jacob was relaxed as he let the participants explore and make
connections on their own. He gave little direct instruction after the introductory review,
choosing instead to facilitate the task by asking essential questions and casually observing the
teacher candidates as they worked on the task. If he were teaching this lesson to eighth-grade
students, it may be necessary to give them more guidance as they complete the activity.
However, for our purposes, his implementation of the task demonstrated marked improvement in
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his SCK as compared to his initial instructional episode. During his first and second lesson, he
had chosen tasks that could have led students to discover or derive formulas on their own;
however, he “unpacked” the mathematical content in a manner that invalidated that option by
telling the students what they were meant to find, providing a set procedure for solving the task,
or giving examples that were too directive. For his last lesson, he modified the NCTM task by
using it in an open-ended manner that required the participants to engage in exploring the nature
of mathematical concepts and relationships, make conjectures and support conclusions with
mathematical evidence, and communicate mathematically with their peers. As noted by Stickles
(2010-2011), Jacob had struggled to generate his own problems earlier in the semester but had
greater success adapting an existing task. His ability to appraise and modify the task
demonstrated mature SCK. Furthermore, Jacob’s knowledge of content and students had
improved, as demonstrated by his sequencing of the discussion regarding the participants’
conjectures, rationales, and conclusions.
The teacher candidates and I agreed that Jacob had maintained the cognitive demand of
the task during instruction at Level 4 Doing Mathematics. As a result, the participants were
actively engaged in the SMPs, resulting in a high MCOP² score. The teacher candidates gave
valuable feedback to Jacob after lesson. They thought the multiple representations of cylinders
used were particularly beneficial. Jacob’s reflection on the lesson revealed that he understood
how different this lesson was from his first lesson. Moreover, he felt much more confident in
using open-ended tasks for instruction and was well aware that his facilitation of tasks had
greatly improved since the beginning of the semester.
Kaitlyn. During the first two weeks of the CRTC, Kaitlyn did not bring a task to analyze
with her peers or attempt to rehearse instruction with them. For the first lesson in her Algebra
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1B classroom, she used an activity directly from the Internet entitled “Who Killed Mr. Quad?”
which was similar to “Clue” as the students had to factor 20 quadratic equations to determine
who, what, and where about Mr. Quad’s death. As with the initial teaching task used by her
peers, Kaitlyn’s task was beneficial as review exercises, but the potential cognitive demand was
low. Chad, Lauren, and I assessed the potential cognitive demand as Level 2 Procedures without
Connections and determined that Kaitlyn maintained that level during implementation of the
task. Consequently, she also received low MCOP² scores as the task facilitated few of the SMPs.
The next week of the CRTC, Kaitlyn asked for suggestions on her next lesson, which
would be on the Quadratic Formula. As her cooperating teacher was committed to drill and
practice for the slower-paced Algebra 1B class, she encouraged Kaitlyn to use direct instruction,
giving the students the Quadratic Formula and then incorporating another review activity. Since
this would be another low-cognitive-demand task and result again in low rubric scores, the
teacher candidates began deliberating on a high-cognitive-demand task that would be feasible for
the students. Lauren asked if the students had learned how to complete the square and Kaitlyn
replied that they had completed the square the previous week. Then Chad suggested that she
give them a task that would lead them to derive the Quadratic Formula. Kaitlyn responded that
she had no idea how to derive it herself. The group then spent time deriving the Quadratic
Formula from the standard form of a quadratic equation, 𝐴𝑥 2 + 𝐵𝑥 + 𝐶 = 0, by completing the
square. They had a good time teasing Chad about his initial lesson when he inaccurately told
them to “factor by grouping” when they were, in fact, completing the square. For maximum
effect, I suggested to Kaitlyn that she use the derivation task as the introductory activity for the
lesson. We all agreed that the potential cognitive demand of the task would be Level 4 Doing
Mathematics if presented to Algebra 1B students without a worked-out example.
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As she began the lesson in her practicum classroom, Kaitlyn was visibly nervous. Her
cooperating teacher had agreed to let her incorporate the derivation task but asserted that the
students were incapable of completing it without a review of completing the square. Instead of
giving a brief review of the procedure herself, Kaitlyn chose to give two exercises as the
introductory activity, which took the students 15 minutes to complete. She then spent another 25
minutes going over the two questions since she kept asking the students questions like “What did
you do here?” and “Does everybody get that?” while accommodating every personal student
comment. She did mention that the equations were given in standard form (although she called it
standard format) and the coefficient of the quadratic term was considered A, the coefficient of
the linear term was B, and the constant was C. This was intentional as she prepared them to use
the same procedure on the derivation task. Finally, she began the task with the students in
groups of four. To my dismay, she wrote the standard form of a quadratic equation on the board
and told the students that they were going to find the Quadratic Formula by completing the
square. After that, several of the students did engage in the task and made good progress on the
derivation. However, most students just watched their peers work or complained that they didn’t
know what to do. Kaitlyn is such a sympathetic person that this upset her, which was likely the
desired response. To compensate, she returned to the front of the room and began demonstrating
and explaining it to them. Even then, the students who were persevering on the task told her the
steps to take and saw the derivation through to the end. At one point, she told the student that
they were “proving the Quadratic Formula” because she wanted them to “know where it came
from.”
Several factors associated with the decline of high-level cognitive demand were evident
in Kaitlyn’s implementation of the task. She did not press the students or hold them accountable
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for high-level thinking nor did she give students enough time to wrestle with the demanding
aspects of the task. The most significant factor of decline observed was that problematic aspects
of the task become routinized. The students pressed Kaitlyn to reduce the complexity of the task
by demonstrating the steps to perform, and she did so by modeling how to do the problem. Thus,
the cognitive demand of the task declined to Level 3 Procedures with Connections during
implementation. Allison’s MCOP² comments underscored the issues that were observed during
the lesson as she stated, “the lesson was mostly teacher-led” and “half of the students were
problem-solving while others were just copying.”
Although Kaitlyn did not maintain the cognitive demand of the derivation task during
enactment, she demonstrated growth in her SCK as compared to the beginning of the semester.
During her initial lesson, she lectured and gave guided notes but did not incorporate any type of
student activity. Her first practicum lesson task was similar to the other teacher candidates’
initial activity in that it was intended to facilitate student practice. For her last lesson, she did
recognize that she needed to choose a high-cognitive-demand task and sought out her peers’
advice and assistance in choosing it, demonstrating a modest increase in her professional
knowledge. Her implementation of the derivation task would have been more successful if she
had not wasted so much time on the review prescribed by the cooperating teacher. Kaitlyn’s
persistent lack of knowledge of content and students was the leading cause of her failure to
maintain the cognitive demand of the task as she did not anticipate how students would react to
the introductory task nor the main task. Furthermore, it was apparent that she still has trouble
understanding students’ mathematical thinking as they engage in discourse since she struggled
with answering their questions.
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Kaitlyn waited too long to fully engage in the professional development opportunities. In
fact, she never really “bought in” like the other participants. It’s difficult to determine the root of
this issue, and I do believe that Kaitlyn will struggle tremendously as a secondary mathematics
teacher if she manages to complete all requirements for certification.
Lauren. Since Lauren had shown an inclination for geometry when she was in my class,
I chose to place her in a College-Preparation Geometry classroom for the practicum. She did
well with her first lesson on transformations in the Coordinate Plane although she did not
maintain the potential cognitive demand. Chad, Kaitlyn, and I assessed the potential cognitive
demand of her task as Level 4 Doing Mathematics, but the cognitive demand decreased to Level
3 Procedures with Connections as the task was implemented during instruction.
Lauren’s MKT was best exhibited by her instruction that maintained the cognitive
demand of the task and the adjustments she made in her instruction during her second lesson on
theoretical and experimental probability. During the CRTC, she brought a potential activity that
she had found on the Internet to share with her peers. During her initial instructional episode,
she used a “scavenger hunt” from the Internet that was too long and contained some questions
that were not appropriate for her objective. Her desire to thoroughly examine a prospective task
before giving it to students reveals that she had grown professionally since the beginning of the
semester. She recognized that valuable insight into how students will think about a task is gained
by engaging in the task as a learner of mathematics, demonstrating growth in her knowledge of
content and students. The participants completed the original activity together, discussed how
students may react to it, voiced their concerns regarding the task, and assessed the potential
cognitive demand as Level 2 Procedures without Connections.
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When Lauren taught the lesson, she gave her revised task to Allison, Chad, Kaitlyn, and
me to assess with the IQA Potential of the Task rubric. We all agreed that the potential cognitive
demand of the task had increased to Level 4 Doing Mathematics, which she skillfully maintained
during implementation. She began the lesson with a culturally familiar entry point.
Lauren: Has everyone seen the show “Wheel of Fortune”?
Students: Yes.
Lauren: Why is the slice that has $10,000 on it smaller than the others?
Student: They don’t want you to win it.
Lauren: Why are you less likely to win it?
Student: Because it’s smaller and you are not as likely to land on it.
Lauren: Alright, good. Today we are going to talk about theoretical and
experimental probability. What’s the difference in theoretical probability and
experimental probability?
Student: Theoretical probability is what is supposed to happen and experimental is
what actually happens.
Lauren: Good. Let’s say I have this circle that has six sections that are numbered
one through six and are the same size. [drawing on the board] If I throw a dart at it
six times, theoretically speaking, it will land on the number three only once. Do
you agree?
Students: Yes.
Lauren: So, theoretical probability is the number of favorable outcomes divided by
the number of possible outcomes. Does everyone remember that?
Students: Yes.
Lauren: What could actually happen if I throw a dart at the circle six times?
Student: You could miss it altogether! [laughing]
Lauren: And I probably would since I’m terrible at darts! [smiling]
Student: You could hit the number three several times or not at all.
Lauren: And that is experimental probability, what really happens. Let’s talk about
pizza, my favorite food. Everyone likes pizza, don’t they?
Students: Yes!
Lauren: Let’s say I have a pizza and half of it is pepperoni and the other half is
cheese. My friend, Allison and I are going to sit down and eat it together. What is
the chance that I get a slice of pepperoni pizza if I get to choose the first slice?
Students: One half or 50%.
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Lauren: Right. What if only one-third of the pizza is pepperoni?
1

Students: One third or 33 3%.
Lauren: Good. That’s theoretical probability. But if I don’t go first, and we race
several times to get pizza, it may not turn out the same. So, experimental
probability is the number of times the outcome happened divided by the number of
attempts. Now you need to get into your assigned groups and work on this activity.
Lauren demonstrated knowledge of content and students as she introduced the lesson with two
examples that are known to be of interest to teenagers, money and food. She later confided that
she ad-libbed the pizza example on the spot as she needed another case in which probability can
be considered in terms of area, which explains why it was not as well-formed as the first
example.
During the task, students worked in groups to examine the relationship between area and
probability using spinners Lauren had made, as seen in Figure 24.

Figure 24. Lauren’s probability task and spinners.
This facilitated the students’ engagement in all the SMPs, as reflected in the MCOP² scores. She
had adjusted the task found on the Internet to exclude direct procedural instructions and replaced
them with guiding questions that allowed the students to discover the relationship on their own.
This was not surprising since Lauren was the first teacher candidate to suggest using a task for
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this purpose. Her adeptness at modifying an existing activity to increase its potential cognitive
demand and guide students to make and confirm conjectures demonstrated superior SCK. The
students persevered in the task and Lauren sequenced their presentations well, facilitating an
effective discussion that assured all students had gained the intended conceptual understanding
of the relationship between the area of the sectors, theoretical probability, and experimental
probability, demonstrating excellent knowledge of content and students. Overall, Lauren’s MKT
had grown considerably over the course of the semester as she critically examined her beliefs
about teaching and learning and their effect on her instructional practices. She remained
receptive to feedback during the professional development process, which resulted in finishing
the semester with a more professional demeanor and increased confidence in her decision to
become a math teacher.
SMP Survey and Final Philosophy of Teaching and Learning
At the end of the semester, the teacher candidates received the online SMP Survey again
and were asked to respond in an open and honest answer. They also wrote their philosophy of
teaching and learning again using the same prompts (Appendix N). Their responses offer insight
into the changes that had occurred in their understanding of the SMPs and their beliefs on
teaching and learning mathematics.
Allison. At the beginning of the semester, Allison strongly agreed that “drill and practice
are essential for developing mathematical understanding”; however, at the end of the semester,
she agreed to this statement, indicating a diminished reliance on this traditional instructional
method. She also changed her intentions in that she would “ask students to justify their choice of
variables and procedures and evaluate the appropriateness of a model” during every lesson
instead of only in some lessons. She exhibited that she valued student collaboration and
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mathematical discourse more at the end of the semester when she noted that she would have
students “work together as a class with students responding to each other” during every lesson
instead of most lessons, as she had initially responded.
Her revised philosophy of teaching and learning reflected the changes noted in her survey
responses. Although she claimed to hold humanist and constructivist ideals in her initial
philosophy, she emphasized her humanistic approach as she related the importance of being a
good role model and making students feel comfortable. In her second submission, she
articulated her expanded view of constructivism as she indicated that “making connections with
the mathematics and forming meaning” was the “most critical objective” for mathematics
learning and that “students should continuously build from prior knowledge” to do so. Her
intended strategies also revealed a more research-based viewpoint as she championed
cooperative learning methods, use of technology, and a classroom layout that would promote
students working together on real-world problems and meaningful tasks. Allison concluded her
amended philosophy of teaching and learning by affirming that the professional development she
had received during the research semester had given her a “new and improved sense of teaching”
as she felt better prepared to teach mathematics in a manner that benefits students “outside the
classroom and in their future careers.”
Allison’s MKT showed marked improvement from the beginning to the end of the
semester. For her initial lesson, she mistakenly relied on her own recollection of sixth-grade
mathematics content for her instructional objectives, content, and examples. Although resources
were readily available, she did not even consult a sixth-grade mathematics textbook for guidance
on her lesson nor did she make teaching notes. However, during her last two lessons she used
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detailed notes and examples that she had constructed using the teacher’s textbook, demonstrating
growth of professional knowledge.
Chad. Like Allison, Chad indicated decreased regard for drill and practice at the end of
the semester than he did at the beginning of the semester. He no longer believed that “some
students have a natural talent for mathematics and others do not,” and he had gained appreciation
for cooperative groups as he indicated he would have students “work together as a class with the
teacher teaching the whole class” for most lessons instead of just some lessons.
His initial philosophy of teaching and learning espoused pragmatic and existentialist
principles; however, Chad did not mention these in his revised version. Instead, he asserted that
he “strongly agreed with constructivist theorists” as “students can gain so much more from
finding things out on their own” which “helps students to develop problem-solving skills and
creativity, which is vital in the real world.” The teacher, in his opinion, should support and guide
students as they “create their own way of understanding.” Chad supported this belief with his
intent to incorporate discovery tasks, problems, and projects to “promote student discussions
where they share ideas on how they might solve a problem” as they work in groups and present
their work to their peers. He noted that “it is best to let students struggle and make mistakes
because they can learn more from these mistakes than from the teacher giving them the answer.”
Chad began the semester as a good mathematician; possessing ample content knowledge
which he readily used. As the semester progressed, he engaged fully in the professional
development activities and embraced the challenges. During the following summer semester, he
attended the first-year training offered by our AMSTI site and knowledgeably discussed the
importance of tasks, which are at the heart of the AMSTI philosophy.
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Jacob. Jacob also valued drill and practice less at the end of the semester than he did at
the beginning of the semester. Moreover, he disagreed with the statement “some students have a
natural talent for mathematics and others do not” on the post-survey when he had strongly agreed
with this sentiment on the pre-survey. He expressed that he would have students “work on
problems for which there is no immediately obvious method of solution” every lesson instead of
some lessons. Jacob acknowledged that he planned to require students to “use technology to
solve exercises or problems” and “justify their choice of variables and procedures and evaluate
the appropriateness of a model” more often, in most lessons.
In his initial teaching and learning philosophy, Jacob indicated that he believed the
essential goal of education was to “prepare students for their future and to create loyal citizens.”
His final philosophy echoed this sentiment, but he did express that students “need to figure
things out for themselves” and he wanted to “give more problems” to help them do so. He also
stated that he thought it was important for students to work together and have mathematical
discourse.
Kaitlyn. Kaitlyn changed her response to the statements “hands-on activities are
important for learning” and “understanding should precede fluency with computations” from
agree to strongly agree. The most appreciable change in her pre- and post-survey responses
occurred on the statement “mathematics is primarily a formal way of representing the real world”
as she amended her belief from strongly disagree to strongly agree, indicating that she became
aware that mathematics is applicable to real-world situations and should be taught in a manner
that facilitates student understanding. Her inclinations for grouping students remained the same
throughout the semester as she demonstrated that she enjoyed collaboration with her peers and
found it beneficial to place students in groups for activities during her instructional episodes.
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Although Kaitlyn highlighted the “urgency of doing” in her initial teaching philosophy,
she focused on “deeper internal goals” such as “passion, respect, love, willingness, openmindedness, and enjoying the process of learning.” In her final submission, she described her
teaching goal was to “not only teach students in a way that will make them think critically, work
collaboratively, and learn the material, but also learn to strive to be the best they can be” and to
“also teach students their worth.” She reiterated that aligning her teaching beliefs with
behaviorism and cognitivism helped her better understand her students’ strengths and weaknesses
and that she intended to use varied teaching strategies to support them. Kaitlyn did express she
“would like to give assignments that are task oriented when possible” as they “allow students to
critically think and use prior knowledge” and that “this is where students will be challenged and
grow the most.”
During the instructional episodes, Kaitlyn’s desire to ensure that students felt
comfortable, valued, and understood were obvious in her teaching practices; this is likely her
greatest asset. However, it also proved to be a drawback as the students exploited her kindness
and concern, effectively derailing the lesson as she was unable to encourage the struggling
students to persevere in the task. She found it difficult to watch the students struggle and did too
much to help them, like the inservice teachers studied by Smith, Grover, and Henningsen (1996).
Nonetheless, some of the students did proceed with the derivation and felt pride in their
accomplishment, which served as a valuable lesson to Kaitlyn.
Lauren. As did many of her peers, Lauren reevaluated her stance on drill and practice,
responding that she disagreed that they are essential for developing mathematical understanding
at end of the semester. She formerly agreed that “some students have a natural talent for
mathematics and others do not” and “mathematics should be learned as sets of algorithms or
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rules that cover all possibilities” but strongly disagreed with these statements at the end of the
semester, indicating a more research-informed perspective on the teaching and learning of
mathematics.
Lauren’s philosophy of teaching and learning did not substantially change from the
beginning to the end of the semester as she maintained her belief that “student engagement in
each lesson will help each student to develop conceptual understanding.” Although her initial
lesson did not support conceptual understanding, Lauren intentionally planned instruction that
facilitated student engagement and conceptual understanding in her two practicum lessons. She
also attended AMSTI training, where she advocated for using tasks with higher cognitive
demand than the tasks that were incorporated in the training materials.
Group Interview
During the final methods class meeting of the semester, I conducted a group interview
with all the teacher candidates. The questions that were asked are given in Appendix O. I asked
that each participant give input on each question and be completely honest as their grade had
already been calculated and would not be affected. We discussed the professional development
activities in which they engaged in chronological order, beginning with our analysis of the course
of study on the first day. All the participants admitted that they began the semester with minimal
knowledge of the content standards since they had only seen them in teachers’ editions of
textbooks. They also conceded they had little understanding of the alignment of the content
standards through the grade levels and they were unaware of the SMPs. They felt that it was
beneficial to own a hardcopy of the course of study as they prepared to teach lessons as they
were able to examine how their topic “fit” into the prescribed progression. Moreover, they all
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agreed that they had a better understanding of the K-12 mathematics curriculum and felt more
comfortable writing lesson plans.
When I asked them to reflect on their first lesson, particularly on the opportunities for
students to learn and engage in mathematics, the teacher candidates acknowledged their lessons
largely consisted direct instruction and modeling that focused on procedural knowledge.
Kaitlyn: The opportunities they had were memorization and learn procedures. I
think I did a lot better on my other two lessons than I did on my first lesson.
Jacob: We had places, we now know, we could’ve stopped and let them figure
things out on their own. I was too busy telling them the procedures and not letting
them work on their own.
Chad: If I had given more think time, the lesson would have been more
constructivist.
Lauren: My lesson was structured like the lessons of my high school teachers. I
didn’t know what I didn’t know about teaching. I didn’t give the students any
opportunity to explore math, it was just copy notes and follow along as I talked.
They didn’t really engage in math even though we did the scavenger hunt because
it was pretty much the same as giving a worksheet.
Allison: My standard was completely wrong for what I taught, so that explains a
lot. It was bad. I chose the standard, but I didn’t really look for good resources; I
just kind of did things on my own. On top of that, my lesson was just lecture and
modeling of procedures.
As noted by researchers (Ball & McDiarmid, 1989; Schoenfeld, 1988), incorporating tasks in
their teaching can be difficult for preservice teachers whose mathematics instruction focused on
memorization of formal algorithms. Interestingly, Lauren’s comment echoed Cavanagh and
Prescott’s (2010) speculation that preservice teachers may feel trepidation during reflection as
they struggle with a sense of “I don’t know what I don’t know.”
Then I asked the participants to name the one factor that most affected the student’s
engagement with mathematics. They responded with insight that demonstrated their MKT had
matured.
Allison: I thought I was giving “real-world application problems” but they weren’t
really problems, at all. Now I know that they were basically just exercises.
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Chad: I was really worried about time and so I didn’t give the students enough time
to make connections on their own, which is what my goal was.
Lauren: Thinking back on it, the main factor that limited student engagement in
math was my lack of conceptual knowledge of complex numbers. I just knew the
procedure I had been taught and didn’t bother to try to find out why you use the
complex conjugate when you divide. When I teach the imaginary unit again, I will
begin by giving the students an activity that will help them make the connection
between it and solutions of quadratic equations with “no real solutions.”
Jacob: Well, I messed up right off when I drew the right triangle for them and
showed them exactly what to do. I turned an opportunity for them to learn into
something that caused them to just start doing exactly what they watched me do.
They didn’t have to think at all.
Glaze: What I hear you saying is that there could have been conceptual
understanding, but as you implemented the task, the cognitive demand decreased.
Is that what you’re saying?
Jacob: Exactly!
Lauren: Yes! I’m embarrassed by it!
Allison: We know better now.
Glaze: Kaitlyn, what do you think was the primary factor that affected student
engagement in your first lesson?
Kaitlyn: I’m trying to remember…was that the lesson on binomials and trinomials?
But like, I don’t know.
Glaze: Did the task that you chose support your goal for student learning?
Kaitlyn: I guess so. The goal was for them to add and subtract polynomials and
they did that. It was simple, I didn’t get creative or anything.
Jacob: Mine did because my goal was just for them to find the distance between
two points. Now I know that my goal should have been different, and I would have
a better task.
Chad: I considered my task as being the worksheet and it didn’t support my goal.
The only thing that I did do to support my goal for the lesson was when I asked the
students questions and had them talk about the equations, what conic section they
might represent.
Lauren: My goal was similar to Kaitlyn’s in that I just wanted them to do operations
on complex numbers. Granted, I definitely didn’t do a good job with the division,
but the task I had was good for that goal. Now I know that my goal should be better,
like “What is a complex number?” If they can add, subtract, and multiply
polynomials then they can do the operations. My goal should be to help them really
understand what complex numbers are, where they came from, and why we use
them.
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The participants recognized that low-cognitive-demand tasks that promote procedural fluency are
useful when that is the goal of the lesson. They demonstrated that they had gained MKT when
they conceded their task did not promote conceptual understanding or engagement in
mathematics (SMPs). Most importantly, they realized that they could have a goal loftier than
just procedural fluency without a focus on understanding.
When I asked the teacher candidates to compare the problems in which they engaged as a
doer and learner of mathematics to previous experiences with mathematical activities, all but
Chad expressed that they had rarely engaged in hands-on tasks in their math classes. As they
reflected on The Locker Problem and The Hiking Trip task, they discussed the multiple ways
they approached the tasks and how I guided them without telling them the answer. Most of the
teacher candidates stated that they found them to be mathematically interesting and enjoyed the
challenge. Kaitlyn “found them annoying” since I “asked them questions” when she wanted me
to tell her the answer. She admitted that this gave her insight into how her students may
approach tasks, and then we had a beneficial discussion about possible ways to encourage
students to engage in problem-solving.
Lauren: I think you have to start off the year with easier tasks that build their
confidence. If you gave them a completely open-ended problem right off the bat,
it would blow their minds because they probably haven’t done hands-on stuff
before. They’d have to work up to it.
Jacob: What’s the word? Scaffolding. They would have to take baby steps. The
teacher they had last year won’t be like us; whoever they had probably didn’t think
much about tasks.
Chad: I personally hate group work but working on these problems with everyone
in here made me think a lot more. People were throwing out ideas, some were
wrong, and then someone would say something that made me change the way I was
thinking about the solution. In the end, everyone had contributed something and
made it better. It helped to have a partner to talk to. Being able to work with
someone will help students want to think, especially when the problems have
multiple entry points, like the ones we worked on. Everyone can talk about what
they think and build on each other’s ideas.
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Glaze: Are you telling me that the mathematical discourse and collaboration is an
important part of the problem-solving process?
All: Yes!
Chad: And it’s better than a group chat! [laughing]
This exchange demonstrates that the teacher candidates had developed applicative understanding
of the SMPs and the strategies that facilitated them in classrooms.
Glaze: How did I, as the facilitator, support your learning as you engaged in these
tasks?
Jacob: It sounds weird, but the fact that you were quiet for the most part.
Allison: You didn’t give in to the pressure of helping us.
Chad: The freedom of us figuring it out on our own.
Kaitlyn: Yeah.
Lauren: You would look at what we were doing, and we’d wonder if you were
going to tell us it was right or wrong and then you’d walk away and let us keep
going. You’d be like, “hmm, interesting” and just walk away! [everyone laughing]
Kaitlyn: It was so good!
Allison: It helped psychologically because we thought, “I’m going to get it and
she’ll say it’s right!”
Kaitlyn: And then we actually did get it, I thought, “I’m so glad she didn’t help
me!”
Lauren: If you had given away the solution or how to find the solution, the task
would’ve been all over.
Allison: I think we would have lost interest if you told us too much. We gained a
lot of confidence. It was better that you just kept asking questions to make us think.
Lauren: You facilitated them in a way that maintained the cognitive demand of the
tasks.
Glaze: Excellent. Now you are talking the factors of maintenance and decline.
Lauren: Yes.
Glaze: And those depend on who?
All: Us.
Glaze: Right. The teacher.
This exchange demonstrates that the teacher candidates understood the factors of maintenance
and decline as they occur during instruction. Furthermore, they recognize the characteristics of
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worthwhile mathematical tasks and realize the importance of implementing them in a way that
maintains their cognitive demand. Their advanced understanding of how mathematics must be
“unpacked” during instruction demonstrated mature SCK. It should be noted that Jacob left the
class meeting after this discussion.
Then I asked the participants again to rate their confidence for solving open-ended
problems on a scale of 0-5; they all responded that their confidence had increased due to their
engagement as doers and learners of mathematics. Chad and Lauren rated their confidence at 5,
indicating that they felt very comfortable working on tasks for which there was no obvious
solution path. The teacher candidates also indicated that their confidence for using problems
during instruction had increased. As noted by Crespo (2015), teachers who experience problemsolving and problem-posing during teacher preparation can gain confidence and skill in both. I
also asked the participants to share their thoughts on the TAG, and they gave honest responses
that revealed growth in the MKT as they better understood tasks and their use.
Allison: I had no idea what a task was before this class. I just thought you gave
some instruction, showed the students how to do the procedure, and them give them
homework. That’s how we were taught.
Glaze: These tasks were mostly low-level tasks?
Allison: Yes, memorization or procedures without connections.
Lauren: The TAG and the other rubrics gave us, I don’t know…words to use to
describe tasks and teaching.
Glaze: A framework?
Lauren: Exactly! A framework to analyze tasks and teaching! Now I can look at
any task and tell you what its potential cognitive demand is. I’ll be like, “This is
not a problem, this is an exercise!”
Chad: At the beginning of the semester, we would have considered any activity
that took place in the classroom as a task. And what we called problems were really
just exercises, for practice.
Lauren: Yep. That day you told us the difference between exercises and problems
really opened my eyes.
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Allison: That really changed my perception, too. After that I have tried to be
specific when talking about a problem or a task.
As noted by Crespo and Sinclair (2008), their problem posing ability and awareness of tasks
were improved by experiences in which the teacher candidates engaged with and analyzed
worthwhile mathematical tasks.
Glaze: Based on your personal experiences while teaching your lessons, what do
you think is the most challenging aspect of instruction as you strive to maintain the
cognitive demand of tasks?
Kaitlyn: I think it is not to baby them. That’s the hardest part for me. I want every
student to know exactly what to do and to learn everything and then the ones who
really don’t want to learn take up all my attention. I’m really going to struggle with
that. I want every student to know; I want to take the time to show each student
what to do but that’s not possible.
Glaze: I agree. Your desire to do just that caused you to lose time and get off-track
in your last lesson.
Kaitlyn: Yeah, and it was good that you pointed that out to me.
Glaze: You honestly think you are helping them.
Kaitlyn: Yes, I do. But as it turned out, the ones that were taking all my attention
didn’t really care as much about learning as the ones who were trying to work
through it on their own.
Chad: I think it’s worrying about the unexpected. I mean, we worked through it
and tried to think about the different ways they might go about it, but you don’t
really know what they will actually do. The most challenging part to me is
wondering how I’m going to respond if they do or say something that I don’t expect.
Lauren: I think the hardest thing is scaffolding their thinking, asking good
questions. When I write my lesson plan, I don’t really know exactly what I’m going
to say or what questions I will ask, because that depends on the students.
Glaze: You are good at thinking of pertinent examples as you go and responding
to students’ comments.
Lauren: It really stresses me out to write lots of questions I intend to ask. I’m better
at having a general plan and filling it in as I go.
Glaze: Yes, and that obviously works for you. Allison felt more comfortable
writing exact questions she wanted to ask. In fact, she wrote a script of what she
planned to say. Tell us about that, Allison. How did that help you?
Allison: It helped me develop a good lesson that flowed and made sense. I had to
review some of the concepts and writing all that stuff down helped me remember
everything. And, it helped me stay on task and not venture off topic. The questions
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were necessary to make sure the task was as cognitively demanding as possible
since the students couldn’t work in groups or anything.
Glaze: Did it help you feel more confident when you were teaching in front of the
students?
Allison. Yes, because working on those examples myself helped me be prepared to
talk about them and consider what the students may think.
Chad: I want to talk about the pros and cons of scripts because I used a script for
my second lesson, and I think it helped me a lot with organization. My first
(practicum) lesson went well but it was a little unorganized; the last lesson was
more organized and went better. The only con with a script is, like what Lauren
was saying, you may not explore comments that students make because you are too
concerned with staying on script.
Glaze: And you should take time for that “teachable moment.” Sometimes a
student makes a thoughtful comment or asks an interesting question you had not
considered, and you think, “Stop everything! This is the real deal!” You don’t ever
want to be so focused on your plans that you miss out on those opportunities. Good
point.
The teacher candidates demonstrated SCK as they noted their own abilities to ask productive
math questions and respond to students’ questioning. Their knowledge of content and students
was verified as they discussed their anticipation of how students will react to a task. They also
exhibited new insight into planning methods and teaching strategies that worked for them,
validating that their MKT had increased due to their participation in the professional
development activities.
The teacher candidates also revealed their new knowledge of the SMPs as we discussed
them. They expressed that they felt very familiar with them were confident as they planned for
instruction that facilitated the standards. They gave a research-based response when I asked,
“What type of instruction best facilitates the SMPs?”
Chad: I would say a constructivist approach. After we discussed constructivist
versus traditional teaching, I’ve found myself thinking more in terms of
constructivism and intentionally writing lesson plans that follow those ideas.
Lauren: I didn’t even know that’s what I was, but apparently, I am a constructivist.
Allison: I even wrote that in my final philosophy paper.
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Glaze: You’re saying that lecture and worksheets will not cause the SMPs to
happen in the math classroom, is that right?
All: Right.
As described by Bahr et al. (2014) the teacher candidates perceived that the course/practicum
had strongly influenced their perspectives about reform-based teaching. I sincerely hope that
they continue to utilize reform pedagogy during their practice teaching and inservice teaching.
The participants felt that analyzing the teaching of others was beneficial as it helped them
identify and emulate best teaching practices. They also found it constructive to plan for and
assess instruction using the IQA and MCOP² rubrics. As Lauren mentioned earlier, the rubrics
gave them a framework to use for thinking about tasks and analyzing instruction. Chad noted
that critical analysis of others and himself helped him reflect on his teaching practice and gave
him confidence in writing lesson plans. Furthermore, the participants appreciated the feedback
and support they received from each other during the CRTC. The teacher candidates obviously
enjoyed working collaboratively with each other, which is a good indicator that they will feel
comfortable seeking out colleagues with whom to work collaboratively when they become
inservice teachers.
I asked the participants if their participation in the CRTC using the TTLP helped them to
better plan and teach lessons that were focused on student thinking.
Chad: I definitely think so.
Allison: It helped me better plan my questions.
Glaze: You were all in the practicum course, as well. Do you think the TTLP
questions aligned with the edTPA commentary expectations?
Lauren: Yes! When I started writing my planning commentary, I had already
answered my TTLP questions and I realized that they were very similar.
Chad: On my last lesson, I did what I was supposed to do and answered the TTLP
questions first. That made my lesson plan was so much easier to write.
Allison: The TTLP helped me be more detailed in my edTPA commentaries.
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This exchange confirmed that the participants benefitted in multiple ways from the CRTC and
the TTLP as they considered high-level tasks and how students would react to them. Moreover,
the TTLP helped the preservice teachers preemptively create questions they can ask to assess,
advance, and extend the task during instruction, as advocated by its authors (Smith et al., 2008).
Then I explained that they had participated in professional development that was
intentionally structured to build their mathematical knowledge for teaching and defined MKT as
a blend of content knowledge and pedagogical knowledge. I told them that we had focused on
two components of MKT: specialized content knowledge, which is the mathematical knowledge
and skill unique to teaching, and knowledge of content and students, which facilitates
anticipation and understanding of student thinking. I asked, “Do you think the practitioner
articles we read this semester advanced their professional knowledge or provided insight into
instruction that is grounded in research and theory?”
Chad: Yeah, I believe so. Reading about how other people approach tasks helped
me think about how I can plan lessons with good tasks. It confirmed for me that
engaging activities really are best for the students.
Lauren: In that article Problems before Procedures, the teacher gave them a
discovery problem, which I really liked.
Glaze: Yes, and you were the first to suggest doing the same thing. Do you think
your specialized content knowledge, which is needed for teaching mathematics,
increased as a result of the professional development you’ve participated in this
semester? Also, do you think your pedagogical knowledge has improved? And go
ahead and tell us if you think your knowledge of students has changed.
Chad: Well, I always think I’m top dog wherever I go, [everyone groaning and then
laughing] so I assumed that my content knowledge was enough. But really, it’s not.
All the things we did helped me think about planning lessons and how to teach,
which is not just telling. Pedagogy means finding different ways to engage students
in learning. When we worked on the problems, it made me more aware of how
students will think about problems and what they might do. And, the problems
helped me make some mathematical connections I had not made before.
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This statement was very meaningful as Chad acknowledged he had previously equated good
teaching with good telling, as observed by Cooney (1999). Every aspect of Chad’s MKT
improved over the course of the semester, as did his professional demeanor.
Lauren: Chad is right; he does have great content knowledge. I do think that
working through the tasks that you gave us and the tasks that we were going to use
for instruction helped me have a more thorough understanding of the math that we
will actually teach. I know this sounds weird, but I was at my uncle’s house the
other day while he was refilling his pool and he just offhand mentioned that he
wondered how many gallons of water it was going to take. So, I got some paper
and a pencil and started working on answering that question. Before this class, I
would’ve said. “let me Google it.” This has made me enjoy doing math again. And,
since we are so young, I think it has really helped to spend time with high school
students in the practicum school. It helped me figure out how to relate to them in
a professional way.
Chad: That’s true. You can’t be too friendly, but you can’t be too authoritative,
either.
Glaze: How about your knowledge of teaching?
Lauren: That has changed drastically.
Glaze: In what ways?
Lauren: I only knew traditional teaching strategies. Now I know how to teach for
better conceptual understanding.
Kaitlyn: I think the tasks we did challenged us to use the math we know. Also, I
learned from watching you as the teacher, how you asked us questions to guide us
as we figured stuff out instead of telling us what to do. You still came across like
you cared and wanted to help us. As far as pedagogy, I learned how to use different
strategies for teaching.
Allison: I feel like I’ve definitely gained math content knowledge and how to go
about solving problems. My confidence has increased, too. As far as teaching goes,
I feel like I’ve learned about strategies and tasks, especially the thinking required
for the task.
Lauren: We’ve not really discussed classroom management in here, but these tasks
take care of that. You don’t have to keep them still and quiet if you give them an
interesting problem that they want to work on. That’s the point, for them to be
actively engaged.
Chad: I always like competition, but you don’t have to try to make it a competition
because the students will want to challenge themselves if they are working on a
good problem. I’ve always thought, “Oh, let’s make it a game” but you don’t have
to do that if the students enjoy the task.
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Lauren: When students act out in class, it is usually because they are bored. If they
are busily working on a task, they won’t be bored or misbehaving.
Glaze: Do you have any other feedback on the semester? You can be completely
honest. I want to hear things that you liked and disliked so I can make the class
better.
Kaitlyn: I think you did a great job with us and we learned a lot. A negative would
be that we need a class like this class with practicum one. We need more than one
semester of methods. We need two methods courses. I didn’t learn anything from
my other education courses.
Lauren: I’m taking Assessment and Evaluation right now and I’ve learned more
about assessment in this class and the practicum than I learned in that class!
Kaitlyn: I think we would be better teachers if we had more time to learn about
methods.
Glaze: We did have to move through everything very quickly.
Kaitlyn: Yep, two parts would help that.
Glaze: I felt like it took until almost the end for you guys to internalize a lot of
what we did.
All: Yes, we agree.
Glaze: You did what you have always done in your other education courses; you
did your assignments, turned them in, and moved on.
All: Yep!
Glaze: It wasn’t until the last few weeks that the switch flipped.
Chad: Not talking bad about Jacob, but I think that got a lot more out of it than he
did because he wasn’t in the practicum with us. Those courses should be tied to
each other, everyone should have to take them together.
Lauren: We had the practical experience of being in the classroom with each other
and with you. You did a really good job of making the two courses connect.
Glaze: Thank you. I’m glad you think so.
Chad: And something I want to add; I hate to write more than anything! At first, I
didn’t take it seriously because it’s tedious and I hate it. But I needed that, we need
to write more. I’m going to complain about it until the end of time, because that’s
what I do; but I really think that I benefitted from all the writing we did. I’m very
comfortable writing lesson plans and feel confident as I look toward edTPA. I’m
actually excited about it!
Lauren: I think edTPA is going to be a breeze. It may be bad to say, but I’m so
confident, I don’t think I even need those support sessions they are going to make
us come to!
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Chad: Having that field experience in the first practicum, before I even got into
TEP, really solidified my decision to be a teacher. I think we need even more field
experience and classes like this one.
Lauren: It was the most influential class I have ever taken.
Chad: For sure.
Kaitlyn: Yes.
Allison: It might sound bad, but I feel like I learned more in this class than in all
my other education courses combined! The other classes aren’t as in-depth as this
one.
Glaze: The other classes are general since there are teacher candidates of all
subjects. In this class you get to work with other future math teachers. I think it
really helped that you were all close before this class and have grown stronger
together.
Allison: We rock!! [everyone laughing and agreeing]
In this final exchange, the teacher candidates confirmed that they believed their mathematical
knowledge for teaching was considerably better than it was at the beginning of the semester.
They duly described how the professional development activities affected their specialized
content knowledge and their knowledge of content and students. Furthermore, they had gained a
new understanding of their roles as classroom teachers, adding to their professional knowledge.
The teacher candidates expressed how influential the field experience component of the
methods/practicum sequence had been in their maturation. As noted by Crespo (2003), the
teacher candidates’ ability to pose tasks, analyze student work, and respond to student ideas
increased as they participated in authentic interactions with students. The collaborative learning
experience during which the teacher candidates observed, planned lessons, and implemented
them in the practicum classrooms favorably impacted their perceptions and teaching practices, as
prescribed by Cavanagh (2012). Moreover, they appreciated the affiliation between the methods
and practicum courses, acknowledging the connection formed between their university
coursework, practitioner knowledge, and beliefs about mathematics teaching and learning, as
indicated by Campbell and Dunleavy (2016) and Philipp et al. (2007).
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Conclusion
This study examined the question, “What effect does a task-based methods/practicum
sequence have on the mathematical knowledge for teaching of secondary math teacher
candidates?” Specifically, the following research questions were addressed:
1. How much will scores increase from the beginning to the end of the semester on
measures that proximally assess mathematical knowledge for teaching?
2. What is the correlation between scores on the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA)
and the Mathematical Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²)?
3. To what extent will teacher candidates’ ability to choose and implement worthwhile
mathematical tasks change?
To answer the first question, the participants’ IQA scores were analyzed with a paired
samples dependent t-test was performed using Statistical Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS)
software on the first and last IQA scores and MCOP² Total scores for each participant. Results of
the statistical testing revealed that participants’ scores increased significantly from the beginning
to the end of the semester on all three measures used to proximally assess mathematical
knowledge for teaching.
The second question investigated the correlation between the IQA and MCOP² scores.
The Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (PPMC) analysis revealed that the IQA
Potential of the Task scores and the IQA Implementation of the Task scores were strongly
positively correlated with the MCOP² Total scores. Analysis of variance (ANOVA) revealed that
the IQA Potential of the Task score is a predictor of the MCOP² Total score; however, the IQA
Implementation of the Task score is a better predictor of the MCOP² Total score. Thus, it can be
reasoned that selection of high-cognitive demand tasks is important for of the enactment of
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SMPs but implementation that maintains the demand of the task is the most critical factor in
facilitating them in the classroom. However, a significant correlation between the IQA
Implementation of the Task scores and the MCOP² Teacher Facilitation scores was not found.
Furthermore, the IQA Implementation of the Task scores were not significantly correlated to the
MCOP² Student Engagement scores. Thus, this study determined that the IQA scores are good
predictors of the total MCOP² score, but not of the two subsets of the MCOP².
The third question examined the extent to which the teacher candidates’ ability to choose
and enact worthwhile mathematical tasks changed. This was answered in part by the quantitative
data that was examined in response to the first question. As compared to their initial teaching
episode, the scores on the last lesson increased substantially with regards to their ability to select
a high-cognitive-demand task and their ability to maintain the demand of the task during its
implementation. The qualitative data support these findings as the teacher candidates’
reflections, classroom interactions, and discussions revealed that they were more aware of the
importance of worthwhile mathematical tasks.
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CHAPTER 5: DISCUSSION, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS
For several decades, the NCTM has called for reform in the teaching and learning of
mathematics that requires moving from passive student learning and memorization to active
participation, exploration, and an attention to high-leverage teaching practices (NCTM, 1989,
2000, 2014). However, secondary mathematics teaching remains largely unchanged
pedagogically and unaligned with the intent of Principles and Standards, particularly at the high
school level (NCTM, 2018). Responsibility for breaking the “vicious cycle formed by lowquality mathematics education and low-quality teacher knowledge of school mathematics” (Ma,
1999, p. 149) falls directly on teacher preparation programs. Characteristics of effective
programs include tight coherence and integration among courses and between course work and
clinical work in schools (Darling-Hammond, 2014).
The goal of the study was to assess and describe the development of secondary math
teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge for teaching as they experienced worthwhile
mathematical tasks in a methods/practicum sequence. Mathematical knowledge for teaching is
“the mathematical knowledge needed to carry out the work of teaching mathematics” (Hill et al.,
2005, p. 373). Consisting of common content knowledge, specialized content knowledge,
knowledge of content and students, and knowledge of content and teaching, this complex
knowledge tends to be enacted and tacit, and thus not easily identified nor readily measured in
secondary teachers who major in mathematics (Adler & Davis, 2006; Davis, 2011). It is vital
that teacher candidates learn, with understanding, the school mathematics they will teach in
classes built upon their own advanced perspectives embedded in their depth of mathematical
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knowledge for teaching. Specifically, preservice math teachers ought to be “immersed in
mathematical practices and processes of reasoning, sense making, and problem solving” (AMTE,
2017, p. 31) under the guidance of experienced math teacher educators. Teacher preparation
programs must effectively prepare secondary mathematics teacher candidates who have the
potential to promote mathematical understanding and foster the mathematical practices in their
future classrooms. For secondary mathematics methods courses, cultivating of an understanding
of the SMPs and developing MKT are crucial objectives (Otten, Yee, & Taylor, 2015).
Engagement in worthwhile mathematical tasks is a high-leverage practice that supports
meaningful active learning of mathematics (NCTM, 2014). Although inservice math teachers’
implementation of tasks is incomplete (Stein et al., 1996), professional development can advance
their ability to plan and maintain the cognitive demand of challenging tasks (Wilhelm, 2014;
Boston & Smith, 2009). Particularly for secondary teachers, who major in mathematics as their
math courses compress ideas when unpacking of mathematical ideas is required for teaching
(Adler & Davis, 2006).
The purpose of the study was to determine the observable effects of a tasks-based
methods/practicum sequence on secondary mathematics teacher candidates’ mathematical
knowledge for teaching. The methods/practicum sequence for our secondary math teacher
candidates provided a unique opportunity to actively instill an understanding of and appreciation
for tasks. Moreover, planning and implementing worthwhile mathematical tasks requires and
demonstrates mathematical knowledge for teaching. Specifically, the following research
questions were addressed:
1. How much will scores increase from the beginning to the end of the semester on
measures that proximally assess mathematical knowledge for teaching?
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2. What is the correlation between scores on the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA)
and the Mathematical Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²)?
3. To what extent will teacher candidates’ ability to choose and implement worthwhile
mathematical tasks change?
To address these questions, a longitudinal case study approach was used to examine
trends in the teacher candidates’ understanding over a period of time during the professional
development (Yin, 2014). Five secondary mathematics teacher candidates enrolled in the
methods and practicum courses at a small university in the South participated in the study. The
treatment was guided by Implementing Standards-Based Mathematics Instruction: A Casebook
for Professional Development, authored by the leading researchers on mathematical instructional
tasks. Mixed methods were employed to understand the relationships between the quantitative
assessments and convey multiple perspectives of the participants (Creswell & Plano Clark,
2011). Two protocols provided quantitative data; the Instructional Quality Assessment (IQA)
was used to assess the potential and implemented cognitive demand of tasks used for instruction,
and the Mathematical Classroom Observation Protocol for Practices (MCOP²) was used to assess
the mathematical practices by students and teaching practices of teacher candidates that were
observed during the same instruction. Combined, these measures proximally assess
mathematical knowledge for teaching as demonstrated by capacity for choosing, implementing,
and engaging students in worthwhile mathematical tasks. Participant reflections, interactions,
lesson plans, and teaching episodes provided qualitative data to enhance the quantitative
findings. A final group interview added the participants’ impressions to the results of the study.
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Discussion of Findings
The findings support that the effects of the task-based methods/practicum sequence on
secondary math teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge for teaching were overwhelmingly
positive. Answers to the research questions support this claim, as described in Chapter Four.
Moreover, the quantitative and qualitative data yielded meaningful insight on the participants’
growth in understanding throughout the semester.
Research Question One
The IQA rubrics were used to assess the potential cognitive demand of the tasks chosen
by the teacher candidates for instruction and their ability to maintain the cognitive demand of the
task when they implemented it during instruction. The MCOP² was used to assess the
mathematical student practices and teacher practices that were observable during instruction.
Statistical analysis confirmed that the teacher candidates’ IQA scores and MCOP² scores
significantly increased from the initial lesson to the last lesson. Thus, the answer to the first
research question is scores increased significantly from the beginning to the end of the semester
on measures that proximally assess mathematical knowledge for teaching. This indicates that
the teacher candidates’ mathematical knowledge for teaching, as evinced by their choosing and
implementing worthwhile mathematical tasks, improved as a result of their participation in the
methods and practicum courses.
Research Question Two
The second research question sought to determine the relationship between choosing and
implementing high cognitive demand tasks and the mathematical practices observed in the
classroom. The premise was that the IQA scores for choosing and implementing high cognitive
demand tasks would be correlated to the MCOP² scores. Statistical analysis found a very strong
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positive correlation between the IQA Potential of the Task scores and the MCOP² Total scores.
The IQA Implementation of the Task scores were also very strongly positively correlated with
the MCOP² Total scores. These findings confirm that the SMPs occur in classrooms where the
teacher has selected and maintained the cognitive demand of worthwhile mathematical tasks. To
further examine the relationship between the IQA and MCOP² scores, statistical analyses were
used to determine if IQA scores can be used to predict MCOP² scores. The results indicated that
IQA Potential of the Task score is a good predictor for the MCOP² Total score. However, the IQA
Implementation of the Task score was found to be a stronger predictor for the MCOP² Total score
than the IQA Potential of the Task score. These results confirm that the teacher’s choice of tasks
determines the potentiality of mathematical practices; moreover, their implementation of the task
determines the extent to which the SMPs occur in the classroom. Additional analysis showed no
significant correlation between the IQA Implementation of the Task score the MCOP²
subcategory scores for Teacher Facilitation or Student Engagement. This is a significant finding,
that the IQA Implementation of the Task measure and the two factors of the MCOP² measure
relatively difference aspects of classroom teaching and learning. The IQA and MCOP² had not
been used in unison prior to this study and provides some initial findings of potential different
uses of each instrument. These findings establish what is known about their relationship as it
pertains to this study.
Research Question Three
The quantitative analyses confirmed that the teacher candidates’ ability to choose and
implement high cognitive demand tasks improved significantly from the beginning to the end of
the semester. The qualitative data strengthened the results as illustrated by the thick, rich
descriptions given in Chapter Four in response to the third research question, To what extent will
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teacher candidates’ ability to choose and implement worthwhile mathematical tasks change?”
Broadly, their change in abilities expanded throughout the semester. During each phase of the
professional development, the participants’ awareness of tasks and best practices for teaching
mathematics increased, as evinced by their interactions, reflective writings and discourse. As
anticipated, several themes emerged.
Themes
The first theme became evident as the teacher candidates delivered their initial lesson. As
observed by Lortie (as cited in in Artzt et al., 2012), they planned traditional, teacher-centered
lessons similar to the ones they had experienced as students. The tasks were not cognitively
demanding, resulting in little facilitation of the mathematical practices. Moreover, the preservice
teachers displayed insufficiency in their common and specialized content knowledge. They later
conceded that they had emulated their own mathematics teachers’ instructional methods and that
their content knowledge was mostly procedural, lacking conceptual understanding. At the end of
the semester, all participants demonstrated that their SCK had increased as they knowledgeably
“unpacked” the content and used correct terminology.
At the beginning of the semester, the preservice teachers tended to notice superficial
features as they analyzed the teaching of themselves and others. The feedback they gave their
peers consisted of comments such as “your PowerPoint slide had too many words on it” or “you
talked too fast.” The reflections they wrote immediately after teaching their initial lessons
mainly consisted of reporting what had occurred. After participating in the professional
development activities during the coursework, the teacher candidates skillfully determined the
potential and implemented cognitive demand of tasks and identified the factors of maintenance
and decline that were present during instruction. Analysis of student work also helped them
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“move beyond superficial ‘right or wrong’ analysis of tasks to focus on how students are
thinking about the tasks” (NCTM, 2000, p. 24). By the end of the semester, the participants
critically reflected on their own teaching practices, noticing the opportunities for student thinking
and engagement, indicating that their knowledge of content and students had matured.
Another theme that emerged was the participants’ lack of experience with solving openended problems. They initially rated their ability for solving open-ended problems low as well
as their confidence for using them for instruction. As they experienced tasks as doers and
learners of mathematics, their reported confidence for both increased. As noted by Schukajlow
and Krug (2014), engaging in problem solving positively affects students’ interest, competence,
and autonomy in mathematics. Several of the teacher candidates expressed that they looked
forward to coming to class and working on the problems as it renewed their enthusiasm for the
mathematics content. Moreover, they gained refinement in their content knowledge, boosting
their specialized content knowledge for teaching mathematics. During the final group interview,
they confirmed that constructing knowledge “socially, through discourse, activity, and interaction
related to meaningful problems” (NCTM, 2014, p. 9) was beneficial as it gave them insight into
how students may approach tasks and strategies for enacting tasks in a manner that maintains
their cognitive demand, indicating growth in the knowledge of content and students.
It was also found that higher levels of content knowledge supported greater development
of mathematical knowledge for teaching. As suggested by Krauss and colleagues (2008), the
strength of the cognitive connectedness between common content knowledge and the
components of MKT in secondary math teachers appeared to be influenced by their degree of
mathematical expertise. Although all of the participants’ scores on the assessments used to
proximally measure MKT improved over the course of the semester, those with advanced content
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knowledge embraced the professional development opportunities more eagerly and critically
reflected to a greater extent than their peers. The relationship between mathematics content
knowledge and pedagogical prowess (i.e. self-reported teacher self-efficacy) continues to be
demonstrated and important for improving student learning outcomes.
Unexpected Findings
Thompson and Zeuli (as cited in Boston & Smith, 2009) suggested that teacher
preparation programs should provide development opportunities that are transformative in
nature—catalyzing changes in math teacher candidates’ long-held, underlying beliefs about
effective teaching and learning of mathematics. Perhaps the most consequential result of the
treatment was the transformation in the teacher candidates’ self-reported beliefs about the
teaching and learning of mathematics. The change in this aspect of professional judgment was
not formally measured; however, effectuation of it was intentional as teachers’ beliefs influence
teachers’ instructional practices (Pajares, 1992; Richardson, 1996; Thompson, 1984). The
change in the teacher candidates’ beliefs was likely influenced to some degree by their reflectionin-action, which takes place when reflection coexists with the experience (Schön, 1983).
A genuinely unexpected outcome was the teacher candidates’ enthusiasm as they
participated in the task-focused professional development in the coursework. As noted in their
responses, they appreciated the connectedness of the practicum and methods courses, as they
considered this to be the most beneficial arrangement. Moreover, they believed that our program
needs to add a second methods for teaching mathematics course to align with the first practicum
course. They also valued my commitment to them as I was present with them in the schools to
guide them. As noted by Frykholm (1998), teacher candidates perceived my feedback to better
align with mathematics education reform and considered it more seriously than that of their
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cooperating teachers. This discovery points to the importance of how and with whom teacher
candidates are paired with cooperating teachers as a critical and vital component of their
development as early career teachers—the cooperating teacher is a mathematics teacher educator
and part of the bidirectional learning between mentor teacher and teacher candidate that
integrates more seamlessly university coursework and field-based clinical experiences
(Strutchens, Sears, & Zelkowski, 2020; Zelkowski, Yow, Ellis, & Waller, 2020).
Limitations
Due to the small sample size used in this study, the findings are not generalizable to all
secondary mathematics teacher candidates. However, Stake (1995) recognized that instrumental
case studies such as this can add insight into existing awareness of an issue without claiming to
be representative of the larger population in future replication or modified future studies. Time
was another constraint as the study was completed over the course of one semester. Although
my colleague and I used the rater training materials provided by the authors of the IQA and
MCOP² protocols, we did not personally train on site with them. Thus, it is likely that the
participants’ scores as we determined them would not be exactly aligned with another
researcher’s assessment of the same instruction with the instruments though likely within the
expected range of reliability variances. However, the teacher candidates’ growth in all
components of their professional knowledge and disposition is evident from the findings.
The researcher also served as the instructor for both courses. This means I was
responsible for selecting the curriculum and instruments for the study as well as collecting and
analyzing the data. Researcher bias was lessened as I followed the approach suggested by the
Casebook authors, using their prescribed materials and other articles published by NCTM. I also
video recorded every methods class meeting and each instructional episode in the practicum
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school, which facilitated my analysis of the teacher candidates’ actual spoken words, commonly
referred to as in vivo coding (Saldaña, 2016). This reduced researcher interpretation, offered a
sense of nuanced meaning, and honored the voices of the participants. I also used member
checking to verify that I accurately portrayed the participants’ discourse and intent.
Implications
The findings of this study have implications for secondary mathematics teacher
preparation programs and the faculty responsible for cultivating the mathematical knowledge for
teaching. Darling-Hammond (2006) prescribes that programs include three critical components:
tight integration among courses and between course work and clinical work in schools, extensive
and intensely supervised clinical work integrated with course work using pedagogies that link
theory and practice, and closer, proactive relationships with schools that serve diverse learners.
The AMTE (2017) also indicate that effective mathematics teacher preparation programs enlist
partnership schools who have significant input and provide opportunities for candidates “to teach
and to learn from their own teaching and the teaching of others” (p. 91).
This study utilized scaffolded field experiences within our diverse partnership school that
were closely tied to the methods for teaching middle and high school mathematics course. These
clinical experiences were beneficial as they provided context to link theory and practice (Coffey,
2010; Biermann et al., 2015) and connected university coursework and practitioner knowledge
(Campbell & Dunleavy, 2016). As a result, the teacher candidates developed more sophisticated
beliefs about mathematics teaching and learning (Philipp et al., 2007) and comprehension of
what they were doing and seeing in the classrooms (Zeichner, 2010). As traditional teacher
education programs are often regarded as “collections of largely unrelated courses” (DarlingHammond, 2006), this study emphasized the importance of clinical preparation interwoven with
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coursework for secondary mathematics teacher candidates. When considering the cooperating
teacher as a mathematics teacher educator, it is important to have the triad (teacher candidate,
methods professor, and cooperating teacher) all sharing the same goals for teacher candidate
outcomes.
It is recommended by the AMTE standards that secondary programs have multiple (three)
methods courses for high school teacher candidates. This study in one semester with one
methods course and a field experience course equivalent, was able to find impact on teacher
candidates’ practices, self-reported efficacies, and mathematical knowledge for teaching via
various proxies. The implications from this study could be further substantiated with another
course to verify sustained practices and beliefs which would align to the recommendations of the
AMTE standards. As a result of the study, my secondary mathematics teacher educator
colleagues and I have decided to pursue another methods for teaching mathematics course that
will be associated with the first practicum course, situated in the middle school. In the past, the
administration disallowed adding three credit hours to the secondary mathematics plan of study;
however, we hope to circumvent this obstacle by changing the existing methods course to two
credit hours and creating a new course that is also two credit hours. This would alleviate the
time limitation as the professional development would take place over two semesters rather than
one. Moreover, the AMTE (2017) suggest that early methods and clinical experiences can help
teacher candidates shift their mindset from that of a student to that of a teacher and give them
insight into what grade levels they would like to teach. As our college of education is pursuing a
middle grade mathematics program, the middle school field experiences coupled with the new
methods for teaching middle school mathematics will provide our math teacher candidates
authentic experiences on which they can base their decision. The actions by the faculty and
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administrators demonstrate steps in a transformative path supported by the Guiding Principles of
the national Mathematics Teacher Education – Partnership (MTE-P, 2014).
Recommendations for Future Research
It is important to assess the effectiveness of programs in nurturing beliefs that that are
consistent with current mathematics education reform (Hart, 2002; MTE-P, 2014), particularly
since teachers’ mathematical knowledge for teaching and conceptions of teaching and learning
mathematics are contingent on one another and significantly related to teachers’ enactment of
cognitively demanding tasks (Wilhelm, 2014). Further research on task-based professional
development as implemented during this study should include a formal assessment of the teacher
candidates’ beliefs at the beginning of the first methods course and the end of the second
methods course and likely at the conclusion of the student-teaching internship. A beliefs survey
using a Likert-type scale could provide quantitative data that would be less subjective and more
intentional than the SMP survey used in this case study. It would also be interesting to survey
teacher candidates one or two years later as inservice teachers to determine the extent to which
they retain their constructivist beliefs and practices, as well as their use of research-based
teaching practices in their instruction.
The study could be extended to include the lessons taught in both methods/practicum
semesters, which would increase the number of instructional episodes from which to collect data.
Moreover, further research on the relationship between the IQA and MCOP² rubrics would be
useful to understand more closely the differentiation between each. For example, one could
further subdivide the MCOP² observation descriptors into categories that expressly describe
particular Mathematics Teaching Practices (MTPs) or Standards for Mathematical Practices
(SMPs), as shown in Table 1. Scores could then be analyzed for correlation and relationship
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with the IQA Potential of the Task or Implementation of the Task scores. In larger studies,
understanding the differences between the IQA and MCOP² for use with teacher candidates
would provide important findings for mathematics teacher education faculty to use within their
preparation programs for teacher candidate development.
Conclusion
Conceptually oriented teaching in school mathematics is best facilitated by high-quality
tasks that are suited for cooperative group work in situations that require students to explain and
justify their solutions (NCTM, 1989, 2000). The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(2014) encourages teachers to promote high-level thinking by engaging students in “solving and
discussing tasks that promote reasoning and problem solving and allow multiple entry points and
varied solution strategies” (p. 17). Worthwhile mathematical tasks promote reasoning and
problem solving (NCTM, 2014) and provide the “intellectual contexts for students’ mathematical
development” (NCTM, 1991, p. 20). Furthermore, student engagement in high cognitive
demand tasks results in enhanced learning (Henningsen & Stein, 1997) as students are better at
problem solving, making connections, and communicating their thinking (Stein & Lane, 1996).
Moreover, students whose teachers received training in selecting and implementing tasks tend to
outperform their peers (Wenglinsky, 2002).
Worthwhile mathematical tasks support the mathematical practices and facilitate other
best practices for creating an interactive classroom environment such as problem-solving,
leading discussions, and questioning. Grossman and McDonald (2008) contend that teaching
needs to be parsed into a set of core practices that teachers can learn and develop strong
efficacies; the preparation of teachers could then focus on developing the identified practices
more deeply. For secondary mathematics teachers, the strategic selection and the skillful
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enactment of worthwhile, cognitively demanding tasks is the crucial core practice that advances
the others (Stein et al., 2009), particularly the MTPs that call for teachers to “implement tasks
that promote reasoning and problem solving” and “support productive struggle in learning
mathematics” (NCTM, 2014, p. 10). Thus, it is critical for teacher preparation programs to
ensure that preservice teachers engage in the mathematical practices, deepen their understanding
of the content they will teach, and demonstrate specialized mathematical knowledge for teaching
(MKT) with worthwhile mathematical tasks as the lever for improving and demonstrating this
knowledge.
This case study confirmed within the participants, that task-based professional
development for secondary mathematics teacher candidates positively affected their ability to
enact cognitively demanding tasks, which increased the mathematical practices observed in the
classroom. The Mathematical Tasks Framework guided the design and selection of the
professional development opportunities and the book Implementing Standards-Based
Instruction: A Casebook for Professional Development (Stein et al., 2009) was used as a
“textbook” for the methods for teaching secondary mathematics course. Structural and
conceptual interweaving between the methods course and the clinical experiences of the
practicum course greatly influenced the extent to which the participants identified with a reform
mathematics perspective. This was the most meaningful of the research outcomes as changing
beliefs about research-based teaching pedagogy is crucial for improving mathematical
knowledge for teaching with worthwhile mathematical tasks.
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APPENDIX A: IQA Potential of the Task Rubric

(Boston, 2012b; used with permission of the author)
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APPENDIX B: IQA Implementation of the Task Rubric

(Boston, 2012b; used with permission of the author)
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APPENDIX C: IQA Lesson Checklist

(Boston, 2012b; used with permission of the author)
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APPENDIX D: MCOP² Short Descriptors
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(Gleason, Livers, & Zelkowski, 2015; used with permission of the authors).
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APPENDIX E: Comparing Two Tasks

Martha’s Carpeting Task. Martha was recarpeting her bedroom, which was 15 feet long and 10
feet wide. How many square feet of carpeting will she need to purchase?

The Fencing Task. Mr. Brown’s class will raise rabbits for their spring science fair. They have
24 feet of fencing with which to build a rectangular pen to keep the rabbits.
a.

If Mr. Brown’s students want their rabbits to have as much room as possible,
how long would each of the sides of the pen be?

b.

How long would each of the sides of the pen be if they had only 16 feet of
fencing?

c.

How would you go about determining the pen with the most room for any
amount of fencing? Organize your work so that someone else who reads it
will understand it (Stein et al., 2009).
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APPENDIX F: Task Sort and Sample Tasks
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(Smith & Stein, 1998; reprinted in NCTM, 2014)
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APPENDIX G: Sources for High Level Tasks
Common Core Conversation www.commoncoreconversation.com/math-resources.html
Common Core Conversation is a collection of more than fifty free website resources for
the Common Core State Standards in mathematics and ELA.
EngageNY Mathematics www.engageny.org/mathematics
The site features curriculum modules from the state of New York that include sample
assessment tasks, deep resources, and exemplars for grades preK–12.
Howard County Public School System Secondary Mathematics Common Core
https://secondarymathcommoncore.wikispaces.hcpss.org
This site is a sample wiki for a district K–12 mathematics curriculum.
Illustrative Mathematics www.illustrativemathematics.org
The main goal of this project is to provide guidance to states, assessment consortia,
testing companies, and curriculum developers by illustrating the range and types of
mathematical work that students will experience upon implementation of the Common
Core State Standards for mathematics.
Inside Mathematics www.insidemathematics.org/index.php/common-core-standards
This site provides classroom videos and lesson examples to illustrate the Mathematical
Practices.
Mathematics Assessment Project
http://map.mathshell.org/materials/index.php
The Mathematics Assessment Project (MAP) aims to bring to life the Common Core
State Standards in a way that will help teachers and their students turn their aspirations
for achieving them into classroom realities. MAP is a collaboration between the
University of California at Berkeley; the Shell Centre team at the University of
Nottingham; and the Silicon Valley Mathematics Initiative (MARS).
Mathematics Vision Project www.mathematicsvisionproject.org
The site features integrated high school curriculum modules that include mathematics
performance tasks and video modules connected to Khan Academy.
National Council of Supervisors of Mathematics
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www.mathedleadership.org/ccss/itp/index.html
This site features collections of K–12 mathematical tasks for illustrating the Standards for
Mathematical Practice. The website includes best-selling books, numerous journal
articles, and insights into the teaching and learning of mathematics.
National Council of Teachers of Mathematics Illuminations http://illuminations.nctm.org
This site provides standards-based resources that improve the teaching and learning of
mathematics for all students. The materials illuminate the vision for school mathematics
set forth in NCTM’s Principles and Standards for School Mathematics, Curriculum
Focal Points for Prekindergarten Through Grade 8 Mathematics, and Focus in High
School Mathematics: Reasoning and Sense Making.
National Science Digital Library http://nsdl.org/commcore/math
The National Science Digital Library (NSDL) contains digital learning objects and tasks
that are related to specific Common Core State Standards for mathematics.
Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers Task Prototypes and New
Sample Items for Mathematics
www.parcconline.org/samples/math
This page contains sample web-based practice assessment tasks (released items) for your
use.
Smarter Balanced Assessment Consortium Sample Items and Performance Tasks
www.smarterbalanced.org/sample-items-and-performance-tasks
This site contains sample higher-level-cognitive-demand tasks and online test-taking and
performance-assessment tasks (released items) for your use in class.
Retrieved from https://www.nd.gov
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APPENDIX H: The Locker Problem
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APPENDIX I: The Hiking Trip Task

From Mathematics Assessment Sampler, Grades 9-12, edited by B. Travis and A. M. Collins

The Hiking Task (Adapted)

290

Bill hikes to the edge of a large cliff. He accidentally drops his backpack off the edge.
Sue is at the bottom of the cliff several meters from its base. She sees what is happening and
runs toward the base of the cliff as fast as she can at the exact moment Bill drops the bag.
Will Sue arrive in time to catch the bag?
Thoughts?

[ON BACK OF PAGE]
Additional Information:


The cliff is 121 meters high.



Sue starts 43 meters from the base of the cliff



After 1 second, Sue is 35 meters from the base. After 2 seconds, she is 27 meters away.



After 1 second, the backpack is 116 meters above the base of the cliff. After 2 seconds,
the backpack is 101 meters above the base of the cliff. After 3 seconds, it is at 76 meters.

Will Sue arrive in time to catch the bag?
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APPENDIX J: Hiking Trip Task Student Work
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From Mathematics Assessment Sampler, Grades 9-12, edited by B. Travis and A. M. Collins
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APPENDIX K: Thinking Through a Lesson Protocol

Stein et al. (2009).
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APPENDIX L: Analyzing Classroom Instruction

Analyze the task:
What opportunities to learn mathematics are afforded by the task?
What prior knowledge and experience would students need in order to engage in the task
successfully?
How would you expect students to go about solving the task?
Analyze the learning environment:
What decisions did the teacher make during the course of the lesson?
What decisions were made by students?
Who validated answers?
Who asked the questions?
What was the nature of the questions asked by students? By the teacher?
Analyze what students seem to be learning:
What were the mathematical ideas with which students appear to grapple?
What do students’ solutions tell about what they know and understand?
What factors appeared to support students’ engagement in mathematical activity?
What factors seem to hinder such engagement?

Adapted from Smith, M. S. (2001) Practice-based professional development for teachers of
mathematics. Reston, VA: National Council of Teachers of Mathematics.
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APPENDIX M: ATLAS Videos

Case #2446 Creating Equations from Real-Life Situations
In this case the teacher is striving to increase algebraic awareness with his students and
students are involved in an activity using manipulatives and writing expressions and equations to
a real-life problem. Topic: Expressions and Equations. Grade: 6.
Case # 1755 Building Understanding of Algebra Solutions Collaboratively
In this case the teacher is facilitating groups working on an activity using algebra tiles
and students are collaborating on how to visually represent an equation by performing 'legal
moves' to simplify the equation to find what x is equal to. Topic: Algebra. Grade: 7.
Case #2422 Comparing Theoretical and Experimental Probabilities
In this case the teacher is assisting students in understanding the differences between
theoretical and experimental probabilities and students are engaged in working with the two
types of probabilities by performing trials using a game board and a die.
Topic: Geometry. Grade: 9.
Case #1782 Analyzing Graphs and Equations of Trigonometric Functions
In this case the teacher has given students sets of color-coded squares and students are
matching the graphs and equations of various trigonometric transformations/translations by
deciding and explaining their own strategies or plans, questioning each other, and sharing their
answers. Topic: Functions. Grades: 10-12.
Case #1010 Computing Values for Properties of a Sphere in Terms of Constant “k”
This case shows a teacher facilitating group work on a real-life problem in calculus and
students working collaboratively to connect the surface area and volume of a sphere using
integration to a real-world application. Topic: Calculus. Grades: 11-12.
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APPENDIX N: Learning Journal Prompts

Beginning of Semester Write your teaching/learning philosophy. Consider these questions as
you write:
What do you think are the goals of education? Include any educational theories that you believe
in strongly.
What teaching methods do you think best reach these goals?
What does your future classroom look like?
What kind of strategies do you intend to use to teach mathematics?
What kind of assignments do you believe are most beneficial?
How will you support student learning?
How will you assess that learning has taken place?

Week 2 Please reflect on your first teaching episode by considering these questions:


If I were to write edTPA planning and instructional commentaries for my lesson, how
would I address the questions posed in the edTPA assessment handbook?



p. 10 1b. Given the central focus, describe how the standards and learning objectives
within your learning segment address conceptual understanding, procedural fluency,
AND mathematical reasoning and/or problem-solving skills. (see Rubric 1)




p. 21 3a. Explain how your instruction engaged students in developing conceptual
understanding, procedural fluency, AND mathematical reasoning and/or problem-solving
skills. (see Rubric 7)
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Week 3 Reflect on your engagement with The Locker Problem. Some questions to consider:

How/what did you feel/think as you were working on The Locker Problem?
When you solved The Locker Problem, how/what did you feel/think?
How often have you experienced open-ended problems in your (HS or college) math courses?
Give a brief description of another problem you have experienced, how you solved it, and your
thoughts/emotions associated with that event.
On a scale of 0-5 (with 0 = not confident at all and 5 = very confident), how confident are you in
solving open-ended mathematics problems?
Also, rate your confidence for using open-ended problems with multiple solution paths in the
lessons you will teach.
Explain why you give yourself those ratings.

Week 4 Compare and contrast traditional and constructivist teaching/learning.
What experiences have you had in traditional and constructivist mathematics classrooms?
Which type of environment is most comfortable for you as a learner? As a teacher?
Do you think the eight Common Core Standards for Mathematical Practices are best supported in
a traditional or constructivist classroom? What type of teaching/learning methods can promote
the mathematics practice standards? Give a rationale to support your response.

Week 5 Collect a task from your practicum cooperating teachers’ classroom. Use the provided
websites or the math lab textbook resources to find a task on the same topic that has a different
level of cognitive demand. Describe the potential cognitive demand of each task and explain
how you would use each task with students.
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Week 6

Compare/Contrast the two AMSTI activities and the instruction that accompanied

them. Reflect on your engagement with the "Tri-Square Rug Games" and "Spaghetti Trig" tasks.

Week 7
Reflect on your engagement with the “Hiking Trip” task:
Use the Potential of the Task Rubric (and TAG) to rate, describe, and compare/contrast the
cognitive demand of the Original (from the Mathematics Assessment Sampler, Grades 9-12) and
the Adapted (the one you worked on in class) Hiking Trip Task.
Use the Implementation of the Task Rubric to rate and describe the Adapted task as it was
implemented by the facilitator (you can be honest). Use descriptors from the rubric and your
own observation to describe the cognitive demand of the task as it was implemented. What did
the facilitator do to support or inhibit your learning of mathematics? How do these moves align
with the Factors Associated with Maintenance/Decline?

Week 8 Use the “Analyzing Classroom Instruction” questions to analyze a lesson taught by
your cooperating teacher in your practicum classroom.
Analyze the task:
What opportunities to learn mathematics are afforded by the task?
What prior knowledge and experience would students need in order to engage in the task
successfully?
How would you expect students to go about solving the task?
Analyze the learning environment:
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What decisions did the teacher make during the course of the lesson?
What decisions were made by students?
Who validated answers?
Who asked the questions?
What was the nature of the questions asked by students? By the teacher?
Analyze what students seem to be learning:
What were the mathematical ideas with which students appear to grapple?
What do students’ solutions tell about what they know and understand?
What factors appeared to support students’ engagement in mathematical activity?
What factors seem to hinder such engagement?

Week 14 Refer back to your beginning teaching/learning philosophy. Consider these questions
again, comparing/contrasting your answers to your previous responses:


What do you think are the goals of education? Include any educational theories that you
believe in strongly.



What teaching methods do you think best reach these goals?



What does your future classroom look like?



What kind of strategies do you intend to use to teach mathematics?



What kind of assignments do you believe are most beneficial?



How will you support student learning?



How will you assess that learning has taken place?
Reflect on the experiences you’ve had this semester:



Discuss a specific teaching episode and the methods you used.
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Did the methods you used help your students reach your professed goals of education?



If so, how? If not, why?



Based on this experience, what do you consider to be the best strategies for reaching ideal
mathematics learning?



How do you plan to continue improving your teaching practice?
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APPENDIX O: Final Group Interview Questions

1. During our first class meeting, we examined the Alabama Course of Study for
Mathematics, beginning with the eight Standards for Mathematical practice (SMPs).


On a scale of 0-5 (0 = knew nothing and 5 = was very knowledgeable), what did
you know about the mathematical practice standards prior to that discussion?



How familiar were you with the content standards?

2. Your first microteaching occurred during the second week. As you reflect on that
experience, how did your lesson impact your students’ learning opportunities and
stimulate their engagement with mathematics?


What factor most determined their engagement and opportunity to learn math?



Did the task(s) you chose for your lesson support your goal for student learning?



If yes, how? If not, why?

3. You solved the “The Locker Problem” and “The Hiking Trip” tasks earlier in the
semester.


How do these tasks compare with the activities you have typically experienced as
a learner in your math classes?



At the time, did you find these tasks to be mathematically interesting? Why? Or
why not?



In what specific ways did these tasks challenge you?
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How did I, as the facilitator, support or inhibit your learning as you engaged in
these tasks?

After solving “The Locker Problem,” you rated your confidence in solving open-ended
mathematics problems on a scale of 0-5 (0 = not confident at all and 5 = very confident).
You have since experienced more mathematical problems since including “The Hiking
Trip,” AMSTI activities, and the tasks your classmates have incorporated into their
lessons.


On a scale of 0-5, how confident do you currently feel in your ability to solve
open-ended mathematics problems?



If there was a change, what factors contributed to this change?

4. As we began to consider the cognitive demand of tasks, we used the Task Analysis Guide
(TAG) to rate tasks based on the kind of thinking it demands of students. Share your
thoughts on the TAG.


Based on your personal experiences while teaching your lessons, what do you
think is the most challenging aspect of instruction as you strive to maintain the
cognitive demand of tasks?



As you attempt to teach for conceptual understanding?

5. The Hiking Trip problem was taken from a National Council of Teachers of Mathematics
(NCTM) publication and then I modified it to by removing directions for completing the
task and suggested solution methods.
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Did this affect your understanding of the importance of tasks for supporting and
facilitating student thinking and understanding of mathematics? In what ways?



In what ways did this alter your understanding of the cognitive demand of
curricular materials that are available to you?



How has your ability to locate, assess, and modify tasks changed over the course
of this semester?

6. You spent a good deal of time participating in tasks as learners over the course of this
semester.


How did this affect your consideration of how students will think about/engage in
the tasks you incorporate in your lessons?

You also examined student work on “The Hiking Trip” task, the case study tasks, and
student work collected during your practicum placement.


Do you think this added to your knowledge in ways that helped you better plan
for student thinking?

7. We watched videos and trained on using the Mathematics Classroom Observation
Protocol for Practices (MCOP²) to evaluate the occurrence of the math practice standards
during classroom instruction. You have since evaluated your peers’ instruction using the
MCOP².


On a scale of 0-5, what is your current understanding of the standards for
mathematical practice?



What type of instruction best facilitates the standards?
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How did analyzing and reflecting on the teaching of others affect how you
examine the important mathematical ideas of the lesson?



How did your analysis of teachers’ actions in the classroom and the courses of
actions available to them affect your perception of effective mathematics
teaching?



In what ways did it affect your ability to reflect on and critically examine your
own teaching practice?

8. During the last weeks of the semester, you contributed to a Collaborative Reflective
Teaching Cycle with your fellow preservice math teachers. Using the Thinking Through
a Lesson Protocol (TTLP), you appraised tasks and anticipated students’ response to them
as you prepared to teach your last two lessons in your practicum classrooms.


Was this a beneficial experience for you?



Were you better able to plan and teach lesson that were focused on student
thinking and conceptual understanding as a result of the collaborative reflective
teaching cycle and use of the TTLP?

9. You have participated in professional development that was intentionally designed to
focus on worthwhile mathematical tasks as a means to develop and assess your
mathematical knowledge (MKT). MKT is a blend of content knowledge (of
mathematics) and pedagogical knowledge (of teaching). We focused on two components
of MKT: specialized content knowledge, which is the mathematical knowledge and skill
unique to teaching, and knowledge of content and students, which facilitates anticipation
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and understanding of student thinking. We also read some professional practitioner
articles.


Do you think the practitioner articles advanced your professional knowledge
and/or provided insight into instruction that is grounded in research and theory?



Do you think that your specialized content knowledge of mathematics has
increased as a result of the professional development in which you engaged this
semester? How? In what ways?



Do you think that your pedagogical knowledge has increased as a result of the
professional development in which you engaged this semester? How? In what
ways?



Do you think your knowledge of students has increased as a result of the
professional development in which you engaged this semester? How? In what
ways?

Follow-up questions as needed:
Can you give a specific example?
How does this connect to __________?
How does this support ___________?
What made you say that?
Can you explain that?
Say more about that.
What do you mean?
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APPENDIX P: SMP Survey
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Note: Survey provided by J. Zelkowski
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APPENDIX Q: Lesson Planning Template

Name:

Grade:

Lesson Title:

Date:

I. Learning Central Focus
Central Focus
-What is the essential question of the learning
segment (lesson)?
Content Standards
-What standard(s) are most relevant to the learning
goals?
-These may come from the Alabama Course of
Study or CCRS website
Student Learning Objectives
-What are the skills and/or procedures that the
students will learn?
-What are the concepts and reasoning /problem
solving/thinking strategies the students will learn?
-How will you differentiate the content for learners
with diverse needs?

II. Preparation
Materials and Resources
-List all resources needed to complete lesson
Theoretical Principles and Research-based Best
Practices
-Why are the learning tasks for this lesson
appropriate for your students?

III. Academic Language Demand(s)
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Function (the purpose of the language as related to
comprehension; see Bloom’s Taxonomy or Webb’s
depth of knowledge chart)
-What language function do you want students to
develop in this lesson?
-What must students understand in order to be
intellectually engaged in the lesson?
Vocabulary (Tier 2 or Tier 3 Words)
-What content specific terms (vocabulary) do
students need to support learning of the
objectives?
Demands (Reading, Writing, Speaking, Listening)
-What specific way(s) will students need to use
language to participate in learning tasks and
demonstrate their learning for this lesson?

IV. Student Support Considerations
Differentiation/Planned Support
-How will you provide students access to learning
based on individual and group needs?
-How will you support students with gaps in the
prior knowledge that is necessary to be successful
in this lesson?
-What strategies for responding to common errors
and misunderstanding, developmental
approximations, misconceptions, partial
understandings, and/or misunderstandings will you
use?

Whole Class:

Groups of students with similar needs:
Individual students:
Students with IEPs or 504 plans:

Student Interactions
-How will you structure opportunities for students
to work with partners or in groups?
-What criteria will you use when forming groups?

V. Instructional Strategies and Learning Tasks
-During all parts of instruction be sure to include what the students will be doing and what you as the
teacher will be doing.
-How will you differentiate the learning process based on the needs of diverse learners?
Instruction: Beginning
-How will you start the lesson to engage and
motivate students in the learning?
-What will you do to engage students in developing
understanding of the lesson objectives?
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Instruction: Middle
-How will you link the new content (skills and
concepts) to students’ prior academic learning and
their personal/cultural and community assets?
-What will you say and do? What questions will you
ask?
-How will you engage students to help them
understand the concepts?
-What will students do?
Instruction: Middle
-How will you give students the opportunity to
practice so you can provide feedback?
-How will students apply what they have learned?
-How will you determine if students are meeting the
intended learning objectives?
This section should include both small group and
independent practice.
Instruction: End
-Assessment(s)
What type of assessment will best determine if the
learning objective has been met? (Informal or
formal)
-How will you differentiate the product of
assessment based on the needs of diverse learners?
-What are the modifications to the assessments for
individual learners?
Closure
-How will you extend this lesson? What will you do
next?
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APPENDIX R: The Case of Ron Castleman Opening Activity

(Stein et al., 2009, p. 37)
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APPENDIX S: The Case of Monique Butler Opening Activity

(Stein et al., 2009, p. 88)
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APPENDIX T: Tri-Square Rug Games

(Fendel, D., Resek, D., Alper, L., & Fraser, S., 1998, p. 226)
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APPENDIX U: Spaghetti Trig

Retrieved from https://www.raleighcharterhs.org/aboutus/racg/Lab-SpaghettiTrig.pdf
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APPENDIX V: Unit Circle

(cos, sin)
Retrieved from www.templatelab.com
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APPENDIX W: MCOP² Training Responses
SCORE
Descriptor
1
2
3
4 SE
4 TF
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13 SE
13 TF
14
15
16
TOTAL

Glaze
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
49

Allison
2
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
48

Chad
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
49
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Jacob
3
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
2
3
2
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
47

Kaitlyn
3
3
3
3
3
2
2
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
48

Lauren
3
3
3
2
2
3
3
3
3
3
3
3
2
3
3
3
3
2
50

APPENDIX X: Allison’s Lesson Notes
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APPENDIX Y: Popcorn Cylinders Anyone?
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Retrieved from http://illuminations.nctm.org
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APPENDIX Z: University IRB Approval
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APPENDIX AA: UA IRB Approval
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334
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